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Abstract 

 
 

A dissertation combing both quantitative and qualitative analyses to describe the Old 

Assyrian social networks, the remains of a Middle Bronze Age (IIa) merchant colony with 

surviving documents from 1970 to 1720 B.C.E. including a hierarchical social reconstruction, 

chronological familial genealogies, and social network analysis of ca. 6,000 Old Assyrian texts 

from Kültepe, Turkey. The initial western discovery and subsequent excavations in the early 20th 

century and onwards yielded thousands of cuneiform tablets. By exploiting the names of the 

individual merchants and their relationships to each other, as recorded on the tablets, we 

demonstrate how to generate quantitative and qualitative social networks in order to populate them 

with hierarchical rank distributions reflecting the merchants’ age and seniority in the network, the 

results of a latent variable model described herein. A method for homonym disambiguation is 

delineated, and applied for the purpose of assessing the age of cohort groups for demographic 

analysis. We conclude that grounding the primary sources in a structural networked setting will 

allow for a closer examination of the textual narratives around events occurring in the trade-

network scalable from multiple vantage points, from a single merchant’s household to the broadest 

extent of the trade networks, stretching 1,000 km between the city-state of Assur and this central 

trade hub in Anatolia, known as Kanesh. 
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for someone to be allowed to read them.” (2015, 190) Although I have read a number of the available unpublished 
texts for pertinent context, they have not yet been included in my analysis. Therefore, references to the ca. 4,300 
unpublished texts (as well as the ca. 13,000 unedited texts) have been left out in order to avoid any potential conflicts 
regarding permissions for publication. 
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2 [Stable URL: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1303.2873.pdf] 

3 [Stable URL: https://ochre.uchicago.edu/] 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
All those fortunate enough to visit the dusty confines of cuneiform tablet collections, back-rooms 

lined with padded shelves or trays filled with inscribed little bricks, will no doubt stand in awe of 

the complex data and latent metadata concealed in these unassuming lumps of clay (see Fig. 1.1). 

Museums, like the Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations act as modern archives, capable of 

curating these hoards of tablets for future generations, carefully cataloging collections of 

documents only after they have been removed from their original locations, often found in 

ancient detritus.1  

For those unfamiliar with the depth and intricacy of deep history, it’s astonishing to learn 

that more than 23,000 letters and other socio-economic documents have been found in the rubble 

of an ancient town called Kanesh on what would have been considered a peripheral site by the 

burgeoning Assyrian city-state. Then, to think that we can select a lesser-known subset of 6,000 

letters, notes and receipts, found only through looting, and therefore lacking any organizational 

structure or ontology, and apply computational textual analysis in order to reassemble them into 

dossiers and archives, and to test the results by the intuition and acumen of our modern 

Assyriologists’ publications. Such a proposition must strike almost every philologist as 

                                                
1 The term ‘archive’ is used throughout this study to refer to the version of an archive closest in meaning to the Old 
Assyrian sealed and guarded rooms, the maknukkum and maṣartum. Similarly, the Ankara museum literally seals 
their tablets behind closed door, within an internal long-term storage, permitting only those with express written 
permission to view the published documents (not the unpublished, of course). In chapter two (§ 2.2.1) I discuss the 
specific terminology employed by the Old Assyrians themselves in writing, as seen from a number of private 
household archives which spanned multiple generations (see Fig. 5.3). For the most recent, comprehensive look at 
the archives of Old Assyrian traders, see Veenhof 2013. This subject is surely in need of further elaboration, as the 
term ‘archive’ itself has apparently evaded definition after crossing numerous disparate disciplines, and assuming 
different forms and definitions in each case. Suffice it to say, I intend to write more on this subject, incorporating not 
only the Assyrian archival practice, but a much wider scope, by implementing the method articulated here to 
compare the proportions and attributes of an archive, with metrics for comparing ‘apples and oranges’ or similarities 
and dissimilarities among complex, interrelated datasets.  
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impossible! I know, some of whom have already told me as much. But before waving away this 

positivist-structuralist computational approach, let us remember that upon each tablet there is 

written concise and detailed records of social and economic transactions, which list specific 

quantities, commodities, prices, dates, locations, and most importantly, the names of people. 

Further, each of these data points exist in webs of relationships, which make explicit the roles, 

responsibilities, positions of authority, and family ties that bound this community together over 

the span of two-hundred years.  

While half of these documents have been published, many more presumably still await 

excavation and publication, which is why I hope this study will help convey to the 

archaeologists, the immensely important role that context plays in my analysis. Modern 

computational tools and analytical methods of the social-sciences have only recently been 

applied to this rich trove of socio-economic data, one of the earliest literate societies in the 

ancient Near East. As much as this study intends to make new discoveries, any progress in 

understanding, if such a thing exists, must first be demonstrated in a testable, replicable, and 

transparent method. For this reason, I have chosen to work with both the texts and analytical 

results in interactive network graphs, described in chapter four. This means that the hypotheses 

of this dissertation have allowed for greater testing, and further hypothesis generative, both in 

terms of the new types questions which we can ask of an interrelated dataset, but more 

importantly the numerous hypotheses which can be tested, especially in terms of the social 

network exhibited by the authors of these texts, their families and business partners between the 

Assyrians, Anatolians, and beyond. 

Among the archives found in antiquity, the Old Assyrian texts stand out in both the size 

and density of documentation, and the resulting analysis of these texts and their archaeological 
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context will tell the story of how we go from unprovenanced and looted tablets, purchased on the 

antiquities market, to a detailed reconstruction of the social network exhibited on ca. 6,000 

digitized tablets. Naturally we have many hurdles, and gaps to overcome, but my hope is that the 

combination of methods described here will illustrate the following:  1) a process for addressing 

the persistent ambiguity that has halted our attempts at a holistic, contextualized view of the Old 

Assyrian society, 2) a model which preserves and relies on ‘close readings’ of the texts, in order 

to responsibly apply computational tools for ‘distant readings’,2 and 3) an optimal use of both 

data and metadata for cuneiform tablets by applying supervised methods to test the accuracy of 

unsupervised generative models.  

The overarching goal of this work is to show how my selection mixed-methods and 

cross-disciplinary tools can be of use to philologists, especially in their ability to address the 

missing and ambiguous aspects of the Old Assyrian textual corpus. While the mix of methods 

described below, including computational textual analysis, natural language processing (NLP) 

and network analysis, was expressly chosen to work with the archival and prosopographical 

aspects of the Old Assyrian texts, there’s no doubt that the same methods could be readily 

applied to any body of related texts. As one colleague in social science told me, if we can 

quantify the people and events from 4,000 years ago, then our job is complete. But the question 

remains, to what extent are the limitations skewing our understanding of this society? This 

question will no doubt persist long after this dissertation, as it should in any study which takes an 

unbounded and incomplete dataset, but by using a transparent and replicable method comes the 
                                                
2 The term ‘distant reading’ was used a decade ago by Franco Moretti (2005), who draws from the same impetus as 
Braudel to visualize literary history in the longue durée (76). The methods and computational tools he uses in his 
work are highly applicable to large bodies of text, such as those found in the field of Assyriology. Speaking of his 
field of historical literature, Moretti wrote: “a field this large cannot be understood by stitching together separate bits 
of knowledge about individual cases, because it isn’t a sum of individual cases: it’s a collective system, that should 
be grasped as such, as a whole—and the graphs that follow are one way to begin doing this” (2005, 4).  
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promise that any new texts can be analyzed added to the existing aggregation of data and 

metadata in the network. 

Lastly, while I cannot overemphasize the importance of learning cuneiform to decipher 

and translate these tablets written in the Old Assyrian dialect, the present study has not provided 

any new translations. Instead it has leveraged philologically informed variables and linguistic 

markers to customize a method befitting the Old Assyrian texts, in order to disambiguate entities 

and events using open source, computational tools for data analysis, including: NLP, geospatial 

analysis (GIS), and social network analysis (SNA). My hope is that the application of these tools 

will enrich and progress the most important task of accurate and contextualized translation. 

i. Project description 

One of the greatest challenges in the historical reconstruction of the Old Assyrian period (1950-

1750 B.C.E.) is its prosopography.3 The methods I describe in this study illustrate how novel 

computational tools can be applied to these complex datasets, rich with signals for social strata 

and hierarchical relationships, and how to leverage these models for prosopographical 

disambiguation.  

Within the 6,000 texts used in this study, we find a highly ambiguous onomasticon, with 

close to 30,000 attestations of proper names (PN) covering a two-hundred year period, with 

upwards of five generations. It is no wonder why the daunting task of creating a prosopography 

                                                
3 The term ‘prosopography’ is derived from the Greek prosōpon + graphia, lit. ‘face’ + ‘writing,’ and for the 
purpose of this study it consists of a description of a person from a series of textual attestations within a text corpus 
(for contextual usage see Liddell and Scott 1996, 1533a and 360a). The prosopography is therefore more complex 
than a collection or list of names, referred to as an onomasticon. When combined with the surrounding context of 
familial and social relations, occupations, and activities, a descriptive prosopography can be used for historical and 
even biographical reconstruction depending on the density of the body of texts (or dataset), which in the case of the 
OA texts is most promising. At this point, to the best of my knowledge, there is no comprehensive prosopography 
for the OA texts, but we do have a significant amount of detail in the onomastic catalogues, previously curated by 
Thomas Hertel in collaboration with Mogens Larsen, J. G. Dercksen, and Karl Hecker. 
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has yet to be done. My major argument is that network analysis is particularly adept at 

prosopographical quantification, capable of scaling large numbers of entities across very large 

bodies of texts, which can then be made useful in dynamic network graphs for disambiguation of 

many different kinds. Naturally, the description of this project relies heavily on the network 

itself, which is ideally interacted with using network software (such as Gephi), and less ideally 

illustrated in figures to describe the utility and applicability of the computational tools introduced 

herein.4 These descriptions of the figures are then elaborated upon through narratives found 

within the texts themselves, and provided to us by the translations of the Old Assyrian 

specialists, especially the philologists cited heavily throughout. The results of this project include 

quantitative models grounded in philological methods, and are used to add scalability to the deep 

social-spatial context aggregate over the whole of these texts, to then build a scaffolding upon 

which qualitative narratives of the Old Assyrian networks might emerge (Figs. 1.2.1-1.2.2).5  

As mentioned above, this study makes use of a number of ‘close reading’ studies by Old 

Assyrian specialists, which have defined the textual parameters of certain so-called private and 

family archives. These scholarly assemblages of texts, later deemed as ‘archives’ are also used to 

measure and adjust the prosopographical disambiguation within the structure of a network, 

which in turn allows us to more accurately describe the intricate OA trade network, peering 

beneath the surface of letters and contracts to see distinct individuals’ social status, ranked across 

                                                
4 For those already familiar with network graphs, I have shared the results of my project in its current state on my 
GitHub @admndrsn (https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi). To those unfamiliar with network analysis, I suggest 
using Gephi.org because it is easy to learn and supported through the open source collective commons. 
 
5 In these two figures, we illustrate the initial scale and scope of the Old Assyrian social networks, and depict the 
kind of dynamic network visualizations (i.e. sociograms) and models at both the macroscopic (Fig. 1.2.1) and 
microscopic (Fig. 1.2.2) scale. In the former, we see the granularity of an attestation network in which each PN of a 
tablet is listed and related to the others, with some indication for rank when it is given. The visualization shows a 
close up of what Barjamovic et al. (2012, 55ff.) described in their chronological distribution of OA texts. In the 
later, we see a co-mention network, by Bamman, which shows the close proximity and centrality of the most active 
entities in the network, textually speaking. 
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multiple generations during the Middle Bronze Age IIa (c. 1950-1750 B.C.E.). From these 

thousands of texts, we find the earliest direct references to a booming metals market in Anatolia, 

derived from Assyrian merchants’ trade of tin and other precious metals for silver, and doing so 

across 1,000 km between Assyria (northern Iraq) and Anatolia (central Turkey), as both regions 

were developing in socio-economic complexity before the emergence of the Assyrian and Hittite 

states in the Late Bronze Age.  

By focusing on the attestations of people within this trade we’ve been able to utilize 

internal textual markers of hierarchical position to then generate quantitative data for a large 

number of these individuals, which we populate within interactive network databases, referred to 

here as (1) an epistolary network and (2) and attestation network. Because the network does not 

make any theoretical or formal assumptions, the resulting structure exhibits only what is extant 

from the texts. Subsequent interpretive acts, such as merging homonyms, seen in the epistolary 

network, can then be tested against an initial state of being as each small-world network is 

initially connected only to the entities written on one text in the attestation network.  

Both networks allow us to visualize the OA prosopography in the context of relations 

between each entity on each text, we can then optimize our method of homonym disambiguation 

while further delineating the prosopography. Therefore, this work shows a source-specific 

method for identifying social signals, and then leveraging these results using network analysis to 

disambiguate many homonyms recorded across the digitized OA text corpus.6  

Therefore, this dissertation combines multiple disciplines, and multiple types of analysis 

for the purpose of historical disambiguation in network analysis. Trained initially in the field of 

                                                
6 I use the term, ‘disambiguate’, to describe the process of isolating the unique entities from among those who share 
the same name. In the case of the OA PNs we are dealing with a large number of homonyms, see for example figure 
1.4, in which a number of patronymics for the name, Puzur-Aššur, are listed chronologically. 
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linguistics, I learned early on of the value that philology adds to historical textual analysis, and if 

leveraged responsibly, these databases and dictionaries can greatly optimize the results of 

analysis.7 The computational methods I employ in this study involve natural language processing 

(NLP), and social network analysis (SNA); the former on an intrinsic level (exploiting latent 

variables to expose the internal structure or hierarchy of the society) and the latter, extrinsic 

(based on explicit relationships, cliques, and groups aggregated across the documents and 

grouped into reconstituted archives). The result of this method is twofold, first a clearer narrative 

of the relationships between individuals (i.e. entities) in the trade networks, and second, 

quantitative, transparent models (i.e. based on primary sources), with structural reconstructions 

of the Assyrian and Anatolian trade networks seen in both prosopographical and geographical 

network landscapes.8 

ii. Project goals and products 

After sharing my initial results at the 2011 OATP conference, Mogens Larsen asked me how I 

imagine I could publish a network of ca. 4,000 nodes in a meaningful way. I admit that the first 

thought that came to my mind was not in book form, but rather on the Web (i.e. GitHub). 

Therefore, one of the goals of this project is to make the case that the OA network is best studied 
                                                
7 Like the Semitic philologist, James Bar, I have learned the great value in the philological tools for textual criticism 
and exegesis: “I shall not spend much time on defining philology and linguistics, for I shall assume these terms to be 
familiar. By philology I mean a predominantly historical and comparative approach, with the primary interest 
directed upon the historical derivation and the cognate affinities of linguistic items and sets of items. Linguistics can 
be said to include philology in this sense, but its field of interest is much wider: it is interested less in the historical 
tracing of items and more in the description of systems; it is aware of the distinction between the synchronic and the 
diachronic axes without attributing a primacy of value to either; it sees linguistic change primarily as successive 
states of the system rather than as discrete changes in items; and its basis is firmly set upon (a) phonetics and (b) the 
universality of the phenomenon of human languages. If philology has its centre in the study of classical texts, 
linguistics has its centre in the observation of spoken languages” (1968, 37). 

8 My network graphs are located on my GitHub (https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi). Aside from the data 
published here, I intend to include my results in a number of ongoing projects including: the Berkeley 
prosopographical service (BPS), an online network visualization tool (http://berkeleyprosopography.org/), and the 
online databases for cuneiform texts: ORACC (http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/) and OCHRE 
(http://neubauercollegium.uchicago.edu/faculty/ancient_trade/). 
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with network visualization software (in this case, Gephi). However, Larsen’s comment also 

helped me realize, that the products of this project need to be more than just the network in its 

entirety; that they need to communicate in multiple formats the measure and meaningfulness of 

the results.  

Therefore, as a written product, this dissertation will act as a testing ground in a number 

of ways. First, it will demonstrate some options for describing and visualizing multidimensional 

networks within the constraints of a text editor (Google Docs), and doing so by highlighting a 

select number of actors, cliques, cohorts, and events to see how computational analysis 

contributes to the historical narrative—where it excels and where its present limitations lie. 

Secondly, I explore avenues of online, open access publication for different configurations of my 

datasets (in GitHub), including the charts and diagrams, which are included as figures 5.3ff, and 

available for group collaboration (via LucidChart). Because of the important impact group 

collaboration has had on my research thus far, all of the products from this study are shared 

openly, to perpetuate future collaboration between specialists across multiple disciplines, and to 

provide easy access to real-world prosopographical datasets for further testing, correction, 

disambiguation, and experimentation. 

iii. Chapter descriptions 

In describing the numerous networks evidenced in the OA documents, and how scholars can use 

such an approach for more accurate historical ‘archival’ reconstruction (§ 2), the following 

chapters discuss the process of designing (§ 3), implementing and testing (§ 4) the results of a 

latent variable model using network analysis. These chapters show how the application of this 

method is beneficial not only for prosopographical disambiguation, it’s main aim, but also for 

further quantitative applications, including (1) cohort life tables seen in chronological family 
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trees, and (2) a means of estimating person-years lived for sources with limited dates. Then the 

final two chapters (§ 5, 6) situate the study in the context of those which preceded it, and 

describe how the combination of these results (LDA and SNA) can be refined to produce a 

systematic estimation of the demographics for each documented generation.9  

● Chapter one introduces the conceptual framework behind network analysis, and proposes 

three major obstacles which my method addresses found in the so-called old texts. 

● Chapter two introduces the OA archival studies, by comparing an archive found in situ 

with a number of ‘archives’ and dossiers reconstituted from the looted old texts. By 

reviewing these archives from the standpoint of the network, I show how to add context 

as metatdata to evaluate the scholarship of the past,10 and to advance our understanding 

of the position and role of each individual written of in the letters, including the women 

and Anatolians mentioned in the texts. I argue that this combination of methods allows 

for a more holistic approach, with greater control for close readings on the micro scale, at 

the level of a single individual (i.e. Aššur-nādā’s Anatolian amtu-wife named Šišahšušar), 

and an expansive macro view for distant readings and observations on the actors’ use of 

networks for social ranking, group cohesion, and social mobility, as exhibited in the 

Assyrian marriage practices. 

                                                
9 The datasets useful for this combined approach are shared in two main network graphs referenced throughout this 
study (i.e. the comention network and attestation network) on GitHub. These networks, generated from an 
onomasticon curated by Hertel, include indices of proper names and places, and other pertinent details such as roles 
and events, related on each text and across ca. 5,700 texts in the OATP database. The above mentioned results from 
this combination of computational tools, are figured in two diagrams, including a chronological diagram of a 
selection of merchants (Fig. 2.9), and the chronological reconstruction of OA family trees (Fig. 5.3ff.). In chapter 
five I discuss how these diagrams, can be used to more accurately estimate the demographic strata within the OA 
networks. 
10 Including the time and circumstances surrounding the collapse of the Assyrian network following the death of 
several prominent and well-connected merchants in REL 105 (ca. 1969 B.C.E.). See Barjamovic et al. 2012, 64ff., 
which shows both a primary collapse around REL 105-110, and secondary collapse around REL 138-144. Figure 
1.2.1 shows similar results by graphing the networks of the dated texts (ca. 1,060) in the formation of two distinct 
bubbles, graphed in a centrality layout by Fruchterman and Reingold (1991). 
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● Chapter three describes a latent social signal observed in the OA letters, which Bamman 

and I exploited using latent dirichlet allocation (LDA and MCEM) to generate ranked 

distributions for each entity. The results of this study confirm a measurable hierarchy 

among the Assyrian traders and those with whom they corresponded in writing via letters, 

and illustrates these results with narratives from the Imdī-ilum ‘archive’. 

● Chapter four introduces the earliest known network model for the OA texts as a frame of 

reference for two new network models (i.e. (1) an unsupervised epistolary network and 

(2) a supervised attestation network), generated in collaboration with computer scientists, 

Dr. David Bamman and Dr. Noah Smith, and Alex Storer from Harvard’s Data Science 

Services (IQSS). I then discuss how they are used together to visualize, disambiguate, 

and measure the relational substrata of the OA society.  

● Chapter five situates the previous textual studies discussed in the above chapters within a 

subset of the larger network setting. I show how the aforementioned ‘archives’ and 

dossiers (i.e. those of Šalim-Aššur, Aššur-nādā, Innāya, Imdī-ilum, and Pūšu-kēn) are 

represented collectively in the networks, and in so doing I discuss how some of the 

results of the SNA may be used for the purpose of obtaining systematic demographic 

measurements. 

● Chapter six concludes by applying the results of the SNA in three ways: (1) first in a 

statistical, comparative study of the central leaders and robust actors in the Assyrian 

network; (2) second in a summary of the Assyrian’s use of the introductory formula (IF) 

found in the letters; and (3) third by exploring the Assyrian and Anatolian marriage 

practice regarding ‘secondary-wives’ (amtum). Lastly, I conclude with the benefits and 

limitations of my methods.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Ich bedauere die Menschen, welche von der Vergänglichkeit der Dinge viel Wesens machen und 
sich in Betrachtung irdischer Nichtigkeit verlieren. Sind wir ja eben deßhalb da, um das 
Vergängliche unvergänglich zu machen; das kann ja nur dadurch geschehen, wenn man beides zu 
schätzen weiß.  

—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
 
 
1.1. Theoretical framework 

History as narrative, as a biography or a remembrance, has long been criticized by philosophers 

and scientists for not being epistemologically or empirically rigorous enough, while conversely 

enjoying the humanists’ embrace for its reflection of life in its natural habitat. Just as Goethe 

pointed out almost two centuries ago, "Alles Vergängliche ist nur ein Gleichnis" (Goethe 1832, 

343), so too has our deep history too often been relegated to allegory and legend. For this reason 

alone, the present study argues against the belief that each version of history’s retelling needs be 

an unique skeuomorph of the real truth; a poetic perception of a shared, yet disparately viewed 

reality.11 From Goethe's day until today, this same historical poem spun over thousands of years 

and told from many different perspectives, has often been kept at arm’s length by the scientific 

fields, awaiting the proper moment for a more natural, and mutually-beneficial reunion.  

The point of all this, then, is to suggest that we have arrived at a moment in time where 

Goethe’s reunion of arts and sciences is made possible. In the present study, this reunion brings 

together certain primary historical sources, known to us by the philological and archaeological 

scholarship of the past and present, and applies novel tools for computational analysis, the results 

of recent advancements in computer science. As we stand at the crossroads of the sciences and 
                                                
11 Naturally, there are instances when historical sources rightfully belong in the realm of legend and allegory. In his 
sweeping discussion of historiography in the ancient Near East, E. A. Speiser points out that our earliest "history can 
be apprehended only through the spyglass of legend" (Speiser 1955, 52). The question I pursue here is whether there 
are quantifiable facts in these ancient historical sources, and if so, how one might test for such evidence with some 
measurement of accuracy, and then leverage the results for further demographic quantification.  
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humanities, I find it of value to remember Goethe's aphorism: that the two were always one, and 

only waiting to be reunited.12 

 Nowhere does the convergence between the vergängliche retelling of history and the 

unvergängliche data-driven objectivity of science stand in such stark contrast than in the field of 

Assyriology. In this unique Orchidaenfach,13 we find a rich catalog of cuneiform sources 

beginning with the earliest moments of written history (ca. 3,400 B.C.E.), then reaching their 

archival heights in the great Assyrian and Babylonian empires of the seventh and sixth centuries 

(respectively), only to linger as a fast-forgotten writing system in the Sasanian period (ca. 100 

C.E.), before being replaced by the alphabet. And to think that our knowledge of the greatest 

empires from the ancient world would have been lost almost entirely if not for the humble 

mediums of clay and reed used as technical tools for the invention of writing.  

With little more than a reed writing stylus used to press cone-shaped cuneiform wedges 

into the clay, our ancient ancestors were the first to write thousands of documents in a readily 

available and durable medium; one which is in fact only strengthened by fire and impervious to 

most forms of decay, and arguably more capable of weathering the test of time than any tangible 

medium we have invented since. This is particularly true for the tablets in the present study—the 

subset of the Old Assyrian tablets, which were looted for decades and eventually discovered in 

controlled excavations—where we learn that the stratigraphic layers which contained the texts, 

referred to by Professor Özgüç as levels 2 and 1b, exhibit clear evidence of destruction from the 

                                                
12 The German reads: "Man vergaß, daß Wissenschaft sich aus Poesie entwickelt habe, man bedachte nicht, daß, 
nach einem Umschwung von Zeiten, beide sich wieder freundlich, zu beiderseitigem Vorteil, auf höherer Stelle, gar 
wohl wieder begegnen könnten" (Goethe 1817, 493).  

13 Orchidaenfach, literally 'orchid field,' is a term used in the German-speaking academy for these small but unique 
departments of ancient languages and civilizations (e.g., Assyriology, Egyptology, &tc.); most likely compared with 
an orchid because of its intrinsic beauty and rarity. 
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building remains and a distinct of burnt ash.14 Had the ancient Assyrians been using less durable 

mediums, such as leather or parchment, it’s safe to assume that none of their records would have 

been preserved, but because of this archaic form of writing over 23,000 tablets have been pulled 

from the remains of this one site alone, with many more likely to be found in the future.  

Since the discovery of cuneiform tablets, Assyriologists have been engaged in the task of 

textual transmission, translation and publication, both in print and online.15 The very 

embodiment of a transitory world has now provided one of the largest and most readily available 

collection of economic texts ever to go online in a digital format—a long-lost dataset which can 

now claim to be intransient, permanent, enduring (one can only hope). This juxtaposition of the 

clay-encapsulated present moment now so far removed from its past characterizes the majority of 

the tablets in the OA text corpus. From economic contracts and trade receipts to letters so 

pragmatic in their nature that they are almost devoid of any sense of historical awareness, the OA 

texts stand out as one of the richest sources of early social and economic history (in the Middle 

Bronze Age IIa), and exhibit a high degree of literacy among the merchants of the OA society 

during the Level II period especially (ca. 1915-1815 B.C.E.).16  

                                                
14 Özgüç 1950, 120; 1986, 1f.; 1997, 268. Due to this destruction, may of the tablets were baked by fire and thus 
come to us in a relatively good form of preservation (as opposed to the tablets which were never baked or fired). 
That said, the range in the physical condition of the OA tablets is quite wide. While a few of the texts are as pristine 
as the day they were formed, a significant subset of the texts are fractured, fragmented and eroded to some degree, 
with a small number of these too damaged to be accurately legible. 

15 There are a number of websites which preserve the ancient documents in digitized databases complete with 
photos, transliterations and translations. The Old Assyrian texts which I use in this study can be found online at the 
Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (CDLI) by searching for ‘old assyrian’ under the ‘period’ category 
[http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/]. Other online publications of cuneiform texts can be found in the Orac Project List: 
[http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/projectlist.html]. Further, there is an impressive collection of Neo-Sumerian tablets 
curated by Dr. Manuel Molina [http://bdtns.filol.csic.es/]. 

16 Although the majority of the letters exchanged between these merchants are not dated, the texts that do have time 
stamps (ca. 1,050) can be dated with remarkable precision, not just with relative dates, but also by calibration we 
may be one of the few periods in deep history to be based on the Gregorian calendar system within ca. five years of 
accuracy (Stratford 2015b). 
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By making the OA documents the objects of this study, we will focus on restoring the 

missing links between the objects and actors who created and used these tablets as their form of 

communication. While the content largely consists of economic records of ancient trade, receipts 

of expenditures and letters of business or legal transactions, interspersed throughout are insights 

into their society, such as social and economic signals of rank, seniority, filiation, and kinship, 

not to mention the ideological background, of which we catch tantalizing glimpses throughout 

the documentation.17 By utilizing computational tools from machine learning and natural 

language processing we will take advantage of these subtle signals in order to reunite the long-

lost relationships, conversations and events in the context of their relational substrata, coming to 

a quantitative understanding of the interconnectedness of the individuals who make up the Old 

Assyrian trade network. In addition to the observations and conclusions made here, the results of 

this project will be published in a number of social and economic studies.  

1.1.1. Network theory18  

Why reconstruct a 4,000 year old social network? A network graph is a mathematical a tool 

which helps to address the single greatest challenge for students of early history, which is to 

draw relevant connections in quantifiable terms between our present state of affairs and these 

ancient primary sources. To do so requires both a broad and detailed understanding of the 

                                                
17 For example, the role and position of the abum ‘father, paterfamilias’ as it extends beyond the family, with the 
expression abī atta bēlī atta (‘you are my father and lord’) used in terms of hierarchical partnerships in the society 
(see Chapter three). 

18 The defining work on network theory describes social network analysis as a method capable of providing “a 
precise way to define important social concepts, a theoretical alternative to the assumption of independent social 
actors, and a framework for testing theories about structured social relationships. The methods of network analysis 
provide explicit formal statements and measures of social structural properties that might otherwise be defined only 
in metaphorical terms. Such phrases as webs of relationships, closely knit networks of relations, social role, social 
position, group, clique, popularity, isolation, prestige, prominence, and so on are given mathematical definitions by 
social network analysis" (Wasserman and Faust 1995, 1068-1073). 
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historical context of these ancient individuals, the activities and practices in their daily life; 

succinctly described as the relational substrata within the ancient society.19  

The OA trade network, one of history’s earliest recorded social networks, is a rich textual 

dataset and on par with both the Geniza documents and the records from the Renaissance Italian 

trade.20 Comparing these networks has allowed scholars to “penetrate beneath the veneer of 

formal institutions, groups, and goals,” (Padgett and Ansell 1993, 1259) thereby visualizing the 

explicit and latent relationships which make up the roles, social hierarchies and positions held by 

the members of this ancient society. With an analytical study of this kind, the results provide two 

additional vantage points from which to view history: 1) from the perspective of each individual 

entity outward, and 2) from the broadest expanse of the society inward.21  

The theory I propose here is that a measured, multivariable approach lends itself to 

greater understanding of the OA society, both in the aggregate and at the individual level.22 The 

                                                
19 The relational substrata or social(-relational) network was first discussed in the work of Padgett and Ansell (1993) 
on the interconnected cliques of Cosimo Medici within the Florentine trade in Renaissance Italy. The equivalent of 
an interwoven tapestry, which links all of the individual threads or entities together in their relational context, the 
relational substrata is the sum total of all tangible or explicit and intangible or implicit relations that connect each of 
us together in our individual and collective social networks.  

20 Larsen wrote: “The Geniza material as well as the texts from the Italian trading cities shows that the long-distance 
trade was based on a firm pattern of what may be called ‘family-firms’. The ‘great houses’ of Genoa or Venice or 
Florence had their counterparts in the Muslim and the Jewish world and it is obvious that the basis of the Old 
Assyrian economic system was the ‘house’, ‘family’, or ‘household’ (bītum).” (1976, 95) 
 
21 The macro view is more of a measurement of the relationships between entities. This measurement (degree) is 
based on the number attested co-occurrences of one or more entities (PN). The degree increases between two entities 
the more frequently their names appear on tablets together. To date the three merchants with the highest degrees are: 
Pūšu-kēn (1127), Imdī-ilum (1508), and Šalim-Aššur (1648). These numbers will likely change (i.e. increase) once 
the supervised disambiguation is complete, and as we see with Šalim-Aššur’s archive, it is not unlikely that the 
inclusion of new archives could increase the relative importance (in degree) of another merchant. However, it is 
unlikely that new archives would detract from the importance of the first two merchants in particular. 

22 Foucault, among others, pointed out the integral role these two approaches play for both the scientist and the 
historian: “There is the distinction...between the microscopic and the macroscopic scales of the history of sciences, 
in which events and their consequences are not arranged in the same way: thus a discovery, the development of a 
method, the achievements, and failures, of a particular scientist, do not have the same incidence, and cannot be 
described in the same way at both levels; on each of the two levels, a different history is being written.” (Foucault 
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macroscopic approach will take us into the quantitative details of the hierarchical relationships, 

cliques or social groups, and overall social structure of the individuals who wrote these tablets. 

Then, with a microscopic approach, we can qualitatively compare the results of the analysis on 

the individual archives which have been reconstructed textually on a philological basis. The 

result of these two approaches combined allows for both ‘close’ and ‘distant’ readings of the 

same documents, which in turn provides greater clarity concerning the groups, cliques and 

hierarchical relationships exhibited in this society.  

As these results show, this ‘distant reading’ measured in terms of a network is a helpful 

tool that computational analysis can contribute in the reconstruction of the historical context. It 

allows us greater transparency when choosing how archives and dossiers are to be reconstructed, 

by retaining the relationships of cliques, which are indicative of the neighborhoods and houses, 

from which the tablets were looted. However, in order to understand the details of each 

individual (and disambiguate their dossier), a ‘close reading’ is still in order, which in this case 

entails a detailed philological study, translation and edition of the texts.23 

 Aside from the micro and macro views, network analysis has proven to be valuable for a 

                                                                                                                                                       
1972, 4-5) More recently, the sociologists Christakis and Fowler explain the utility of SNA in basic terms, as such: 
"to decipher what is going on, we need two kinds of information. First, we must look beyond simple, sequential 
dyads: we need to know about individuals and their friends, their friends' friends, their friends' friends' friends, and 
so on. And we can only get this information by observing the whole network at once. It has just recently become 
possible to do this on a large scale. Second, if we want to observe how things flow from person to person to person, 
then we need information about the ties and the people they connect at more than one point in time, otherwise we 
have no hope of understanding the dynamic properties of the network. It would be like trying to learn the rules of an 
unfamiliar sport by looking at a single snapshot of a game" (Christakis and Fowler 2011, 23). 

23 Mogens Larsen organized the effort to create a digitized database of the old texts, culminating in the OATP. The 
results of this digitization effort have been made available to the public by collaboration with the Cuneiform Digital 
Library Initiative (CDLI), [http://cdli.ucla.edu/]. Thomas Hertel has since organized these digitized texts into a 
relational database and collaborated with Jan-Gerrit Dercksen in making the beginnings of an OA prosopography, 
which was at one point made available online (http://oatp.net/), but unfortunately has since been removed. However, 
a version was captured on January 6th, 2014 by the Internet Archive and can be found using The Wayback Machine 
[https://web.archive.org/], and within their search tool, searching for “http://oatp.net”.  
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number reasons for this study in particular: first, on a structural level, it provides access to a 

framework which turns the fuzziness of daily events into quantifiable data. This is extremely 

helpful for the OA tablets, because the number of transactions taking place across the ca. 4,000 

published old texts alone have been too great to number, let alone check to see how they might 

be interrelated.24 Second, because of its basic structural makeup, the analysis can be worked 

within an interactive sociogram,25 which allows specialists to overcome a number of challenging 

obstacles described below, including the lack of distinct boundaries between archives. Third, the 

methods employed here (§ 4.2) provides two forms of testing, one which probabilistically 

determines the entities of the network based of the generated rank distributions in an 

unsupervised disambiguation (epistolary network), and one which graphs each textual attestation 

of an entity in a supervised disambiguation (attestation network). While it is likely this method 

will continue to improve over time with advancements in natural language processing, for now, 

network theory and its application in graph databases provides a valuable structural model for 

reconstructing the individuals and their relationships in the historical record.  

Further, on a formal level, once the data is imported and tested for accuracy, the form of 

the data can be shaped and manipulated on the basis of a series of algorithms. Once we have 

accurately mapped the data, we can then step back and allow the past to dictate its form to us. Of 

course, the result still requires interpretation, but the network setting doesn’t impose one single 

viewpoint, rather it suggests the most likely configuration on the basis of relative variables (both 

                                                
24 Deemed the old texts by the OA specialists, these ca. 4,000 tablets contain the interactions and conversations of 
over a thousand unique PNs, the majority of whom fit into a highly structured, patrimonial society, based both on 
social standing and seniority within their family lineage, as has been explained to be the norm in the ancient Near 
East at this time. The family, while certainly not the only social framework in play at this time, appears to be the 
dominant form of emic social organization and group interaction (Larsen 1977; Larsen 2007). 

25 The network database software I have used for this study is called Gephi (www.gephi.org). 
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observable and latent), and therefore should allow room for a wide range of scholarly discussion, 

regardless of philosophical differences. To illustrate this, we can look at the network from a 

highly interpersonal, individualized point of view—from the ego-network of a single actor like 

Šišahšušar, for example (§ 2.4). Continuing with a close reading in the context of the aggregated 

ranks from the letters, we may then ask the question: how much impact does this female entity 

have on her surrounding network (i.e. the relationships with those around her) as a secondary-

wife (amtum)? And we can provide some measurable answers by comparing the relative ranks of 

females and males in her cohort, for example with Uṣur-ša-Aššur, the son of a prominent 

Assyrian merchant, Aššur-malik, who is perhaps born of his amtu-wife, Šamananika.26 On the 

other hand, we can also incorporate a ‘distant’ reading, looking at the network from the point of 

view of an emerging community within a single generation, to see how the collective actions of a 

single cohort may have influenced the subsequent generation’s roles and position in society (§ 

5.2). 

While the conceptualization and structure of this society has already been the focus of a 

number of excellent studies which I highlight herein, certain obstacles have limited the scope and 

detail of past research. Knowing that it is their work which has made my study possible, my hope 

is that this SNA will allow for greater interaction among all the scholars, Assyriologists and 

archaeologists alike, who are interested in uncovering the historical truth of this ancient 

community, stemming from the remains of Kanesh, modern-day Kültepe, and for the many other 

                                                
26 It is still unclear who the mother of Uṣur-ša-Aššur may have been. Further, while we know he was the son of the 
prominent merchant, Aššur-malik, the high number of homonyms for this PN make his disambiguation more 
tenuous. The rank analysis from the letters within Aššur-nādā’s ‘archive’ indicates that Uṣur-ša-Aššur son of Aššur-
malik had an unusually low rank. As I discuss later, rank in this case could be an indication of age, meaning that 
Uṣur-ša-Aššur may have been quite young at the time these letters were written (see § 2.4.4. and Fig. 5.3.5.). This 
low rank could also be an indication of the lower status of children born from an amtu-marriage, but more evidence 
would be needed to make this claim definitive. 
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large bodies of texts discovered throughout Mesopotamia (i.e. Turkey, Syria, and Iraq). 

1.1.2. Network reconstruction 

It is important to state up front that although the intention here is to derive greater clarity around 

the entities who made up the OA society, the primary means I have chosen to do so is by 

focusing on the textual documents they left behind, and to a lesser degree their sealing 

impressions left on the tablets (e.g. see Fig. 1.1, second column, second tablet from the top). 

Because these objects are lacking their archaeological context, unfortunately this means that the 

larger archaeological material culture falls outside the realm of my analysis, at least at this point 

in my work. However, once the framework is established in which we have a clear representation 

of person to place, we should be able to link all the objects found in the houses of these 

individuals to the network as well. Thanks to the work of Thomas Hertel, a composite map of the 

lower town has been published and certain houses have already been identified.27 This map will 

no doubt be very important in understanding the social distance within the networks we 

reconstruct here.  

Without a clear understanding of the agents who lived in these houses, it would be 

difficult if not impossible to trace the vast collection of objects found in these archives back to 

the individuals to whom they belonged. However once the prosopography and archaeological 

plan is reconnected, we should be able to not only suggest the original owners of these archives 

and dossiers, but also how they changed over time to include multiple dossiers in a private 

family archive. Ultimately, such a network still requires a disambiguated set of individuals and 

their relationships to one another including their roles, occupations, and institutions, therefore I 

will show how a combination of tools from philology to computational analysis can greatly aid 
                                                
27 See Hertel 2013, 5-6, and Larsen 2015, 42-45. 
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this difficult process of disambiguation. 

So we return to the task at hand, a networked prosopographical reconstruction, and the 

best means for this is most certainly from the textual documentation. In the process of working 

with the complex web of individuals and interactions written on each of the texts, it quickly 

became clear that a more structural approach was necessary just to keep track of the countless 

relationships between each entity, to say nothing of the homonyms which we will explain below. 

In other words, what we needed took the shape of a network; one which could accommodate a 

hands-on process at two levels of control (macro and micro) in order to verify and disambiguate 

the entities within the OA network by using two explicit variables:  

1) The entity attested in a text, aka node. By linking each individual to the document his 

or her name is attested, we can control for the context of a single actor on the micro 

scale. We can also build upon this context by merging the attestations of the same 

individual across multiple texts, providing a macroscopic view of the network. 

Because this merging process can introduce errors, my network database keeps track 

of all the metadata associated with each entity, including a count of how many entities 

have been merged as well as a certainty reading (§ 4.4). Additional metadata includes 

whatever is known of the tablet itself, which in the old texts is often very little for the 

looted tablets, but metadata would include anything written or pressed on the clay 

tablet, including seals, dates, persons, places, and things.28  

                                                
28 The metadata for each node could be expanded to include word-clouds, or ranges of signs used by (or associated 
with) each entity who writes a text (or is written about). Once applied to all of the OA texts, we can use this 
metadata to discover linguistic characteristics indicative of a particular entity, whether at the graphemic, 
phonological, morphological or syntactic levels. However, due to the already overwhelming task of network 
reconstruction, a comprehensive disambiguation based on linguistic attributes falls outside the scope of this present 
study. Such an approach is also being implemented for the OA texts in the OCHRE database, and it is my hope that 
our methods will overlap in this regard. 
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2) The relationships between each entity attested in a text, aka edge. The micro view 

provides an immediate clique for each text, and the macro is seen in the valuation of 

the entity in proportion to all interrelated entities in the network; in a word, his or her 

position in the network. The assumption inherent in modeling relationships based on 

textual attestation is that all entities mentioned on a text, be it a letter or some other 

transaction, are related to the document they are referenced upon by one degree of 

separation. However, it is possible that a scribe or author may have listed entities who 

he knew, but who did not know each other; making the degree of separation between 

each entity on a text either one or two, but not more than two. This will help account 

for the extremely tight-knit or ‘small world’ networks that were reconstructed based 

on the OA documentation (see § 4.4).  

Both of these variables require a structural setting in order to be useful for supervised 

disambiguation, a process which requires specialized knowledge to read the context of each text 

in order to decide when two entities with the same name can be merged. Once these two explicit 

variables are reconstructed, the cliques (i.e. maximally interrelated subnetwork) and extended 

groups connected to an entity’s network on the macro scale form relational substrata for SNA. 

Such a network will allow scholars to keep track of what we already know, and make complex 

adjustments with greater ease whenever new texts are found, for example, which could change 

the position of an entity, but always in relation to all other entities in the network. 

By working with the documents within a network, we have the added benefit of a 

compounding frame of reference, that is, when two nodes are merged into be one, the entire 

network shifts subtly and with each merger the network becomes more interconnected. In this 

regard, a networked approach paves the way for greater certainty than we would otherwise 
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possess when modeling the relationships within such communities in both archaeological space 

and historical time. In his recent monograph the Assyriologist, Mogens Larsen, describes the 

type of process we intend here to model here:  

“If we are to achieve any real insight into the minds of men and women of the past, we have 
to accept the possibility of locating them in a reconstructed social, physical and mental world 
that can be analysed and described. The great question is how we get from the holes in the 
ground and the lumps of clay to the society and the people of the distant past — a 
presumptuous journey, it would seem.” (Larsen 2015, 6) 

Aptly described here, is the need for a structural framework in order to disambiguate or uncover 

the numerous entities behind each PN; which in turn will allow us to accurately link the archives 

and dossiers belonging to each entity within the text corpus.29 This social, physical and mental 

world wherein we can reconstruct the relational substrata is precisely what network analysis was 

made for. That said, a network is not only a valuable tool for contextualizing the OA Zeitgeist, 

but it is also the only method currently available which can accurately control for the 

exceedingly high degree of ambiguity surrounding the many commonly used names, or 

homonyms.  

In SNA each node represents a single entity, and each edge represents a single 

relationship between two nodes; all of which can be traced back to a single document or related 

to multiple documents. These nodes and edges are then visualized in their groups and cliques, 

based on centrality, proximity, and relationships. In this way, we are able to see the patterns of 

interaction formed through the simple process of graphing the explicit variables recorded on 

                                                
29 From this structural (and simultaneously theoretical) framework, we can then visualize the complex relationships 
by degrees of separation in the network. This network (both as a whole and as a co-mention network) provides us 
with a correspondence view, for example, with which we may delineate certain actions and events across the 
documentation, or implicit socio-economic signals, as far as they are captured in writing (for more on the theory 
behind correspondence, see Wrathall 2010, 43ff.; McManus 2012; Carman 2007). As mentioned above, we also use 
the network to link additional explicit variables, such as toponyms, chronological markers and even the 
archaeological plans which can help us recreate the proper stratigraphy and contexts for many of the entities’ houses 
and private archives. 
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textual data from a cuneiform tablet. Additionally, thanks to the introductory formula (hereafter 

IF), recording the seniority of ca. 2,000 PNs from among the letters, we are also able to add 

hierarchical rank distributions to the network analysis.  

The network reconstruction took place in two phases. We began with the OATP dataset, 

which contained an onomasticon of ca. 3,000 proper names and geographic names, with some 

redundancies in spellings. With this, we performed an unsupervised disambiguation of 1,972 

letters, which yielded an epistolary network of 2,756 nodes and 43,958 edges (see § 4.2).30 This 

ranked network was then incorporated into an attestation network with (currently) 22,423 nodes 

and 107,013 edges.31  

Ultimately, as Larsen pointed out, the process of network reconstruction is presumptuous, 

and I do my best to state my presumptions openly. As we will discuss in Chapter four (§ 4.2), 

just such a journey had been attempted before, with sadly little to show for it.32 For this reason 

we have gone to great lengths to test these networks with a series of supervised control groups 

(see § 4.3). While every test is subject to human error, the process is transparent and can be 

followed, checked and even replicated by future scholars with the data used in this study.33 

                                                
30 By epistolary network I mean the network which we can build on the basis of the chains of correspondence 
between the letter writers (l.w.) and letter recipients (l.r.). Because the Assyrian merchants tended to order these 
individuals by seniority (or chain of authority), we can measure their ranks through inference (see § 4.2.1). 

31 By attestation network, I mean one node per textual attestation, with undirected edges between each attested node 
per text. Because some of these attestations are letters, I include directed edges from the IF for ca. 2,756 nodes, and 
their rank data as well (see § 4.4). 

32 Referring here to an early study by two French researchers, J.-C. Gardin and P. Garelli, who attempted to 
reconstruct the OA social and geographical networks in the early days of computing. The results of their work were 
published in two articles (Gardin and Garelli 1961; Gardin 1965), but the project was apparently abandoned. 

33 See my GitHub for access to both the epistolary network and attestation network data 
[https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi], along with the documentation for generating the attestation network. Also, it 
is my hope that a portion of the networks generated in this project will be made available online for further 
prosopographical reconstruction thanks to the collaboration with Dr. Laurie Pearce and Patrick Schmitz who are 
developing a prosopographical service for rule based disambiguation at BPS [http://berkeleyprosopography.org/]. 
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1.1.3. Method summary 

The method used in reconstructing the OA social networks is thoroughly detailed in Chapters 

three and four, but for brevity’s sake I will provide a basic overview of my three-tiered approach. 

As a first, more general approach to gain some sense of scale, I worked in conjunction with two 

computer scientists from CMU (both specialists in NLP), which resulted in an unsupervised 

disambiguation of the OA prosopography, meaning the model generated the results without 

specialist oversight or interruption (see § 4.2).34 As this was the first known unsupervised 

disambiguation of our data, there were no comparable data or gold-standard tests for measuring 

the accuracy of our results. Therefore, as a second step, we simultaneously populated two graph 

databases of the OA prosopography, using open-source software, which combines an interactive 

visualization of the network with the related nodes and edges recorded on the tablets.35  

The epistolary network is a one-mode network database, populated by David Bamman, 

which utilized the weighted relationships for each node from the IF found in the letters (§ 3.1), 

and automatically merged common nodes together based on their ranks, which were added as a 

weighted measurement on each of the edges.36 This network was then used to run the SNA 

which is discussed in greater detail below (see § 1.1.3). In addition to a complete network graph 

                                                
34 Together David Bamman, Noah Smith and myself designed a generative model which disambiguated the 
homonymous OA prosopography based on their hierarchical position listed in the IF found in the ca. 2,000 OA 
letters. This resulted in ranked and relational data for each PN listed in these letters. See Chapter four § 4.2; cf. 
Bamman et al. 2013.  

35 The free, open-source software is called Gephi [www.Gephi.org]. As a graph database, Gephi employs relational 
data imported from spreadsheets for the nodes and edges files we generated to create interactive network 
visualizations. For more on this software, see the documentation on GitHub [https://github.com/gephi]. 

36 Bamman’s unsupervised disambiguation of the OA network resulted in ca. 4,000 nodes and ca. 44,000 edges (see 
the epistolary network OASN_1.2.gephi in my GitHub, a representation of the network based on the ca. 2,000 
letters). While I show elsewhere how these numbers are overly reductionist (Fig. 2.16), especially for the most 
common homonyms, the resulting network holds up nicely for the less ambiguous merchants, including Innāya (§ 
4.2.1), Imdī-ilum (§ 3.4 & 4.3), and Pūšu-kēn (§ 2.5} to name a few. For a detailed article describing the model and 
method we applied to this disambiguation, see Bamman et al. 2013. 
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of the letters with the SNA, Bamman used the same dataset to make a subset of the network of 

the most prominently featured actors, referred to here as a co-mention network (Fig. 1.2.2). This 

network consists of the nodes with the highest number of collective attestations, and the subset of 

nodes visualized in the figure all have more than 10 co-mentions between them.  

The attestation network was conceived as a type of control group, populated with the 

nodes and edges from all the texts in the OATP database. By adding weighted edges for the 

entities from the letters, we make a two-mode network (2.0) which initially was without any 

form of disambiguation, i.e. no nodes were merged in the initial stage (Fig. 1.2.1).37 This allowed 

the graph to display the generated rank distributions for each of the nodes from the letters, as 

well as the additional variables such as text IDs, dates and patronymics.38 Then, using version 

control, I began a supervised disambiguation within this network; merging the nodes which 

correspond to a single entity. This process is similar to deduplication, in that I try to identify a 

multidimensional entity (i.e., one with many variables) based on the content and context of the 

OA texts from transliterations in the OATP. In doing so I was able to test the accuracy of the 

unsupervised disambiguation in the epistolary network (1.0) as each merger produced new 

dossiers and cliques in the attestation network (2.0). 

In sum, the method I use combines a computer-aided approach together with classical 

                                                
37 The initial network contained ca. 30,000 unmerged nodes, representing each PN attested in the documents. The 
unweighted edges link each of the nodes of a document together. In the process of my supervised disambiguation, 
the network database underwent six different versions which subsequently added chronological and geographical 
variables and lastly a certainty gauge for merged nodes. The latest iteration of the network has a total of ca. 20,000 
merged nodes; however this network is still undergoing disambiguation. Chapter five discusses how this network 
can be used to derive representative demographic estimates. 

38 A patronym is a kind of surname appended to the first given name, and usually designates the father. In the OA 
texts this usually takes the form of a Sumerian logogram DUMU ‘son of’ (PN1 DUMU PN2); the patronymic, if 
used, is listed directly after the name, for example, Puzur-Aššur DUMU Abia, ‘Puzur-Aššur son of Abia’ (cf. CCT 
1, 10a). There are also instances where the name of the mother, wife, husband, sibling, or other title is given in place 
of the patronymic, for example see the PN Ab-šalim in Appendix 1 where a sibling is given in place of the 
patronym. 
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philological tools in order to test and describe the results of our analysis. The results are then 

visualized in their relational substrata using graph databases, which we will draw from for the 

purpose of providing specific examples of the network in both macro and micro scale. This 

approach, measured against a detailed philological study of the OA texts, will additionally 

provide a proper testing ground of how such methods may be useful for aggregate studies of 

large text databases. The beauty of this method is that thanks to the contrasting databases (1.0 

and 2.0) anyone can replicate the same process to disambiguate the homonymous entities, 

utilizing not only the texts attested in the database, but also the generated social-hierarchical 

ranks as a guide for supervised disambiguation. 

1.2. The discovery of the “Cappadocian” tablets39 

Beginning in the late 19th century C.E., a collection of cuneiform tablets began to emerge in 

various Turkish antiquities markets and oriental bazaars, subsequently raising the attention of a 

handful of Assyriologists and Near Eastern archaeologists around the world.40 In 1918 Archibald 

Henry Sayce, from the British Museum, reported the discovery of ca. 1,200 “Cappadocian” 

tablets, said to have come from the vicinity Kayseri, a town in central Turkey.41 These enigmatic 

                                                
39 In figure 1.1 we see a photo of a tray of OA tablets (Nos. Kt 90/k 190-230) housed in the Museum of Anatolian 
Civilisations, Ankara, Turkey (taken July 14, 2015). 

40 The Akkadian language, of which Babylonian and Assyrian are dialects, was initially deciphered in ca. 1850 
(Kramer 1963, 13-18). So the field of Assyriology was only a few decades old when these tablets were first 
discovered. Because there is a wide range of sign forms within the cuneiform writing system (spanning four 
millennia), it was uncertain if these Old Assyrian texts coming from somewhere in the vicinity of Kayseri, Turkey, 
were of the same language family as the Neo-Assyrian texts from Assur and Nineveh in northern Iraq, and the 
Babylonian texts discovered in southern Iraq. For more on the unique dialect of OA see Larsen 2015, 54-64. 

41 Sayce reported: “In 1881 Dr. Pinches drew attention to two cuneiform tablets, one in the British Museum and the 
other in the Louvre... As they were said to come from Kaisayreh, he proposed for them the name “Cappodocian.” 
Shortly afterward Sir W. M. Ramsay visited Kaisayreh and I asked him to see, while he was there, if he could find 
any similar tablets in the bazaars. The result was the discovery of several more tablets, which he purchased and 
which are now in the British Museum…. The Kaisayreh dealers stated that the tablets had been disinterred from a 
mound about three miles from Kaisaryeh, and the mound was finally localised by M. Chantre, the French explorer, 
at the place known as Kara Eyuk [Karahüyük] (“Black Village”) or Gyul Tepé [Kültepe] (“Burnt Mound”). Here M. 
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clay tablets, with writings from a previously unknown dialect, eventually reached the major 

museums of Europe, (e.g. the Louvre and British Museum), and the United States, some having 

taken more circuitous routes than others.42 

The provenance of these many tablets eluded the foreign specialists, while new tablets 

continued to emerge in the local bazaars until 1925, when the philologist, Bedřich Hrozný, went 

to the mound at Kültepe, 175 km. north-east of Kayseri, and began his excavations (see Fig. 

1.3.1-1.3.2). Because archaeology was still in its infancy, Hrozny did his best to document the 

damage that the looting had wrought before beginning his excavation,43 but the ambiguity of the 

stratigraphy coupled with the damage has in many cases permanently hindered our understanding 

of the stratigraphy and early houses and buildings excavated at the site.  

Much to his chagrin, Hrozný failed to find any tablets on the mound, searching in vain 

right up until the last scheduled day of his excavation. Desperate to find his horde of tablets, 

Hrozný coaxed an inebriated confession from his local driver, who revealed that Hrozný had 

pitched his camp right on top of them, just eastward off of the mound. He then delayed his return 

by two days and unearthed around 1,000 tablets.44 Together with what was found on the 

                                                                                                                                                       
Chantre excavated and discovered the site of a large city which had been entirely destroyed by fire and reduced to a 
heap of black ashes. As all the pottery seemed to belong to one period, the excavator concluded that after the 
destruction of the city the site was not occupied again…. Just before the war, 1200 tablets, mostly in a perfect 
condition, were discovered by the peasants, 800 of which were seized by the Turkish government, but the rest found 
their way into the hands of the dealers. Some of them came to Paris and were bought by the Bodleian Library and 
Ashmolean Museum at Oxford as well as by myself; what has become of the others I have failed to learn” (Sayce 
1918, 149). For more on the destruction at Kültepe, see Larsen 2015, 74 & 120. 

42 The Assyriologist, Paul Garelli, noted that these tablets did not come from regular excavations, but instead were 
discovered randomly by farmers, no doubt while doing agricultural work. They soon found buyers in various 
antiquities markets, and were soon purchased more regularly by a number of museums throughout the world (Gardin 
and Garelli 1961, 838). 

43 Hrozný 1927, 1ff. 

44 T. Özgüc 2003, 25ff. 
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antiquities market, the “Cappadocian” tablets numbered nearly 4,000, most of which were then 

published, and have since been termed, the old texts.45  

In the subsequent years, Hrozný also published editions of texts from his excavation 

along with a rudimentary plan in Inscriptions cunéiformes du Kültépé (1952), locating the tablets 

in rooms where these texts were uncovered (Fig. 1.3.3). However, due to the initial conditions of 

the site, information about the context of these tablets, including the objects found within the 

same strata are lacking, making the archival reconstruction process all the more difficult. By that 

time the remainder of the old texts had made their way throughout the world, and were held in 

the numerous museums which purchased them.46  

How 20th century scholars were able to make comprehensive studies of the old texts 

before computers is truly impressive. Suffice it to say, due to the size and complexity of the 

dispersed corpus, the early publications of these texts were often piecemeal with varying degrees 

of accuracy and typically lacking consensus on the spellings of proper names and geographical 

locations.47 While the efforts of these scholars were most important, not only in giving birth to 

                                                
45 This designation by Veenhof codified the first group of texts discovered in the sundry diggings by the locals and 
Hrozný’s excavations. For more on the old texts see Veenhof and Eidem 2008, 64. Both Dercksen (2001a) and 
Hertel (2014, 44ff.) have made further deliminations of both the old texts without provenance, and Hrozný's 
excavated texts published in four volumes in the Inscriptions cunéiformes du Kültépé. Due to the ongoing traditions 
of some archaeologists beginning their excavations on the top of a mound, it is important to reiterate that these 
dossiers and ‘archives’, at times consisting of over a thousand tablets, were not discovered on the mound of Kültepe, 
but rather, came from private houses in the lower settlement located a short distance to the East of the main mound.  

46 We thankfully know the location of most of these texts due to the laborious work of Cécile Michel in her Old 
Assyrian Bibliography (OAAS 1, 2003), but scholars are still working on building a comprehensive database with 
consistent transliterations, translations and conventions for normalizations, including the proper names.  

47 Here it goes without saying that the ongoing transmission and translation of these texts is quite challenging for 
even the most eminent OA specialists. In a short chapter, Larsen succinctly sums up the major obstacles involved in 
the decipherment and translation of this early Assyrian dialect of Akkadian (2015, 5-13; 54-64). I am indeed a 
grateful recipient of the inspired and dedicated work of a few specialists (M.T Larsen, K.R. Veenhof, K. Hecker, 
J.G. Dercksen, C. Michel, B. Kouwenberg, G. Barjamovic, T. Hertel and E. Stratford), who have been actively 
engaged in the philological process of editing the OA texts, including collating transliterations and making new 
translations. Thanks to their willingness to share and collaborate, I have been able to work with the whole of the old 
texts primarily in transliteration, and have also included an additional 1,700 texts which have been published more 
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the field of OA studies, but also in significantly enhancing our understanding of this early 

historical period, the hodgepodge nature of the scholarship made OA studies a formidable field 

at best and completely unapproachable at worst.48  

Despite the fact that their context and provenance is still ambiguous, these old texts shed 

a dim but penetrating light on the intricate remains of an OA merchant ‘colony’ or ‘port (of 

trade)’ at Kanesh and in other ports (kārum) and trading stations (wabartum) in Anatolia.49 

Fortunately for the field of OA studies, Hrozný's initial discovery provided the necessary 

impetus for increasingly more systematic explorations of the site, but the world had other 

interests as it devoted its attention to a series of wars for the following two decades, making any 

archaeological explorations in this area unreasonably dangerous.50 Excavations at Kültepe 

resumed after the wars in 1948, led by Professor Tahsin Özgüc, and have continued to the 

present, with Fikri Kulakoğlu as the current director of the site.51 In addition to providing the 

                                                                                                                                                       
recently. Efforts to complete the translation and edition of these texts is currently underway at the University of 
Chicago, which will appear in OCHRE (https://ochre.uchicago.edu/), and additional online sources for the OA 
published texts can be found in the CDLI (http://cdli.ucla.edu). Lastly, as a way of providing greater access to those 
outside of cuneiform studies, I am collaborating in a lemmatization effort for the OA texts in ORACC 
(http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/index.html). 

48 As Larsen discusses, for a long time the field of OA studies was quite formidable, provoking one Assyriologist to 
write a famous article entitled, “Who is Afraid of Old Assyrian?” attempting to convey through comparative 
linguistics the approachability of the dialect and thereby hopefully encourage more scholars to embark upon the 
foreboding but much needed task of translation (see Reiner 2001; Larsen 2015, 60). 
49 Here and throughout, I follow the scholarly convention of using the word ‘colony’ to describe the community 
documented at Kanesh, couched in the Assyrian term kārum (lit. ‘port (of trade)’). For a description of the use and 
translation of the term, kārum, see Veenhof et al. 2008, 20; Dercksen 2008, 120ff. 

50 This is unfortunately an enduring theme for the study of the Near East (aka. Middle East) over the last two 
centuries. Wars and the threat of war continues to be the greatest impediment to our understanding of our earliest 
written history, and remains the reason why the ancient empires of Assur and Babylon, and the myriad additional 
ancient sites throughout Iraq and Syria, cannot be systematically explored and excavated. Instead, we find ourselves 
in a similar position with the scholars from the 19th century, who relied on looting and plundering of ancient sites 
(of unknown origin) in our attempts to salvage the once glorious (now enigmatic and endangered) foundations of 
human civilization. 

51 For a more detailed description of the site, including a composite map of the site of Kültepe see Larsen 2015, 17 
Recently, in 2015, the Old Assyrian specialist, Mogens Larsen published a most excellent monograph which 
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much needed stratigraphic context for the kārum periods II and Ib, the excavations since 1948 

have added over 17,000 tablets to the OA text corpus, now totalling 23,500 cuneiform tablets and 

counting.52 These texts are among the few remaining details of the once thriving long-distance 

trade networks organized by merchants from the ancient city of Assur approximately 4,000 years 

ago (ca. 1950-1750 B.C.E.), and when visualized collectively, as in figure 1.2.1, they represent 

the remains of one of the first-known economic bubbles to occur in the Bronze Age.53 

1.2.1. Three major obstacles 

Every scholar of deep history faces numerous obstacles before they are able to accurately 

describe the contextual setting within which their dataset existed so many years ago. Although 

the delineation of these obstacles is nothing new to those who work with large textual corpora 

from antiquity, it is important to make clear the boundaries of the dataset for those who might be 

unfamiliar with the Old Assyrian texts.  

1.2.1.1. Inundated with data 

The initial obstacle we’ve faced throughout this project is the sheer magnitude of data 

which confronts us on so many levels. This is of course a good problem to have, but one which 

comes with a formidable challenge. While we have lofty goals of utilizing an all-encompassing 

database, we must first begin with a manageable dataset.  

How do we define the boundaries of our data? We begin with a maximalist approach by 

                                                                                                                                                       
contains a number of very interesting stories about the discovery of the Assyrian tablets (17ff.), the excavations on 
the mound (29ff.) and on the lower town (39ff.), including a composite map of the kārum (42-45). For a summary of 
the state of the OA texts groups since the 1948 Turkish excavations, see Michel 2008. 

52 The current total is 23,500, of which 23,350 come from Kültepe and about 150 tablets are known to have come 
from sites in the surrounding area in Anatolia (Barjamovic 2015, 48f.; Michel 2003). 

53 Thanks to the significant progress made in understanding the chronology of the OA period, we can visualize the 
massive documentation in the form of two chronological clusters of documentation, representing the archaeological 
levels 2 and 1b. For a detailed study of the OA chronology see Barjamovic et al. 2012, 3ff. and Stratford 2015b. 
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looking at the widest number of primary sources and material culture found for the OA kārum 

period, which in this study includes ca. 6,000 texts, envelopes and bullae. We then draw 

relationships between the texts and the other material culture from Kültepe, including the seals, 

sealings and bullae with writing, and any other artifactual remains with prosopographical, 

geographical, and chronological data, which archaeologists have used to reconstruct the context 

of the OA kārum period at Kanesh. Ideally, all of these data sources would be accessible to all 

scholars working in the field in digital format, online, with high quality photos. However, asking 

this much of so few scholars is a monumental undertaking, not to mention the financial and 

technical burdens already placed on the few experts and museums who find and house these 

objects. Until such avenues for scholarship can be opened, the boundaries imposed upon us 

primarily focus around access to the primary source data and metadata. Thus, we must restrict 

our focus to the subset of published texts, envelopes and sealings, and encourage the digitization 

endeavors of the scholarly community by showing what we can do with what is currently 

available in both analog and digital formats.  

Using these related datasets, I constructed name catalogues, or onomastica, and linked 

these to each attested name across the OA texts. This ensures that variations in spelling are 

accounted for, and not generating superfluous new names. These textual attestations are then 

used to populate a network database (in Gephi), and to group and merge the homonymous nodes 

in the attestation network, when I can be certain that they attest to the same entity (not just the 

same name, esp. due to papponymy). Naturally, this process requires a significant amount of data 

curation, which comes from ‘close readings’ of the textual context, including: any familial 

indicators (i.e. patronymics, marriages, clans), the cliques and cohorts of each entity, their roles 

and activities associated with each entity, and any other contextual clues the texts may provide 
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(i.e. sealings, sign usage or scribal hands). All of these aspects are then added as ‘attributes’ for 

each of the ca. 20,000 nodes in the attestation network. Geospatial coordinates are also added for 

the nodes representing geographical names, toponyms, and houses in Kültepe-Kanesh.54 

Studying the groups and cliques of an entity is especially critical, as Dercksen points out, 

“by studying a group of letters exchanged with the same person, and then extending this circle to 

other persons who emerged from this first group as important business partners; a method also 

applied by C. Michel in her study of the archive of two merchants called Innāya (1991a)” (1996, 

131-132). Although the process seems clear enough, with every degree of separation, the number 

of business partners or family members one must investigate grows exponentially. While this is 

indeed doable for two merchants each with one patronymic, the task is again compounded when 

the merchant has as many as 36 different patronymics.55 This very issue was noted by Larsen 

years after his reconstruction of the Aššur-nādā archive was published:  

It was a simple matter to put together a dossier concentrated on these persons. The problems 
arise when we attempt to cast a slightly wider net, drawing in partners, friends, 
representatives etc. First of all, many of the names in the group are so common that maybe 
between 25 and 50 individuals are known to have had them, and patronymics are of course 

                                                
54 Data curation is the means by which data and metadata are collected from and related to a certain primary source. 
For example, the tablet KTS 1, 31a is a broken, red-brown clay tablet (4 1/2 x 1 cm.). It was given the museum 
number Ka. 55 by the İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzesi, where it is currently housed. It is known as a waklum letter (royal 
letter), because the introductory formula (IF) of the letter reads: um-ma wa-ak-lum-ma a-na Šu-A-nim DUMU En-
na-Z[U.EN6] ‘From the Waklum (‘king, overseer’) to Šu-Anum son of Enna-Su[en].” The tablet was also sealed by 
the witness, Ṣilūlū son of Uku, which can be found on text TC 1, 90a, and reads: “Ibbi-Suen, king of the land, king 
of Ur, and king of the four quarters. [limmū] Ur-Lugalbanda, scribe, son of Ur-niĝin-gar, his servant” (see Lassen 
2012, 199). While it goes without saying that all of these details and measurements are important for archival 
purposes, it is only the names and relationships listed on each text which acts the primary data in our study of the 
social network. All of the metadata, or other curatorial aspects of the tablet and any other textual or historical 
variables are incorporated as ‘attributes’ in the node and edge lists used in Gephi in this study, including the 
findspots of the archives, the seal impressions, and even the text in transliteration and translation. All this to say that 
the metadata clearly provide additional insight into each of the PNs listed on a text, especially when relationships are 
drawn from the scholarly secondary literature recorded per tablet. 

55 See Fig. 1.3. for the dated patronymics of Puzur-Aššur. Dercksen was the first to point out the high number of 
patronymics for Puzur-Aššur, “the popularity of the name Puzur-Aššur, for which at least 36 different patronymics 
are attested, makes it difficult to define which texts belong to the archive of Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-Aššur, 
among documents where generally no patronymic is given,” i.e., the vast majority (1996, 131). 
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used very rarely in letters, so it is impossible to distinguish between namesakes. (Larsen 
2008, 79) 

All this goes to show the immensity of data which a scholar must keep in mind, or have on hand, 

in order to engage in the process of disambiguation—a truly staggering amount of work.  

Returning to the advantage of our ‘big data,’ in order to find a point of departure, we can 

see in both Larsen’s and Michel’s studies, that the success of archival reconstruction and the 

disambiguation of homonyms often depends on the types of documents available.56 From the 

handful of studies which have attempted disambiguation,57 we find that the most useful and 

ubiquitous documents are the letters; no doubt because they betray more interesting personal 

insights in the exchanges between individuals, thereby conveying a sense of the entity’s 

character and their attitudes toward one another. Aside from the invaluable impressions and 

activities in which the merchants engage, letters can often provide clues for quantifiable data as 

well, listing closest friends and family in a merchant’s clique, suggesting where the letter writers 

and recipients are located, or in some cases the time season. Additionally, each of the letters also 

communicate a series of complex, implicit hierarchical chains of seniority, which can be used as 

latent variables for disambiguation (see Chapter three § 3.1 and four § 4.2-4.3). 

The tremendous collection of letters reveals a surprisingly high degree of literacy among 

the inhabitants of the lower town at Kanesh. As we see in a letter (CCT 4, 6) written to Pūšu-kēn 

                                                
56 Thanks to the work of Thomas Hertel and the OATP, we can begin to categorize each of the texts into over 40 
different types or genres in the database, the largest category (one-third, ca. 2,000) of the documents are letters, the 
complete list of text types include the following genres: Account settlement (22); Administrative order (52); 
Adoption (4); Agreement (182); Bulla (58); Contract (79); Debt-note (553); Divorce (12); Eponym List (5); 
Incantation (4); Legal  (116); Letter (2113); List (68); Loan; Marriage (13); Memorandum (88); Note (239); Oath 
(6); Pledge (2); Quittance (67); Redemption (10); Royal (4); Sale (75); School text (4); Seal (20); Separation (5); 
Settlement (104); Accounts (23); Statute (4); Testament (8); Testimony (260); Transaction (39); Treaty (4); Verdict 
(79); Votive (1); Week-eponym list (2). 

57 The ‘archives’ and dossiers discussed here focus on the merchants: (1) Imdī-ilum (Ichisar 1981 and Larsen 2001), 
(2) Innāya (Michel 1991), (3) Aššur-nādā (Larsen 2002), and the dossier of Pūšu-kēn (Stratford forthcoming). 
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by his son, Suea (N.B. not his father, Suea), who carried the papponymous name of his 

grandfather (see Fig. 1.5), literacy was being taught formally to those who could afford it, but we 

also suspect that writing was also taught informally by extension to family members and even 

slaves (e.g. Abu-šalim in § 2.1.3) and amtu-wives (e.g. Šišahšušar § 2.4.4). Not only had many 

of the merchants “learned the art of writing” for themselves, they also apparently taught writing 

to their wives and to some degree the local Anatolian population, using a simplified writing 

system from the OA dialect.58  

Clearly, the OA letters in particular comprise a uniquely rich source of personal archives, 

illustrating the daily life of the people in this fascinating society. Yet it is this very obstacle, in 

dealing with an overwhelming amount of highly interrelated ‘big data,’ that prompted the need 

for our use of a computational model, described in Chapter four.  

1.2.1.2. Disorganized data 

The second obstacle that we confront is on an organizational level. Because the ca. 4,000 old 

texts were found through illicit diggings as well as Hrozný’s excavations, the majority of our 

documents lack any promising archaeological context which would help scholars in 

reconstituting the ‘archival’ filing practices of these merchants. After more careful excavation 

(since 1948), the subsequent tablets at Kültepe have been found in private houses, an emic 

practice which has since been shown to be the norm at Kanesh.59 Thus, while the archival 

                                                
58 Barjamovic 2015; Stratford 2015a; Michel 2011; Kryszat 2008. Larsen (2015) describes the Old Assyrian dialect 
in some detail and explains why this dialect in particular allowed for the apparent rise in literacy in this community 
(54-57; cf. Kryszat 2008, 230-233). In short, it was essentially due to a simplified cuneiform writing system 
designed to accommodate greater ambiguity (and therefore fewer sign forms). That said, it must also be noted that 
the OA tablets’ archaeological context is also quite different. Where the majority of the OA texts were found in 
private archives, the majority of the Mesopotamian tablets come from royal and administrative institutions and 
scribal schools (Streck 2006). 

59 Because the more recent Turkish excavations have paid closer attention to the archaeological context, they have 
found both archives and dossiers intact, e.g. see the archive of Ali-ahum (Dercksen 2015). Chapter two discusses 
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approach has been the philological gold standard for reconstructing a textual archive, there 

remain ca. 4,000 old texts, which have yet to be assigned to such an ‘archive’ or dossier.  

That we currently lack any criteria for defining an archive, as Larsen explains, “has been 

the topic of endless discussions in the OATP group just how we define and delimit what we call 

‘archives’ on the basis of internal criteria alone, and I doubt that we can ever establish a really 

satisfactory set of criteria” (Larsen 2008, 78). This lack of structure and organization has 

hindered scholars from obtaining empirical measurements concerning the overall scope and 

social structure of the OA society, both at the colonies and of course at Assur, for which there are 

no excavated archives dating to this time period due to at least two levels of occupation on top of 

the OA occupation layer.60 

Unfortunately, the result of this obstacle is the undervaluation of these very important 

documents. Indeed, the sheer distances in time must certainly boggle the mind. While most of us 

have difficulty grasping the ancient texts and cultures of the classical and biblical worlds, these 

OA tablets belong to a culture as far removed in time from the ancient Roman civilization, as the 

Romans are to us. What’s more, although the data is over 4,000 years old, it is also relatively 

new information. This means that the texts utilized in this study were only edited and translated 

in recent times, and therefore have not had the advantage of multiple centuries of scholarship to 

decipher, translate, curate and catalog the tremendous collection. Therefore, it is not uncommon 

to find these most ancient objects resting in dig houses and museum storage in trays and 

sometimes even in disorganized piles, awaiting scholarly attention, while more ‘modern’ texts 
                                                                                                                                                       
one such OA archive found in situ, the ca. 1,200 texts found in the Šalim-Aššur family archive excavated in 1994, 
described and edited in Larsen 2010. For more on the emic organization of text archives at Kanesh, see Larsen 2008. 

60 The site of Assur has a very large occupation layer in the first millennium, more specifically referred to as the 
Neo-Assyrian period. Based on some trenches which were dug at the site, we know that below the Neo-Assyrian 
layer lies the Middle Assyrian level and below that, the Old Assyrian.  
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from the first millennium enjoy the public’s attention in a more prominent display. 

1.2.1.3. Ambiguous data 

The third major challenge this study addresses appears to me to be the single greatest obstacle 

confronting those who wish to work with the OA onomastic data.61 As evidenced in the many 

texts, envelopes and seals, scholars have found a high degree of common names in the OA 

community. These names suggest a hyperactive homonymic naming convention, sometimes 

occurring in the form of papponymy, in which a son is named after their father or grandfather.62 

Homonymy (and papponymy) mean greater ambiguity in our data. Such internal ambiguity in the 

naming system has limited OA scholarship in a number of ways, but primarily, it has obscured 

the identity of the entities in the OA texts, since any given name can correspond to multiple 

individuals in the OA corpus.  

 Evidence for both homonymy and papponymy can be seen on the basis of the 

patronymics—a kind of last name or second name, as last names were not employed at this time. 

When it was necessary to distinguish between entities with the same name, they would employ 

the name of the father, or less frequently grandfather; on rare occasions, we also find the 

mother’s name used instead of a patronym.63 In trying to understand the extent of this practice, 

                                                
61 The overabundance of homonyms is found throughout most of the textual documentation from the ancient Near 
East, and therefore poses a major obstacle for most of the prosopographical studies within Assyriology. The method 
proposed here is one which can also be applied to additional bodies of texts to be used as an aid in the process of PN 
disambiguation.  

62 Examples of a female homonyms can be found with the PNs: Ab-šalim, Lamassī, and Walawala. See Michel 
2015, 86 & 2008a, 215; Veenhof 2015. 

63 Examples of mothers named for a son or daughter, or matronymics: (e.g. ummī atti ‘you are my mother,’ ummika 
‘your mother,’ ummišu ‘his (or her) mother,’ or mēraša ‘her son’), occur more frequently in documents of marriage, 
divorce and sales of people into slavery. See for example the following 26 texts: AKT 3, 41; AKT 3, 42; AKT 3, 77; 
AKT 4, 57; AKT 6a, 290; CCT 6, 8a; ICK 1, 19a env; ICK 1, 32; ICK 1, 35a-b; ICK 4 - I 513; ICK 4 - I 665; ICK 4 
- I 674; ICK 4 - I 837; Kt 01/k 325; Kt 78/k 176; Kt 87/k 285; Kt 88/k 1003; Kt 89/k 369; Kt 91/k 132; Kt 91/k 158; 
Kt 91/k 389; Kt 92/k 1033; Kt n/k 74; KTP 43; KTS 1, 51b; TC 3, 246. 
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the first step has been to count the number of patronyms for each of the PNs. To illustrate, we 

can look at the names within one prominent family archive in the old texts, belonging to Aššur-

nādā. Here we find that there are 23 patronymics for the PN Aššur-idī, 22 for Aššur-nādā, 26 for 

Aššur-taklāku, and 12 for Ilī-ālum (Larsen 2010, xix). Thus, for each PN in this family, we see 

the tremendous potential for misreading the texts and attributing them to entities who never 

wrote them in the first place, but merely shared the same names. These numbers represent the 

average range of patronyms found in the onomasticon. The upper limit was found for the name 

Ennam-Aššur, with as many as 80 patronyms. Second place goes to the name Aššur-malik, 

which has 60 accompanying patronyms.  

Similar naming traditions are found throughout our modern cultures as well. For 

example, the year in which the U.S. president, Barack Obama, was elected, the N.Y. Times 

reported a similar phenomenon in Kenya: “from Election Day through Saturday afternoon, 43 

children born at the Nyanza Provincial Hospital in Kisumu were named after the Obamas, with 

23 boys given the first and middle name Barack Obama and 20 girls named Michelle Obama” 

(Lee 2008).  

In comparison, the 46 different patronyms for the PN, Puzur-Aššur, seen in figure 1.4, 

can be explained to some degree by the occurrence of a reference to one Puzur-Aššur son of the 

ruba’um, a more generic term for the ‘ruler’ (OIP 27, 58:24), who was most likely the crown-

prince throughout most of his career as a merchant in and around Kanesh, until he became the 

ruler of Assur in REL 93.64 While we are unable to say for certain if many of these entities were 

homonyms by relation (i.e. papponymy), figure 1.4 may suggest that the name Puzur-Aššur grew 

in popularity during the reign of the Assyrian ruler, Puzur-Aššur II (ca. 1877-1870 B.C.E.). 
                                                
64 For more on Puzur-Aššur mār ruba’im see Chapter five, and Larsen 1976, 121ff. 
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1.3. The problem of papponomy 

The obstacle regarding the homonyms is compounded by papponymy, and requires a more 

thorough exposition in order to better understand what we are up against in this study. In figure 

1.5 we see multiple generations of some of the most prominent families in the OA society, all of 

whom apparently practice papponomy as a naming tradition. By aligning these families 

chronologically, we see that the long-term effect of papponomy is accumulative name 

redundancy over multiple generations. In the first generation, we see the paterfamilias, Amur-ilī 

(I), contemporary with Buzāzu (I), Elāli (I) and Dan-Aššur (I) and after a single generation, a 

mere 20-30 years, we again find the same combination of Amur-ilī (II and III), Buzāzu (II), Elāli 

(II) and Dan-Aššur (II). Therefore, in order to be sure which clique of merchants we are working 

with, we either need dated tablets or we must find some other indication, familial or otherwise 

for each generation.  

Ironically, the obstacles discussed above would be much easier to overcome if the written 

use of patronymics had been a common practice, however, more often we find that patronymics 

are almost always absent from the OA letters, which therefore necessitates the kind of 

specialized knowledge which can only come from working with the context and content of the 

OA texts, including the construction of family trees.65 Of course, even for the specialists, 

homonymy remains a formidable challenge:  

It is necessary for any study of a family group to build the analyses primarily on an 
evaluation of context and content. This is naturally a perilous procedure where we run the 
risk of becoming involved in elaborate circular arguments. Moreover, homonymy quickly 
becomes a barrier to our reconstructions, which means that our analysis must be conducted 
and evaluated on different levels in consonance with the distance from the central figure. 
(Larsen, 1982: 218)  

                                                
65 For a chronological chart of reconstructed family trees, see Fig 5.3ff. 
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The result of this homonymous naming convention is a high degree of internal ambiguity, such 

that it almost completely conceals the identity of the majority of the entities or unique 

individuals on the basis of their name alone, since any one name can correspond to multiple 

entities living between Assur and Kanesh. In essence, it is the compounded ambiguity (or 

uncertainty regarding how frequently homonymy and papponymy occur) which makes this final 

obstacle so difficult to approach. Therefore, it is necessary for specialists to scrutinize each name 

individually in order to hope to untangle the number of entities employing the same name.   

1.4. An otherwise impossible state of affairs 

Collectively, the above obstacles have no doubt contributed to the steep learning curve for 

scholars of OA studies, and more importantly, they have stood in the way of a comprehensive 

prosopographical reconstruction, which in turn has held the progress of this rich field hostage. 

Indeed, this is a case in which the sum of the individual problems creates an unassailable task, as 

Larsen stated, “the interconnections between the individual texts have to be established on the 

basis of an internal analysis of each document in order to determine whether it belongs together 

with other texts, a task that is often very difficult and not rarely impossible to achieve” (Larsen 

2002, xiv). While there have been at least three studies of such interconnections for individual 

merchants from the old texts, the majority of recent scholarship has rightfully focused its efforts 

on texts found in situ since 1948 with preserved archives.66 

Naturally, there are limitations that every historian of antiquity confronts and is at times 

bound by, and Larsen admitted this upfront by explaining: "where we have a nicely closed group 

of texts reflecting the activities of a family firm, we find smaller groups of texts whose presence 

                                                
66 The three I refer to here are for the merchants 1) Imdī-ilum (Ichisar 1981 and Larsen 2001), 2) Innāya (Michel 
1991), and 3) Aššur-nādā (Larsen 2002). All three were reconstructed archives. We can compare these 
reconstructions with the Šalim-Aššur archive (Larsen 2010 and subsequent vols.), discussed in Chapter two. 
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in the archive seems inexplicable, since the persons occurring in them cannot be related to any of 

the members of the family" (2002, xv). While we can posit that other families kept texts in their 

neighbors' or colleagues' archives, until we can establish the relationships between these 

seemingly unrelated texts we must admit that the gaps in the data won't allow for a full 

understanding of what an archive is as defined by the OA merchants. Larsen concluded that 

because of these gaps and limitations, "it would obviously be impossible to arrive at a final and 

complete reconstruction of the original archives on the basis of an internal analysis of texts 

without any archaeological context" (2002, xv). This means at the least that there will inevitably 

be a number of tablets which will fall through the cracks, whether broken by time or lacking 

enough data to determine the context.  

Because it is inherently impossible to reconstitute and archive lacking any provenance, 

we turn to network analysis to provide a frame of reference not just for one dossier or archive, 

such as the Aššur-nādā archive with its 176 texts, but for all possible dossiers and archives 

within the larger context of the ca 5,500 OA texts. Once the remaining unpublished texts (ca. 

12,000, plus those tablets which have yet to be excavated) have been digitized, these network 

models can be expanded upon, adding new PNs to existing cohort life tables for demographic 

analysis, and connecting the geospatial activity between their family houses in the 

neighborhoods at Kanesh (or Assur) and the distant colonies (kārum and wabartum) they visited 

in the hinterland. 
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CHAPTER TWO  
 
 

Archival studies have a proven track record of providing the necessary organizational framework 

ideal for large bodies of texts found in situ under controlled excavations, such as the 23,000 

found at Kültepe.67 The question we pursue here is how best to integrate the old texts into an 

‘archival’ frame of reference, especially when little or no information about their provenance is 

known. As discussed above, because the majority of these tablets come from illicit excavations, 

they pose greater difficulties when one attempts to situate a text or group of texts into the 

existing archival framework.  

After reviewing an archive found in situ, and comparing this archive with the scholarly 

attempts to reassemble additional dossiers from the old texts, we will evaluate how network 

analysis may prove useful in future efforts for archival reconstitution. In doing so we will 

continue to introduce the new methods we have used, including supervised and unsupervised 

disambiguation, in order to show how contextual relations between the unprovenanced tablets 

and the known archives. By employing a combination of methods, including textual analysis and 

network analysis, we demonstrate how to exploit observable variables (i.e. chronological, 

geographical, and social) for the purpose of entity disambiguation and the identification of events 

across the texts.  

As a ‘peripheral’ city, far removed from the center of civilization (i.e. the city-states of 

Assur, Babylon, and Ur), Kanesh was by far the largest documented center of trade at this time.68 

                                                
67 For an overview of the numerous large archives and libraries found in the ancient Near East, see Brosius, ed. 
2003; Pedersen 1998; and for discussions on archival studies within OA, see Larsen 2008; Pedersen 2008; Veenhof 
2003a and Kryszat 2001. 

68 The Ur III period (ca. 2112-2004 B.C.E.) has a much larger text corpus of economic and administrative texts, 
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Perched 1,000 km. northeast of Assur, Kanesh housed a large number of different groups, both 

local to Anatolia and those who came for the trade, some of whom ended up settling in the area. 

Based on an archaeological estimate, scholars have suggested that the texts found in Kanesh 

would have reflected this influx of people, with a population of ca. 25,000 (Barjamovic 2014; T. 

Özgüc 2003, 24). This included a large number of Assyrian merchants living in the lower town, 

estimated by Hertel to be ca. 3,627 (2014, 43; cf. Barjamovic, Hertel and Larsen 2012, 55-60), 

who came to Kanesh for the trade and would then branch out into numerous trading colonies 

(kārum or wabartum) disbursed throughout the Anatolian heartland (see Veenhof 2008).  

The presence of these different ethnic groups in Anatolia is known to us primarily via the 

records they left in their private houses. So far, these groups of texts and dossiers found 

Anatolian houses are relatively small (Shi 2013), compared to the Assyrian documentation. But 

by aggregating these different records, we find significant overlap in references to certain 

Anatolians across the 200 year window (1950-1750 B.C.E.), with the majority of the documents 

falling within 50 years of the Level II period (Barjamovic, et al. 2011, 57). Collectively these 

records provide detailed accounts of long-distance, cross-cultural trade and colonization known 

from the ancient world—accounts which are told from the perspective of the individual, whether 

Assyrian or Anatolian.  

Once the textual boundaries of the archives and dossiers are delineated, we are able to see 

how these groups of texts are interrelated, allowing us to move beyond a single archive’s 

confines to follow individuals chronologically and geographically, as attestations of these entities 

                                                                                                                                                       
especially following Šulgi’s reign, with as many as 20,000 texts in Amar-Suen’s reign, however the documentation 
drops down to only 630 in the reign of Ibbi-Suen which ended in 2004 B.C.E. (Molina 2016, 7). In contrast, the 
Assyrian records are seen first in OA merchant texts, and the Assyrian kings list, both of which begin in 1970 B.C.E. 
Although the Anatolian presence at Kanesh can be dated from Waršama palace was carbon-dated to as early as 2027 
B.C.E. (Barjamovic et al. 2012, 29 & 35), we have no textual records from the Anatolians until the “Cappadocian” 
texts. 
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appear across multiple archives and dossiers. Lastly, we will explain how the combination of 

these approaches allows us to achieve greater accuracy in disambiguation, thereby enhancing the 

process of historical reconstruction by tracing the interrelated family networks, linked via 

kinship, marriage, occupation and location. 

2.1. An archive found in situ: the Šalim-Aššur archive 

One of the more recent family archives found in situ is known as the Šalim-Aššur family archive. 

Excavated in 1994 by Professor Tahsin Özgüç, the archive was located in two rooms within a 

house complex dated to 1935 B.C.E., the beginning of the OA period. Prof. Özgüç shared a plan 

and a description of the house with Mogens Larsen, along with its contents, who subsequently 

edited and published the archive in the series Ankara Kültepe Tablets 6a, vols. a-e, from 2010 

onward (the final volumes are forthcoming).69 Larsen identified Šalim-Aššur as the original 

owner of the house, which he described as empty, except for the large numbers of tablets 

discovered in rooms 5 and 6 (see Fig. 2.1.1):  

An archive of 947 tablets and unopened envelopes and pottery were found in these two 
small rooms. They were evidently kept on wooden shelves against the walls. The tablets 
that were found on the floor along the walls are those that fell off the shelves in the fire. 
The tablets had been packed in bags, in straw wrappings, and sacks were discovered in 
piles at the middle of the rooms. A group of the tablets, as usual, were kept in pots. The 
pottery was set along the base of the walls (nos. 5-6).... Next to the hearth [in room no. 8] 
were found unbaked tablets evidently left to dry or prepared to be fired.70 

From this description we get a good sense of what was left of the archive: an ordered and tidy 
                                                
69 Larsen, Mogens Trolle. 2010. The Archive of the Šalim-Aššur Family, Volume I: The First Two Generations. 
Kültepe Tabletleri VI-a. Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu. 

70 Larsen 2010, 3ff. He further suggested that the house “must have had a second story, even though no staircase 
was found. According to the plan there were three entrances from the street, but the middle one leading directly into 
the room or courtyard with the fireplace may not have existed. The main entrance was into a long room paved with 
large stones and with smaller square stones placed along the inner wall to carry wooden pillars. From here one had 
access to most of the other rooms in the house, including the two archive rooms. However, an independent suite of 
rooms, nos. 1-3, had direct access from the street and was cut off from the rest of the house. It seems likely that 
these rooms formed a kind of shop, where the direct commercial activities of the family took place. In the street 
along the outer wall of the house was a row of large stones forming a kind of pavement” (Larsen 2010, 5). 
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house or office space, with apparently nothing inside but a few filing cabinets full of ca. 1,200 

documents, including personal letters and sundry legal and business dossiers.71  

 We assume that the house was emptied of any valuables before it was consumed by fire 

along with the entire settlement in 1836 B.C.E.72 This includes any valuable metals, textiles and 

other goods, mentioned throughout the archive, but also the tablets of greatest value.73 We also 

assume that the tablets we have found from Level II, were left behind only because they no 

longer held any commercial efficacy or personal value.74 While it is clear that the house was 

used for at least two generations, i.e. by Šalim-Aššur and by his sons Ali-ahum and Ennam-

Aššur, Larsen suggests it was likely only used for the purpose of storage during the last years of 

the Level II settlement (2010, 4). 

 Whether these remains correspond to the Šalim-Aššur family house or semi-private office 

and storage, the documents left inside provide us with the details of the family business from a 
                                                
71 The list includes over 40 different different types of texts (or genres). Ranging from familial marriages, divorces, 
and adoptions to business contracts, agreements, and settlements. For more on the documents from the Šalim-Aššur 
archive, see Larsen 2010. 

72 Larsen adds, “It is not known how long the individual houses were in use, but in most, the plastered walls had 
received three or four layers of whitewash, indicating a fairly long period of habitation. The houses in level 2 had 
been burnt in a fire, and it is usually assumed that this happened at one particular moment, when the entire 
settlement went up in flames, presumably as a result of warfare — and probably at the same time that the palaces on 
the mound were destroyed by fire” (2015, 41; cf. the letter BIN 6, 23, which Larsen partially translates on p. 139). 
He goes on to suggest the unlikely possibility that, “if the destruction of the palace on the mound and the fire that 
consumed the lower town were in fact unrelated events, it might be possible to suggest another date for the fire, for 
instance shortly after year 110, which would allow us to posit a causal relationship between the decline in the 
documentation and the fire” (69). 

73 As has been noted (Veenhof 1997, 351-363; 2003a, 87-88, 99), certain tablets held monetary value to their 
owners, both evidentiary and intrinsic: “Especially valuable were the sealed debt-notes which were the legal and 
physical proof of at times substantial debt claims, whose intrinsic value turned them into a kind of ‘clay money’, 
usable as security and under certain circumstances transferable by the creditor” (2003a, 99). 

74 K. R. Veenhof discusses a group of texts which fall under this category, and which the Assyrians referred to as 
‘dead’ (muātum) tablets. It seems likely that many of the archives which have been found and excavated from this 
colony consisted of texts which were either ‘dead’ (i.e. their commercial efficacy had lapsed) or were otherwise 
unimportant for the continuation of commercial trade. Whereas the important and viable texts were taken back to 
Assur. Unfortunately, this supposition cannot be tested at present due to the numerous obstacles in excavating the 
OA level at Assur. For a very interesting discussion on ‘dead’ texts, see Veenhof 1987, 46f. 
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number of generations, perhaps beginning with Šalim-Aššur’s father Issu-arik, who was clearly 

involved in the trade network, as Larsen explains:  

The earliest texts stem from the lifetime of Issu-arik, with one document being dated as 
early as the year KEL 40 or 41, i.e. 1935 BC. It is unclear, however, whether the house had 
been built at this time, just as we cannot say whether Issu-arik in fact lived in this building. 
It may be assumed that it had a lifespan of 50-75 years, i.e. roughly from 1900 to 1836 BC, 
the year when the entire lower town was destroyed by fire.75 

Within a patrilineal approach we follow the archive as it recounts the business and legal affairs 

of the sons and grandsons (and sometimes even granddaughters) of Issu-arik, who lived together 

in and around Kanesh for at least a decade as they contributed to the family business. Figure 2.3 

brings into focus not only the general span of these merchants’ careers, but also highlights the 

co-occurrence of these prominent merchants’ deaths, with the older generation dying around 

REL 90 (ca. 1880 B.C.E.) and the younger generation passing away around REL 105 (ca. 1969 

B.C.E.).  

Larsen dedicates five volumes to publishing the full archive, with the first focusing on the 

family members in the textual record: 1) Issu-arik and Šalim-Aššur, and his sons: 2) Ennam-

Aššur, 3) Ali-ahum. The last two volumes are Concerning 4) Non-Family Members, and 5) 

Anonymous Texts. From these two volumes, we learn that the archive held a significant number 

of tablets which belonged to other families or those which were unable to be determined. 

Although we expect that the texts would record a diachronic view of each of these family 

members, it is very difficult to pinpoint the changing chronological aspect of the archive, since 

very few of the texts were explicitly dated. However, on the basis of certain events, such as a 

death in the family, Larsen was able to group the texts sequentially based on a logical 

interpretation of the series of events and transactions. Events such as the death of Šalim-Aššur 

                                                
75 Larsen 2010, 5-6. 
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are helpful chronological markers and can be used to establish synchronous relationships for 

homonymous PNs in an archive which covers over five generations. Then based on the few dated 

texts and events attested across the archive, we can situate Šalim-Aššur’s family tree on a 

chronological spectrum, seen in figure 2.2, which can be used to provide approximate dates for 

those family members who are not dated explicitly.  

The final two volumes in the archive concerning 4) non-family members, and 5) 

anonymous texts give us an important insight into the types of relationships which extended 

beyond the family archive to include a significant number of tablets (ca. 1,000) which belonged 

to other families. These extra-familial dossiers within the archive highlight a potential problem 

for archival reconstruction, as Larsen states: "It must be kept in mind . . . that a considerable 

number of documents found in this archive are concerned with persons who were not members 

of the family, or they are phrased anonymously, so that we are unable to ascertain who was the 

acting person" (Larsen 2013, 4). We can assume that this type of practice was common enough 

throughout the majority of archives at Kanesh, suggesting that despite our best efforts to clearly 

reconstruct the boundaries of an archive, there will inevitably be an indeterminate subset of the 

archive which cannot be assigned to the house from which it came.  

However, thanks to the controlled excavation of the Šalim-Aššur archive, and the 

excellent scholarship and publication of the volumes by Larsen, we have a ready group of texts 

which we can use to reconstruct a disambiguated network. Such a network will allow us to draw 

comparisons between the full Šalim-Aššur archive and subsets of the network as reflected in 

certain dossiers. Because our evaluation is rooted in textual analysis, we will move between the 

statistical graphs and contextual examples to illustrate the role of individuals within specific 

events and affairs. We will then continue with this approach to pose new questions which we can 
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explore using a combination of textual and analytical methods.76  

2.1.1. The Šalim-Aššur network 

Totaling around 1,200 texts, the Šalim-Aššur family archive contains the records of one 

of the largest families living in Kültepe, and provides us with a helpful frame of reference for 

what to expect when scholars attempt to reconstitute an archive from the looted and 

unprovenanced texts. What stands out when we observe the texts in a network is the 

juxtaposition of the OA family firm as a structural framework, from which commercial 

partnerships and cliques extend outward, both in terms of the depth and breadth of the family ties 

as well as the frequent connections formed across families. In other words, the network reiterates 

what OA scholars have been saying for quite some time now, that the ‘family firm’ acts as the 

basic metric for social hierarchy and for the establishment of new partnerships, cliques, and 

networks within the Assyrian families and the local Anatolian population.77 This observation can 

be explicitly shown in the form of a network graphs, for example in figures 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we 

see two visualizations of the Šalim-Aššur archive from AKT 6a, 94/k (Larsen 2010), which show 

each PN from the texts as nodes and the relationships between these individuals as lines or 

                                                
76 It is important to note that textual analysis and SNA, although some of the newest, are not the only methods 
which have shown promise for working with the OA documents. In addition to the methods introduced here, a 
number of additional computational tools (i.e. 3d scanning, XRF, machine learning, and neural networks) have been 
applied to textual and archaeological research. Further, philological tools and applications also continue to progress, 
for example, handwriting analysis is proving to be a valuable approach to identifying writing patterns among certain 
scribes (Kryszat 2004a & 2008; Stratford 2015; Michel 2015), by studying the shape and Gestalt of the cuneiform 
wedges in order to identify distinct hands. The various forms of analysis provide a glimpse into a number of new 
methods, many of which have yet to be utilized to their fullest, and which may provide us with additional clues for 
prosopographical disambiguation and archival reconstruction by gleaning greater textual and material context from 
the tablets themselves. 

77 To my knowledge, Larsen (1976, 95) was the first to apply the term ‘family firm’ to the OA texts. Yoffee (1995) 
further explained how the entrepreneurial extension of the family firm allowed for greater freedom from the 
government: “Assyrian family firms, sometimes in partnerships so as to increase available capital and extend credit, 
did not profit from the monopolization of any resource; rather, they profited from the organizational know-how of 
getting goods where they were plentiful and exporting them to where they were scarce” (1393). 
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edges.78  

Within this highly interconnected network, figure 2.4.1 displays the members of Šalim-

Aššur’s family in bold font type along with the most frequently attested PNs in figure 2.4.2. 

From this we see that the sons (and grandsons) of Issu-arik have the highest degrees in the 

network, with Šalim-Aššur and Ennam-Aššur at the top of the list. From the latter figure we can 

also see very quickly which names are attested most frequently, many of which have multiple 

patronymics. Once we grasp the basic sense of the network, we can then move inward in scale to 

view different subsets of the archive in greater detail. 

2.1.2. Death in the Šalim-Aššur archive 

With an understanding of how interconnected each of the merchants were (as seen in Fig. 

2.4.1) it follows then that even the death of a single merchant often resulted in a series of legal 

battles and financial instability in general for the family members, and the effects of such events 

can be seen not only by the preponderance of documents in the family archive, but throughout 

the network as well. In figure 2.5 we find that even within the subset of documents dealing 

exclusively with the death of family members, almost every prominent individual from the 

network is attested and involved in some way. 

When compounded by multiple deaths within a mere three to five year timespan,79 the 

aftermath would have had a paralyzing impact for the family firm, with aftershocks of rescinded 

credit and bankruptcies which would have been palpable in the market at Kanesh. Such events 

left their mark in the Šalim-Aššur archive in the form of legal memos and disputes, as well as the 
                                                
78 The complete graph and data for this visualization can be found on my GitHub with the following URL: 
[https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi/]. 

79 Barjamovic et al. 2012, 64ff., who focus on the dates REL 108-112 to highlight the decline in dated texts and 
individual archives. The impact of this decline can also be seen chronologically across the OA family trees in figures 
5.3ff. 
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many letters exchanged between family members as they attempt to resolve these affairs, often 

by reclaiming debts owed and liquidating assets in order to reach financial solvency and resume 

their commercial activities in the market. 

 A large portion of the archive (60 texts in the first volume alone) record aspects of the 

lengthy legal proceedings following the death of Šalim-Aššur, and reveal the grave aftermath 

encumbering the family following the death of a prominent merchant. In two such letters,80 

Ennam-Aššur writes to his father’s representatives in Assur requesting that they send a copy of 

his father’s testament, for which they acted as witnesses. Therein he also divulges the dire state 

of affairs this once well-to-do family was facing as large sums of copper were seized by his 

father’s investors: “My dear fathers and lords, the investors are pressuring us here and they have 

seized the assets that my father left” (Larsen 2010, 377).81 Subsequently, in a legal dispute (AKT 

6a, 264) we see that Ennam-Aššur and his brother, Ali-ahum, were repeatedly ‘seized’ (i.e. 

subpoenaed, deposed, summoned in person) by the attorney of Šalim-Aššur, Ababa, ordering 

them to collect all of their father’s assets and deliver it to Aššur. However, his sons quickly 

found themselves in a catch-22 as Ennam-Aššur and his brother were detained in their attempt to 

obtain Šalim-Aššur’s assets in Durhumit, some 40 talents of ‘washed copper’ (URUDU 

masī’um).82  

Clearly, the burden of saving Šalim-Aššur’s estate fell squarely on the shoulders of 

Šalim-Aššur’s children, and the oldest son, Ennam-Aššur, in particular. He wrote numerous 

                                                
80 AKT 6a, 230 & 231. 

81 AKT 6a, 231 ll. 24-27: a-ba-ú-a bé-lu-a a-tù-nu a-na-kam um-me-a-nu ú-nu-ú-ni ú bu-lá-tí ša a-bi-i e-zi-bu i-ṣa-
áb-tù. 

82 For a current discussion on the meaning of ‘washed copper,’ see Dercksen 1996; Veenhof 1972, 100 n. 169f.; 
Veenhof et al. 2008, 126. 
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letters to little or no avail as he attempted to save his father’s house in Kanesh and his assets in 

Durhumit; in AKT 6a, 233 Ennam-Aššur writes a desperate letter to his sister, Lamassī, and 

states: “have I not exerted myself to the utmost night and day?” (Larsen 2010, 380). After Šalim-

Aššur’s death, Ennam-Aššur was explicitly named the new paterfamilias. This however, proved 

to be too heavy a burden, both for Ennam-Aššur himself, whose health declined after his father’s 

death, as well as for his brother Ali-ahum, who apparently sped his brother’s death along and 

collected the blood-money thereafter.83 The final text in this series of events is a letter from 

Lamassī to Ali-ahum, who compels her brother to “come and clear the affairs of your paternal 

house.” She continues, “Why do you not send me a single shekel of silver in my name in a 

shipment? If you are truly my brother — as for me, whom can I look to apart from you? 

Conditions are harsh in the city.”84 

2.1.3. The Ušinalam affair 

One of the benefits of working within an archive is the ability to more easily identify 

events involving multiple tablets in an archive, such events can then be grouped into dossiers. 

From the letters from the king (waklum) to the issues with the help (Abu-šalim ÌR Šalim-Aššur), 

we see the reach and ambition that this prominent family had in the OA society.  

The Ušinalam dossier stands out as a prime example of one such event. Within 23 texts, 

we can identify the primary actors involved in a series of trades between the Assyrian merchants 

                                                
83 Larsen elaborates on this interesting story in AKT 6c, 2014, pp. 3-6. See texts: AKT 6c, 523-533; AKT 6a, 209 
and AKT 6a, 294 (Kt 94/k 1133), which can be dated approximately to REL 107 

84 AKT 6c, 533 (kt 94/k 1350. Here Larsen notes that this letter was sent after Ennam-Aššur’s death, and that the 
‘hardship’ of which Lamassī speaks could be in reference to the financial aftermath of the death of two such 
prominent merchants, “the unresolved matter of the inheritance of Šalim-Aššur could have created severe problems 
for the people living in Assur” (2014, 47). 
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and an influential Anatolian, named Ušinalam.85 The initial 15 texts are simple transactions by 

Assyrian investors, who received large amounts of silver as ‘proceeds’ from Ušinalam’s wool 

(šīm SÍG.HI.A) in exchange for the promise of copper, recorded on iṣurtu-documents or 

‘promissory-notes.’86 From figure 2.6 we can make the observation that the profit on these trades 

must have been significant enough to have attracted the attention of a number of local Assyrian 

investors in Kanesh, perhaps creating a supply-demand chain which was unsustainable. The 

result was that the presumed manager of these trades, Abu-šalim, the servant of Šalim-Aššur, 

failed to produce the requisite copper from the ‘promissory notes’ (iṣurtu-documents), so 

Ušinalam takes matters into his own hands and sends his ‘generals’ šakkanakkus (wr. ša-kà-na-

ki) to haul off Šalim-Aššur ‘in fetters’ (ina maksu’ēm) to Purušhaddum.87  

Based on these series of events we are able to record all the individuals involved in these 

trades with Ušinalam and establish the parameters of multiple cliques as well as the more 

tendential actors in these texts. In figure 2.7 we see the individuals involved in the Ušinalam 

affair highlighted in red. By analysing both their interactions and the presumed chronological 

                                                
85 AKT 6a, 90 - 111 & 177 (Larsen 2010; Larsen 2015). 

86 As Veenhof describes it, the iṣurtu "was a clay tablet in the nature of a valid legal document written in cuneiform, 
which recorded a liability of the same kind as a promissory note called ṭuppum harmum. Most i.'s were records of 
liabilities by Anatolians or Assyrian palaces, but in rare cases they were also said to drawn up by Assyrians. It 
embodies the obligation or promise to pay a certain amount of money/goods (frequently copper), which presupposes 
a commercial decision. But such a decision was never a matter of one party only and every commercial transaction 
implied such decisions, whereby both parties agreed (namgurum) on the conditions, both quantities and prices, 
because there were no fixed prices" (Veenhof 1995, 331). For more on these legally binding promissory notes, see 
Hertel 2013, 138-142. 

87 See especially AKT 6a, 106 & 110 (cf. 104). Larsen (2010, 192) provides some additional context for the usage 
of šakkanakku by comparing a parallel text (AKT 6a, 109), which in the place of šakkanakku reads (ll. 39-40): ù 
[ṭup-pé] a-mì-ú-tim a-ta-ma ta-ša-qal “He answered: ‘I will not take the iṣurtu-documents, but you must pay (in 
accordance with) those other tablets.’ Before the envoys of the Kanesh colony and the plenary assembly of the 
colony at Burušhaddum I said this to Ušinalam, but he refused” (2010, 186 ll. 38-44). Larsen goes on to point out 
one other instance of the term (wr. ša-kà-na-kam) in Kt n/k 1374: 25 (published by Çeçen 1990, 143-144), which 
was translated as ‘general’ by Dercksen (2004, 71, n. 232), whereupon he explains that “a king [(rubā’um)] sends a 
šakkanakkum to Amkuwa in connection with negotiations over the payment of damages for losses” (2010, 192). 
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boundaries we can situate the event in time and use the event to establish dates for those 

individuals who are without dated texts. By combining multiple events in a similar manner, this 

method will allow us to bridge much of the chronological uncertainty involved in PN 

disambiguation. The interesting result of such a chart is to see how far outside the bounds of the 

family these trades extended, and the extent to which the trade with a single Anatolian had the 

ability to benefit numerous families in the Assyrian society. Obviously we cannot know if each 

of these families extend back to a single ancestor, but with the help of the network I’ve been able 

to trace back many of the best attested families to the beginning of the Level II period. 

Lastly, by understanding the analytical framework that networks provide, we can begin to 

use this method to devise new questions for our texts. In figures 2.8 we see four different graphs 

of the same subset of the network, from the Ušinalam dossier. The first graph is the inner subset 

of figure 2.6 shows Šalim-Aššur’s central and most important position. Interestingly, we find no 

evidence of his eldest son, Ennam-Aššur, in the Ušinalam dossier and Ali-ahum is only attested 

in the embargo oath along with twelve others. This is most surprising considering the seriousness 

of the event, as Šalim-Aššur was detained for a considerable time before he had accrued the 

purchasing power to free himself. In fact, even after Ušinalam was paid some 15,000 minas of 

copper, he still chose to detain Šalim-Aššur over the sum of 40 minas of silver.88 The graph 

visualization from the epistolary network shown in figure 2.8(b) lists the PNs who are removed 

by only one degree from Ušinalam. We can again compare this network, which was generated 

from the unsupervised disambiguation, with the attestation network to see how this model 

merged certain PNs into one node which were different entities, seen in figure 2.8(c).89 This 

                                                
88 See AKT 6a, 110-111. 

89 Note the patronymics for a number of the homonyms listed in figure 2.8(c) were merged in the unsupervised 
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comparison is also helpful in showing the generally high rank and position that Šalim-Aššur was 

accustomed to, and stands in stark contrast to figure 2.8(d), which reorients the size, color and 

label based on the subset of nodes, many of which are clearly pointing toward Ušinalam.  

After taking a subset, reorienting the nodes for their new degree and centrality 

measurements, we can see almost a complete reversal of position and weight for Ušinalam’s and 

Šalim-Aššur’s nodes. Enna-Suen son of Iddin-abum also features prominently as a witness in 

twelve of the transactions and is addressed in a letter from Šalim-Aššur while he is being 

detained in Purušhaddum.90 The final graph in figure 2.8(d) shows the same nodes (under 

supervised disambiguation), along with the attestations for each PN in the label, however this 

configuration is not just listed alphabetically and by degree, but arranged in force-directed 

layout, showing Ušinalam’s centrality and all other nodes in relation to him by degree and edge 

weight. The comparison of these different networks not only stress Ušinalam’s central position, 

but also raises new questions. For example, the groups branching out from Ušinalam in figure 

2.8(d) appear to be divisions based on subgroups in the network, stemming from different leaders 

among the Assyrian merchants: Šalim-Aššur, Enna-Suen, Sukkallia and Ilī-ašranni. We can then 

return to the texts to see how this network structure is reiterated in the relationships between 

these actors, and their respective subgroups.  

As seen above, some of the questions which naturally arise when viewing a dossier in the 

network have to do with the physical reality of what is visualized before us. For example, with 

                                                                                                                                                       
epistolary network in figure 2.8(b). This example from the Ušinalam affair illustrates the challenge of comparing 
networks, and why it is so important to be able to retain a record of the textual sources when using unsupervised 
methods. But by drawing from the maximum number of nodes for each network, we can then compare the two ego-
networks for Ušinalam, and we find that the supervised attestation network can be reasonably reduced to 96 nodes 
(less than 1% of the network), whereas the unsupervised epistolary network exhibits a maximum of 76 nodes (3% of 
the network). 

90 See AKT 6a, 109. 
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such striking discrepancies in the node size (degree) in figures 2.8a and 2.8c, we begin to see 

how the measurements of degree and centrality can always be reevaluated within a subset of the 

network. These two measurements in particular have very natural emic references, as our sense 

of importance and prestige is often tied together with the degree to which we interact with the 

most central actors in the social network. The Ušinalam affair acts as a vivid example of what 

occurs when two central nodes fail to readjust their degree of centrality (of self-importance) 

relative to the other. This betrays a naive assumption which many merchants confronted only too 

late: that the burden of security and insurance rested primarily on the shoulders of each 

individual merchant, and only secondarily distributed across their close ties. This must have 

come as a surprise for Šalim-Aššur, that despite his wealth and numerous estates, he was only a 

minor entity in Ušinalam’s network, and his reliance on his own social network to help release 

him from Ušinalam’s confines clearly tested his patience. 

As the complex task of establishing an accurate prosopography begins to emerge, I hope 

to have shown the advantages that the network affords in reconstructing the events and 

interactions between individuals and across the society as a whole. Until the individuals in old 

texts are properly disambiguated, and ideally, organized into their respective archives and 

dossiers, each new study will likely be missing important aspects that an aggregated approach 

could provide, but by using a structured network to test and generate hypotheses on the 

individual level, we can work together with greater transparency and reproducibility in the 

process of prosopographical disambiguation. This task expands beyond the scope of this 

dissertation, and will no doubt require a team of experts to closely read and test such hypotheses, 

but once we understand the extent of the ties and relationships as they extended across the OA 

network, with a text database linked to an unambiguous prosopography, this in turn will unfold a 
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brilliant narrative framework, allowing us to view the wealth of textual material in sequential, 

even chronological clusters of events. We can then ask very pointed questions of the hierarchical 

relationships and roles exhibited in the network as a whole and articulate answers in statistical 

measurements. As we will see below, network analysis also allows us to more accurately control 

for the many relationships found not only in the archives of the most prominent merchants alive 

in the Level 2 period, but also among the lesser-known Anatolians and local merchant families 

living in Kanesh in the Level Ib period.91  

2.2. Reconstituted ‘archives’ and dossiers 

After our initial analysis of the the Šalim-Aššur archive, we now have a template to draw further 

comparisons from the reconstructed archives of the old texts. Since their discovery, a few 

scholars have been diligently reconstructing what was most likely a number of synchronic family 

archives (see Fig. 2.9).92 However as mentioned above, such reconstructions are still quite 

limited, as we are lacking the very context which the Šalim-Aššur archive possesses: a family 

home, with a collection of texts discovered intact. In lieu of controlled archival boundaries, 

scholars must evaluate each of the ca. 4,000 unprovenanced texts on the basis of their written 

content to find the attestations of the person(s) they wish to study. The following steps of 

delineating family trees and cohort boundaries, are imperative, but due to homonyms these two 

                                                
91 There is a subset of Old Assyrian texts included in this study which date to the period known as Level Ib, 
beginning in REL 140, ca. 1835 B.C.E., some 50 years after the death of the most prominent merchants in the 
Assyrian colony, which at this point in my analysis (see Fig. 5.3) appears to correlate with the largest Assyrian 
population growth at Kanesh between REL 75-105, ca. 1897-1869 B.C.E.. This (58ff.) and decline (64ff.) at Kanesh 
is elegantly described in Barjamovic et al. (2012). There has also been some headway made in describing the 
neighborhoods of the Anatolian inhabitants of Kanesh, in a doctoral dissertation from the University of Copenhagen 
by Xiaowen Shi in 2013, entitled, Anatolians as seen through the Old Assyrian texts. Unfortunately, while are 
numerous Anatolian names in the old texts, the extant prosopographical data (e.g. patronymics, etc.) is currently 
insufficient to reconstruct the family trees for either population at this time, whether Assyrian or Anatolian. 

92 See also Barjamovic et al. 2012, 65, who provide a list of synchronic archives all ending between the years REL 
112-118 (ca. 1856-1850 B.C.E.). 
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steps can quickly evolve into time-intensive projects. 

As discussed above, there are many more obstacles that stand in the way of reconstituting 

the textual boundaries of looted and unprovenanced texts, but in fact, these same issues are found 

in the controlled excavations as well, at least those found before the current director of the site of 

Kültepe, Dr. Fikri Kulakoğlu. For example, regarding the archive of tablets excavated in 1963 

(Kt o/k), the Assyriologist who edited this volume of texts, Irfan Albayrak stated:  

A revision of all the tablets in the archive showed that the tablets of 1963 came from the 
archives of different merchants..., some belonging to locals and some others to Assyrian 
merchants. The mixed nature of the archive has not only made it impossible to identify the 
owner of some tablets, especially the subjective ones, but also hindered us from gaining 
more information on the family circles of these merchants. (2006, 12)  

What’s more, we find that even though the Turkish archaeologist, Prof. Tahsin Özgüç, may have 

been more careful with the site’s stratigraphy than Hrozný, the notations and metadata of his 

findings are often woefully incomplete, as Dercksen noted, “the findspots of the tablets are not 

indicated in this book, which makes it impossible to determine which tablets were found 

together” (Dercksen 1998, 221). This makes the OA old texts an ideal study for network analysis, 

but not necessarily for archival studies, for although they stem from private archives, which no 

doubt once existed but were disturbed in their discovery, the questions which we can ask of this 

body of texts has more to tell us about the events and activities across archival boundaries than 

within them (see Chapter five). 

2.2.1. The Old Assyrian ‘archive’ 

In order to reconstruct something which is no longer intact, one must find some evidence 

that there was such a thing to begin with.93 In the Sumerian Ur III period (ca. 2112-2004 B.C.E.) 

                                                
93 The basic meaning of ‘archive,’ comes from the Greek arkheion: “initially a house, a domicile, an address, the 
residence of the superior magistrates, the archons, those who commanded.… On account of their publicly 
recognized authority, it is at their home, in that place which is their house (private house, family house, or 
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tablets were stored and filed in ‘tablet-containers’ (pisan-dub-ba), as Steinkeller explains:  

Once the receipts and balanced accounts made a full round through the various offices, 
they were returned to the labour office. At this point they were put in groups according to 
individual foremen and deposited in separate clay tablet-containers (pisan-dub-ba). The 
contents of each container were identified by a clay tag, which was attached to it with a 
piece of string. 

As is indicated by the fact that a single pisan-dub-ba could contain records from 
several years, old records were subject to yearly reviews. When needed, new tablets were 
combined with the old ones, in either the original or a new container, and a new tag was 
accordingly prepared. There survive several pisan-dub-ba tags that accompanied the 
types of labour record here considered (2003, 48).  

Steinkeller also notes that the Sumerian tablet-containers were filed separately, away from the 

other commodities held in storage, and stresses the great attention paid to these inventories of 

catalogued tablets (2003, 37). While most of these archives were discovered on the antiquities 

market rather than excavated in situ, evidences of curated archives can perhaps be hypothesized 

based on the remains of their filing system, in particular the so-called pisan-dub-ba texts or 

‘labels’, as Molina (2016) describes: “these were tablets with holes through which cords passed 

to attach them to a container (p i s a ĝ – d u b – b a «tablet-container»). They summarized the 

contents of the tablets kept in the container, and also recorded the periods of time to which those 

tablets were related” (3). Together these ‘labels’ and ‘tablet-containers’ help to define the early 

administrative filing structures, and show us how the ‘archives’ contained therein were 

meticulously organized and catalogued bodies of texts. Interestingly, the earliest OA texts are 

arguably the closest to the Ur III period chronologically (less than 50 years; 2004 to 1970 

B.C.E.), and exhibits surprising similarities, in the organization and curation of the documents 

                                                                                                                                                       
employee’s house), that official documents are filed” (Derrida 1995, 9-10). We can add to this by noting that the 
recognized authority figure in every instance also coincides with the paterfamilias and his house in particular tends 
to be used as the archival storage generations after he has passed. This is in fact the case with the Šalim-Aššur 
family archive and presumably the reconstituted Aššur-nādā ‘archive’ as well. 
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and clear differences in the text typology, both of which are worthy of elaboration here.94  

While it is debatable if the Assyrians were employing the same ‘archival’ practices as 

those found in Ur III examples. The Assyrians describe for us the different scales of 

organizational structure of their tablets beginning with small tablet-containers, tamalakkum, 

mentioned most frequently, and used primarily for small groups of texts,95 then with two terms 

for larger tablet-containers, huršiānum and ṣiliānum (Veenhof 2010, 147; Larsen 2008, 82),96 

then two terms for even larger storage rooms used to house tablets and tablet-containers: 

maṣṣartum and maknukum (Larsen 2010, 13-14; 2008), rooms located inside the house, and the 

huršum kept outside, like a shed:97 

                                                
94  For a thorough examination of the terminology, structure and organization of the OA filing system, complete 
with numerous textual examples from Kültepe-Kanesh, see Veenhof 1986. For more comparative analysis of the use 
of the term ‘archive’ in Mesopotamian text corpora, see Veenhof 2003. 
95 Veenhof (2008) translates tamalakkum (wr. ta-ma-lá-ku) as ‘tablet container’ (146), ‘tablet coffer’ (14, 16f.), and 
‘big tablet box’ (11, 16), and describes it as follows: “a word only attested in OA, which denotes a presumably 
wooden box or chest.” He describes the size of one such box by noting that only one would have been needed for 
shipping 10 tablets. Note also in TC 3, 269:25, where one single tablet is said to be ina ta-ma-lá-ki ša abia. The 
construction in which t. occurs may vary, note e.g kt n/k 429:5f. (courtesy Günbattı), ṭuppû tamalakkum ištên ša I.”, 
where it is in apposition to “tablets”” (2008, 147 n. 126). While not a high frequency word, there are about 60 
references to tamalakkum in my dataset: AKT 3, 77; AKT 3, 104; AKT 3, 106; AKT 3, 112; AKT 4, 32; AKT 5, 15; 
AKT 5, 23; AKT 5, 62-63; AKT 5, 64; AKT 5, 65; AKT 5, 66-67; AKT 6a, 284 – Kt 94/k 1192; BIN 4, 36; BIN 4, 
83; BIN 4, 90; BIN 4, 103; BIN 4, 160; BIN 4, 205; BIN 6, 14; BIN 6, 18; BIN 6, 40; BIN 6, 57; BIN 6, 147; BIN 6, 
182; BIN 6, 188; CCT 3, 50a; CCT 4, 6b; CCT 4, 20a; CCT 4, 21a; CCT 6, 30a; CTMMA 1, 84; ICK 4 - I 488; ICK 
4 - I 633 + CCT 6, 15a + ICK 4 - I 763; ICK 4 - I 648; ICK 4 - I 772; Kayseri 309 - TTAED 4, 1; KBo 9, 40; Kt 
88/k 277; Kt h/k 38; Kt m/k 69; KTB 18; OIP 27, 57; POAT 37; RA 80 - TTC 21; RA 80 - TTC 26; TC 2, 31; TC 3, 
5; TC 3, 99; TC 3, 108; TC 3, 113; TC 3, 115; TC 3, 193; TC 3, 269; TC 3, 270; TPAK 1, 63; TPAK 1, 70. 

96 Larsen points out that both types of tablet-containers, ṣiliānum and tamalakkum, were used in the same context, 
and that they “were both used for storage and transportation of documents. They were always sealed, and they could 
be of various sizes” (2008, 82). 

97 The etymologies of these words communicate their primary function as rooms for safe keeping. The ‘strong 
room’ maṣṣartum is the maprast form of the verb naṣāru ‘to guard.’ Dercksen (2004, 77f.) pointed out that the funds 
received by the ‘steward’ (laputtā’um) of the ‘ruler’ (waklum) of Assur were kept in a ‘treasury’ (maṣṣartum) as 
indicated in text Kt 92/k 543: “our father Ennānum owes silver to the great treasury of Aššur.” The ‘sealed room’ 
(maknukum) is from the verb kanāku ‘to seal,’ and it is well known that rooms were literally ‘sealed’ using clay and 
pressing a stamp or cylinder seal for assurance that the seal had not been broken. Concerning the ‘shed’ huršum 
Larsen notes, “that vagrants could live there for a while and grain was stored in the huršum” (2008, 82; See texts: 
KTS 2, 32 and TC 3, 129). And lastly, in describing the small archive of Kuliya, Veenhof suggested that “the so-
called 'cupboard recess', where the texts were found, could be meant by the Akkadian word huršum, usually 
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Rooms like these were guarded and sealed and referred to as maṣṣartum or maknukum. 
Merchants travelling around Anatolia would often write to their representatives in Kaneš, 
asking them to go to their house, open the room with tablets, take out one or two there were 
needed at the locations where the writer was at the moment, and then of course reseal the 
room. Although the women living in the house were often admonished by their absent 
husbands to guard the house and the strongroom, it seems that when it came to removing the 
tablets from the archive the merchants normally chose to rely on their male representatives. 
(2008, 82)  

Here Larsen notes that these storerooms were usually sealed in order to control the tampering 

with or removal of tablets which were of considerable value. For example, in one letter (TC 3, 

99) from Buzāzu, son of Pūšu-kēn, we read the detailed instructions that were given to Saklīya, 

an attorney sent to his father’s house in order to investigate the family archive—more 

specifically his brother’s store-room (huršum), which contained many valuable joint-stock 

partnership contracts:  

'Read out the tablet of the city to the kārum, and then take three outsiders and enter my 
father's house, the old one, open the storeroom [huršum] of Aššur-muttabbil [Buzāzu’s 
brother], get access to [patā’um lit. ‘open’] the seals of his representatives, break 
[šarāmum] their seals and let the three-man committee (afterwards) apply their seals. And 
the three coffers [tamalakkū] with the tablets of our father Pūšu-kēn, open (these coffers 
to get access to) these tablets. Inspect them and one tablet about 40 pounds of silver being 
Ikūn-pīa’s joint-stock [naruqqum], a second tablet about 30 pounds of silver, the trading 
capital of Enna-Suen, one tablet of 5 pounds of silver, the debt of Ennam-Aššur (Ikūn-
pīa, Enna-Suen, and Ennam-Aššur are brothers], one tablet of 5 pounds of silver the debt 
of Puzur-šadu’e, and one tablet of 4 2/3 pounds of silver, the debt of Nabi-Suen, 
[make/take the] copies of all these tablets . . . and entrust them to [      ] to bring them 
here" (Veenhof 2003, 100, ll. 6ff.) 

It goes without saying that in order for Buzāzu to recall the exact location of the tablets of his 

brother, stored in his family ‘archive’, detailed organizational substrates must have been in place, 

including the official seals on storage-rooms which protected numerous valuable texts, organized 

in tablet-containers (tamalakkum).98 Secondly, similar to the Ur III ‘labels’, we find that the 

                                                                                                                                                       
translated as 'store-room'" (2010, 13-14). 

98 The tablet-containers were apparently small enough to transport, as we find groups of tablets were frequently 
entrusted to transporters in their tamalakkum containers from the city assembly (lit. ‘the small and great’) of Kanesh 
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Assyrians apparently used bullae and dockets as a means of categorizing noteworthy tablets. In 

particular, Veenhof (2014) suggested that “groups of older records that were no longer needed 

and were not thrown away were stored in separate containers. Some of the inscribed (but not 

sealed) bullae may have identified them” (39).99 While these archives differ in scale, apparently 

based on the number of generations of inhabitants of a given house, the common practice of 

tablet curation, including ordering and labeling tablets with metadata, or exergue.100 

These Old Assyrian terms and practices help inform our understanding of the Assyrian 

filing systems, and act as evidence for archival curation, although not at the same size and scale 

as the Sumerian Ur III administrative archives. While there is still much to learn about how the 
                                                                                                                                                       
to be delivered to the City (Assur) and the king: ta-ma-lá-ki ku-nu-ke-e ša kà-ri-im! Kà-ni-ìš ṣa-he-er GAL ip-qí-du 
… IGI a-limki ù be-lí-ni i-ša-ku-nu (BIN 4, 103:5-7, 35). 

99 Larsen (2008, 83f.) and Veenhof (1993, 655f; 2003a, 102), Michel (2008 57f.), Larsen (2008, 83f.) all suggest 
that bullae had been attached to ‘tablet containers’ for transportation and archival purposes. Michel stated that “it 
seems quite clear that the tablets were ordered not only by their type but also by the affair at issue” (57) Larsen also 
notes: “Of the current collection of 419 bullae from Kültepe 144 carried inscriptions, and these may be used as the 
basis for a division of those documents into groups. Tunca has suggested no less than twelve categories, but it seems 
to me that two main types can be used to structure the material. The first such group consists of bullae that had been 
attached to a shipment of some kind, either goods or tablets. The second one of bullae or dockets that were used for 
archival purposes” (2008, 83). There are 58 such bullae in my current dataset, many of which contain both seal 
inscriptions and what were presumably summaries of the tablet or tablet-container’s content, all of which come from 
the more recent Turkish excavations (see Özgüç et al. 2001, 347-349): AKT 6a, 15 – Kt 94/k 1184 (“The missive 
concerning silver that Iddin-abum sent to Itūr-ilī and Ali-ahum.” Larsen 2010, 94-95); AKT 6a, 55 – Kt 94/k 1062 
(“Validated records of my witnesses concerning the sons of Iddin-abum” Veenhof 2013, 39 n. 19); AKT 6a, 89 – Kt 
94/k 1664 “Memoranda with witnesses concerning the proceeds of Ušinalam’s wool” Larsen 2010, 173); Kt 76/k 
22; Kt 78/k 218; Kt 86/k 158; Kt 87/k 328; Kt 87/k 329; Kt 87/k 98; Kt 88/k 1058; Kt 88/k 1078; Kt 88/k 1104; Kt 
88/k 445; Kt 88/k 446; Kt 88/k 447; Kt 88/k 862; Kt 88/k 863; Kt 88/k 89; Kt 89/k 177; Kt 89/k 179; Kt 91/k 114; 
Kt 93/k 269; Kt 93/k 273; Kt 93/k 804; Kt 94/k 317; Kt 94/k 874; kt 94/k 877; Kt 94/k 878; Kt 94/k 879; Kt 94/k 
1060; Kt 94/k 1063; Kt 94/k 1185; Kt 94/k 1287; Kt 94/k 1288; Kt 94/k 1289; Kt 94/k 1290; Kt 94/k 1431; Kt 94/k 
1665; Kt a/k 1264; Kt a/k 20; Kt a/k 304; Kt a/k 591; Kt a/k 623; Kt b/k 808; Kt c/k 838; Kt f/k 135; Kt h/k 349; Kt 
h/k 350; Kt j/k 619; Kt j/k 620; Kt n/k 2056; Kt o/k 201; Kt o/k 202; Kt o/k 203; Kt r/k 18; Kt s/k 77; Kt t/k 56c; Kt 
u/k 28. 

100 A playful definition reads: “according to a proven convention, the exergue plays with citation. To cite before 
beginning is to give the key through the resonance of a few words, the meaning or form of which ought to set the 
stage.” (Derrida 1996, 12) Because such apparent relations form a pattern, they are placed together and ascribed a 
label, but as it was noted elsewhere, including the labels found with the Ur III archives, such labels need not reflect 
relations explicit in the document, since “these relations are established between institutions, economic and social 
processes, behavioral patterns, systems of norms, techniques, types of classification, modes of characterization; and 
these relations are not present in the object; it is not that they are deployed when the object is being analyzed; they 
do not indicate the web, the immanent rationality, that ideal nervure that reappears totally or in part when one 
conceives of the object in the truth of its concept” (Foucault 1972, 45). 
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tablets were organized within their structures (including the use of dockets and bullae for 

cataloging purposes), their precision in language leaves little room to doubt that at least a few of 

the Assyrians guarded their tablets rooms and the ‘containers’ which housed them with great care 

and intentionality, and counted these objects among their most valuable possessions.101 

Interestingly, the evidence for the Assyrian’s ‘archival’ practices is most apparent at the death of 

certain prominent Assyrians, and in legal matters necessitating the transportation of tablet-

containers to the City (Assur).102 The example quoted above clearly belongs to the time 

following the death of Pūšu-kēn (ca. REL 104 / 1970 B.C.E.), which raised significant financial 

turmoil for the family (see § 2.5.2). 

Along with the dossiers and structured files kept in houses of merchant families who 

inhabited the lower town, we also find evidence that the organization of the legal and 

commercial infrastructure of the trade was documented and sustained by the ‘port office’ (bēt 

kārim). Merchants, both small (TUR) and great (GAL), would in turn support this institution by 

investing both their time and significant financial resources, for example by “‘depositing in the 

kārum house’ specified amounts of silver or merchandise, whose revenues they would collect in 

due time, probably at the periodic settlement of accounts” (Veenhof 2003a, 79 italics added; see 

also Dercksen 2004, 99ff.). Unfortunately, despite numerous textual references to the bēt kārim, 

we still do not know where this institution was located, as Veenhof stated, “references to the 

‘kārum house’ occur frequently in the texts, but after fifty years of excavations this building has 

not yet been found” (2003a, 79 italics added). Thus, we see that the internal textual indications 
                                                
101 Veenhof 1987; 2003a, 98ff. 

102 In AKT 6a, 284 – Kt 94/k 1192 we see that six tamalakkum tablet-containers were brought out, along with 
eleven īlātum (īlu sg.) containers of copper, after the death of Šalim-Aššur. Two additional texts (BIN 4, 90; BIN 6, 
57) reference the tamalakkum tablet-containers, most likely after the death of Pūšu-kēn [ca. REL 104]. See also BIN 
6, 40 and TC 3, 99 for examples of legal seizures of tablet-containers. 
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are arguably quite strong for personal ‘archival’ practices among certain merchant families. 

Unfortunately, similar to the Ur III texts, here we are limited in our knowledge of the filing 

system of the OA tablets due to the lack of detailed archaeological records (cf Chapter five), and 

until such records are provided we will continue to be limited in the ways we can compare OA 

filing systems with the ‘archives’ and filing systems of the Ur III period and later periods as 

well.103 

In this and the following chapters we highlight the ‘archives’ and dossiers which are most 

representative of the entirety of the network, and which span the majority of Level II as the 

stewardship of the archives they were passed down from father to son (as seen in Fig. 2.9). While 

it is beyond the scope of this study to focus on each of these in great detail, the results of the OA 

network reflect the relationships exhibited within each of the private family archives on an 

individual basis and across all the archives collectively. Therefore, it will be important to keep in 

mind that despite the fact that each of these families possessed a private home with files of 

tablets, the boundaries of these dossiers were often blurry, meaning, there is usually a significant 

amount of overlap in the named entities and their roles in the documents. The question which 

will retain its relevance throughout this chapter, and in this study more generally is: how much of 

the network is represented in any given archive? Using network analysis and network 

visualization I will answer this question on both an individual basis from select dossiers, and 

then situate these individual dossiers in the context of the old texts in Chapter five. 

2.3. The reconstituted ‘archive’ of the Aššur-nādā family 

The most recent reconstituted archive from the old texts appeared in 2002, entitled The Archive 

of Aššur-nādā, by Mogens Larsen. After decades of working intimately with the entirety of the 

                                                
103 For more on the archaeological context of the OA texts, see Chapter five. 
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old texts, Larsen collected a total of 176 texts (136 of which are letters) and produced editions 

and translations of the intricate goings on for the Aššur-nādā family, with a textual emphasis on 

those living in the colony at Kanesh from around 1897 to 1869 B.C.E. The texts consist 

primarily of letters, alongside the typical contracts, debt notes and personal exchanges between 

the four main family members in the archive, as seen in figure 2.10: the father Aššur-idī, and his 

three sons, Aššur-nādā, Ilī-ālum and Aššur-taklāku, respectively.  

Although there surely were many more texts in the original archive of Aššur-nādā which 

we may never be able to identify, this collection of texts has long been an important contribution 

to the field and has set a high bar for the long and arduous process of archival reconstruction.104 

For many years now it has set a high standard for work in text edition and archival 

reconstruction. With excellent translations of some of the most difficult letters (i.e. those from 

Aššur-idī, Aššur-nādā’s father), Larsen was able to reconstruct the general sense of the 

merchants’ roles and activities, as well as the overall sequence of events within the archive. 

Beginning with the first clear paterfamilias, Aššur-idī, who plays a prominent role in the archive 

even though he is residing in Assur, conducting his business in Anatolia via letters to his three 

sons: Aššur-nādā, Ilī-ālum and Aššur-taklāku.105 Over the course of 50 years,106 we find that 

                                                
104 It is clear when reading through the Aššur-nādā archive that Larsen was very discerning in his choices of which 
texts to include. At one point, he notes the level of difficulty in disambiguating between Aššur-nādā’s homonyms, 
and yet he clearly excludes a certain Aššur-nādā who exchanges letters with Šu-Enlil (2002, xvii, n. 16). We now 
have enough textual evidence to suggest that this most likely is Aššur-nādā son of Ennam-Aššur (grandson of Šalim-
Aššur), who writes and receives letters from his cousin, Šu-Enlil son of Šu-Kūbum (grandson of Aššur-bēl-awātim), 
and therefore should be numbered with the archives in the Šalim-Aššur kinship network (cf. Fig. 2.2) 

105 There are a handful of references to the patronymic Aššur-idī son of Šuli (CCT 1, 10a; TTAED 4, 3; kt c/k 261), 
and the early dates and prestigious circumstances of some of these texts make a tantalizing prospect for the father of 
Aššur-idī father of Aššur-nādā. For this reason, both Dercksen (1996, 97) and Kryszat (2004b, v) definitively state 
that Šuli is the father of Aššur-idī, the father of Aššur-nādā. However, due to the fact that the majority of these 
attestations are found in unpublished texts, outside of the old texts corpus, they have yet to be incorporated in the 
SNA presented in this study. Furthermore, it is somewhat halting to see that in a matter of four attestations (Kt c/k 
515, 630, 678, 747), we have two new patronymics for Šuli and are still no closer to determining his connection with 
our Aššur-idī. For this reason, I include Šuli in the Aššur-nādā family tree, but with a broken line indicating that it is 
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Aššur-idī although distant, was capable of micromanaging the affairs of his son Aššur-nādā (and 

to a lesser degree his brothers' affairs as well), writing 61 letters to his son, many of which betray 

a supercilious, self-righteous; even pious tone.107 On the basis of the dated texts within the 

archive, we are able to view the span of each of the careers of Aššur-idī and his sons in figure 

2.11, which only reinforces the dominant presence Aššur-idī had over his sons. 

Because the texts in this study were collected from the unprovenanced old texts, there 

was no way to recreate the original ‘archive’, as Larsen states, "reestablishing the contents of an 

archive . . . is an unrealizable task" (2002, xv). Instead, the study is framed around the immediate 

family by reconstructing their dossiers, or the texts which are most clearly associated with Aššur-

idī and each of his sons, thereby forming a collection of texts which presumably would have 

been stored in the family house. Obviously, this type of restoration requires in-depth knowledge 

of each of the family members in order to make judgements as to whether a text with the PN, 

Aššur-nādā, belongs in the collection or refers instead to one of the 22 homonyms of Aššur-nādā, 

which we know of based on patronymics. Further, we have very few means of knowing whether 

Aššur-nādā’s family house was the primary storage unit for his brother’s texts, in a similar 

situation to the dossiers housed in Pūšu-kēn’s house, or whether each of Aššur-idī’s sons kept 

records in their own houses.108  

                                                                                                                                                       
still up for debate (see Fig. 2.10). 

106 Aššur-idī's attested dates include: REL 48 to 95 (ca. 1925-1875 B.C.E.). Aššur-nādā's include: REL 77 to 102 
(ca. 1895-1872 B.C.E.). 

107 A good example of this can be seen in the letter OAA 1, 14 (Larsen 2002, 21-23; for an updated translation see 
Larsen, 2015, 1-2). 

108 Larsen indicates this in his study (2002, xvii), suggesting that Aššur-nādā’s archive may have been moved by his 
son Iddin-Ištar in order to more easily facilitate his business with Adad-ṣulūlī. 
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2.4. From reconstituted ‘archives’ to networks and narratives 

Whether or not there ever was a family ‘archive’ for Aššur-nādā, Larsen’s work on this group of 

texts is indeed very valuable. Within only a small group of texts, we can already see a clear 

description of the life of many of the family members—a pragmatic view at least, with most of 

their attention focused on their various business ventures. Thanks to the close circle of texts 

which Larsen established, we will be able to build upon this clear textual context to help inform 

us of the extended kinship networks already attributed to Aššur-nādā and his immediate family.  

One of the many benefits in working with the OA data is the amount of depth and detail 

recorded in many of their texts. Throughout the OA scholarship one finds numerous examples of 

biographical studies for certain merchants and their families, illustrating how important this 

process of disambiguation truly can be.109 For even a small group of texts, when the actors are 

clear, can be written into complex and compelling narratives.110 Here I will explore two such 

personal narratives, both of which will introduce how the tools for both textual and network 

analysis can be used to provide additional insight into the lives of these individuals. 

2.4.1. Aššur-nādā, the long-distance trader 

Much has been said already about the life and career of Aššur-nādā, son of Aššur-idī, not 

only in the group of texts that Larsen compiled, but also in the biographical studies mentioned 

above, which show that Aššur-nādā lived and worked within the most active Assyrian cohort in 

                                                
109 See for example the dossiers of Imdī-ilum (Ichisar 1981; Larsen 1982), the two Innāyas (Michel 1991), Pūšu-kēn 
(Stratford 2010 & forthcoming), Šalim-Aššur (Larsen 2010), and Ali-ahum (Dercksen 2015). 

110 Larsen even reflects on the idea of writing biographies of certain merchants in the beginning of his book, Ancient 
Kanesh: “In the year 1880 BC, let us say, an old man was sitting in the shade of an olive tree in the courtyard of his 
house in a city called Assur, busily composing a letter. He was writing on a small clay tablet, holding it in the palm 
of his hand and pressing a stylus into the moist and soft surface, making complex signs in a writing system we now 
call cuneiform...” (2015, 1). 
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Kanesh during the course of his career, including the very prominent merchant Imdī-ilum.111 

Larsen shows that Aššur-nādā was the eldest son of Aššur-idī and had a robust career covering at 

least 25 years.112 Over the course of his career, we see evidence of the kind of social and 

financial mobility, which attracted a large number of Assyrians to the arduous business of long-

distance trade.113 However, unlike those prominent Assyrians who were given titles and positions 

of authority in Kanesh, Aššur-nādā strategically followed the copper market back to the source, 

spending much of his time in the Anatolian hinterland. While we know that he maintained a 

presence in Kanesh, with an amtu-wife and children there at the family house, it is also clear 

from numerous text references to foreign locations that Aššur-nādā was frequently away 

conducting trade ventures in some of the farthest regions recorded in the the wide range of 

Anatolian geographical names.114  

The first, more simplistic network we can construct is of the network of geographical 

names appearing in connection with Aššur-nādā (see Fig. 2.12). In doing so we gain a sense of 

the geographic distance reflected in the groups and cliques that comprise Aššur-nādā’s social 

                                                
111 In the letter OAA 1, 113 (RA 80 - TTC 27; Michel 1996, 128) we read how Imdī-ilum was clearly aware of the 
activities of Aššur-nādā’s family, especially when their actions had direct and troubling effects on the trade and 
business affairs with the Anatolian rulers, in this case at Purušhaddum. 

112 These dates include: REL 79 (2x), 82, {84}, 87, 90, 102, {104} (3x), based on the revised eponym list (REL). 
Dates in brackets are correlated from the prosopography, all other dates are attested in the texts directly.  

113 Interestingly, we see that even the highest levels of the Assyrian society, the rulers and royalty in Assur would 
take advantage of this booming market, at times by spending some time themselves in the more lucrative aspects of 
the market, as well as by sending their sons to Kanesh to take a more active role in the trade (see Erol, forthcoming).  

114 Aššur-nādā is named in connection with 17 of the ca. 50 geographic names discussed in Barjamovic’s 2011 
study, which include: Assur (ālimki), Durhumit, Hahhum, Hurama, Kanesh, Kunanamit, Luhuzattiya, Mamma, 
Nihriya, Purušaddum, Šalahšuwa, Šalatuwar, Timelkiya, Tismurna, Uršu, Wahšušana, Wašhaniya. This wide range 
in distances covered illustrates Aššur-nādā’s familiarity with the Anatolian hinterland. A number of these were 
locations where Aššur-nādā lived at different times, no doubt to bring himself in close proximity to important hubs 
in the copper market, as mentioned in Barjamovic 2011, 210. See also OAA 1, 50 (CCT 3, 7a) & OAA 1, 63 (KTS 
1, 12), which attest to Aššur-nādā’s residences in Kunanamit and Nihriya.  
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network.115 Taking an active role in the copper trade, Aššur-nādā positioned himself at the 

ground-level allowing him to manage the shipments of large quantities of copper. In one text 

(OAA 1, 71 (AKT 1, 17)) we find Aššur-nādā in Kunanamit sending close to 20 talents of copper 

with two of his merchants. Of course, the downside to such an expansive itinerary is the lack of 

stability over Aššur-nādā’s own commercial affairs, as the letter goes on, he brings up a 

complaint against one of his two transporters mentioned in his letter (it is unclear which, either 

Ennam-Aššur or Šumi-abia) in which he says he was ‘cheated’ and defamed (pūrum šakānum), 

which led to further financial jeopardy within his Anatolian networks, including being 

denounced in other colonies by the same merchant.116 

Aside from the frustrations of managing untrustworthy stewards, Aššur-nādā was 

apparently quite comfortable living the life of a long-distance trader or venture capitalist, and 

spent the majority of his career on the Anatolian plateau, always opting to remain on the far 

reaches of the trading settlements, like Kunanamit, where the prospects of emerging copper 

                                                
115 Following Aššur-nādā’s travel itinerary is in itself a challenging a study. While I highlight certain locations 
which Aššur-nādā mentioned, the continuation of this work—a more complete geographical representation of Aššur-
nādā’s social network—will have to follow my current study of the social network and prosopographical 
disambiguation in order to accurately reflect the interdependent relationships between individuals across the 
Assyrian and Anatolian landscapes. This figure is used mainly to show how a geographic network can be used to 
illustrate an individual’s social distance. 

116 In the letter OAA 1, 71 (AKT 1, 17), Aššur-nādā is more probably writing to his transporter, Ennam-Aššur, 
when he says: “I entrusted you with 16 half-packs of 1 talent (of copper) each (and) 7 top-packs of 30 minas (each), 
apart from those belonging to Puzur-Istar, plus 6 black donkeys.... On top of the fact that I guaranteed for your joint-
stock capital, it was no stranger who denounced me! It is you who keep denouncing me in colony after colony!” 
(Larsen 2002, 102-103). The reason Ennam-Aššur is the more likely culprit is that in the letter OAA 1, 9 (KUG 27), 
written to Aššur-nādā by his father, Aššur-idī casually mentioned: “As to the 5 1/2 minas of silver carried by 
Ennam-Aššur, three shekels were found to be missing during the check, but I forgot to note it down for you at the 
accounting” (Larsen 2002, 14). And again, in the letter (BIN 4, 224 ll. 4-10; cf. CCT 5, 9a) Aššur-nādā recounts 
receiving a complaint from Pūšu-kēn: “Regarding the textiles of Ennam-Aššur you sent me, Ennam-Aššur never 
gave them to me—not all of the shipment I received was good.” Apparently, Aššur-nādā was not the only one who 
had trouble with this particular transporter, for in the letter CCT 5, 1a we read that the prominent merchant Innāya is 
also angry with Ennam-Aššur: “I have written you five times and said, ‘Seize the slave Šalim-bēlī and have him led 
to me!’ You (pl.) should trust me, but you act in your own (interests)!” He goes on to say that he is sending Aššur-
nādā to rectify the matter. 
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sources were perhaps more lucrative, rather than the cities of Assur or Kanesh, like his father.117 

From the exchanges between these two, one gets the sense that Aššur-nādā lived in the shadow 

of his father for much of his career, as Aššur-idī was by all extents and purposes a kind of 

demeaning ‘helicopter parent’ or micro-manager, who struggled to trust his son with the full 

responsibility of the family’s long-distance commercial activity. In fact, the texts also indicate 

that with such high stakes on the line Aššur-idī prefered to place his trust in divine Assur, and 

that his son’s lack of interest in this regard was a serious concern for the pious paterfamilias.118 

In fact, one could get the sense that it was likely a strategic move on Aššur-nādā’s part to commit 

fully to a life of trade in foreign territories, in order to escape the tight grasp of an overly critical 

father in Assur. Interestingly, the pattern repeats itself with the children of Aššur-nādā, who were 

left with their grandfather in Assur, and eventually chose to make their way across the 1,000 km 

of foreign territory to live in Kanesh, rather than stay with Aššur-idī in Assur.119 

As recorded in his letters, we read that Aššur-nādā frequently resided in these distant 

towns, which were much closer to the copper sources, and allowed him to build networks with 

the locals as well. Evidence of his expansive social network can be seen in the wide range of 

names listed in the letters throughout the archive. In his study of the archive, Larsen collected 

each of these names, paying close attention to the order in which they were listed on the tablet, 

and thereby established a table of hierarchical orderings vis-à-vis Aššur-nādā: higher, lower, and 

uncertain (see Fig. 2.13; cf. Larsen 2002, xxxviii). By building on what Larsen began, we can 

incorporate this somewhat ambiguous hierarchical data in a network setting in order to better 

                                                
117 See Dercksen 2001a, 65f.; cf. Barjamovic 2011, 196 & 210 for another possible residence near Mamma. 

118 OAA 1, 14 (TC 3, 93); see Larsen 2015, 1-5. 

119 See Larsen 2015, 4 & 217; cf. texts: OAA 1, 22 (CCT 3, 6b); OAA 1, 114 (KTS 1, 9a). 
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understand why and how these merchants, and Aššur-nādā in particular, used such orderings in 

the letters they wrote each other. 

2.4.2. Analyzing Aššur-nādā’s hierarchical position 

Looking more broadly at position and roles that Aššur-nādā played in the network, we observe 

that this merchant was a ‘middle-man’ in every sense of the term. First, his hierarchical rank falls 

dead-center throughout most of his career, ranging between 400-500 out of 1,000.120 However 

unlike his contemporaries in rank, Aššur-nādā played a very central role in the network and 

exhibits a highly connected personal network linked not only to the most prominent leaders 

among Assyrian merchants (i.e. Pūšū-kēn, Imdī-ilum, Puzur-Aššur and Innāya), but also to the 

peripheral Anatolian communities in and outside of Kanesh, no doubt due to his extensive 

travels.  

In order to better understand how this ranking system was used, we can explore in some 

detail the different ranks of Aššur-nada and his Anatolian ‘secondary wife’ (amtu), Šišahšušar.121 

This will then help us to better understand what lies behind this cultural rank employed by the 

Assyrian merchants in their letters. But before delving directly into this hierarchical marker, we 

shall first examine what an amtu-wife is by looking at the relationship between Aššur-nādā and 

Šišahšušar. 

2.4.3. Aššur-nādā & Šišahšušar 

In Aššur-nādā's travels across the Anatolian countryside, our modern sentiments might project 
                                                
120 I have opted to represent the OA rank on a scale of 1, being the highest, to 1,000, being the lowest. I do so 
because 1,000 is more representative of the scale of the network, which I estimated to be between 10,000 and 20,000 
unique individuals, as reflected in the old texts. However, once the disambiguation in the attestation network is 
complete, this number can be adjusted to more accurately reflect both the size of the population as well as the age 
range each merchant exhibits textually.  

121 As Michel describes: “ Le statut de l’épouse est défini le plus souvent par les termes aššatum, qui désigne la 
femme mariée et que l’on traduit conventionnellement par « épouse principale », et amtum, qui signifie la « servante 
» et que l’on traduit par « épouse secondaire »” (2008a, 213). 
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the need for companionship and feelings of love upon our merchant as a way of explaining the 

value a second wife could offer. This however is nowhere to be found among the textual 

correspondence between Aššur-nādā and his secondary wife, Šišahšušar. Rather, their 

relationship appears to be almost entirely professional, with the exception of the children born 

from this arrangement, whose social position we will comment on later in this chapter. 

 As Michel (2008a, 213) and Larsen (2015, 250) have pointed out, it is not inappropriate to 

translate amtum as ‘slave girl, or servant.’ While we currently lack a detailed study of the 

practice of slavery in the OA period, there are numerous examples of people being sold, 

presumably into slavery.122 However, because the written contract which an Assyrian enters into 

to obtain a secondary wife more closely resembles a marriage contract,123 perhaps it would be 

better to think of a ‘secondary wive’ (amtu) as a low-status business partner, who enters a 

contract to manage the affairs of the principal contract holder, rather than as an indentured 

servant or slave? To approach this question, we will take a close look at a few of the primary 

sources and compare the hierarchical standing of the entities mentioned therein along with the 

roles that this female played in managing her husband’s affairs.  

In the personal letter OAA 1, 50 (CCT 3, 7a), from Aššur-nādā to Šišahšušar, we are 

presented with a scenario which must have been fairly common, as Aššur-nādā indicated, 

inclement weather had blocked off the trade routes leaving the couple separated as many as 

1,000 km from each other between Assur and the ‘port of trade’ at Kanesh, presumably where 

                                                
122 AKT 3, 41; AKT 3, 42; AuOr 8 - Wenzel; BIN 4, 209; BIN 6, 225; BIN 6, 226; CCT 5, 20a; DTCFD 31, 190; 
ICK 1, 19a+b; ICK 1, 35a+b; ICK 1, 123 + ICK 2, 182; ICK 2, 76; ICK 2, 160; KBo 9, 23; Kt 87/k 99; Kt 87/k 266; 
Kt 87/k 285; Kt 87/k 287; Kt 87/k 303; Kt 88/k 713; Kt 88/k 990; Kt 88/k 1003; Kt 89/k 371; Kt 91/k 123; Kt a/k 
250b; Kt a/k 805a+b; Kt a/k 933a+b; Kt a/k 1277; Kt j/k 288b; Kt n/k 39; Kt n/k 74; Kt n/k 1772; Kt v/k 152; KTP 
43; TC 3, 253; TC 3, 254; TC 3, 258. 
 
123 Compare the following marriage contracts:  AKT 1, 21; AKT 1, 76; AKT 1, 77; CCT 5, 16a+b; ICK 1, 3; ICK 4 
- I 490; Kt 91/k 132; Kt a/k 84; KTS 1, 47a; KTS 2, 6; RA 76, 171 - AO7050; TC 1, 67; TPAK 1, 161a+b 
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Šišahšušar resided. At one point Aššur-nādā quotes what must have been a previous letter from 

Šišahšušar in which she says she ‘isn’t able’ to go on living like this (ulā altê), and then provides 

a detailed description of how she is managing the estate by herself, with no regard from her 

husband’s brothers or colleagues.  

Interestingly, this letter is quite representative of the other dozen letters shared between 

these two. In each of Šišahšušar’s letters she appears to be a very capable ‘slave girl,’ working to 

maintain the house and support her husband’s local business. In exchange for her service she 

apparently received very little in terms of encouragement, aside from what sounds like empty 

promises, that her distant husband would see her again soon. Surely this is not a mutually 

beneficial relationship, and in this sense their marriage more closely reflects the practice of 

slavery. Nevertheless, we can see that from such marriages, the Assyrian merchants were able to 

create greater stability for their families’ livelihood while they traveled long distances. Thus far, 

the letters we read of the OA secondary-wives support Larsen’s translation of amtum as a low 

ranking, even pejorative term for a ‘slave girl’ who was dependent on her husband for her 

livelihood.124  

Aside from the limited information conveyed in these few texts, what more can we say 

about this Anatolian secondary-wife, who takes on so much responsibility for her husband's 

business? Unfortunately, without additional texts, it has been incredibly difficult to understand 

the place and position of an otherwise unknown Anatolian woman. However, thanks to a more 

detailed understanding of how these many disparate relationships are connected between the 

                                                
124 In support of this I will share an interesting use of the term, amtu, in statement presumably made by Ahaha 
(discussed in Chapter two, § 2.5), who wrote to her brother, Buzāzu, the following: u4-ma-am / ma-lá / am-tim / qá-
qí-dí-im ma-ah-ṣí-im / ú-lá ad-mì-qá-ku-ma ep-re-e / a-na am-tim tù-ma-da-ad “today I am not (even as) good for 
you as a pledged ‘slave girl’ (amtu), and (yet) you distribute (plenty of) rations for them!” (AHTE 44: 25-28; cf. 
Kienast 1984, 95). 
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texts, there are a few additional insights to find by looking at her position in the OA social 

networks. First, we can measure the relative hierarchical ranks of both Aššur-nādā and 

Šišahšušar in comparison with the rest of the old texts (Fig. 2.14). In doing so we see the 

distribution of ranks for Šišahšušar (10 letters) and can also compare the distribution of ranks for 

her husband, Aššur-nādā (145 letters). 

 Despite her foreign ties and status as a second wife, we are still able to estimate a small 

distribution of relative ranks for Šišahšušar, which indicate some minor variation from what 

appears to be her most frequent rank of 911 (in a scale of 1 - 1,000). However, we see a slight 

fluctuation of a higher rank between 5-600 (Fig. 2.15). The primary low rank is consistent with 

the ranks of more peripheral actors, representative of the native Anatolians as well as the first 

and second wives of the Assyrian merchants, but what about the much higher variants suggested 

in some of the texts? For every letter which mentions Šišahšušar in the introductory formula we 

have a rank distribution for her ranks measured against the others mentioned in the formulae. the 

main rank returned for Šišahšušar is 911. However, the few attestations of ranks around 527 are 

interesting, and help illustrate the types of questions that arise when we look at this aggregate 

data in greater detail.  

What do these seemingly consistent rank fluctuations reflect? To answer this question, 

we can look at the obvious outlier among these texts, OAA 1, 73 (AKT 1, 15). This letter is a 

unique one inasmuch as we may assume that the letter writer is Šišahšušar herself.125 The content 

of the letter appears to be very mundane at first glance, communicating the daily chores and 

other household obligations which have been left to Šišahšušar while her husband is away, which 

                                                
125 Some evidence for this is that we find a number of plene spellings, consistent for local Anatolian writers. See 
Larsen, 2000, 109. 
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include keeping an inventory of goods received and delivered and a remuneration of certain 

small debts. While it is unclear to whom the anonymous "they" refer, Larsen assumes that they 

"refer to his local representatives, presumably Alāhum, Ememe and one of the brothers" (Larsen 

2000, 109).126 This can be corroborated in the other letters to his representatives, where we often 

hear that they are supposed to give collected debts to Šišahšušar. Uṣur-ša-Aššur son of Aššur-

malik also figures prominently in the correspondence, receiving money and depositing textiles 

on Aššur-nādā's account in the port office.127 

 The very short introductory formula (IF) for this letter indicates that Aššur-nādā is 

mentioned first as the recipient, and that Šišahšušar is the writer. The corresponding rank 

distribution for this text falls primarily around 600 (see Fig. 2.15), which immediately leads to a 

number of questions for this fluctuation; the main one being, what lead Šišahšušar's upward 

mobility in rank (a 26% raise)? As it turns out, when we first ran the data for Šišahšušar we used 

the two different spellings of her name.128 The model treated the subtle spelling difference as a 

unique entity and assigned a higher distribution, based on the fact that she was the letter writer 

(l.w.) in OAA 1, 73 (AKT 1, 15). Note that the rank for Aššur-nādā in this text is also 

significantly higher (11% higher) than his average rank attested in his other 145 letters (Fig. 

2.13). After normalizing the name for Šišahšušar and running the model again, we indeed had 

consistent ranks of 958 and a sample size of 40/40. This example was helpful in understanding 

how sensitive the model is and therefore in order to be sure our model is generating the 

                                                
126 See AKT 1, 15 (OAA 1, 73) lines: 21, 23, 25 and 26. 

127 Larsen 2000, 109f. 

128 Hecker (1968, 47) was the first to note the two different spellings for Šišahšušar. Compare RA 60, 140 (Ša-ša-
ah-ša-šu-šar) and AKT 1, 15 (Ša-ša-ah-šu-šar) with the following: CCT 3, 7a (Ší-ša-ah-šu-šar); KTS 13a (Ší-ša-ah-
šu-šar); VS 26, 19 (Ší-ša-ah-šu-šar); VS 26, 20 (Ší-ša-ah-šu-šar); cf. J. Lewy 1952, 405a for similar names. 
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appropriate rank distributions we will continue to normalize all spelling variations for the same 

entity for those names we can be certain (e.g. Ali-abum and Alābum; Ennam-Anum and 

Ennānum, etc.). That said, nicknames are also treated as separate entities by the model, but as we 

will see below, the model was able to identify the accurate ranks for both names of the same 

individual, at least in the case of Ahaha and her nickname, Waqqurtum (see § 2.5.1). 

2.4.4. The network of Šišahšušar 

The ego-network of Šišahšušar, seen in figure 2.16, graphs each of the attested PNs from the 10 

letters.129 By measuring her network at the micro scale, we can more closely evaluate factors 

such as centrality and connectedness. For connectedness, we use what's called Dunbar's number 

(the number of people you can possibly know in a community) in order to gauge how robust 

Šišahšušar is as an actor within her network; where higher numbers indicate more roust actors. 

Then for centrality, we can look at the so-called six degrees of separation, and we find that even 

though Šišahšušar's first degree of separation is rather small, only 26 nodes as far as the 11 texts 

record, already by the second degree of separation, her network includes ca. 3,000 nodes — 72% 

of her husband's social network.130 

 While figure 2.16 does not show the complete network of Šišahšušar, her ego-network 

shows us those PNs she came in contact with most frequently. The majority of people mentioned 

                                                
129 The list of texts naming Šišahšušar is as follows: OAA 1, 50 (CCT 3, 7a); OAA 1, 51 (RC 1749 C (Landsberger 
Ce)); OAA 1, 52 (TC 2, 47); OAA 1, 53 (RA 60, 140A (Frank)); OAA 1, 54 (VS 26, 19); OAA 1, 55 (RC 1749 D 
(Landsberger Cd 27-2)); OAA 1, 56 (KTS 1, 13a); OAA 1, 57 (KTS 1, 13b); OAA 1, 58 (VS 26, 20); OAA 1, 73 
(AKT 1, 15); with one transport contract OAA 1, 155 (KTH 26). 

130 This comparison of two different networks shows the importance of discerning which nodes should be merged in 
the process of disambiguation. Because the epistolary network merged more nodes overall than the attestation 
network, it is not surprising that the effect is represented in Šišahšušar’s ego-network. For this reason, I stress the 
importance of including as much metadata (as node ‘attributes’) as possible, for this has shown to be most helpful in 
discerning which nodes to merge. What this means in terms of demographics is that unless careful attention is paid 
to each merged node, there is a greater likelihood that a single node may represent multiple individuals. 
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in her network appear to have Anatolian names, and many of whom are likely family relations, 

whereas the remaining individuals with Assyrian names seem to be related to her via Aššur-nādā. 

Aside from her husband, who mentions her the most, we also see that she indeed has a close 

relationship with Uṣur-ša-Aššur, the son of Aššur-malik and presumably his Anatolian wife 

Šamananika.131 We can further note that within these 11 texts Uṣur-ša-Aššur has a lower rank 

than Šišahšušar, which could be why she singles him out for a reprimanding by her husband.132 

 Even in this more microscopic view of Šišahšušar’s network, we can begin to see the great 

advantage an Assyrian merchant would have by taking a second wife in Anatolia. While we still 

know little about the children from such marriages, it is clear that they were given a mix of 

Assyrian and Anatolian names. It is unclear, however, the degree to which a name reflected or 

represented the identity of the individual at this time, as we know that Assyrians would often 

adopt Anatolian sounding nicknames, perhaps for the purpose of taking on a more robust role in 

the Anatolian networks. This leads us to the most robust actor in the OA network, Pūšu-kēn.  

2.5. The dossiers of the Pūšu-kēn family 

Within the dataset used in this study, Pūšu-kēn is unambiguously mentioned in more texts than 

any other merchant (ca. 490 attestations). His ties run deep in many directions extending from 

the Assyrian royal court, indicated by letters to the ‘ruler’ (waklum) and his son the ‘prince’ 

(rubā’um), branching out to the far reaches of the bronze market in Anatolia, where he lived at 

least part of his life (in Durhumit). For this reason, it will be especially interesting to examine the 

activities and interactions of Pūšu-kēn.  
                                                
131 I make this assumption on the basis that Uṣur-ša-Aššur is by my estimation the youngest son of Aššur-malik (see 
Fig. 5.3.5), and apparently quite young when we see him attested in Aššur-nādā’s dossier, residing in Kanesh.  

132 In text OAA 1, 73 (AKT 1, 15) it reads: "Make Uṣur-ša-Aššur pay attention to your orders. The term (for 
repayment) is overdue by three months. Even firewood he did not buy for me, so I myself have bought it." For the 
full text see Appendix 3 & Larsen 2002, 108-110. 
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However, despite the fact that every scholar in the field of OA studies knows of Pūšu-kēn 

and his importance, his family’s dossiers have yet to be assembled from the mix of old texts 

which reference his name.133 This could be due to the great difficulty involved in reconstituting 

the archive of a merchant who is the central figure of the trade network during his career. For 

one reason, the expansive network of this one individual overlaps with every other archive which 

has thus far been reconstituted, including those of Imdī-ilum, both Innāyas, Aššur-nādā, Puzur-

Aššur, Šalim-ahum, etc, and Pūšu-kēn is also mentioned numerous times in the Šalim-Aššur 

archive.134 

                                                
133 Hertel (2014) suggests that the location of the archive of Pūšu-kēn was most likely kept in house #38 (Fig. 4.9), 
which was subject to both illicit lootings and Hrozný’s excavation. 

134 The 488 attestations of Pūšu-kēn in my dataset include the following texts: AAA 1, 10a; Adana 237 D; Adonis 
Kyrou 1646; AKT 1, 14; AKT 1, 28; AKT 3, 30; AKT 3, 32; AKT 3, 39; AKT 3, 71; AKT 3, 72; AKT 3, 73; AKT 
3, 74; AKT 3, 75; AKT 3, 76; AKT 3, 78; AKT 4, 5; AKT 5, 6; AKT 6a, 61-62 – Kt 94/k 1029; AKT 6a, 111 – Kt 
94/k 1267; AKT 6a, 128 – Kt 94/k 1383; AKT 6a, 132 – Kt 94/k 1754; AKT 6a, 146 – Kt 94/k 1301; AKT 6a, 164 – 
Kt 94/k 1744; AKT 6a, 166 – Kt 94/k 1130; AKT 6a, 194 – Kt 94/k 795; AKT 6a, 195a-b – Kt 94/k 881; AKT 6a, 2 
– Kt 94/k 1733; AKT 6a, 203 – Kt 94/k 1755; AKT 6a, 204 – Kt 94/k 1737; AnOr 6, 5; AnOr 6, 15; AnOr 6, 20; 
AnOr 6, 21; AO 22503; ATHE 1; ATHE 2; ATHE 6; ATHE 11; ATHE 16; ATHE 20; ATHE 24; ATHE 28; ATHE 
29; ATHE 30; ATHE 31; ATHE 32; ATHE 33; ATHE 62; BIN 4, 1; BIN 4, 6; BIN 4, 7; BIN 4, 8; BIN 4, 9; BIN 4, 
10; BIN 4, 11; BIN 4, 12; BIN 4, 13; BIN 4, 14; BIN 4, 15; BIN 4, 16; BIN 4, 17; BIN 4, 18; BIN 4, 19; BIN 4, 20; 
BIN 4, 21; BIN 4, 22; BIN 4, 23; BIN 4, 24; BIN 4, 25; BIN 4, 26; BIN 4, 27; BIN 4, 28; BIN 4, 29; BIN 4, 30; BIN 
4, 31; BIN 4, 32; BIN 4, 33; BIN 4, 80; BIN 4, 81; BIN 4, 82; BIN 4, 85; BIN 4, 87; BIN 4, 90; BIN 4, 107; BIN 4, 
113; BIN 4, 139; BIN 4, 149; BIN 4, 168; BIN 4, 184; BIN 4, 221; BIN 4, 226; BIN 4, 227; BIN 4, 229; BIN 4, 232; 
BIN 6, 3; BIN 6, 7; BIN 6, 11; BIN 6, 14; BIN 6, 24; BIN 6, 25; BIN 6, 29; BIN 6, 34; BIN 6, 55; BIN 6, 56; BIN 6, 
57; BIN 6, 63; BIN 6, 79; BIN 6, 82; BIN 6, 87; BIN 6, 91; BIN 6, 94; BIN 6, 95; BIN 6, 98; BIN 6, 100; BIN 6, 
102; BIN 6, 105; BIN 6, 108; BIN 6, 112; BIN 6, 113; BIN 6, 116; BIN 6, 117; BIN 6, 148; BIN 6, 150; BIN 6, 153; 
BIN 6, 156; BIN 6, 169; BIN 6, 201; BIN 6, 202; BIN 6, 204; BIN 6, 221; BIN 6, 240; BIN 6, 250; CCT 1, 13a; 
CCT 1, 13b; CCT 1, 15c; CCT 1, 16b; CCT 1, 17a; CCT 1, 20a; CCT 1, 35; CCT 1, 49b; CCT 1, 5b; CCT 1, 8c; 
CCT 2, 1; CCT 2, 2; CCT 2, 3; CCT 2, 4a; CCT 2, 4b-5a; CCT 2, 5b; CCT 2, 7; CCT 2, 28; CCT 2, 34; CCT 2, 35; 
CCT 2, 36a; CCT 2, 36b-37a; CCT 2, 38; CCT 2, 41b; CCT 2, 44a; CCT 2, 44b-45a; CCT 2, 45b; CCT 2, 47b; CCT 
3, 9; CCT 3, 19b; CCT 3, 20; CCT 3, 21a; CCT 3, 21b-22a; CCT 3, 22a; CCT 3, 22b-23a; CCT 3, 36a; CCT 3, 49b; 
CCT 4, 4a; CCT 4, 5b; CCT 4, 6e; CCT 4, 9a; CCT 4, 11a; CCT 4, 12a; CCT 4, 15c; CCT 4, 16a; CCT 4, 20a; CCT 
4, 21b; CCT 4, 23a; CCT 4, 25b; CCT 4, 27a; CCT 4, 29a; CCT 4, 32b; CCT 4, 34c; CCT 4, 35a; CCT 4, 40b-41a; 
CCT 4, 42c; CCT 4, 49a; CCT 4, 50b; CCT 5, 2a; CCT 5, 2b; CCT 5, 4a; CCT 5, 5a; CCT 5, 5b; CCT 5, 6a; CCT 5, 
6b; CCT 5, 9a; CCT 5, 10a; CCT 5, 20b; CCT 5, 20d; CCT 5, 21a; CCT 5, 21c; CCT 5, 22a; CCT 5, 29c; CCT 5, 
40b; CCT 5, 43; CCT 5, 47b; CCT 5, 49e; CCT 6, 1a; CCT 6, 1b; CCT 6, 1c; CCT 6, 1d; CCT 6, 9a; CCT 6, 9b; 
CCT 6, 11a; CCT 6, 17c; CCT 6, 20a; CCT 6, 20b; CCT 6, 20c; CCT 6, 24a; CCT 6, 24c; CCT 6, 26c; CCT 6, 30d; 
CCT 6, 35a; CCT 6, 35b; CCT 6, 38c; CCT 6, 47c; CTMMA 1, 91; FT1 - FS Garelli 234; ICK 1, 11a-b+18; ICK 1, 
124; ICK 1, 167; ICK 1, 171; ICK 1, 181; ICK 1, 187; ICK 1, 190; ICK 1, 192; ICK 1, 71; ICK 1, 84; ICK 1, 96; 
ICK 2, 85; ICK 2, 97; ICK 2, 112; ICK 2, 114; ICK 2, 123; ICK 2, 133; ICK 2, 302; ICK 2, 305; ICK 2, 306; ICK 2, 
314; ICK 2, 343; ICK 3 - KKS 21a+b; ICK 4 - I 426; ICK 4 - I 430; ICK 4 - I 431; ICK 4 - I 438; ICK 4 - I 471; 
ICK 4 - I 472; ICK 4 - I 484; ICK 4 - I 520; ICK 4 - I 524; ICK 4 - I 536 // ICK 2, 145; ICK 4 - I 545; ICK 4 - I 560; 
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Fortunately, we find that the name, Pūšu-kēn, is used primarily for this one merchant, 

with a handful of texts referencing his grandson via papponymy. This means that despite the fact 

that we are lacking an edited volume of texts for this merchant, we are still able to reconstruct 

the position and activities of Pūšu-kēn over the course of his career. But because his final days 

were in Durhumit, it is likely that there was at least a small archive or dossier left in their estate 

there. Therefore, by situating Pūšu-kēn in the context of his cohort (see Fig. 5.3.4), we can learn 

more about the interconnected nature of trade as it extended throughout the neighborhoods of 

Kanesh and over to Assur. No doubt because of this merchants’ high profile, he was privy to a 

broader perspective and his advantage as a leader in the trade also extended to his children, from 

his eldest son, Buzāzu, to his youngest daughter, Ahaha. However, as a close reading of the texts 

makes clear, not even this high-ranking merchant was able to shield his family from the financial 

disaster following his death. 

                                                                                                                                                       
ICK 4 - I 571; ICK 4 - I 577; ICK 4 - I 583; ICK 4 - I 590; ICK 4 - I 606; ICK 4 - I 608; ICK 4 - I 647; ICK 4 - I 
651; ICK 4 - I 653; ICK 4 - I 671; ICK 4 - I 676; ICK 4 - I 678; ICK 4 - I 679; ICK 4 - I 682; ICK 4 - I 704; ICK 4 - 
I 734; ICK 4 - I 748; ICK 4 - I 762; ICK 4 - I 836; JCS 14, 2; JCS 14, 4; JCS 41, 2 - Foster B; Kayseri 90; Kt 88/k 
40; Kt a/k 353 and 315; Kt n/k 1502; KTB 3; KTB 11; KTH 11; KTH 19; KTH 20; KTH 22; KTH 33; KTH 34; 
KTS 1, 21a; KTS 1, 21b; KTS 1, 22a; KTS 1, 22b; KTS 1, 23; KTS 1, 24; KTS 1, 25a; KTS 1, 25b; KTS 1, 26a; 
KTS 1, 26b; KTS 1, 27a; KTS 1, 27b; KTS 1, 28; KTS 1, 29a; KTS 1, 29b; KTS 1, 30; KTS 1, 42d; KTS 1, 43c; 
KTS 1, 57e; KTS 2, 12; KTS 2, 15; KTS 2, 39; KTS 2, 48; KTS 2, 51; KTS 2, 57; KUG 15; KUG 17; KUG 18; 
KUG 39; KUG 40; KUG 42; KUG 50; MDOG 102 86; OIP 27, 62; OrNS 50, 1; POAT 7; POAT 8; POAT 15; 
POAT 18; POAT 19; POAT 33; PUL 100_Garelli-FS Matoush; RA 58, 122 (Sch 20); RA 58, 122 (Sch 21); RA 58, 
126 (Sch 22); RA 59, 32 (11); RA 59, 150-154 (23); RA 59, 154 (24); RA 59, 159; RA 59, 162; RA 59, 165 (27); 
RA 59, 165 (28); RA 59, 169 (29); RA 59, 169 (30); RA 60, 119 (46); RA 80 - TTC 4; RA 80 - TTC 5; RA 80 - 
TTC 6; RA 80 - TTC 24; RA 81, 1; RA 81, 4; RA 81, 18; RA 81, 19; RA 81, 36; RA 81, 83; RA 81, 84; RA 88, 
Brieux; Sadberg - ARK 397-11591; Sadberg - HK 1013-5542; Schmidt 2 - EL 246; SMEA 4; TC 1, 3; TC 1, 6; TC 
1, 7; TC 1, 14; TC 1, 16; TC 1, 17; TC 1, 22; TC 1, 26; TC 1, 28; TC 1, 30; TC 1, 31; TC 1, 46; TC 1, 49; TC 1, 55; 
TC 1, 73; TC 1, 79; TC 2, 1; TC 2, 2; TC 2, 3; TC 2, 4; TC 2, 5; TC 2, 6; TC 2, 7; TC 2, 8; TC 2, 9; TC 2, 10; TC 2, 
11; TC 2, 12; TC 2, 13; TC 2, 14; TC 2, 15; TC 2, 16; TC 2, 17; TC 2, 18; TC 2, 19; TC 2, 20; TC 2, 21; TC 2, 22; 
TC 2, 23; TC 2, 24; TC 2, 72; TC 3, 20; TC 3, 21; TC 3, 22; TC 3, 23; TC 3, 24; TC 3, 25; TC 3, 26; TC 3, 27; TC 
3, 28; TC 3, 29; TC 3, 30; TC 3, 31; TC 3, 32; TC 3, 33; TC 3, 34; TC 3, 35; TC 3, 36; TC 3, 37; TC 3, 38; TC 3, 
39; TC 3, 40; TC 3, 41; TC 3, 42; TC 3, 44; TC 3, 57; TC 3, 99; TC 3, 106; TC 3, 167; TC 3, 186; TC 3, 187; TC 3, 
190; TC 3, 192; TC 3, 231; TC 3, 233; TC 3, 250; TC 3, 256; TC 3, 260; TC 3, 271; TC 3, 276; TMH 1, 14d-15a; 
TMH 1, 25f; TPAK 1, 14; TPAK 1, 22; TPAK 1, 44a+b; TPAK 1, 114; TPAK 1, 203; VS 26, 9; VS 26, 10; VS 26, 
12; VS 26, 16; VS 26, 17; VS 26, 18; VS 26, 24; VS 26, 26; VS 26, 27; VS 26, 28; VS 26, 29; VS 26, 42; VS 26, 
43; VS 26, 46; VS 26, 47; VS 26, 48; VS 26, 52; VS 26, 55; VS 26, 58; VS 26, 59; VS 26, 6; VS 26, 64; VS 26, 65; 
VS 26, 67; VS 26, 71; VS 26, 73; VS 26, 117; VS 26, 153; VS 26, 8; WAG 48-1465; Yale YBC 13092. 
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2.5.1. The death of Pūšu-kēn 

The death of Pūšu-kēn is a marked event in the network as a whole, with far reaching 

ramifications for his family, and business partners. Because of this merchants’ robust role in both 

Assur and Kanesh, the aftermath of his death created shock-waves throughout his cohort and 

extended down into the second generation as well. For this reason, we have good reason to 

believe that Pūšu-kēn’s tablets in Kanesh must have been accessed at the time of his death, 

which likely occurred within the years REL 103 to 105 (ca. 1971-1969 B.C.E.), and that many of 

these were sent to Assur for his children to resolve the affairs of his estate.135  

From a group of ca. 50 texts, we are able to read a few of these details the aftermath of 

Pūšu-kēn’s death, which includes the proceedings of a number of lawsuits at the dissolution of 

his contracts and partnerships.136 While it is unlikely that we have the full extent of the 

documentation around this event, it is surprising to see no mention of a testament or any other 

preparatory plans on the part of Pūšu-kēn. Thus, the complex and lengthy legal battles that 

ensued fell into the hands of his children; Pūšu-kēn’s sons Buzāzu and Sueyya in Anatolia, and 

his daughter Ahaha in Assur, who expressed great difficulty in obtaining funds from her father’s 

representatives in Assur to appease the creditors.137  

The only exception may be found in one letter (BIN 4, 21), which could suggest that 

                                                
135 See Barjamovic et al. 2012, 71, who place the death of Pūšu-kēn son of Sueyya in REL 104 (ca. 1870 B.C.E.). 

136 For a detailed account of the legal proceedings following the death of Pūšu-kēn see Hertel 2013, 347ff. Thus far 
the dossier contains the following texts: AKT 1, 11; ATHE 13; ATHE 15; ATHE 22; ATHE 23; ATHE 33; ATHE 
44; BIN 4, 21; BIN 4, 96; BIN 4, 106; BIN 6, 8; BIN 6, 57; BIN 6, 59; BIN 6, 66; BIN 6, 68; BIN 6, 178; CCT 1, 
17b; CCT 2, 44b-45a; CCT 3, 12b; CCT 4, 31b; CCT 4, 40b-41a; CCT 5, 2b; CCT 5, 11d; CCT 5, 21a; CCT 6, 44f; 
ICK 4 - I 437; ICK 4 - I 652; ICK 4 - I 680; ICK 4 - I 711; ICK 4 - I 744; KTS 1, 49c; OrNS 50, 4; RA 81, 83; 
Sadberg - ARK 166-9474; TC 1, 21; TC 1, 73; TC 1, 79; TC 2, 9; TC 2, 48; TC 3, 99; TC 3, 199; TC 3, 274; TPAK 
1, 114; TPAK 1, 21a-b; VS 26, 117. 

137 See Hertel 2013, 349 and Dercksen 2004, 49. 
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Pūšu-kēn anticipated the difficulty his death would pose in sustaining the trade. As Larsen 

pointed out, this letter indicates that Pūšu-kēn wished to continue a contractual partnership with 

Puzur-Aššur by adding another partner to the joint-stock contract (naruqqum).138 Pūšu-kēn writes 

in his daughter as a third partner, but this initially caused some confusion for Puzur-Aššur, 

because instead of writing her name, Ahaha, he used a nickname, Waqqurtum: “Puzur-Aššur 

says: ‘Since you have not written the name of Waqqurtum, you do not have a claim on his share.’ 

We have (already) asked you, so 2 minas of gold have been booked in the name of the merchant. 

Figure it out yourself, there!”139  

While it is never explicitly stated why Ahaha is given a nickname, we may see 

indications of some subterfuge, as many of the texts concerning Buzāzu betray his manipulative 

and evasive nature regarding his sister’s share.140 This action results in a series of letters which 

Ahaha writes in order to obtain her share of the naruqqu funds.141 In a legal dispute (VS 26, 112) 

we read that Buzāzu was evading a debt of ten minas of silver, which he owed to Aššur-imittī 

                                                
138 Larsen (1977) describes the basic meaning of the naruqqu-contract as a ‘sack’ of a travelling merchant “into 
which his investors poured their investments” and goes on to suggest “there may in fact have been a kind of 
ceremony where the partners placed their money in the bag or purse which lay in the midst between them” (124 n. 
12). Larsen also provides an explanatory note on the naruqqum between Pūšu-kēn and Puzur-Aššur: “Pušu-ken had 
first asked his representatives in Assur to note down his daughter as the owner of the share, but later he wrote that he 
wanted it in his own name; Puzur-Aššur wrote back in the letter BIN 4:21 that if it could not be done in the name of 
the daughter, then he would not allow it to be transferred to Pušu-ken’s share (indicating perhaps that Pušu-ken 
already had a share in Puzur-Aššur’s naruqqum); thus the investment was made anonymously, ‘in the name of 
tamkārum’. Such a post also occurs in Amur-Ištar’s contract, of course, and the same problem seems to be reflected 
in the letter CCT 2:47b” (1977, 129 n. 35). 

139 BIN 4, 21:17-26 reads: um-ma Puzur4-A-šur-ma iš-tù-ma šu-mì Wa-qúr-tim lá ta-lá-pá-ta-ni ù a-na qá-tí-šu lá 
tù-ṭá-ha-a ni-iš-ta-a-al-ma 2 ma-na KÙ.GI šu-mì DAM.QAR-ri-im lá-pí-it / a-ta a-ma-kam / ma-lá-kà (collation by 
Larsen, in OA catalog). 

140 For example, Hertel (2013) explains how: “Buzāzu caused problems in particular, as he was very ‘eager’ to 
collect his sister’s money without her knowledge and permission” (349 n. 1115). As one reads of Buzāzu’s actions it 
becomes clear he was expert in finding loopholes for dodging legal obligations and had no qualms about cheating 
his way to the top. 

141 See CCT 4, 31b; CCT 5, 2b; CCT 5, 8a; CCT 5, 11b; CCT 5, 21a; all of which record the difficulty Ahaha has in 
obtaining her share of the naruqqu funds. 
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son of Šu-Nunu.142 Eventually Aššur-imittī’s lawyer, Šu-Anum, caught Buzāzu and extradited 

him to the city of Assur to negotiate the terms and payments of his debts to his accuser, Aššur-

imittī. As for the share of his sister, one text (CCT 1, 17b) suggests that an agreement was 

reached, and that their brother, Sueyya, was also included in the contract. 

Thanks to a close adherence to the hierarchical order of letter writers and their recipients, 

we are able to see that Ahaha and Waqqurtum were in fact two names for the same individual, 

with the latter most likely used as a nickname (‘precious’).143 On the basis of this introductory 

formula (IF), we find that the ranks of these two PNs are in fact almost identical: 

PN (textual attestations) 1) Rank : sample (/40) 2) Rank : sample (/40) 

Ahaha (11) 961:34 979:40 
Waqqurtum (5) 987:39 977:40 
 
Columns (1) and (2) display two sets of results for the rank data which the model returned for a 

total of 16 PN attestations for Ahaha and Waqqurtum. Over the course of the project we could 

see that that both ranks for these females were very close, and further, as the data continued to be 

                                                
142 Aššur-imittī is quoted in the text (VS 26, 112:11-17), saying: ba-a-am a-ma-lá ṭup-pí-im ša a-limki ú-sú-ùh-ma 
a-na bé-el a-wa-tí-kà i-na a-lim.ki a-wa-ta-am dí-in Ku-ṣú-um ik-ta-áš-dí la tù-ni-hi-ma KÙ.BABBAR ma-da-am la 
tù-ša-ag-mì-ri “Come! Extract yourself in accordance with the tablet of the City, and present (your) case before your 
accuser in the City. The cold is approaching. Do not obstruct me and (thus) make me spend a lot of silver” 
(Translation courtesy Barjamovic). Similar to the letters of Ennam-Aššur at the death of Šalim-Aššur (mentioned 
above § 2.1.2), here we see the same emphasis placed on not ‘obstructing,’ as if their inaction was somehow 
hindering the flow of the market (which may very well have been the case). 

143 Most relevant to this study is the work of A. Lassen (2012, 289), which looks primarily at the seals and sealings 
of the Šalim-Aššur archive (94/k). Her study indicated a number of types of nicknames (205-206), one type found 
via redundancies in the practice of seal inscriptions, for example Puzur-Ti’amtum shared a seal with Zuba (#56) and 
by looking at the ranks for each attestation of these two names in the letters, in figure 2.17, we see a close 
comparison, and an interesting conundrum regarding the common use of certain seals: “either such seals were 
owned by their users consecutively, often they were family members, or else, the apparent cases of shared seal 
ownership was in fact the result of the use of nicknames” (207). This study shows both the former and the latter to 
be the case, time and again, family and kin (via marriage agreements) form the backbone of network, and within 
certain family networks there’s a preponderance of homonyms which would necessitate nicknames as a formal 
name, like Buṣia for Puzur-Ištar, or his brother Hurāṣānum for Ah-šalim, or the culprit himself, Šu-Anum aka 
Kuskusum not to be confused with Šu-Anum aka Kukkulānum (cf. figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.7).  
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cleaned (i.e. inconsistencies and errors edited), the two ranks became almost identical in the most 

recent iteration. Lastly, we also find that the ego-networks of these two PNs are also very 

similar. When comparing the unique entities in the ego-networks of Ahaha and Waqqurtum we 

find an overlap of 69.2%, meaning that seven out of ten individuals interact with both Ahaha and 

Waqqurtum their respective networks; with 21% interacting solely with Ahaha and 9.9% solely 

with Waqqurtum. These statistical measurements are an initial look into the benefit of using 

computational tools for textual analysis, and we will continue to include similar examples in the 

following chapters.  

As we see with Pūšu-kēn and his family, although it is difficult if not impossible to 

distinguish between the different dossiers within the family, the reconstitution of the family 

‘archive’ is less important than the disambiguation of distinct entities. While the former may be 

able to communicate the breadth of a family’s involvement in the trade, the latter is more apt at 

identifying patterns across texts which in most cases reflect co-occurring events.144  

The event of Pūšu-kēn’s death illustrates how the numerous individuals he was connected 

to in business responded to the loss of a steady leader in the trade. Despite all the turmoil, the 

network analysis indicates that the partnerships he established in his own business were 

continued at least to some degree by his children, with Buzāzu taking a more active role after the 

death of his father. For example, in Pūšu-kēn’s absence, it is clear that the ranks of his family 

members reflect their prominent positions as they carried on the business of their father. 

As seen in again figure 2.9, the cohort mortality table also helps us to understand the OA 

filing practices, that the texts within a merchant’s dossier were passed down to the children along 

with the business affairs at the death of the paterfamilias. What this figure also conveys is the 

                                                
144 See for example the legal events surrounding the death of Pūšu-kēn collected by Hertel 2013, 348. 
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striking evidence of collapse and decline accompanying the death of other prominent merchants 

as well, many of whom also happened to be partners with Pūšu-kēn. As pointed out by 

Barjamovic et al (2012, 64), the stark decline, which apparently affected the lower town 

collectively, raises numerous questions as to the reasons for the collapse. 

2.5.2. Market collapse 

As intimated above by Pūšu-kēn’s daughter, Ahaha, the death of her father (and other 

prominent merchants, including Imdī-ilum) was grave enough an event to have sent one of the 

most prominent families in the network scurrying to their father’s partners in order to settle any 

debts and to collect whatever funds were owed them.145 Dercksen (2004) explains that the death 

of a merchant was not only followed by numerous lengthy lawsuits, which no doubt froze 

whatever assets the family may have had, but that as a precaution creditors would often seize the 

family’s estate “as an obvious and relatively easy means of forcing [them] to pay” (48). In fact, 

two letters from Ahaha illustrate this very scenario, both of which are translated and discussed by 

Dercksen (2004, 48-49). Assuming that this practice was as common as Dercksen suggests, we 

can only imagine how the death of multiple prominent merchants would have contributed to a 

standstill in the market. The evidence of this can be seen in a letter “in which we read that the 

city assembly has decided to make it possible for defaulting debtors who had been forced to sell 

their houses to buy them back on favorable terms” (Larsen 2015, 74 & 120). 

Considering that Pūšu-kēn was such a key figure in generating and sustaining a 

                                                
145 See for example the testimony dispute in EL 246 (Schmidt 2): 15-24 me-er-ú me-tim ni-nu i-na ba-áb mu-a-tí-šu 
ša a-bi4-kà ni-kà-sí a-bu-ni ù a-bu-kà i-sí-ú-ma 11 GÚ 40 MA.NA URUDU SIG5 i-li-bi4 a-bi4-kà a-bu-ni i-dí-i 
URUDU lu a-ṣí-it a-bi4-ni ša-qú-ul lu a-bu-ni ša-bu lu i-li-bi4-ku-nu a-hu-ur me-er-ú me-tim ni-nu pá-tí-ni-a-tí  “We 
are heirs (lit. the sons) of the dead man! When our father was about to die, our father and your father settled 
accounts together, whereupon our father deposited 11 talents and 40 minas of good-quality copper in the care of 
your father. The copper was both paid as the debit of our father, and what our father was paid in full, and what was 
left behind in your possession. We are the sons of the dead man! Give us information!” (translation courtesy Hertel). 
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significant percentage of the trade, his death must have had serious consequences for the 

liquidity (in silver) and the availability of credit in the market, which in turn would have created 

devastating ripple effects (as described by Barjamovic et al. 2012, 72). Thus the steep decline in 

the market at Kanesh would have weighed heavily on the investors and wealthy merchants in 

Assur, enough to restore the flow of commodities by whatever means necessary, even agreeing 

to more opaque partnerships in the naruqqum contracts. Unfortunately, their attempts to 

stimulate the trade were in vain, and this initial crash led to a recession or decline in trade. While 

it is true that there are numerous external events which would have contributed to the Assyrians’ 

loss of hegemonic control of the tin trade,146 by focusing on internal social factors we can see 

that because the foundation of the trade rested on the shoulders of individuals, there was no way 

to disperse the risk of collapse when any one of these leaders died, let alone multiple deaths at 

the same time. 

2.6. Archives in this study 

Up to this point in the study I have used networks to show the relationships between individuals 

across distinct groups of texts, dossiers, and in one case an ‘archive’ found in situ. The 

aggregation of relationships between these entities has in turn given us a closer look at events of 

different scales, and has allowed us to explore the relationships between the Assyrians and 

Anatolians from the perspective of the broader social hierarchy. These two types of perspectives 

are the most accessible applications of the network models thus far. Further, this chapter has also 

                                                
146 Dercksen 2008, 124; Barjamovic et al. 2012, 43ff.; Çeçen and Hecker 1995, 36 (Kt n/k 794:11-16  a-ki-dí-i lá tù-
šé-lá-ni / šu-ma a-na ma-tí-kà / e-tí-qú!-nim lu ta-du-nu-ni-a-tí-ni-ma lu ni-du-ku / mì-ma lá té-ri-šu-ni-a-tí-ni  
“Akkader sollst du nicht heraufkommen lassen. Wenn sie zu deinem Land hindurchkommen, wirst du (sie) uns 
übergeben, damit wir (sie) töten. Du wirst (dafür) von uns nichts verlangen.”); Hertel 2013, 33 n. 174 notes “besides 
the treaties, a verdict issued by the City Assembly in Assur defined a general embargo against ‘Akkadians, 
Amorites, and Subarians’ on the trade in gold, where any ‘Assyrian’ who violated this rule ‘would not survive’ (Kt 
79/k 101; see Sever 1990: 215-256, Veenhof 1995a: 1733, and Dercksen 2004: 81f.)”. 
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tested the limitations of these network models to some degree, finding that when it comes to 

disambiguation, there are apparently no shortcuts, which means that until supervised 

disambiguation is complete, there will continue to be challenges in delineating the different 

dossiers for these entities from among the old texts. 

In the subsequent chapters (esp. Chapter five) we will discuss ways in which 

archaeologists and philologists can work together to learn more about the filing practices of the 

Assyrians. However, we must confront the reality that even with the proper provenance and geo-

rectified coordinates for all the objects discovered in an excavated room, even then we may 

never be able to fully reconstruct the OA filing practices, due to the transient nature of the 

materials they used for the storage of their texts. Thus, while such reconstructions will remain an 

important, ongoing goal, what I believe will move into the forefront is a method which will find 

a common context between these houses, as we move into a broader understanding of the 

neighborhoods and towns both within and beyond Kanesh. Where scholars in the past have 

oriented OA history on private, family archives, we may in future studies focus our attention on 

how these internally related archives document the lives of the individuals who lived there, and 

the different types of networks that extended across the society during this time. 

Looking at the overall picture (in network form), we can visualize the data behind the 

gender roles and relationships within the Assyrian-Anatolian communities, and begin to better 

understand the complex relationships between the OA traders and the local cultures. This unique 

group of letters helps to explain the position and membership of an amtu-wife in the OA society, 

and suggests that the translation ‘slavegirl’ for amtum is probably quite accurate, as they held 

consistently low ranks—lower than the Assyrian wives, and were relied upon in similar ways to 
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household slaves.147 Despite the obvious contributions the Assyrian wives made to the trade (e.g. 

creating collateral and liquidity with their textile industry, taking care of the house and local 

business affairs while their husbands were away, etc.), these women were given consistently 

low-ranking positions in the network. That said, they were nevertheless counted as members of 

the social network and, more often than not, treated as partners in their husband's and father's 

business. This explains why there was such a high degree of literacy among the women (i.e. 

wives and daughters) of the Assyrian merchants, as we see that both their wives, whether 

aššatum and amtum, followed the same social-hierarchical conventions expressed in the IF when 

writing their letters with only few exceptions.148  

As we see in the example of Šišahšušar, as amtum to Aššur-nādā she expected a certain 

degree of comfort, but very little authority in society. Although her position does not afford her 

the ability to effectively confront Uṣur-ša-Aššur head-on, there is an expectation that her 

standing should allow her to be better taken care of, whether by her husband or by his 

representatives. Referring again to Uṣur-ša-Aššur, while it is clear that the Anatolian women had 

a generally low status according to the Assyrian hierarchy, it is interesting to find that in 

Šišahšušar's case she at times may have held a hierarchically higher position than Uṣur-ša-Aššur, 

a child born of a mixed Assyrian and Anatolian family. Interestingly, we see that the Anatolian 

women were at times fully in charge of the household, and were relied upon almost entirely for 

                                                
147 See for example, the responsibilities of Abu-šalim, Šalim-Aššur’s slave, in the Ušinalam affair (§ 2.1.3). 

148 As mentioned before, we find that in text LB 1296, Šīmat-Aššur writes to her husband, Imdī-ilum, but places 
herself first in the IF of the letter. In the texts from Pūšu-kēn's family firm we find four letters in which the lady 
Muza is listed first in the IF. In each of these texts Muza is the letter recipient and it is Lamašša (wife of Buzāzu) 
who is writing to her (BIN 4, 90; BIN 6, 14; CCT 4, 20a; KTS 2, 21). In BIN 6, 14 Lamašša also includes the 
phrase: šumma ahatī atti šumma bēltī atti 'if you are my sister, if you are my lady...', but even with this injunction, 
her relationship and role remains unclear. Pūšu-kēn is also mentioned in three of these letters (twice in the IF after 
Muza), presumably the son of Buzāzu. For more on the role of Assyrian and Anatolian women see Michel 2008a. 
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the management of the business when their husbands were abroad. While their occupations fall 

almost exclusively under either domestic activities or their involvement in the commercial 

activities of their husbands, their connections within the Anatolian social networks made them 

very valuable actors for the Assyrian traders. 

 When viewed in an aggregated network, it is clear that the relationships with the locals, in 

particular marriage with the Anatolian women, provided the OA traders with the crucial financial 

security and access to their extended social networks which were absolutely necessary to 

maintain these long-distance trade agreements. Together, the relationships they created in the 

process extended throughout the expansive Anatolian society. They show that the Anatolian 

women in particular were trustworthy and were consistently left in charge of their husband's 

affairs, and enjoyed a fair degree of independence, both in marriage and in divorce (Veenhof 

1982, 152). On the other hand, they also show that in some cases, the hopes of a comfortable 

lifestyle were quickly met with the stark reality and weightiness of their husband's long-distance 

ventures (Michel 2008a; Veenhof 1982). 

 While these fascinating socio-cultural details are written simply enough in the texts, by 

using the framework of a database employing SNA, we can at last delineate the hierarchical 

position which each of these actors inherently occupy but rarely refer to explicitly. Incorporating 

both the tools of philology with the structural setting from a graph database, we can see how 

such a collaborative effort can ultimately help the historian arrive at a more fully contextualized 

view of the past, as far as it has been preserved in the documentation. Even when the provenance 

has been lost, SNA helps build the bridge between the remaining puzzle pieces, allowing 

archaeologists and philologists to integrate the data which they gather from the surrounding 

material culture and draw tangible connections to the textual record. 
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To illustrate how such a network can be studied, the following chapters will work within 

the same family archives introduced above to show how these families extended their kinship 

networks across multiple archives to span the breadth of the OA social network. In doing so, we 

will see the full extent to which these archives were intertwined, illustrating the necessity of such 

an approach for more accurate and contextualized historical reconstruction. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

In this chapter we will explore in detail the social-hierarchical formula which the Assyrians used 

in their letters to one another, referred to here as an introductory formula (henceforth IF). 

Because this formula was no doubt used in relativistic terms by the Assyrians (and to a lesser 

degree the Anatolians), Bamman and and I employ a latent variable model which can 

accommodate for the natural variation within their assigned orderings by generating rank 

distributions. These resulting distributions help us not only to quantify the relative position of the 

the merchants, but also and broadly apply their relative ranking system across the full 

hierarchical structure of their society. 

3.1. The introductory formula 

After surveying the ca. 4,000 years of cuneiform textual history, it is rather surprising that the IF 

found at the beginning of the OA letters appears to be a truly unique application of an otherwise 

standard writing convention. While it is common enough to find letters addressed with ‘to’ (ana) 

and ‘from’ (umma), and occasionally even in reverse order in epistolary texts (e.g., Old 

Babylonian, Amarna and Neo-Babylonian letters, cf. Oppenheim 1967, 119ff. & 183ff.), the 

implication of social position expressed by the order of the names in the IF seems to be lost on 

the authors of these letters in every other cuneiform dialect and culture outside of the Old 

Assyrian’s. The difference is that in the OA letters the order of letter writer (l.w.) and letter 

recipient (l.r.) is not simply an indication of sequential action, but can be used strategically to 

reflect a hierarchical pecking order and degree of seniority. As Larsen explains in his study of 

the Aššur-nādā archive:  
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The introductory formula follows the pattern of general Mesopotamian practices in the 
second millennium B.C.E., i.e. the phrase umma PN1-ma ana PN2 qibima, [and is] to be 
understood as an address to the person who brings the letter: ‘Thus (speaks) PN1 ; say to 
PN2!’ However, the formula can be reversed so that the name of the recipient is placed first: 
ana PN2 qibima umma PN1-ma, and it has been recognised that in this way letter writers 
could indicate the relative rank of the correspondants: the most important person was always 
mentioned first. (Larsen 2002: xxxviii, italics added)  

What this means is that the OA letters reveal an important marker of implicit social rank in the 

introduction of each letter they write to one another. This marker is based on the position of the 

first name mentioned in the sequence of individuals:   

in many instances we find more than one person sending and/or receiving a letter, and in 
those cases it is clear that the sequence of the names follows the same simple principle. For 
instance, when the father Aššur-idi writes to his sons he will invariably place his own name 
first, and the sons are mentioned in a sequence that reflects their age. It is therefore possible 
to reconstruct . . . the relative rank of the persons appearing in the correspondance [of the 
letters]. (Larsen 2002: xxxviii) 

If it is true that the Assyrians ordered each other by age and seniority, which seems to be the 

case, were there other factors which may also have affected the order, like a merchant’s wealth, 

prestige (i.e. social-familial proximity to the ruler in Assur), or the age and seniority of a 

merchant? And more importantly, how strictly was the formula followed? If there were 

exceptions to the rule, what were the reasons they may have deviated from this formula?  

3.2. Unpacking the formula 

Before acting on the assumption that the formula is a hard rule, it was important to look for other 

internal clues as to just how this formula was used by both the merchants and other individuals 

writing letters within this society. If this is the only usage of the IF, then it would stand to reason 

that the novelty could be due to the equally unique demographic of tight-knit merchants, traders 

and venture capitalists, i.e. business partners working simultaneously in dependent and 

independent relationships for themselves, their family, and on behalf of their creditors, investors 

and institutions. Interestingly enough, we also find that this very order reflected in the IF is often 
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reiterated in the body of the letter by using multiple forms of familial statements (whether the 

recipients are family or not) expressed with either an endearing or compelling sentiment, and 

often accompanied with a supplication. The following phrases depict a wide variety of such 

phrases, and although not comprehensive, the count next to each type of injunction is indicative 

of the more frequent usages (with some variation) found in the OA texts:  

1. abuni bēlni atta  (6)   ‘you are our father, our lord ...’149 
2. aba’ū’a bēlū’a attunu  (5)  ‘you (pl.) are my fathers, my lords ...’150 
3. šumma aba’ū’a attunu  (5)  ‘if you (pl.) are my fathers ...”151 
4. abī atta bēlī atta  (9)   ‘you are my father, my lord ...’152 
5. ahuni bēlni atta  (3)   ‘you are our brother, our lord ...’153 
6. ahū’a attunu bēlū’a attunu  (20) ‘you (pl.) are my brothers, my lords ...’154 
7. ahī atta (bēlī atta)  (14)  ‘you are my brother, my lord ...’155 
8. ahī atta ebrī atta  (8)  ‘you are my brother, you are my colleague’156 

                                                
149 The following letters, which have this statement (abuni bēlni atta) are in fact all family members, though often 
not the literal father: AO 22503; AKT 3, 114; AKT 6a, 209; BIN 6, 117; CCT 4, 15c; OIP 27, 27 (abuni atta). 

150 The following letters have this statement (aba’ū’a bēlu-a attunu): Adana 237 B; AKT 4, 51 (spoken to ša kīma 
iāti ‘my representatives’); ATHE 44; BIN 4, 48; TC 3, 76. 

151 (šumma aba’ū’a attunu): CCT 4, 40b-41a; (without šumma): ICK 4 - I 474; Kt 88/k 507b; Kt d/k 5; KTS 1, 39a. 

152 (abī atta bēlí atta): ATHE 30 & 39 (with no clear family relation between Pūšu-kēn* and Kulumāya); BIN 4, 13 
(Kulumāya to Pūšu-kēn); BIN 4, 2; CCT 2, 30 (without bēlī atta); CCT 2, 31b-32a and TC 3, 15 (Buzāzu to Puzur-
Aššur, who are business partners with no apparent relation); ICK 4 - I 688 (Zizizi to her father, Imdī-ilum*); ICK 4 - 
I 708 (with šumma ahī atta šumma bēlī atta followed by šumma ahi atta); KTS 1, 25b (Asqūdum to Pūšu-kēn*); TC 
3, 119 (Abu-šalim to Šu-Anum*). 

153 (ahunī bēlni atta): AKT 3, 114; BIN 6, 187; ICK 1, 65. 

154 (ahū’a attunu): AKT 3, 94 (ahū’a attunu bēlū’a attunu); AKT 3, 100; AKT 4, 61; AKT 6a, 225 (ahū’a attunu 
said by Ennam-Aššur (s. Šalim-Aššur) to Kuzizia, Lā-qēp and Anana - none of whom are his literal brothers); 
ATHE 44 (most probably Ahaha to her brother Buzāzu, among others*); BIN 4, 25; BIN 6, 10; BIN 6, 43; BIN 6, 
133; BIN 6, 195 (:14’ bēlū’a attunu); CCT 4, 6d; Kayseri 90; Kt n/k 67; KTH 15; KTS 2, 36; LB 1202; OIP 27, 62; 
RA 58, 114 (Sch 14); TC 2, 46; TPAK 1, 10a. 

155 This phrase is often expressed to emphasise familial ties and partnerships (a-hi a-ta): AAA 1, 1 (from Tarīš-
mātum to her son, Enlil-bāni); AAA 1, 2 (from Šī-Lamassī to her husband, Šu-Anum); AKT 1, 14 (ahī atta ilī atta 
‘you are my brother, you are my god’ exchanged between two Anatolians); AKT 1, 25; AKT 2, 29 (ahī atta kīma 
anāku ‘you are my brother, like myself’); ICK 4 - I 537; ICK 4 - I 708 (šumma ahī atta šumma bēlī atta); Kt n/k 
1192 Oberhuber, AcOr 41; Kt b/k 95 (2x: Nūr-Ištar to Šu-Bēlum); Kt n/k 1192 (2x: Lā-qēpum* to Aššur-taklāku et 
al.); KTH 5 (ahī atti exchanged between two Anatolians); TC 2, 44 (Aššur-taklāku to Aššur-rēṣī*); TPAK 1, 60 
(Ennamāya to Šu-Anum*); VS 26, 17 (Aššur-malik says to his brother-in-law, Pūšu-kēn). 

156 (ahī atta ebrī atta): AKT 4, 36 (reconstructed); AKT 6a, 132 – Kt 94/k 1754 (variation: ahum u ebrum iati ‘he is 
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9. ahī atta mērī atta  (2)  ‘you are my brother, you are my son’157 
10. šumma ahuni atta  (3)  ‘if you are our brother ...”158 
11. šumma ahī atta  (15)  ‘if you are my brother ...’159 
12. mērani bēlni atta  (1)  ‘you are our son, our lord ...’160 

 
This emic social-relational marker found in the IF along with the familial clauses in the body of 

the letters, are useful signals of the degree of interconnectedness between the members of this 

society, whether they are literal family members or not. As Larsen has shown, they also represent 

a social hierarchy:  

the common phrases ‘you are my brother/father’ stand for the normal bonds binding kin 
and colleagues together. However, it is characteristic that only equality or a lower 
standing can be expressed by the writers; one can refer to one’s correspondent as 
‘brother’ or as ‘father’ or ‘lord’, but it is very unusual for anyone to say that someone else 
is his ‘son’ or that the is the ‘father’ of his correspondent. This is true even when it was a 
biological father writing to his son, who would invariably be called his ‘brother’. Clearly 
it was unacceptable to be open about one’s superiority, which could anyway be 
adequately expressed in other ways” (2001, 281).  

These expressions are insightful in that they provide an indication of the level of abstraction of 

                                                                                                                                                       
a brother and a friend to me’); AKT 6a, 241 – Kt 94/k 815 (from Enna-Suen to Ummaza - difficult to know the 
relationship here as this is the only instance of Ummaza in the network); BIN 4, 94; VS 26, 58 (Šalim-Ahum to 
Pūšu-kēn); CCT 4, 33a (Kulumāya to Puzur-Aššur); CTMMA 1, 79 (Ilabrat-bāni to Amur-ilī); VS 26, 58 (Šalim-
ahum to Pūšu-kēn). 

157 (ahī atta mērī atta): AKT 6a, 132 – Kt 94/k 1754 (Šalim-Aššur to Amurrum-bāni* et al.). De Ridder astutely 
notes that in this instance the unusual formula acts as a reprimand of Puzur-Aššur and was coupled with a sarcastic 
expression: ulā ša asātim anāku u atta ihidma “I am not (a man) of (many) words so you must pay attention” (2001, 
556). Larsen also points out another unusual use of the formula in POAT 18, a Waklum letter to Pūšu-kēn: šumma 
mērī atta šumma tarâmanī “if you are my son, if you love me” (2001, 281 n. 41); cf. similar expression in KTS 1, 
30: 19. 

158 (šumma ahuni atta): Athenaeum 47, 119; BIN 6, 19; CCT 3, 10. 

159 (šumma ahī atta): AKT 4, 35; BIN 6, 7 (from Lamassī to her husband, Pūšu-kēn*); CCT 3, 4 (from Aššur-idī* to 
his son, Aššur-nādā); CCT 3, 41b-42a (from Waqqurtum to her brother Aššur-muttabbil*); CCT 4, 1b (Aššur-idī* to 
Ilī-sukkal, no known familial relation); CTMMA 1, 79 (from Aššur-kašid* to Aššur-nādā); ICK 4 - I 479 (Iddin-
abum*, to Šu-Anum and Nimar-Ištar); ICK 4 - I 678 (Šu-Hubur* to Pūšu-kēn); Kt n/k 1138 (written by a father to a 
son); KTS 1, 8b (Ennānum to Aššur-nādā*, a so-called ‘friend’ writes: “My dear brother, I am a man capable of 
doing favours. Now do me a favour!” (Larsen 2002, 146)); KTS 1, 22a (Aššur-imittī* to Pūšu-kēn); KTS 2, 48 (Šu-
Hubur* to Ikūnum and Pūšu-kēn); KUG 28 (Aššur-idī* to Aššur-nādā and Aššur-taklāku); KUG 42 (Šu-Hubur* to 
Pūšu-kēn and Ennam-Aššur); OrNS 50, 2 (Imdī-ilum* from Tāram-Kūbī and Šīmat-Aššur, his wife); VS 26, 64 (Šu-
Hubur* to Pūšu-kēn). 

160 (written: me-ra-ni be-el-ni a-ta): KTP 6. 
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the hierarchical relationships inherent in the family model, applied to all other relationships and 

partnerships in their business dealings.  

The IF also makes clear that reciprocity played a significant role in the overall structure 

of the trade. Even with the one-sidedness of the documentation, meaning that we see more often 

the letters written to a merchant or archive holder in Kanesh rather than the letters sent from 

Kanesh and received in Assur, we can see that this system of favors and indebtedness was a 

clearly a useful method of dispersing the risk and liability of long distance trade. As certain 

traders grew in seniority, they would take on greater responsibility, and their position would be 

duly noted throughout the network by their family and peers. One such example can be seen in 

the Šalim-Aššur archive, excavated in 1994 and translated by Larsen. In the letter AKT 6a, 209 – 

Kt 94/k 747 we read:  

To Ennam-Aššur from Ali-ahum and Amur-Ištar: Sadly, our father has died. It is not Šalim-
Aššur who is our father, it is you who are our father. Take care there of our father's 
instructions and clear up the affairs. You shall not transfer any consignment of our father’s to 
this place. One or two of our investors are staying here. Our dear father and lord, clear it up. 
(Larsen 2010, 209) 

In this letter, it is clear that the death of Šalim-Aššur has brought with it significant financial 

insecurities for the entire family. The siblings are therefore writing to the eldest son, Ennam-

Aššur, beseeching him to be the father of the family. As we can see from the subsequent texts 

Ennam-Aššur rises to the occasion and supports the family for a number of years after Šalim-

Aššur’s death, until the decline of Assyrian activity in the colony beginning around REL 107 (ca. 

1867 B.C.E.).161 

 Of course, the question still remains, to what extent are these formulae operating outside 

of the family firm model? While we may reconstruct extensive family trees, as those in Fig. 5.3, 

                                                
161 Barjamovic et al. 2012, 64ff. 
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the question of earlier common ancestors can never be addressed in its entirety, at least not with 

the current dataset. For although we can say for certain that Pūšu-kēn and Šalim-ahum were not 

brothers within a nuclear family, it’s impossible to know if they had a distant family connection, 

making them cousins, for example. That said, their use of the term ‘brother’ would still carry a 

more metaphorical sense of the word and therefore could equally mean partner, as seen in the 

examples above (esp. #8 “my dear brother and colleague”). It is also noteworthy that we find a 

number of occurrences in which Anatolians are using both the IF and familial expressions.162 

 What lies beneath this overtly hierarchical formula could betray an important ideology 

held by the Assyrians and extended to the locals with whom they dwelt. While it is difficult to 

imagine how each of these merchants (and their wives) kept their hierarchical place in the trade 

in mind, we must remember that each merchant probably only had a few hundred close partners, 

and thus knowing their positions would not be an overwhelming task. Additionally, we can 

assume that many of these ranks were apparent simply by age and seniority, so despite social 

mobility, these factors would remain constant unless explicitly stated, such as when Aššur-nādā’s 

father states ‘if you are my brother’ (CCT 3, 4; KUG 28).  

Naturally, there are instances when the expected rank order is different from the attested 

                                                
162 Examples of Anatolians who used this IF are sometimes difficult to find, for even when we can propose such 
instances, it isn’t clear whether the Anatolian sounding names are really nicknames for Assyrian merchants or the 
offspring of Assyrians who adopted Anatolian names. That said, there are numerous example of the IF used between 
Anatolians, which I will list here (* indicating the first mentioned in the IF): AKT 1, 14 (a letter written by Šēzur to 
Kunnaniya*, who also expresses the statement ahī atta ilī atta ‘you are my brother and my god.”); AKT 3, 98 
(Amur-Aššur to Kalalua and others*); AKT 6a, 74 (Šišara and Ištar-lamassī to Šalim-Aššur, and others); AKT 6a, 
177 (Ušinalam* to Šalim-Aššur); AKT 6a, 223 (Ennam-Ištar* (f.) begins the letter to Ennam-Aššur, however later in 
the letter Nahištum* also addresses Ennam-Aššur (her husband) about the sale of a textile); AKT 6a, 225 (Ennam-
Aššur to Kuzizia*, Lā-qēp and Anana wherein he states: ahū’a attunu); AnOr 6, 13 (letter written to Šu-Ištar* (or 
Šu-Anum), Maṣi-ilī and Haruhul, from Iddin-[Ištar?]); Benenian 3 (Huharimataku* to Innāya, requesting the gold 
Innāya promised); BIN 4, 231 (Šiwašmi to Habuala); BIN 6, 41 and 89 (letters between Puzur-Aššur and his 
Anatolian transporters, Uzia and Adu); BIN 6, 61 (Inab-Ištar to Zizi, among others); CCT 3, 31 (Šu-Laban and Asa 
write to Šuppiahšušar* and Haditum); OIP 27, 27 (letter addressed to Uṣur-ša-Aššur* from Wašinuman and Hutarla, 
with the statement abūni atta)  RC 1749 D (Šišahšušar to her husband, Aššur-nādā). 
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rank order. One such example is found in text LB 1296, in which Imdī-ilum’s wife writes to him 

and places herself first in the IF: “from Šīmat-Aššur to Imdī-ilum.” Unfortunately, the text is 

badly broken, but we’re able to make out the phrase ahī atta “you are my brother”, indicating 

that she considered herself equal to her husband in their commercial affairs. While there are two 

other exchanges between these two, they all include Imdī-ilum’s sister, Tāram-kūbī (the wife of 

Innāya son of Elāli), who appears to be the author for both. In each case, Tāram-kūbī places 

Imdī-ilum first, herself second and Šīmat-Aššur last. Although it is not unusual for siblings to 

address each other in either order, it is less common between spouses (see text CCT 6, 30d when 

Tarīš-mātum writes to her brother Pušu-kēn). While instances like this are far from the norm, 

they are frequent enough to provide a variable exception to the order in the IF Without a 

comprehensive measurement of the formula across all letters, it is difficult to know just how 

variable these rankings were. However, in order to measure these fluctuations, the measurement 

must be descriptive rather than prescriptive. Therefore, in the following sections we will discuss 

how we went about representing this relative rank in an algorithm which measured the variability 

of the use of the formula across all the letters. 

That the relative rank was understood and expressed in terms of father, brother, or son 

(i.e. greater than, equal to, or lesser than), provides an intriguing view of the ancients’ frame of 

mind—something which is normally only found through interpretation can here be seen as stated 

‘from the horse’s mouth.’ Further, the use of familial terms by the Assyrians was an ingenious 

abstraction, and one which dealt eloquently with the ambiguity inherent in the complex web of 

interactions taking place across multiple generations with various social statuses. 

Simultaneously, the formula appears to be easily adaptable to cultures outside of the Assyrians’ 

own, as we find that the greater Anatolian population who were writing letters could easily 
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interpret, understand and employ the formula as well. While it is clear that the IF was employed 

generally as a measurement of seniority, there is great flexibility when determining this seniority 

— a father could quickly elevate his sons and daughters to ‘brothers,’ and these ‘brothers’ could 

state their superiority in the same manner, referring to one another as fathers, lords, brothers and 

even sons. All of this goes to show that any model which hopes to accurately reflect an ever-

changing social order must take this high degree of variability into account, but once such a 

model is made, it can open the door into an otherwise incoherent social stratigraphy — one in 

which each of the actors are measured not only by the titles they hold and institutions they 

represent, but in a relational substrate as expressed by themselves and their peers. Such an emic 

view of society is rarely captured in our modern world, let alone in deep history. 

3.3. Social rank algorithm 

While working with Larsen, we posed a kind of working theory, that the IF, when applied across 

the entirety of the OA letters, could help address the primary obstacle of homonymic ambiguity 

in the old texts. Then by using this formula we could simultaneously reconstruct the OA social 

network, and in the process, deconstruct the emic social-structure which these primary sources 

convey within each of the letters. The result should therefore provide both an entity’s relative 

position in the network (on a text-by-text basis), and how that position was valued by the 

members of the groups or cliques wherein that entity resides. 

Taking a fictional (but representative) example of a standard IF in figure 3.2, we can 

identify seven pairwise partial orderings: Amur-Ištar ≥ Alāhum and Aššur-taklāku; Alāhum ≥ 

Aššur-taklāku; and Aššur-idī ≥ all four of the others. These relational orderings can then be 

compared across all the letters, as Larsen illustrated in his study of Imdī-ilum (Table 1.1) and 
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Aššur-nādā (Table 1.2) by listing all the PNs which appear before or after Aššur-nādā in the IF163 

This latent hierarchical rank made explicit in the IF is a fascinating observation and carries far-

reaching implications on the structure of the OA society, which I discuss in greater detail in 

Chapter three. But before moving on, let us observe an immediate application of this formula for 

one merchant, Aššur-nādā, in the form of an ego-network (Fig. 3.3), we see a sociogram 

depicting Aššur-nādā as the central node in an ego-network, wherein each of the nodes represent 

the entities explicitly hierarchically related with the central node, as recorded in the IF of these 

letters. While the generation of this sociogram is relatively simple, the task increases in 

complexity when we take all PNs across all the OA letters, especially when these PNs have yet 

to be disambiguated. 

The only review I could find of this method to date, was by Hans Hirsch (1981), who was 

characteristically skeptical. He said that an exact analysis could only be determined by a 

statistical decoding of the multifaceted relationships, which would first require an comprehensive 

prosopography of the Old Assyrian texts:  

Eine genaue Analyse könnte nur auf Grund einer nach sehr vielen Gesichtspunkten 
erstellten statistischen Aufschlüsselung erfolgen — was nicht so schlimm wäre; vorläufig 
(für mich) nicht zu bewältigen ist aber die zweite Voraussetzung, wie wir noch sehen 
werden, nämlich die einer umfassenden Prosopographie der altassyrischen Texte.”164 
 

While Hirsch is correct in stating that an all-encompassing prosopography is a necessary 

prerequisite to provide an accurate analysis of the use of the formula in these letters, he misses 

the inherent value that this relative rank makes explicit. This value comes from transitivity.165 

                                                
163 For a list of these hierarchical relationships see figure 2.13 (Cf. Larsen 2002, xxxviii-xxxix). 

164 Hirsch 1981, 86. 

165 Simply stated, transitivity is an extended relationship between entities, which assumes that if entities A, B, and C 
are in a clique, and C, D, and E are in another clique, that regardless of whether A and B explicitly know D and E, 
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Because the OA social network is so tightly knit, once we have determined the relative ranks for 

a subset of the network, we will have a helpful rank distribution which can be applied to 

additional entities not explicitly mentioned in the IF, but who are nevertheless related by cliques 

and quasi-cliques from their attestation in the texts.  

The fact is that constructing a prosopography for the OA period has time and again, 

proven to be an insurmountable task for any single scholar, so why not use the IF to 

disambiguate the onomasticon and act as an aid in building the prosopography? For in trying to 

establish the relative ranks for these entities, we will simultaneously work toward a 

disambiguated prosopography, as Bamman et al. illustrate: 

Suppose we are trying to establish the temporal rank of a set of individuals with the names 
Adams, Jefferson and Madison, and we have the following evidence (where > indicates “was 
president before”). 

• Adams > Jefferson 
• Jefferson > Madison      

Assuming transitivity, a sound global rank among these three is: Adams > Jefferson > 
Madison; while we never directly witness a statement of the sort Adams > Madison, we can 
infer it through intermediary relations. Now suppose we observe an additional piece of 
evidence: 

• Madison > Adams 
If we assume that the three names only refer to three distinct individuals, transitivity breaks 
down: putting all three statements together results in a circular rank, leading to the 
contradiction that Adams > Jefferson while at the same time Jefferson > Adams. However, 
we can establish a sound global order if we allow the three names to refer to four individuals 
(e.g., two people both have the name Adams), resulting in the rank: Adams1 > Jefferson > 
Madison > Adams2.166 In fact, given the inconsistency of the evidence under the assumption 
of only three people, the existence of four underlying people is in fact more likely. Here, our 

                                                                                                                                                       
they are implicitly related via C.  

166 Bamman states, “alternatively Jefferson1 > Adams > Madison > Jefferson2 is also valid, as is Madison1 > 
Jefferson > Adams > Madison2. In data where the orderings are not strict (i.e., Adams ≥ Jefferson), global ranks 
involving equalities are also possible” (2013, 2). The detail although dizzying is important to grasp here, for we will 
soon find ample examples of numerous families who name their sons and daughters after their grandparents, such 
that every second or third generation could easily be confused with the first. Without a large sample of dated texts, 
this task would be impossible. However, there are ca. 1,050 texts with dates, and these can be used to approximate 
dates for at least as many more undated texts, including letters which are rarely dated. 
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method offers an informed hypothesis—that Adams refers to two distinct individuals rather 
than one—that can be verified (or refuted) in consultation with the data. In this simple case, 
the hypothesis is supported by the fact that Adams can refer to both John Adams and John 
Quincy Adams. (Bamman et al. 2013, 2) 

Because we do not yet have a sound prosopography, we initially limited our focus to a subset of 

the names—only those entities listed in the IF within ca. 2,000 letters. Then, knowing that each 

of the names in the IF would provide some distinguishing characteristic, we applied a scale from 

1 to 1,000, representing a percentage of the scale based on the scope of the OA society in the 

thousands (rather than the hundreds 1-100). Once this measurement is applied, we immediately 

have a quantifiable reference point for each of the letter writers and recipients, which can then be 

used for disambiguation.  

In the following chapter, we will discuss the details of the algorithm, how this fit into a 

generative model and the data it generated. However, before delving into the technical details it 

may be helpful for some to see how this process was done by hand. The following section is a 

concise description of my first attempt at such a disambiguation by using the IF and social 

contexts from a select group of texts revolving around the merchant, Imdī-ilum. 

3.4. Ranking Imdī-ilum 

Although he certainly wasn’t the only merchant in Kanesh to possess a unique name, 

there’s little doubt that Imdī-ilum son of Šu-Laban, grandson of Amur-ilī, was one of the most 

prominent merchants in the network, both in terms of his family and his social cliques; saying 

nothing of his wealth of resources. We are fortunate enough to find two separate studies carried 

out for Imdī-ilum, his archive was one of the first which Hrozný uncovered from the old texts, 

meaning that the majority of Imdī-ilum’s archive was not found in situ, but was dispersed and 

divided between the texts initially found through looting.  

Metin Ichisar was the first to collect Imdī-ilum’s texts into a single edition, which was 
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published in 1981.167 However, less than one year later, Larsen, revealed that he too had been 

working with Imdī-ilum’s texts, and published an article about Imdī-ilum in the Festschrift to I. 

M. Diakonoff.168 These two independent studies, aimed to reconstitute the ‘archive’ from the old 

texts in order to better understand family firm of Imdī-ilum, both came to similar conclusions 

about the prime importance of this individual in the port of Kanesh. Together, these two studies 

provided the first detailed look into the very difficult work of archival reconstruction. It is rare to 

have two independent studies in such a small field, but thanks to their scholarship, and the fact 

that their results coincided so well, we have since had a strong foothold into a world which was 

very difficult to define, advancing our understanding of the Old Assyrian period significantly.  

On the basis of these two reconstructions, we have learned that Imdī-ilum, despite being 

one of the most prominent individuals in the trade, was also one of the few non-homonymous 

entities found among the Assyrian population—the validation of which is non-trivial.169 With 

this understanding, both Ichisar and Larsen reconstructed fairly elaborate family trees for Imdī-

ilum and his relatives (Fig. 3.1), and with the help of our network database we can propose a 

number of new branches to his extended family (see Fig. 5.3.3).  

As a form of mapping, trees have long provided a structural point of reference for what 

would otherwise be a confusing nest of family ties, however they are not without their 

limitations, especially in the OA community where everyone from distant relatives to business 

partners and even spouses are frequently referred to as ‘my brother’ (see § 3.2). It is not 

                                                
167 Ichisar 1981. 

168 Larsen 1982. 

169 It is noteworthy here that the probability of another merchant named Imdī-ilum is unlikely, but not zero, and in 
order to explore the matter further, a supervised disambiguation of the merchants in his cohort is necessary. For 
example, it is still a matter of debate as to whether Šu-Hubur was the uncle of Imdī-ilum. The tools and methods 
outlined in this study indicate how this matter could be addressed. 
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surprising then that Ichisar and Larsen’s trees differ to some degree, and scholars in the field 

continue to scrutinize these very details. The reason for such close scrutiny lies in the 

overwhelming impression that the caravan trade was founded on these same family ties.170 While 

this is clearly the case for the majority of the transactions in our texts, it does not account for all 

of them. In fact, the cohorts and cliques exhibited in the OA network extend across numerous 

families in the Assyrian and Anatolian communities. Therefore, by isolating these relationships 

in a definitive way, we can more confidently record the different types of relationships within 

and across family lines, and thereby explore in greater detail the institution of the family firm. 

For this reason, it has been a crucial part of this study to build comprehensive family trees (see 

Fig. 5.3ff), especially for the Level II archives, viewed as a subset of the network. While these 

reconstructions remain incomplete and in some ways speculative, mapping these familial 

relationships has already proven to be a useful tool by providing a greater degree of certainty 

about the chronological distinctions between generations.  

In addition to a family tree, Larsen’s study provided a comparative list of PNs whose 

social status was indicated from among the letters in the archive as relative estimates to Imdī-

ilum: higher, lower or uncertain (see Fig. 3.1.1; Larsen 1982, 222-223). By outlining Imdī-ilum’s 

correspondents in this way, we begin to see that the formula is applied quite consistently with 

only a small number of individuals who were difficult to place (labeled ‘unclear’ in Fig. 3.1.1).  

When we compare this table with the family trees (Figs. 3.1 & 5.3.3), we see that of the eleven 

entities higher than Imdī-ilum, we can identify only two members of his family with certainty: 

Šu-Laban, father of Imdī-ilum and Šu-Hubur, Imdī-ilum’s uncle. The remaining nine names in 

                                                
170 Larsen explains: “The importance of the family ties for these men is easy to demonstrate, and it is clear that the 
nuclear family served to create and maintain a kind of solidarity among its members. The authority of the pater 
familias was never in doubt and his instructions were central to all decisions and activities in Anatolia” (2007, 96). 
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this list have no direct familial ties to Imdi-īlum, as far as we can tell from the trees.171 While it is 

quite possible that some of these ties go back to a common progenitor after one or two 

generations, we will have to await the discovery of future texts before this becomes anything 

more than speculation.  

In an exemplary review of the above-mentioned texts from Hrozný’s excavation, J. G. 

Dercksen relocates many of these texts to their respective archival houses based on his 

correspondence with more recent archaeologists and their field notes.172 The review also makes 

clear that the vast majority of the old texts were left-overs from level II (ca. 1877 B.C.E.), most 

likely the unwanted and discarded tablets from decades before the city was abandoned around 

1840 B.C.E. In other words, history has left us with a perfect profile of the financial records of 

the Assyrian bronze bubble, capturing a fossilized representation of both the rise and fall in the 

trade at Kanesh, as pointed out in recent studies.173 

Thus, on the basis of Hrozný’s excavation plans, we can map the archives of a handful of 

the most prominent merchants in the trade, with Imdī-ilum’s archive being a focal point on the 

map (Fig. 1.3.3). After looking at the plans, we learn that the ca. 250 texts (193 letters), which 

made up the archive of Imdī-ilum were spread over two rooms (#3 and #4), belonging to himself 

                                                
171 A cursory description of the other nine superiors is as follows: Adad-bāni, Ikūn-pī-Aššur, Puzur-Ištar (I) and 
Alili are listed before their business colleagues Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum most likely based on age (RA 59, 150-154 
(23); TC 3, 44) and Alili is also listed before Šalim-ahum and Šu-Hubur (AKT 3, 78; CTMMA 1, 81; KTS 1, 21a); 
Amur-Aššur (in KTS 2, 35; BIN 4, 27; BIN 6, 29) is living in Assur and is most likely the father of Sukkallia, 
grandfather of Amurāya (father of Innāya); Aššur-rēṣī (in CCT 4, 10b) loaned Imdī-ilum a large sum of silver (7 
minas); Buzutāya and later his sons work with Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum, and he is consistently listed before both (in 
KTS 1, 21b; CCT 3, 22b-23a); Išme-Aššur is the son of Hinnāya, who both presumably live in Assur and send / 
receive shipments of commercial goods including textiles from Imdī-ilum (RA 80 - TTC 18). As for the very 
common name of Puzur-Ištar, Imdī-ilum has a son with this name, and the only two instances in which Imdī-ilum is 
listed after Puzur-Ištar is in two texts with long lists of names in the formula (TC 3, 44 and RA 59, 150-154 (23), 
both of which most likely refer to the father of Aššur-malik (cf. Sadberg - HK 1005-5534; AKT 3, 32)). 

172 Dercksen 2001a. 

173 Barjamovic et al. 2012, 55-73; cf. Hertel 2013, 12-13; Larsen 2015, 68-72. 
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and his father Šu-Laban (2001, 184-185). From this reconstruction, we can better understand 

how the physical location of Imdī-ilum coincided with his central position in the social network, 

which we will discuss in greater detail in Chapter four (§ 4.2.2). 

Thanks to the exemplary work on Imdī-ilum’s archive, we have an initial foothold into 

the application of the IF, and we can begin to see how the cliques in an actor’s social network 

were a mix of familial ties, business partners and entities living within a close geographic 

proximity or neighborhood. By using this small number of texts (193 letters) as reference points, 

we can begin to map the cliques and synchronous cohorts active in the old texts in relation to the 

Imdī-ilum archive. This will not only tell us more about the important position which this 

merchant held, but will also help us build a more comprehensive formula to validate the 

scholarship of the past and address the present obstacles. But for now, we can continue to 

explore the Assyrians’ emic use of the IF looking for ways of extrapolating additional data for 

the PNs in the ca. 2,000 letters within the old texts.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

L'emploi d'ordinateurs dans la recherche scientifique n'est plus une nouveauté. 

—Gardin & Garelli (1961, 837) 
 
 
4.1. The first Old Assyrian network model 

Indeed, the use of computers in scientific research is nothing new, nor is it new in the 

humanities. Already in the early 1960s, the French anthropologist Jean-Claude Gardin had been 

working on computational models to help address perplexing issues for archaeologists.174 By 

teaming up with the Assyriologist, Paul Garelli, Gardin designed a computational model which 

they believed would help bridge a major disciplinary divide in the field of Old Assyrian studies.  

The scholarly divide centered around the flow of commodities, metals in particular, and 

the definition of at least three of these goods transported by the Assyrian merchants: annakum, 

amūtum, and husārum.175 What is clear from the documentation was that these commodities 

were being traded in very high volume (tons) within the Anatolian markets. In addition to the 

definition of these commodities, there was also some disagreement concerning the direction in 

which the metals (esp. tin and silver) were moving between Assur and Kanesh, and the greater 

Anatolian region thereafter.176 To answer this question, Gardin employed an early form of graph 

analysis to “transform the ‘problem-oriented’ flow-chart into a ‘machine-oriented’ flow-chart, so 
                                                
174 At that time Gardin used the IBM 7090 computer, which allowed him to analyze a social matrix of ca. 200 rows 
x 200 columns. Access to these early supercomputers allowed scholars like Gardin to begin working with ‘big data,’ 
which was otherwise “unrealistic to consider its application on so large a matrix without the help of a computer” 
(Gardin 1965, 389). 

175 We now know that annakum (often written AN.NA) is ‘tin’, amūtum is ‘(meteoric) iron’, and husārum is ‘lapis 
lazuli’, which is now contrary to what Julius Lewy emphatically insisted, that annakum was ‘lead ore’, amūtum 
‘iron’ and husārum ‘haematite, or iron ore’ (Lewy 1955, 156-157). N.B. I follow the convention of using h rather 
than the more correct ḫ for Akkadian words throughout. 

176 Larsen devotes a chapter in his monograph to explain the extent of these early debates (2015, 57-63). 
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as to get closer still to the programmer’s system of reference” (Gardin 1965, 387-388, see Fig. 

4.1). By working together, Gardin was able to populate his flow-chart with data from Garelli’s 

contextual reading of the tablets, and together they were able to ‘explicate’ a number of variables 

within the texts, such as the merchants as entities, their locations, cliques, the goods they traded 

and other economic transactions.  

 Having access to ca. 2,500 OA texts, the two worked together to map the cliques and 

quasi-cliques attested in each of the tablets, making sure to include the attested and inferred 

geographic locations of these merchants as far as they were known or Garelli could surmise.177 

The models they created captured much of the complexity of the trade, and although they were 

admittedly unable to account for the homonyms, the macro view which was gained in the process 

helped to substantiate what a small number of specialists (including Balkan, Landsberger, Garelli 

and Larsen) were beginning to suspect, concerning the overall structure of the trade (see Figs. 

4.3.1-4.3.2); that the major resource, usually referred to as AN.NA (annakum) by the Assyrians, 

was in fact tin and not lead, and that this tin was being transported from Assur to Anatolia, where 

it could be sold for silver, which would then be transported back to Assur.  

These theoretical models rooted in empirical data provided a broader perspective, and 

helped to explain why the Assyrians were drawn to Anatolia. With the computational data in 

agreement with what Garelli had already suspected after years of working with the texts, the 

publication of his book, Les Assyriens en Cappadoce in 1963, Garelli made a definitive break 

from his advisor, Julius Lewy, who had carried on the long debate with Landsberger and Balkan 

concerning both the direction of the trade between Kanesh and Assur, as well as the quantities 

                                                
177 For a discussion of their assessment of the locations of these ancient Anatolian sites see Gardin and Garelli 1961, 
840.  
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and types of metals traded. 

Further, the quantitative results of their efforts provided an initial glimpse of the “spatial 

distribution of the trading community over Western Asia” (Gardin 1965, 388), which helped to 

communicate the Gestalt of the network, as Gardin describes: 

The concentration of economic power in the hands of a few 'stars,’ i.e., capitalists belonging 
to a large number of de facto associations with other merchants ("cliques" or "quasi-
cliques"), with the result that most of the Assyro-Cappadocian trade and transport seems to 
fall under their control; some division of influence, however, as to dealing in goods and 
dealing in money, different individuals or groups specializing (to some extent) in either kind 
of capitalization, the high degree of "connexity" of the network (i.e. direct or indirect 
relation between most traders), except for some cliques the isolation of which may be 
explained by diachronic (successive generations) as much as by synchronic factors 
(competitive groups) etc. (1965, 390) 

With this structural view of the flow of commodities, Garelli was able to make a more informed 

assessment of the transactions taking place across these 1,000 km. between Assur and the 

Anatolian plateau. His first publication of these results suggested that the merchants made highly 

lucrative profits on these commodities (upwards of 100%), paying only a small fraction of their 

profits to the commercial and civic institutions in commission fees (Gardin and Garelli 1961, 

841). This of course was groundbreaking news for those interested in early economic history, for 

up until this time it was assumed that such capitalistic ventures were a Western phenomenon, 

thus the emerging state of Assur must have been funding these Eastern ventures and reaping the 

financial rewards. As a way to dispel this old myth Karl Polanyi wrote about the Assyrian 

merchants in his article on the Ports of Trade in Early Societies, and was sure to cite Garelli’s 

discovery in the “Cappadocian” tablets, thereby revealing that the roots of Western capitalism 

extended beyond the Classical world into the “Cuneiform mercantile civilization of the 

millennial age” (Polanyi 1963, 42 & 44).  

 It is therefore, surprising that once these initial results were published, the computational 
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project was abandoned in its entirety. That there was no one skilled in both the computational 

and philological aspects of such a complex project was not the only reason for the 

discontinuation of the ‘explication’ of the network, as Gardin explained: 

Even when the whole chain of inference is considered, the final product is only a spatial 
distribution of the trading community over Western Asia, with no indication as to its 
internal organization. The main concern is with the individuals, with the groups to which 
they may belong, for economic or other motives (kinship, ethnic affinities, etc.). Another 
question therefore arises, at this point: in so far as groups are not described explicitly in the 
Kültepe documents, is it possible to infer them from the available data? (1965, 388-389) 

The resounding answer to this question was of course, no. Just as Gardin’s analysis revealed the 

high degree of interconnectedness (or ‘connexity’) within the OA community, it also made clear 

that their model was incapable of simplifying the tremendous amount of work it would require to 

build an accurate prosopography, to say nothing of the homonymous and papponymous names, 

which neither of the two scholars initially took into account. As this concern became more 

apparent, they had hoped that the additional variables their model considered, in particular the 

geographical locations of the merchants mentioned in the texts, would help disambiguate these 

homonyms, but unfortunately the computer model they made did not have enough detail to 

accurately extend beyond the level of cliques down to each entity named on each text.178 

Ironically it was the same observations that their study revealed—the ‘connexity’ of the Assyrian 

merchants—which became the very stumbling block impeding any future progress in a 

systematic model. And so the novel computational approach which Gardin and Garelli developed 

fell on the back-burner as the subsequent generation of Assyriologists devoted their attention to 

the more pressing matter of some 10,000 new tablets found in more organized and legitimate 

                                                
178 For the publication of their studies, see Gardin 1965 388f.; Garelli 1961, 855, 862. 
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excavations at Kültepe.179  

Over the subsequent 60 years an additional 2,000 texts were published, and the difficult 

and time-consuming work of compiling a digitized database of ca. 6,000 published texts (and 

even more unpublished texts) was undertaken by a number of specialists working with the 

OATP.180 However, the types of data-driven analysis as envisioned by Garelli have not been 

undertaken by data scientists nor by Assyriologists, and this is despite the fact that his ground-

breaking study must have played a role in solving the numerous disputes in the field at that time. 

While computational approaches have been around for a number of years, integrating these ever-

changing technical tools into the philological field of Assyriology is clearly still a work in 

progress. Therefore, finding accurate tests for such models all too often falls outside the scope 

and time-frame for the majority of such text projects. This in some way might explain why, after 

60 years, it is still such an unusually rare undertaking to bridge the gap between the humanities 

and social-scientific fields. As we can see from this early computational study by Garelli and 

Gardin, computer technology enabled scholars to discover patterns on the macro scale, and the 

aggregation of these texts offered new insights and answers to fundamental questions on the 

modes and means of trade in the OA period. 

                                                
179 It should be noted that the ancient cuneiform tablets from Mesopotamia have only recently undergone (i.e. since 
the mid-1800s C.E.) the rigorous and time-consuming process of transliteration and translation — all of which is 
still incomplete and at times inconsistent. Thus, the necessary precursors for the digitization and data-mining of texts 
is a very recent phenomenon in the field of Assyriology, which is why the OA specialists now have an advantage 
with a relational database of close to 13,000 texts. 

180 In fact, it is entirely due to the collaboration of international scholars through the OATP (and for a time, the 
generous funding from the Carlsberg foundation) that we have such a finely ‘curated’ text database made available 
for this present study. By that I mean that a significant amount of work has been invested in cross referencing the 
database to reflect synchronous events and related texts, and to check each of the written forms of a PN with the 
normalized form. While it goes without saying that a large number of these tablets are at least partially fragmentary, 
and that many are still in need of proper editing, collation and especially translation, the field of Old Assyrian 
studies has benefitted greatly from the collegial and open access approach which seems to have come about almost 
in reaction to the early days of trenchant debate. 
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4.2. Designing a new network model 

Dually equipped with a large group of texts (5,691 to be exact) and a rudimentary idea of how I 

might utilize the OA social signals to disambiguate the homonymous entities in the texts, the 

next step was to see if the IF could be leveraged to expedite the disambiguation process. After 

describing both the obstacles and method from the IF of the OA letters with computer scientists, 

David Bamman and Noah Smith, we worked together to describe and design a fitting model, 

which could provide a probabilistic measurement for the great ambiguity in the naming system. 

By exploiting the relative hierarchical signals in a latent variable model by Bamman and Smith, I 

was then able to work with quantitative rank distributions for each name instance in the IF within 

the ca. 2,000 letters. These results were then visualized in two different networks. The first was a 

network made by Bamman, which leveraged the most frequent ranks returned for each PN in the 

letters to create an unsupervised disambiguation, referred to here as the epistolary network. The 

second was an atomized network of each instance or attestation of a proper name throughout all 

the ca. 6,000 texts, which included the rank distributions as attributes of each node.181  

Once these two networks were generated, the task of testing and verifying the results 

became the primary focus of my study. Thanks to the collaboration with these experts in 

computational methods, I had a basic understanding of both the networks and the rank 

distributions contained therein, however in order to test the accuracy of these models, it was 

necessary to return to the philological method of close reading and contextual studies. 

4.2.1 Disambiguating Innāya 

The first form of evaluation came from a comparison of our results with two dossiers of texts 

assembled by Michel (1991) from among the old texts. From a total of 277 texts, Michel was 

                                                
181 This attestation network was made with the assistance of Alex Storer at Harvard’s IQSS. 
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able to show two distinct archives belonging to two merchants, both named Innāya, who 

overlapped chronologically (Fig. 4.6). The figure shows that the merchant, Innāya son of 

Amurāya, is attested in more texts with dates, but with fewer overall texts (i.e. seventy-four). 

This might however be explained by the fact that he held the limmū office in years REL 103.182 

In contrast, Michel was able to reconstitute a larger dossier for Innāya son of Elāli, which 

Dercksen (2001a) and Hertel (2014) connected back to the larger plan of Kültepe (house #40 in 

Fig. 4.9; Hertel 2014, 44-51). His central location in the ‘port’ places him next door to the houses 

of both Pūšu-kēn (house #38) and Šu-Anum son of Enna-Suen (house #41), two prominent and 

powerful families.  

Also included in Michel’s volumes were an additional 60 texts which were too difficult to 

securely restore to either dossier. When we compare the 142 letters in these two dossiers with the 

two differing ranks which our model generated, we find agreement with the results of our model 

in 80.9% of the letters.183 From this observation we can take away two important points: first, 

that the predictive algorithm which the model uses performs better for those PNs with fewer 

homonyms—in the case of Innāya there are only two—and second, in working through our 

method for predicting latent entities, we discovered that the ordering of the names in the 

epistolary formula (IF) has a 20% variability. 

As initial testing goes, these results have been promising and as the documents continued 

to receive refinements, subsequent generations of results have continued to support the 

conclusions Michel has drawn for Innāya – two individuals, each with differing social networks 
                                                
182 Texts with the eponym, Innāya s. Amurāya (REL 103): CCT 1, 1a; CCT 5, 19a; Kt a/k 497a-b; Kt a/k 1055b; Kt 
e/k 65; TC 1, 21; TC 1, 124; VS 26, 70. Texts with the eponym ša qāti Innāya (i.e. REL 104): AKT 1, 41 and AKT 
3, 9. 

183 As Bamman noted, when discounting the level of agreement due to chance we employ interrater reliability, 
which leads to a Cohen’s kappa of 0.435 (2013, 4). 
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and hierarchical ranks. Additionally, we can now visualize these two dossiers in an attestation 

network, which shows both the ranked and unranked nodes together from all the texts used in 

Michel’s study, seen in figure 4.4. This network visualization, depicting the larger social context 

both Innāya dossiers, provides some insight into the value of a mixed-method approach; 

leveraging a combination of LNP and SNA, for an informed, transparent supervised 

disambiguation, in which each merging of two nodes affects not just one entity but all related 

entities attested in the text corpus. Thus, the network generated in the attestation network also 

provides a way to scrutinize the results of the latent variable model with scholarly supervision.  

There remains the question of accuracy, which at least in one subset of the old texts 

amounts to a 20% margin of error. How can we measure the accuracy of our data when only a 

subset of the letters has been reconstructed into particular dossiers? In order to address these 

questions, we will first describe what it is the model is doing, at which point we will be able to 

better assess the factors which make up our margin of error, and further, how this quantitative 

data can then help us in the process of disambiguation and archival reconstruction. 

4.2.2 Description of the latent variable model 

Simply stated, the model seen in figure 4.5 finds the most likely overall rank of each entity in the 

context of the IF in one letter, and compares these pairwise ranks (i.e. the sequence of entities 

named in the IF) across each of the ca. 2,000 OA letters, one at a time and then all together. The 

result is a rank distribution for each entity.184 Figure 4.5 explains the variables involved and 

illustrates how the model brings together a combination of algorithms, and leverages the position 

of the entities listed in the IF in the letters, in order to quantify these relative relationships for 

each entity mentioned on every letter across all letters in the database. In doing so the model 
                                                
184 The model and its preliminary results are also described in Bamman et al. 2013, 3. 
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proposes different ranks (first randomly generated and then optimized by comparison), each time 

listing the number of iterations each rank generated, which we call the sample size. The result of 

this distribution of ranks allows us to quantify the relative ranks for all PNs attested in the IF of a 

given letter, and thereby disambiguate a number of the homonymous PNs with clearly differing 

ranks. 

Describing the variables of our model in detail, the goal is to disambiguate a latent, or 

ambiguous entity (z), on the basis of a given PN (x) and that entity's relative rank (y), both of 

which are found in the I.F (P) of an OA letter (N). The model then determines the relative ranks 

(i.e., greater than, equal to, or less than) for all the PNs mentioned in the IF, for all ca. 2,000 

letters (D). The model assigns the appropriate number (1-1,000) through hypothesis generation 

for each rank sequence.185 At the same time, it applies a weighted sample size (or estimate as to 

how certain the model was) for the selected value. After 100 iterations, the model then derives 

the latent global relative rank (β) of each PN, and in the process it provides weighted samples 

associated with the detected ranks for each of the PNs.186 In this way, the model provides a 

transparent probability for each rank it proposes for the given PN. 

 Of course, there are instances where the entity can be determined without any question, 

since a number of the names in the letters appear to have no homonyms. However, in order to 

                                                
185 Assigning 1 for the highest and 1,000 for the lowest ranked individual. The integer 1,000 was initially chosen 
because there are less than 1,000 (exactly 717) unique names in the ca. 2,000 letters, but it is really a number 
between 1 and n, where n can be designated prior to running the algorithm. Once the entities in the old texts are 
completely disambiguated with supervision, we can then re-enter this number and run the algorithm again for 
absolute relative ranks, whereas for now, the rank number is promille (1 to 1,000), rather than a percentage (1 to 
100).  

186 The number 100 was selected as a compromise or balance between run-time (computational load) and 
performance (for greater nuance in the output). I was able to run the script on my laptop, but it took about six hours 
to make a complete runthrough. Raising this number could give us greater subtlety in the rank distributions, but it 
would then require a computing cluster or cloud computing. 
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address the ambiguous homonyms, the model employs the randomizing algorithm known as the 

Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM), which generates a probabilistic distribution of 

ranks (φ) for every entity, ambiguous or otherwise, based on the likelihood that the relative rank 

for one PN is greater than, equal to, or less than another PN, from the IF First, it samples a value 

of the latent entity (z) for each instance of a PN (x) in a given letter (N),187 cycling through the 

ca. 700 name instances found in the ca. 2,000 letters; and second, it then uses those accumulated 

samples to optimize the values of the social rank (β) that generated the pairwise ranks in 

sequence (y). In this way, the model alternates between uncovering latent entities referred to in 

the letters based on the relative social rank (via LDA), and determining the best social rank for 

an entity given that estimate of PN to entity (via MCEM).188 Thus, the result is that for every PN 

written in the IF of a letter, we have a distribution of probabilistically weighted relational ranks 

from 1 to 1,000, which are quantified, global assessments of the PNs in network as they ranked 

each other.189  

                                                
187 Bamman programmed the model to run this function for 100 iterations in order to condition the value or rank on 
current values of all other latent variables within their parameters. An additional parameter of the model was 50,  the 
number of times the model sampled for each PN’s rank, as Bamman pointed out, “generally we choose K samples to 
approximate the posterior distribution of the rank; setting K high means we can approximate that distribution better, 
but it takes longer to calculate, so we trade off approximation accuracy with speed during our modeling” (Personal 
correspondence on March 17, 2017). No doubt, future work will involve adjusting these parameters, especially since 
the results appear to be reflecting the age of each merchant at the time of the written document. 

188 To illustrate this process, we can find a real-world example which uses the same algorithm with a more 
commonly viewed dataset in the movie streaming company, Netflix (to www.netflix.com). Based on the movies a 
viewer watches, Netflix is able to determine which movie the viewer is most likely to want to see next. For every 
movie the user watches (and rates, from one to five stars), the algorithm subsequently ranks all the movies in the 
Netflix database, based on what they’ve already seen (and rated). It will then generate a list of movies the user is 
most likely to want to watch, which can be probabilistically ranked in a similar way: either more or less likely. By 
application then, if we then think of each movie as a unique entity and each entity's rank as a movie rating, we can 
probabilistically uncover the relative rank of each entity; the only real difference being that Netflix requires viewer 
inputs and our model receives the inputs from the tablets themselves. 

189 For the list of PNs found in the IF of the OA letters and their corresponding relational ranks, see Appendix 1. 
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4.2.3. Initial applications 

Applying this method to our data is relatively straightforward, however there remains the 

task of accurately identifying the different factors at play in the variability or ‘noise’ of the data 

which the model generated. The model was designed to not only generate all possible ranks for a 

given PN from a letter, but also to provide an estimate of the certainty of these ranks based on 

the sample size. This sample size was then used to calculate the weighted standard deviation 

(WSD) between the ranks the model generated. Take Iddin-Ištar in letter ICK 4 - I 428 for 

example, which returned the following ranks and samples:  

 ICK 4 - I 428 Top rank Second rank Third rank Mean rank WSD 

Iddin-Ištar 922:20 777:15 784:3 847.05 82.43 

  
Here we see three ranks for Iddin-Ištar in this letter: first has a sample size of 20, which means it 

has a 40% chance (20/50) of being at rank 922, a 30% (15/50) chance of being rank 777, a 10% 

chance (3/50) of being at rank 784, and a 0% chance of being any of the other 997 ranks. 

Because it has been beneficial to work with a single number representative of the spectrum of 

generated ranks, I also include the mean of all the ranks along with the WSD. However, while it 

is valuable to provide the mean rank in this example, the problem arises when the model returns 

polarized ranks, for example:  

 Top rank Second rank Mean rank 

Iddin-Ištar 1:25 999:25 500 
  
If the model returned two opposing ranks for the same name, both equally weighted, this would 

indicate a high probability for two different people, in which case we would not want a single 

mean rank. For this reason, one should compare the returned rank distributions for each textual 
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attestation separately, and only take the mean rank as a reflection of an entity’s actual rank once 

the disambiguation process is complete.  

One initial result of the application shows how the Assyrians do in fact make exceptions 

to their otherwise consistent social ordering in the list of senders and recipients of the letters they 

write. We observed in the case of Imdī-ilum, that regardless of whether the order of PNs in the IF 

is manipulated, the model still accounts for each fluctuation in each text it occurs.190 Thus, in 

comparing the use of the IF in a quantitative sense we can see the general trend of a 10-20% 

margin of error in the rank distributions for the letters of Aššur-nādā, Innāya and Imdī-ilum, 

suggesting that their rank fluctuations reflect their changing relationships and social positions 

quite accurately, while still preserving a flexible degree of ambiguity for social mobility.  

4.3. Ranking Imdī-ilum 2.0 

Taking the aforementioned example of the OA merchant, Imdī-ilum (§ 3.4), we can visualize the 

rank distribution which this model generated in figure 4.7. Based on 198 letters in which his 

name occurs, we see that Imdī-ilum tends to have a high rank in the network (77-82), but we also 

see at the end of the distribution a very low rank was returned (945). We can then go through the 

texts to find which one(s) caused the fluctuation, and we discover that in text LB 1296, Imdī-

ilum’s wife writes to him, with the introductory formula reading: “from Šīmat-Aššur to Imdī-

ilum” placing herself first in the letter. Unfortunately, the text is badly broken, but, as stated 

earlier, we’re able to make out the phrase: ahī atta “you are my brother,” indicating that she 

considered herself equal to her husband in their commercial affairs (or at least did not see him as 

her senior in this specific context). When we look at the ranks our model generated, we see that 

                                                
190 It is important to note that the close detail captured in Imdī-ilum’s rank distribution is no doubt aided by a large 
number of letters (198) and a non-homonymous PN. Other PNs which exhibit homonyms have more noise in their 
rank distributions, and PNs with smaller texts samples have less detail in their distribution. 
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this text could be one of the main reasons for Imdī-ilum’s low rank: 

LB 1296 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean WSD 

Imdī-ilum 945:14 762:6 253:5 812:5 352:3 401:3 475:1 678:1 182:1 658.15 271.16 

Šīmat-Aššur 220:13 179:10 565:8 857:5      368.0 235.47 

 
Here we can observe another indication of the sensitivity of the model. Based on this one 

exchange the model returned 9 ranks for Imdī-ilum (between 945 and 182) and 4 ranks for 

Šīmat-Aššur (from 179 to 857). The model then estimated that the low rank of 945 was most 

likely for Imdī-ilum in this text, with a sample size of 14, meaning that there’s a 28% chance that 

this is his rank based on the fact that his wife, Šīmat-Aššur wrote her name first in the IF Her 

much higher rank of 220 has an almost equal probability of being correct (26%).  

Fortunately, the distributions which the model returned for each text can be framed in the 

context of the epistolary texts as a whole, and thus this low rank for Imdī-ilum is just a blip on 

his rank distribution in figure 4.7. But what about Šīmat-Aššur’s rank distribution? With only 

four letters in which Šīmat-Aššur appears in the IF, it makes sense why this one text in particular 

would generate such a high rank for an otherwise low-ranking individual in the network, and due 

to her limited number of textual attestations, the rank distribution for Šīmat-Aššur ranges widely 

from 179 to 857 (see Fig. 4.8). Interestingly, there are two additional letters exchanged between 

these two, however both include Imdī-ilum’s sister, Tāram-kūbī (wife of Innāya son of Elāli), 

who appears to be the letter writer (see Fig. 2.1.2-2.2).191 In each case, Tāram-kūbī places Imdī-

ilum first, herself second and Šīmat-Aššur last—most likely reflecting the more standard 

conventions for the IF. While it was not unusual for siblings to address each other out of order, it 

                                                
191 OrNS 50, 2 and TC 1, 5. 
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appears to be less common between spouses.192 To draw further comparisons between these three 

individuals, we find a good example in the letter TC 1, 5 in which Tāram-Kūbī (with Šīmat-

Aššur) writes a fairly ‘heated’ letter to her brother, Imdī-ilum, admonishing him with the phrase: 

“you love silver, (but) hate your life!” She then exhorts him to “come here, look into the eye of 

(divine) Aššur, and save your life!” and concludes by asking him: “why will you not pay the sale 

price for my textiles?” Despite her pios and condescending words, Tāram-Kūbī still puts herself 

second in the IF of the letter, which results in the following ranks distributions: 

TC 1, 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean WSD 

Imdī-ilum 64:5 253:5 69:4 74:4 51:4 70:3 66:2 79:2 53:2 101.74 74.72 

Tāram-Kūbī 943:28 887:9 745:2       930.07 23.59 

Šīmat-Aššur 220:13 179:10 565:8 857:5 299:4     370.0 234.52 

If we then contrast these ranks with those from LB 1296 above, we see that both Imdī-ilum and 

Šīmat-Aššur have weighted standard deviations (WSD) well above 200, which is a good 

indication of uncertainty, as the model is dealing with greater ambiguity.193 Lastly, if we 

compare the above-mentioned texts with one more letter, OrNS 50, 2, again we find that Šīmat-

Aššur’s WSD remains above 200, while her husband and sister-in-law are relatively low ranking 

(under 100). Thus, we see that such indications are helpful clues and can act as a red-flag when 

looking for individual exceptions made to the IF naming practices. 

                                                
192 See CCT 6, 30d in which Tarīš-mātum writes to her brother Pušu-kēn. This tablet is also badly broken, but 
would appear to be the only instance in which she breaks from the expected IF and puts her name before her 
brother’s. For more on the use of the IF involving the female population, cf. Chapter two. 

193 When learning how to decipher the rank distributions generated by the model, I have found the WSD to be a 
very telling indicator in particular, for in this reading the model provides a form of transparency when attempting to 
determine the rank for a given entity. For example, in the above-mentioned rank distribution for Iddin-Ištar the WSD 
is relatively low, suggesting that the model had less difficulty assigning these values in the context of the PNs in the 
letter (ICK 4 - I 428). 
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OrNS 50, 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean WSD 

Imdī-ilum 69:6 70:5 73:3 51:3 83:3 64:2 66:2 111:2 79:2 75.77 24.36 

Tāram-Kūbī 943:30 887:9        930.07 23.59 

Šīmat-Aššur 220:12 179:10 565:8 857:5 299:4     370.0 234.52 

4.3.1. Testing without a gold standard 

Looking at the data our model generated on a micro level will continue to provide insights into 

what is occurring between these entities at one moment in time, on a text-by-text basis. For this 

reason, it is important to begin with the smallest details of the data, best seen and understood in 

the context of each individual letter. As we have seen in the few examples above, this quantified 

social rank provides us with a window into the relational substrata for the OA period and we can 

begin to examine these results to determine if the model appears to be generating ranks in line 

with what we would expect. Naturally, this is easier said than done, and since there is no simple 

way of testing the model completely, I’ve instead relied on what I can find from past scholarship 

in order to find ways of measuring the accuracy of the results of the model. It should also be 

noted that the model played a valuable role in catching the errors introduced by human-hands as 

the texts were added to the database. Throughout the course of this study the initial dataset was 

built upon and as new texts were added, the adjustments in ranks indicated that we were catching 

and correcting the errors which the model indicated.194 

Because each of these ranks are understood in relation to one another, it isn’t until we see 

a ‘distant reading’ of our data in a network that we can truly evaluate the potential for this kind 

                                                
194 With the help of the model, the letters became a primary indicator of the errors introduced by the users of our 
dataset from OATP. As we discovered these errors they were immediately corrected. Our study began with 1,657 
letters and grew to 1,958. While most of the merchant’s ranks didn’t change significantly after making these 
adjustments, their rank distributions often covered a smaller range and became more consistent. In this and the 
following chapters I primarily refer to the final results of the model, which are also shown in Appendix 1. 
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of an approach to the OA society. For this reason, we return to Larsen’s list of ‘higher, lower or 

uncertain” from figure 3.1.1, but this time add to this list the rank data from our model (Fig. 

4.10) in order to see if the model matches our expectations from the ranks of merchants 

surrounding Imdī-ilum. On the far left of figure 4.10, we start by establishing the range of ranks 

for Imdī-ilum, where we find an average of his top rank (i.e. the rank the model returned with the 

largest sample across all his letters) and the mean of all the ranks generated from Imdī-ilum’s ca. 

200 letters. While the latter, mean rank, is more accurate, the former may be helpful in terms of a 

general range of ranks, but we will again return to the micro view in order to see this range at the 

level of each letter. Although his overall WSD is fairly high, indicating some fluctuation in his 

ranks as discussed above, it remained below 100, which does not raise any serious scrutiny on 

the whole.  

4.3.2. Higher than Imdī-ilum 

Next we turn to the twelve individuals who rank ‘higher’ than Imdī-ilum’s to discuss 

some initial discrepancies we encountered. As we noted above, Adad-bāni, Ikūn-pī-Aššur, and 

Puzur-Ištar (I) are listed before their business colleagues Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum in two texts in 

particular (RA 59, 150-154 (23); TC 3, 44). Both of these letters have very long lists of PNs in 

their IF, which proved to be difficult for earlier iterations of the model, with less accurate data, 

however once these errors were discovered, the final run became much more consistent with 

what we expect, although not completely. The rank is off for three merchants from among the 

twelve: Puzur-Ištar (I), Amur-Aššur, and Alili.  

As for the reason for returning lower ranks than we would expect, one could speculate 

that because these two texts are the only instances among the letters in which the PN Puzur-Ištar 

appears before Imdī-ilum’s, that the model returned a higher rank for this PN in comparison with 
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Puzur-Ištar (II) son of Imdī-ilum, but not one which exceeded Imdī-ilum’s rank. While it is not 

impossible that the order of Puzur-Ištar and Imdī-ilum was less important to these prominent 

merchants, it is noteworthy that both texts preserve the same order. In the letter TC 3, 44 Puzur-

Ištar is placed before Imdī-ilum, and while this could be a case in which the letter writer, 

presumably Pūšu-kēn, considers them more or less equal, since they are both at the end of the 

list, we find that the letter RA 59, 150-154 (23), in which Iddin-Aššur* writes back to Pūšu-kēn, 

retains the same order he used in the first letter. This leads me to assume that the model had 

greater difficulty dealing with the combination of a long IF and the homonyms of Puzur-Ištar.  

While Amur-Aššur is clearly a homonymous name (with over 30 different patronymics), 

his case is somewhat different, for here find only one IF with Imdī-ilum (KTS 2, 35) where 

Amur-Aššur is listed first, and he is otherwise listed below Imdī-ilum’s colleagues, including: 

Pūšu-kēn (KTS 2, 12) and Innāya (CCT 5, 4b).195 The letter (KTS 2, 35) describes a complex 

exchange between a presumably younger Imdī-ilum, who at that time was still traveling between 

Assur and Kanesh, and who apparently compensated Amur-Aššur with his own funds after the 

palace took advantage of the trade in kutānu-textiles by purchasing them in advance at a lower 

rate. The tone and intention of the letter suggests that Imdī-ilum assumes Amur-Aššur will be 

displeased with what he has to say, thus it is not surprising that Imdī-ilum lists Amur-Aššur first 

in the IF.  

Aside from these two glaring discrepancies, the only other deviation we find is in Alili, 
                                                
195 Due to the high number of homonyms, it is difficult to know for certain that this is the same entity in all three 
texts (CCT 5, 4b; KTS 2, 12 and KTS 2, 35). In KTS 2, 35, the text with Imdī-ilum, it is safe to assume that Amur-
Aššur is living in Assur and is most likely the father of Sukkallia, grandfather of Amurāya (father of Innāya), acting 
as a creditor and investor at this time more so than involved intimately in the trade network. There is, however some 
evidence that Amurāya is a hypocoristic of Amur-Aššur, which would further complicate this disambiguation. If 
Amur-Aššur is the same entity in all three letters, then it stands that the order in the IF was based on more than just 
age and seniority, as both Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum were younger, but clearly more influential in the OA trade 
network. However, further textual evidence is needed before we can be more certain. 
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who is accurately ranked before Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum, but who was also listed before Šalim-

ahum and Šu-Hubur (AKT 3, 78; CTMMA 1, 81; KTS 1, 21a), which is not reflected in his rank 

assignment. As for the other nine merchants, the model appears to have ranked them 

appropriately. Aššur-rēṣī (in CCT 4, 10b) loaned Imdī-ilum a large sum of silver (7 minas); 

Buzutāya and later his sons worked with Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum, and he is consistently listed 

before both (in KTS 1, 21b; CCT 3, 22b-23a); Išme-Aššur is the son of Hinnāya, who 

presumably lived in Assur and sent shipments of commercial goods including textiles to Imdī-

ilum for him to trade (for silver) on the market (RA 80 - TTC 18). Lastly, we see very high ranks 

for Šu-Laban, Šalim-ahum and Šu-Hubur, all three of whom were wealthy family heads who 

lived in Assur and funded their sons and their partners, who happened to be some of the most 

prominent traders in Kanesh.  

What we can take away from this first evaluation is that while it is true that ambiguity 

will still be difficult to measure for the many homonyms, there is a good chance that the 

differences between expected and returned ranks can be fertile ground for new insights into the 

use of the IF among the Assyrian merchants. By knowing that there could be greater issues with 

the homonymous PNs, we can also direct our focus on the most prevalent homonyms in the 

network to more closely control for the difficulty in assigning ranks to these entities. 

4.3.3. Lower than Imdī-ilum 

Turning then to the 56 names which were ranked ‘lower’ than Imdī-ilum, overall we find 

a much higher degree of accuracy. While the top rank of a given PN may at times be higher than 

Imdī-ilum’s top rank, their corresponding mean ranks are lower in almost every instance. The 

most obvious exception is the merchant named Ilī-ašrannī, who appears in only one letter with 

Imdī-ilum (LB 1202), but who placed himself above Imdī-ilum’s grandfather, Amur-ilī, and 
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father, Šu-Laban in another letter.196 At this point we cannot say if this should be read as another 

exception to the standard ranking in the IF, although it would appear that the combination of a 

single attestation of an ambiguous PN, as there are six attested patronymics for the PN, Ilī-

ašrannī, is enough to confound the model. Further, in the process of gleaning this hierarchical 

data from the letters it became clear that the artificial boundaries imposed by the incomplete 

collection of the texts may also have introduced errors in the model’s results — forcing to make 

omniscient judgements about a subset of the network. This means that our results are dependent 

upon the number of attestations for each of these PNs, and it is inevitable even with a complete 

sample of texts that there will be some names mentioned only once or twice, and therefore have a 

lower probability of being accurate, especially when these names also have homonyms.  

4.3.4. Assessing unclear ranks 

Lastly, to conclude our comparison with Larsen’s study, we see that the model provided 

unique and valuable insights into the ‘unclear’ category. Here Larsen listed the merchants whom 

he was unable to place definitively as either higher or lower. Often this was due to an ambiguous 

relation in the IF, for example the merchant Dādia, who shares an IF with Imdī-ilum in a letter 

(CCT 5, 49c) written by Šu-Laban and Dādia to Imdī-ilum and Papalum. While the superiority of 

Šu-Laban over all others in the IF is clear, it remains unclear who is higher in rank between 

Imdī-ilum, Dādia and Papalum, although it is safe to assume that Papalum would be the lowest 

ranking PN listed. By quantifying this relative rank, we quickly see that Imdī-ilum is clearly 

above Dādia. After comparing the ranks of all the PNs in all letters, the model makes the ranks in 

                                                
196 See TC 1, 23. A rather unusual IF, for although it is addressed from Ilī-ašranni (first) in the IF, he refers to 
himself in third person, and indicates that he performed his work according to Amur-ilī’s instructions. The letter 
begins, “From Ilī-aš[ranni] and Šu-Laban and [...], to Amur-ilī (speak): Ilī-ašranni paid us 32 minas of refined 
silver.” The use of pronouns throughout seem to indicate that Ilī-ašranni didn’t write the letter himself, but rather 
Šu-Laban (or the missing [PN]) was the author, as the first-person plural form is used.  
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these implicit relationships explicit, which in most cases also helps to explain why these were 

labeled as unclear.  

 Thanks to Larsen’s work of organizing lists of seniority from the IF we have an initial 

method for testing the results of our model. As we have seen with the data for Imdī-ilum, there 

are still instances in which the ambiguity involved is at times too complex to model and at these 

points we can only read the context and make a guess as to the reason for their deviation. 

Further, it is precisely these instances which have the most to teach us about the emic use of the 

IF and how social rank may have been influenced not only by age and prestige, but also by 

favors and indebtedness, among other factors.  

4.4. Distant disambiguation: unsupervised vs. supervised 

As described previously (§ 1.4), network analysis and the tools for network visualization provide 

us with the ability to see the micro and macro views of a network in one setting. But just how 

much appeal could this tool have for cuneiform specialists? Those adept at dealing with the texts 

on the closest level, translating every necessary detail from each tablet, are often aided in their 

translation with philological tools (i.e. realia, dictionaries, lexicons, sign lists, and grammars). 

Network analysis aids the cuneiform specialist by providing a structural approach to the 

relationships between entities (i.e. any proper noun). Only after surveying thousands of texts can 

a cuneiform scholar hope to be able to build a more macroscopic view of the ancient world.  

Just as Garelli used a combination of ‘close reading’ and ‘distant reading’ to publish new 

insights into the flow of commodities traded between Kanesh and Assur, and in so doing 

provided sufficient evidence to end long-held false notions, so too will future advancements be 

possible by combining philological and computational tools. By bringing thousands of texts into 

a single view, patterns emerge and new questions arise which can be answered quantitatively.  
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Thus, in applying this novel method to the OA corpus I hope to make a case for the 

benefit of such an approach, not only because it is a helpful tool to test our mathematical model, 

but also because the structural approach which a network provides is one that can act as a 

foundation for scholars to more accurately visualize the relational substrata of their ancient texts, 

to find patterns and make informed predictions about the positions and activities of these actors.  

4.4.1. Unsupervised disambiguation 

In addition to building the mathematical model, Bamman also wrote a script which used 

this ranked data and the cliques expressly stated in each of the letters in order to populate a graph 

database of merged entities. The first of these was the epistolary network, a complete graph of 

the ca. 2,000 letters which the model utilized to generate relative ranks, building a database 

which contained ca. 4,000 nodes.197 Using a network graph based directly on the results of the 

latent variable model, we were better able to test the accuracy of the model’s results, by testing 

them at numerous points in the network. Take for example the merchant, Imdī-ilum, discussed 

above (§ 3.1.1), who scholars Ichisar (1981) and Larsen (1982) have shown to have been a 

uniquely named entity. However, due to the deviations from the expected IF, the model proposed 

three disambiguated nodes for the ca. 200 attestations of Imdī-ilum.198 While this type of 

overestimation appears to be less common than the underestimation of nodes, as seen in the 

network of Šišahšušar (§ 2.4.4), the process of checking the accuracy of the epistolary network 

can be done more systematically in future work through the use of network graphs. 

                                                
197 For a link to Gephi database of OASN 1.2 (unsupervised disambiguation), see my GitHub repository: 
[https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi/]. Also found here is more manageable subset of this graph, or co-mention 
network, was made by taking only those nodes which have more than ten edges (or interactions) between the same 
node entities. 

198 See Imdī-ilum nodes in OASN 1.2 [https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi/]. 
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In evaluating these graphs, it became clear that we needed not only to create a network 

based on the unsupervised disambiguation of our model, but we also needed a control group 

which we could disambiguate with scholarly supervision, making sure that the assumptions 

inherent in the model would not be taken at face value, but could be seen on a case by case basis 

in order to find the exceptions to the IF practice. Thus, the next phase of this study employs two 

separate graph databases, both containing visualizations of the network and the data our model 

generated — one network having already been disambiguated with the data our model generated, 

and the other, a larger network-in-progress which could refer to the rank data along with other 

variables in order to check the model’s results. This second database forms an attestation 

network and contains the complete textual dataset, beginning with ca. 30,000 nodes. Subsequent 

iterations of this attestation network199 were made by merging nodes together in the process of 

disambiguation, until the process is complete, the two networks will be uncomparable, and the 

statistical measurements of the network will be inaccurate.  

Focusing on the task of testing the statistical results of the model, I continued with the 

supervised disambiguation by close reading, but this time with the advantage of a comparative 

framework, which was verifiable based on the textual evidence for each entity in the network. In 

the process, it became clear that a number of contextual variables (roles and activities), provided 

a greater measurement of certainty of when two PNs should be merged under one entity, these 

variables are the following: 

1. Patronymics attested for many of the personal names (covering about 1/3 of the 

onomastic data). These include the standard indications of father and son, but also 

indications of brothers, sisters, husbands, wives, uncles, grandfathers and any other 

                                                
199  
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familial context which the texts provided. 

2. Archival information for the texts (either from previously known archives, or those which 

have been reconstructed), and other metadata such as the type or genre of the text. 

3. Activities, roles, and commodities associated with a PN, which is obtained from the 

proximate context for each name in a text and in relation to other texts. 

4. Dates, when available. From among the ca. 6,000 OA texts in our dataset we have about 

1,000 texts with dates. These dates can be extrapolated to some degree once the 

prosopography has been reconstructed, as we can see in the OA trees (Appendix 3). 

5. Major events cross-referenced by dates and/or patronymics (e.g., the death of a prominent 

merchant or a high-profile lawsuit). 

6. Any associated geographical references. Although this is more difficult, since as Garelli 

discovered, the merchants move around frequently, and any geographic name may at 

times only be loosely associated with the merchant who is expressly stated to have been 

there. 

7. The rank data which the model generated based on 2,000 letters (1/3 of the corpus). 

By working with these additional variables, we can quantify the likelihood that two homonyms 

are the same entity, which can be expressed on a scale from 1 (very certain) to 5 (guesswork). 

After a few large mergings had taken place (i.e. Imdī-ilum and the actors in his network) the 

graph began to form groups and cliques. This was of course expected, again as Garelli noted in 

his study with Gardin, the network was intensely interconnected; what sociologists refer to as a 

‘small world’ network. Assuming that the entities in these cliques have been properly scrutinized 

for homonyms, we may also use these groups in the network for disambiguation with the 

following rules: 
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1. Where a name (PN) has a clique of more than 2 nodes, for every PN in every clique with 

more than 2 identical names, consider merging. (certainty ca. 4).200 To increase 

certainty include the following variables for the given nodes: 

2. When the PNs have overlapping variables, the certainty increases, which means that the 

following co-occurrences should have a higher level of certainty (in parenthesis): 

○ Patronymics (family names, i.e. fathers, brothers, sisters, husbands, etc.) (2-1) 

○ Dates (4-3) 

○ Events and activities (3-2) 

○ Roles (5-2), depending on the role (where the mention of a PN would be low (5), 

but consistent roles, such as primary letter writer (l.w.*) or witness (w.) would 

be higher (3-2)  

○ Dossier and archival designations, beginning with the archives found in situ, 

Šalim-Aššur, Kuliya and Elamma, as well as the few scholarly reconstituted 

‘archives’ of Imdī-ilum, Pūšū-kēn, Puzur-Aššur, Aššur-nādā, Innāya and others 

(3-2) 

○ Toponyms (5-2), depending on the toponym; where rare place names, such as 

Durhumit (3-2) have a higher certainty than more common locations, such as 

Assur or Kanesh (5-4) 

After formulating the rules for disambiguation, we could then apply them in a network setting. 

While this process is still ongoing in the current network analysis, such a platform for rule-based 

disambiguation is in development thanks to the work of Laurie Pearce and Patrick Schmitz at 

U.C. Berkeley. After collaborating with experts with similar datasets, it became clear that this 

                                                
200 Where 1 is most certain and 5 is least certain. 
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methodology has promise for exploiting social relational data in order to disambiguate highly 

interconnected and homonymous prosopographies.201 

4.4.2. Supervised disambiguation via network visualization 

In addition to defining a list of rules and variables to aid the process of disambiguation, 

network visualization has proven to be a helpful tool in assessing the scale of complexity when 

attempting to work with any given PN. By utilizing a number of different mathematical layouts, 

one can reorganize the nodes based on their position in the network or based on node ‘attributes’ 

in sequential order. These ‘attributes’ are qualities entered into the dataset, and can include 

characteristics of the text, such as the date written on the tablet, or characteristics about the 

tablet, such as the date it was excavated. 

 Unlike the computational models which seem to work most effectively with large 

aggregate data, the process of supervised disambiguation can usually only be performed on a 

single PN at a time. Therefore, in the following chapter we will see how the methods we’ve 

discussed here are applied to the dossiers and archives discussed above (i.e. Imdī-ilum, both 

Innāyas, Aššur-nādā, Pūšu-kēn, and Šalim-Aššur). By visualizing these groups of records 

collectively, we will also explore the degree to which each of these dossiers are connected. After 

exploring additional contexts, which might improve both our understanding of the OA filing 

practices as well as our ability to disambiguate the more ubiquitous homonyms, we will then 

leverage the datasets generated from SNA (including cohort person-years and age-standardized 

rates) to describe potential methods for quantifying population demographics, represented in our 

current text sample (ca. 6,000 texts).202 

                                                
201 The BPS online project can be found at the site: [http://berkeleyprosopography.org/]. 

202 For an explanation of the methods used by demographers, see Wachter 2014, 41ff & 136ff. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  
                

Das »Sein« ist der selbstverständliche Begriff. In allem Erkennen, Aussagen, in jedem Verhalten 
zu Seiendem, in jedem Sich-zu-sich-selbst-verhalten wird von »Sein« Gebrauch gemacht, und der 
Ausdruck ist dabei »ohne weiteres« verständlich.  

—Martin Heidegger (Sein und Zeit) 
 
 
 

Once Bamman’s latent variable model had performed its task of generating quantifiable 

rank distributions for each of the named entities listed in the letters, and I was able to test these 

ranks for a number of merchants (i.e. Imdī-ilum, Innāya and Aššur-nādā), I proposed avenues to 

see how the Assyrians’ ranks could reflect the merchants’ age and hierarchical standing (perhaps 

in relation to the ruling family). These ranks were then incorporated as ‘attributes’ in the network 

in order to supervise the disambiguation (§ 3). This work is still ongoing, and even when it is 

complete, there will be numerous important examinations needed in order to utilize the data to 

the utmost potential.  

In doing so for this study, I learned that by including (meta-)data from text editions and 

‘close readings’ I can survey what an ‘archive’ looked like by comparing one found in situ (i.e 

Šalim-Aššur § 2.1) with a reconstituted ‘archive’ (i.e. Aššur-nādā, § 2.4). In comparing these two 

merchants in a network setting, I see that although Šalim-Aššur’s archive of texts provided more 

data (e.g., in the number of different nodes), Aššur-nādā’s position in the network (based on 

fewer texts) was equally central in comparison. This allows me to see how the network may be 

used to pinpoint lesser-known individuals, including two important ‘local’ Anatolians (i.e. 

Ušinalam and Šišahšušar). Then, by incorporating the latent signal from the IF into the network, 

I found notable agreement with previous scholarly efforts at homonym disambiguation in the 

dossiers of Innāya (§ 4.2.1), and learned of the variability in the rank signal as it was used 
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between Imdī-ilum and his wife (§ 4.2.3).  

Therefore, I now turn my attention to what the network is able to provide in ‘distant 

readings’ of the ca. 6,000 OA old texts and published texts combined. Using a combination of 

data and metadata I built a somewhat unconventional network of atomized names mentioned per 

text, called an attestation network. As it turns out, this type of network has not only proven its 

usefulness in evaluating the earlier unsupervised disambiguation in a network setting, it has also 

been uniquely valuable to the ongoing process of supervised disambiguation. That said, it is 

important to realize that while the network is still undergoing disambiguation, its usefulness in 

statistical analysis is relative to the accuracy and completion of the disambiguation. This study 

provides numerous network models at different stages of disambiguation, and even though they 

are incomplete, they are still valuable for their relative proportions.203 In figure 5.1 we see how 

textual and scholarly metadata can be included as ‘attributes’ in the structural setting of the 

attestation network. 

5.1. Networks and archives 

Multi-mode networks, such as the attestation network seen in figure 5.1, allow us to visualize the 

texts in two ways simultaneously: in their individual, atomized tablets, and in groups of texts 

(whether ‘archives,’ dossiers or files). Looking more closely at this network visualization we see 

that the structural properties are bound by those nodes with the highest number of merged 

attestations i.e. those of Šalim-Aššur, Aššur-nādā, Innāya, Imdī-ilum, and Pūšu-kēn. Thus, the 

structure of the network allows us to see the inherent relationships between these entities and 

their corresponding texts, which are color-coded for ‘archives’ and dossiers.  

                                                
203 Disambiguation in the Gephi framework is particularly useful in that it provides a clear accounting of each 
individual on a text by text basis, and that it concatenates the attributes of the nodes which are merged. For examples 
of the type of data retention as nodes are merged, see Imdī-ilum (node ID: 150599), and Aššur-nādā (node ID: 
150613) in the attestation network (2.6) [https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi/]. 
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By drawing comparisons between the network groups, we can see how the main actors 

are interconnected, and reliant upon each other to sustain the momentum of their trade activity, 

which is why the majority of the merged nodes are a mix of all the colors. We also see how this 

process of merging individual attestations will allow us to discover not only the roles and 

relationships between these main actors, but also some of the less well-known entities who are 

more difficult to disambiguate due to homonyms and papponymy. 

 One interesting outcome from this method was the ability to use a combination of known, 

or reconstituted ‘archives’ in order to shed light on some unknown aspects of the old texts. For 

example, although we know that a significant portion of the old texts must have belonged to the 

merchant Pūšu-kēn, it is unclear just how many. After marking each of the known ‘archives’ and 

dossiers, we were left with a group of texts in the center of the network, which could be 

attributed to Pūšu-kēn (i.e. white nodes). In every iteration of the network we see how Pūšu-kēn 

occupies the central position in the network visualizations, however the bottom-right image 

shows the nodes clustering more closely together than the bottom-left, which separates a smaller 

group of texts in white at the top of the network (between the Šalim-Aššur archive and the 

dossier of Innāya son of Elāli). What is interesting is that this group of texts are those in which 

Ahaha, the daughter of Pūšu-kēn, is mentioned most frequently. We would expect this group to 

cluster with those Pūšu-kēn texts in the center of the graph, but occasionally Ahaha, Pūšu-kēn’s 

daughter, falls outside of the center, because she was not a central node in the trade network like 

her father, but rather these texts record her living in Assur (see § 2.5.1). 

5.1.1. How are the archives reflected in the network? 

The simple answer is that distinct archives are not innately reflected in the network. In other 

words, there is nothing inherent in the structure of the network that would automatically reflect 
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the makeup of an archive. Of course, archives can be hard-coded into the network graph when 

such information is known, but at least in its current state, it would be misleading to suggest that 

network analysis will automatically lead us back to the archives in which these texts were 

originally housed, especially when there is nothing left of the archive to be found.  

The question which we should ask of the network has more to do with quantitative social 

metrics than the historian’s craft of archival reconstitution. Because the majority of the texts used 

in the social network analysis were found in an unprovenanced context, there was some hope that 

by adding the archives found in situ we would be able to better understand the relationship 

between the archival houses, to the extent that they were reflected in the network reconstruction. 

However, after finding an important signal in the letters of the Assyrian merchants, it is 

interesting to consider that the interconnected networks could exhibit additional latent signals. 

For example, in the witnesses listed at the end of numerous legal documents and economic 

contracts we find that these groups of names often appear together. Such lists might be indicative 

of the location of certain neighborhoods, and even houses or archives. Alternatively, they might 

also represent discrete cliques, extended kinship groups, political offices, etc. Thus, these 

hypotheses would need to be tested before we can fully understand the context surrounding this 

textual practice. 

One might imagine that groups which cluster together most densely are largely from the 

old texts, and as Dercksen (2001a) has shown, even with the insufficient archaeological records 

of provenance, it is possible to suggest the tablets’ general location—sometimes even the very 

room in which they were found—from the limited reports of Hrozny and T. Özgüç. Then, using 

internal clues such as dates, events, and cliques, we may suggest which tablets were likely to 

have been kept together. The problem with this assumption, however, is that certain events are 
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likely to have been documented in multiple archives. For example, there is no way to know 

whether the duplicate texts ICK 2, 145 and ICK 4 - I 536 were found in a single location or in 

two separate ones. 

ICK 4 - I 536  

(// duplicate of ICK 2, 145; translation by Hertel 2013, 175; cf. Ichisar 1981, 86-88) 
 

1 Im-dí-DINGIR ù 
 Ha-da-a iṣ-bu-tù-ni-a-tí-ma 
 dí-in-šu-nu 
 ni-dí-in-ma a-na 
5 a-ší-e-em ša A-mur-Ištar 
 Im-dí-DINGIR Ha-da-a 
 i-ša-al-ma 
 ša ú-kà-nu ú-kà-a-šu 
 ša i-na-ki-ru  //-šu 
lo.e. 
10 Im-dí-DINGIR da-na-sú 
rev. i-qá-bi4-šu-ma 
 ù ki-ma A-mur-Ištar 
 ma-lá dí-in da-a-ni 
 pá-ni-ú-tim ša 
15 ṭup-pí-im ša 2 ma-na-e  //-en6 
 KÙ.BABBAR a-wa-tám 
 Im-dí-DINGIR ù Pu-šu-ke-<<a>>-en6 
 a-na Ha-da-a 
 i-du-nu Sú!-sá-a 
u.e. 
20 En-um-A-šur 
 ù A-šur-GAL 
le.e. da-a-nu 

1-4) Imdī-ilum and Hadaya seized us 
and we rendered their verdict as follows: 
4-8) Imdī-ilum shall interrogate Hadaya 
regarding the iron belonging to Amur-
Ištar, and that which he (i.e. Hadaya) can 
confirm he shall confirm for him (i.e. 
Imdī-ilum); 
9-19) (as for) that which he denies, Imdī-
ilum shall tell him his arguments (lit. ‘to 
speak his strong words’), 
and then — on behalf of Amur-Ištar — 
Imdī-ilum and Pūšu-kēn shall give Hadaya 
a case in accordance with the previous 
verdict of the judges regarding the tablet 
of 2 minas of silver. 
19-22) Susāya, Ennam-Aššur, and Aššur-
rabi were the judges. 
 

 
Aside from the two variants noted in the text (//), these two documents are identical and 

reference an earlier verdict between the actors involved: 

“Rechtspruch dreier Richer mit Wiederaufnahme eines früheren Urteils. Prozeßgegner 
sind Imdīlum als Vertreter seines Onkels Amur-Ištar und Hadāja, Prozeßgegenstand sind 
Eisen in unbekannter Menge und eine Tafel über 2 M. Silber; die innere Verbindung 
zwischen diesen beiden Objekten bleibt im dunklen.” (Hecker, et al. 1998, 129) 
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From this we see that there are 7 actors mentioned, any of whom may have requested a copy to 

be made, with the wild card option being that an additional copy was kept in the ‘port office’ (bēt 

kārim). Therefore, without any additional information on the provenance of the text, we see the 

very low probability of correctly assigning these two tablets to their rightful archive. 

 Given sufficient documentation (e.g. section coordinates per tablet) it should be possible, 

even simple, to connect these known archives to the greater material culture from each house as 

they were excavated within their loci and stratigraphy of level II or Ib. Such documentation 

would allow us to better understand native archival practices and filing systems, and to compare 

each of the household filing systems diachronically, distinguishing between archives and 

dossiers found in Assyrian or Anatolian households. However, after turning to the archives found 

in situ we learn that such documentation was never published, and with the archaeologists’ 

failure to clearly report the condition and exact find spots of each of these tablets as artifacts, 

there is nothing to work with when one consults the published archaeological reports.  

5.1.2. Can we leverage what we know? 

More specifically, can we leverage what we know to help answer what we don’t? The dynamic 

qualities of the network visualization may also be useful in leveraging the few known archives 

and texts with provenance in order to suggest probable co-locations for the unprovenanced texts. 

By first assigning the geolocation of the find-spots to the texts which were found in particular 

rooms at Kanesh we are able to fix (i.e. ‘settle’) those texts in one place. Then, by using what we 

know of the prosopography to date (i.e. the few merchants we can disambiguate, along with their 

cliques and families), we can run a force-directed algorithm within the network in order to 

cluster these groups around the fixed nodes. The assumption in this method is that close ties 

between entities should be reflected by the frequency in which they are mentioned together in the 
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documentation. Unfortunately, this assumption is not as sound as it may seem, as Larsen pointed 

out in his study of the ca. 1100 texts in the Šalim-Aššur archive: 

If instead we divide the archive according to the persons appearing in the text i.e. the in 
each case most central person, we get the following picture: Issu-arik, the first active 
person in the family, is represented by no more than 15 texts, Šalim-Aššur, the man who 
presided over the family during most of the archive’s life, by 120 texts; the two brothers 
Ennam-Aššur and Ali-ahum are the best represented individuals with 245 and 210 texts 
respectively. In 325 texts there is no personal name at all, and in 170 texts none of the 
central persons in the family appears (Larsen 2008, 80, italics added). 

 
Therefore, again we find it unlikely that this method will allow us to definitively reconstruct 

archives from unprovenanced texts, but it will no doubt significantly aid in the tenuous process 

of disambiguating the prosopography. Additionally, this method should act as further incentive 

for archaeologists to publish their field notes, in whatever state they may be, for it is from the 

vague and pithy statements made from previous excavation reports that we have been able to co-

locate large numbers of texts within a close proximity of where they most likely were kept. Thus, 

it is safe to assume that with greater documentation on the part of our current archaeologists we 

will be able to better understand how the filing systems varied from house to house in Kanesh. 

5.1.3. Excavation reports by year 

To illustrate the incomplete and vague form in which the excavation reports were recorded, we 

turn to one of the better remnants of the archaeological records, Machteld J. Mellink’s annual 

reports initially titled, “Archaeology in Asia Minor,” and then renamed, simply “Archaeology in 

Anatolia” found in the American Journal of Archaeology. These were compiled from reports 

given at the annual archaeological symposium held in Ankara (meetings at which all 

archaeological teams working in Turkey, both domestic and foreign, were required to provide 

reports for their excavation by year). Therein we read a series of ‘progress reports’ for numerous 
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seasons of excavation at Kültepe, given by Professor Tahsin Özgüç, as Mellink states, who 

“kindly reports the following results of [each] excavation season.” (1964, 135). Here I convey 

only the salient sentences referring to the context in which the tablets were discovered per 

season: 

● 1964: “About ten new tablets come from the lb level; they refer principally to local 
merchants of Kanish” (Mellink 1964, 135). 

● 1968: “Level II yielded two small tablets, also a bulla (stopper) with multiple stamp seal 
impres-sions showing a goddess with animals.... From the main house came two 
unusually large tablets with lists; these were written by local scribes using a distinctive 
script and vocabulary. Among the finds from the houses was a large terracotta stamp seal 
used to print the signe royal on pottery; this is the first such stamp ever found” (Mellink 
1969, 206). 

● 1969: “The houses were spacious (four rooms and half) and contained several large 
tablets of the category also found in 1968” (Mellink 1970, 159). 

● 1970: “The area of lb houses in the center of the Karum again yielded large houses and 
additional tablet finds, among them more lists of Har.ra = hubullu type” (Mellink 1971, 
164). 

● 1971: “In the Karum, houses of levels lb and II were cleared. They contained tablets” 
(Mellink 1972, 168). 

● 1972: “The lower palace was filled in and leveled before the level lb palace was built. 
Both palaces yielded stratified cuneiform tablets and seal impressions (stamps and 
cylinders). In the walls of the upper palace, embedded in the mortar, were broken tablet 
fragments, presumably originally from the level II palace. The seals and bullae found in 
the rooms of the upper palace are dated to the lb period by Professor Nimet Özgüç” 
(Mellink 1973, 171). 

● 1973: “In the Karum area, only the lb level was further excavated in 1973. A building of 
seven rooms with storerooms, kitchen amd cellar yielded a typical in-ventory of pottery, 
including new shapes of large vessels. A cauldron-like vase had nine bulls in relief on the 
shoulder, the heads projecting in the round. Other vessels also had bull ornaments. The 
house had typical lb tablets in situ, encased in envelopes with seal impressions. Seals 
were also found. For a brief report on the 1972 season cf. Belleten 147 (1973) 433-34” 
(Mellink 1974, 108). 

● 1974: “Soundings in the Karum allowed the completion of the plan of a lb house; tablets 
and seals belonged to the inventory.” (Mellink 1975, 203). 

● 1975: “Even in small trenches tablets were found in the houses; this density of documents 
characterizes the Karum especially in level II. For the 1974 season, see Belle-ten 155 
(1975) 552-53” (Mellink 1976, 263). 
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● 1976: “In the Karum area, additional houses of levels lb and II were cleared. Tablets 
appeared in both levels, the larger number, as usual, in leveI II. Among the finds were 
seals, hematite weights, and a beaked pitcher of imported (Cilician?) type. For the 1975 
campaign, see Belleten 160 (1976) 705-706” (Mellink 1977, 293). 

● 1977: “In the Karum, excavations continued in the district to the SW of the houses of 
Adad-Zululi and Laqipum” (Mellink 1978, 317). 

● 1979: “The layout of the town on the mound and the Karum, its traffic patterns and 
thoroughfares are becoming clear. A burnt house of level II was found at a distance of 
500 m. S of the center of the Karum. The population of the entire town, which measures 
over 2 km. in diame-ter, rnay be estimated at 20-30,000.” (Mellink 1980, 503) 

● 1980: “Level II yielded a sizable two-storied house standing over 2 m. in height, 
complete with archives” (Mellink 1981, 465). 

● 1981: “For a report on the 1980 cam-paign, see Belleten 179 (1981) 369-71. A well 
pre-served Karum II level house was excavated in U/20-2 l, with functional layout of 
main room, store-rooms, archive rooms, corridor and kitchen at ground level, and 
evidence for a second story and a flat roof” (Mellink 1982, 559). 

● 1982: “In the Karum, one workshop of level II has yielded about 50 moulds for the 
making of bronze tools and weapons (including "Syrian" fenestrated axes). The same 
workshop contained some unfinished cylinder seals” (Mellink 1983, 430). 

● 1983: “In the Karum area, residences and archives of na-tive and Assyrian merchants 
were excavated along a N-S street in 1983. A house of level II contained a large archive 
of about 200 tablets. Among the contents of the house was a red polished drinking cup in 
the shape of a human, bearded face with regular features. The beard is incised. A cap on 
the head forms the short flaring rim of the cup” (Mellink 1984, 443). 

● 1984: “About 250 m. to the S of this district, in the central part of the Karum, the house 
of an Assyrian merchant was excavated with its archive of ca. 600 tablets” (Mellink 
1985, 550). 

● 1985: “A new volume in the series of Kültepe publications is Tahsin Özgüç, Kültepe-
Kaniṣ II (Ankara, Türk Tarih Kurumu Series V:41, 1986). Some of the 1984 and 1985 
discoveries are discussed and illustrated in a postscript. The main text deals with Karum 
levels II and lb houses, workshops and streets excavated from 1959-1983. Several of 
these houses are identified as belonging to Assyrian merchants. Comments on the 
archives are illustrated by photographs of tablets from both levels; a list is also given of 
39 tablets found on the city-mound. New plans are underway for the study of the 11,000 
tablets found in the Turkish exca-vations at Kültepe” (Mellink 1987, 3). 

● 1986: “Level II yielded further archives. One of the envelopes had another impression of 
the seal once be-longing to lbbi-Sin. An Old Syrian impression shows a scene of worship 
with music. The level II houses had suffered damage from the tomb digging during the lb 
period, but some of the regular architectural details (horseshoe-shaped hearths, one with a 
portable and-iron nearby) were well preserved” (Mellink 1988, 105). 
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● 1987: “Founda-tions of the Ia and lb levels were preserved over the burnt houses of 
merchants of level II at 4-5.50 m be-low surface. The principal house excavated belonged 
to an Assyrian merchant, whose archive of ca. 1,000 tablets was found in two-handled 
jars, bags or baskets, collapsed with the shelves they had been stored on. A large pot 
contained tablets and envelopes which had yet to be sent out” (Mellink 1989, 109). 

● 1988: “Level II in this area is an all-Assyrian quarter. The district is crowded with large 
houses and rich archives. The houses are of good Anatolian half-timber con-struction and 
burnt fiercely in the destruction. The inventory remained in situ. The archives are 
some-times in the basement, otherwise on the main floor. The tablets were kept in straw 
matting, on wooden shelves or (often) in jars. Some of the ca. 1000 tablets found in 1988 
were in their envelopes and addressed but not sent to various Anatolian cities; other 
tablets represent unopened mail from Assur. The envelopes have 2-6 cylinder seal 
impressions. Bullae were also found. A study by Nimet Ozgüç of the bullae from Kültepe 
is in preparation” (Mellink 1990, 129). 

● 1989: “One lb house had an archive of 30 envelopes and tablets fallen from shelves and 
found lying in order at the base of a wall next to a set of pottery vessels.” Then reporting 
on the level 2 excavation: “In level II, two houses with well-preserved Assyrian archives 
were uncovered. The first had a large central unit supported by posts on stone bases; in 
one small area was a group of broken, discarded envelopes and tablet fragments. The 
archive proper, which had fallen from its shelves, consisted of ca. 100 tablets” (Mellink 
1991, 129). 

● 1990: “Two new archives came to light. The tablets were found in mats or woven 
bas-kets, in jars or bowls, and on burnt and collapsed shelves in systematic order.... The 
texts refer to trade or record legal decisions among Assyrians; some are memoranda of 
debts and interest. Some letters had not been sent off when the final burning in level II 
occurred; among them are letters requesting prompt shipment of certain goods from 
Assur. The baking of tablets is done in the houses of the merchants: in the fireplace if the 
quantity is small, and in the oven if many need baking. Some of the merchants were 
lit-erate, others worked through scribes” (Mellink 1992, 127). 

● 1991: “Prof. Tahsin Özgüç reports on progress in the excavation of Assyrian merchants' 
houses and archives in the east part of the Karum. Three such establishments were 
investigated, each with its ar-chives, adding a total of ca. 500 tablets and sealed 
envelopes to the corpus. Some of the tablets had been prepared to be sent in their sealed 
envelopes but were left in the archive” (Mellink 1993, 111). 

 
Reading chronologically through the reports, we can see that initially there are very few notes 

made about the tablets’ provenance, with only a record of how many tablets, bullae, etc. were 

excavated during a given year, all information that has since been compiled by Michel in her 
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2003 bibliography. Then, following the 1987 campaign, it would seem from Mellink’s reports 

that we get slightly more detailed descriptions of the state and condition of the archives as they 

were excavated. It is uncertain what prompted this change in attention, but from this year until 

the last report in 1991, we gain additional descriptive details on the condition in which the tablets 

were found, although unfortunately no further details as to tablet numbers, museum numbers or 

anything which would help us link individual tablets to the rooms in which they were found (e.g. 

house plan numbers or grid coordinates). 

What these excavation reports do tell us are the few published details and clues about the 

filing system of the Assyrian merchants. We learn of at least three locales in which the tablets 

were discovered: 1) either on the floor above what appeared to have been broken shelving, 

perhaps as they were organized in baskets or wrapped in matting and placed on the wooden 

shelves, or 2) in clay vessels and pots, or 3) in the hearth, oven or fireplace presumably to be 

baked. Naturally, what little we are told only raises more questions: how did each merchant file 

their tablets? and do we see any consistent practices within the colony, either from Assyrian or 

Anatolian households? Given these vague reports we can begin to imagine the type of ‘archives’ 

certain merchants kept, but even in the publications of controlled excavations it is difficult to 

find any real details about which tablets were found in which locations for a given season.  

As seen in figure 5.2, Özgüç often notes that many of these texts were found in pottery 

jugs, and in heaps on the floor lying on top of broken shelves. However, we never learn which 

tablets came from which houses, even with the few archives which were excavated in situ and 

edited as an archival volume (i.e. AKT 6a, 7a, etc.). Even then the details of the organization of 

the tablets as they were found is scant and leaves room for numerous questions. Therefore, even 

though we now have a network capable of representing each merchant by name, we have almost 
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nothing to go on for archival details, and thus no one has been able to make this connection 

based on the archaeological reports, as it appears to be a futile effort.  

What is clear is that whenever Professor Tahsin Özgüç excavated in the lower town—

what they erroneously refer to as the Kārum (cf. Michel 2014)—that there is clearly no end to 

their fascinating discoveries, as Mellink recounts: “he is find-ing texts in every season, letters, 

lists, scholarly tablets; and he is continuing the study of the lower city of Kanesh, the Karum 

with its inexhaustible inventory of architecture, art, technique, detailed history and 

prosopography of the early second mil-lennium B.C.” (Mellink 1972, 166). But what remains 

unclear is how these tablets escaped the meticulous type of documentation which the pottery and 

precious metal artifacts apparently enjoyed. If Professor Özgüç has kept as close records of the 

tablets, as he did with the pottery vessels and other artifacts, now is the time to publish these 

notes. If ever we do obtain the valuable metadata for our tablets, we would be able to answer the 

questions raised above, helping us to know just how the archives are reflected in the network. 

5.2. Networks and demographics 

The most recent population estimates of Kanesh we have thus far for the inhabitants of 

Level II are representative of the piecemeal data collection for the site. This is true whether we 

take the archaeological estimates drawn from the estimated maximum size of the town ca. 25,000 

inhabitants (T. Özgüc 2003, 24), with a more likely figure of 17-18,000 (Barjamovic 2014). A 

study on the subset of the population who are documented textually in the OATP (Hertel 2014, 

43), provides us with an estimate of 3,627 individuals, including the local population of Kanesh 

per sq. meter (ca. 9 ha. for Kanesh) and the outer territories. However, this aggregate estimate 

pulled from the prosopography within the documents, is not a complete inventory of the 

population. Without a more systematic variable to anchor the texts either in place or in time, our 
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estimates of the inhabitants at Kanesh will remain imprecise. The questions we pursue here 

center around the applicability of the network structure for demographic estimation, and how we 

might leverage the results from this study for more precise measurements. 

In its most basic form, the structure and appearance of the attestation network (2.6) is a 

series of disconnected ‘small world networks’ (ca. 23,585 nodes), which immediately relates the 

PNs on each OA tablet to each other, but not across tablets.204 Even in this initial state, the 

network provides a sense of scale, both in terms of number of unique names and the attestations 

of each name (i.e. onomasticon). However, this atomized attestation network only really begins 

to take shape once relationships are drawn between the texts. 

The relationships modeled in the latest iteration of the attestation network (2.6) are made 

in two ways: first, by adding edges from a group of nodes to a new or preexisting node, e.g. an 

‘archive’ node links all the texts in a reconstituted archive when such knowledge is available 

(e.g. the Aššur-nādā archive), or a node for a geographic name (GN) or toponym links all textual 

mentions of the GN; and second, by merging existing nodes, e.g. all attestations of the merchant 

Imdī-ilum were merged in the latest iteration (2.6), whereupon the immediate cliques of Imdī-

ilum can be seen in his ego-network. In doing so we can compare the entity, Imdī-ilum, with the 

reconstituted ‘archive’, and contrast Imdī-ilum’s ego-network within the unsupervised 

disambiguation within the epistolary network. 

Attestation network 2.6 

Imdī-ilum’s archive (ID: 67633) 
● 1,094 nodes (10% of the network) 
● 8,053 edges (17% of the network) 

Imdī-ilum’s ego-network (ID: 150599) 

                                                
204 A subset of this network is shown in figure 1.2.1. 
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● 1,456 nodes (13% of the network) 
● 8,611 edges (18% of the network) 

Epistolary network 1.0 

Imdī-ilum’s ego-network (ID: 3037) 
● 369 nodes (13% of the network) 
● 13,019 edges (30% of the network) 

By drawing a comparison with the reconstituted ‘archive’ of Imdī-ilum and the merged 

attestations of Imdī-ilum’s ‘ego-network’, we see that the latter is connected to more nodes (i.e. a 

larger number of attested PNs) than the former. This in itself shows that a reconstituted ‘archival’ 

designation has the potential to impose unnecessary limitations on the disambiguation of actors 

and events within the network. It goes without saying that if we adhere to a strict focus on 

archives, this will no doubt hinder our understanding of the larger patterns of activity and 

involvement in the trade network. Further, after contrasting the two networks we can see the 

range of nodes in Imdī-ilum’s ego-network, with the lowest estimate at 369 nodes (i.e. the most 

merged network) and the highest at 1,456 nodes. Despite the fact that neither of these estimates 

currently reflect the actual population of entities recorded in Imdī-ilum’s texts, in both estimates, 

the number of nodes in Imdī-ilum’s ego-network is proportional to the respective network (i.e. 

13% of the nodes and 18% of the edges).  

 Unfortunately, numerous factors limit our ability to suggest accurate estimates for the 

population that the documents might reflect. The first, more obvious factor is that the 

documentation, although robust as a whole, is incomplete and still being excavated. Barjamovic 

noted that “the evidence from Kültepe is so dense that it is comparable to an ethnographic case, 

which allows us to study the full complexities of life. It is not uncommon to have a few hundred 

texts relating to the activities of a single individual, and in some cases numbers are higher (cf. 
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e.g., Hertel and Larsen 2010)” (2015, 49). Attempting to make an estimate of how many people 

the texts reflect is clearly related to the number of texts we have thus far, but it is unclear how 

many more ‘archives’ and neighborhoods are still awaiting excavation. The second limiting 

factor is due to homonymy discussed above (§ 1.2.1.3). Although this study has introduced a 

method to address this ambiguity, without a complete, supervised disambiguation of the 

prosopography, the networks in their current state provide only a rough estimate of the ca. five 

(maximum six) generations for whom the documentation is the the greatest.  

5.2.1. Systematic Demographic Estimate 

The most recent population estimates of Kanesh we have thus far for the inhabitants of Level II 

are representative of the piecemeal data collection for the site, but as Barjamovic has shown, it is 

with a few exceptions, a representative survey of the site during the kārum period. This is true 

whether we take the archaeological estimates drawn from the estimated size of the town ca. 

25,000 inhabitants (Barjamovic 2014; Hertel 2014, 33; T. Özgüc 2003, 24), or aggregate 

estimates pulled from the prosopography within the documents, which Hertel (2014, 43) 

estimated as 3,627 persons. Without a more systematic variable to anchor the texts either in 

place or in time, our estimates of the inhabitants at Kanesh will remain imprecise.  

Much of the discussion above is in an attempt to answer the question, whether we can use 

the ca. 200 years (1917-1835 BCE) of textual remains from Kültepe (Kanesh) in order to say 

anything about the population, quantitatively. This in turn gave rise to many other questions 

which require some elaboration. The first question has to do with the number of literate 

individuals exhibited in these primary sources. Kryszat’s study in 2008 estimated that 90% of the 

documentation from Kültepe was indicative of the collective usage of a customized cuneiform 

writing system, a ‘merchant script’, which was apparently in use by both the Assyrians and 
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Anatolians, with markers indicative of different traditions and different scribal hands. Further, by 

grouping these traditional markers and drawing correlations to Anatolians writing in cuneiform, 

Kryszat estimated that the literacy rates among the Anatolians increased over time: “It has to be 

stressed that many of the texts showing the above-mentioned features belong to the level Ib or at 

least to the later period of level II, which leads to the assumption of an increasing number of 

Anatolian scribes in the course of the history of the trading colonies” (235). The findings from 

Kryszat’s study were also supported by Barjamovic (2015, 65), who observed:  

The texts from Kültepe contain more than a hundred references to individuals bearing the 
designation "ṭupšarrum", but in all cases such individuals appear to be affiliated with the 
colonial administration, and the title seems to refer to an office ("secretary'') rather than 
an occupation ("scribe") (Larsen 1976: 304- 307). 

Therefore, all indications lead us to believe that the texts suggest a large and growing number of 

literate and semi-literate merchants who received basic scribal training. By exploiting the 

indicative scribal markers (i.e. cuneiform sign forms) in a close textual analysis of the scribal 

hands, these results would no doubt be beneficial for demographic estimates as well. The pursuit 

of this method is currently underway in a Ph.D. dissertation study by undertaken Wiebke Beyer 

at the University of Hamburg. 

The next series of questions are intended to explore the sources of appropriate 

demographic measurement. Wachter states that such measurements typically come from 

“censuses, vital records, surveys, and ethnographic observations” (2014, 3). Although there are 

no such records found for the OA texts, we can draw comparable information from the sources 

we do have, which can then be used for more systematic measurements of the age and size of the 

population at Kanesh. 

If we want to use the cuneiform tablets for a systematic estimate of the demographics, 
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one of the most important variables to control for is time. For the OA texts this means that we 

need to obtain the recorded dates of the tablets and ages of the merchants listed. While the OA 

texts never mention birth dates, they do indicate the death dates for prominent merchants, and, as 

mentioned above, although there are only ca. 1,050 texts with identifiable dates, there appears to 

be enough overlap across families that we can focus on dating a representative subset of 

hierarchically ranked entities within the network.  

Applying this chronological metadata to both the family trees and networks allows us to 

estimate a range of dates (via co-mentions) for numerous entities who are otherwise undated. We 

can see an example of how this could be applied broadly in figures 5.3.1-10. Even though this 

work is currently incomplete and in need of additional editing, the family trees seen in these 

figures (esp. 5.3ff.) clearly impose a chronological structure useful for systematically estimating 

cohort mortality and cohort fertility across the generations.205 These trees may also be useful for 

demographic estimates of the ages and growth of the population over time, but how can we know 

the ages of the merchants at any given time? Fortunately, the model introduced in our study of 

the IF in Chapters 3 and 4 could provide us with the ages of many of the merchants in the 

network, and thereby allow us to leverage the textual remains to detail each given generation at 

Kanesh. Because the rank distributions (per person per letter) correspond in large part to the age 

of the entity within a given generation, it is likely that we can use the rank info generated by 

Bamman’s latent variable model (after some further testing and fine-tuning) to provide age 

distributions (per person per letter). However, in order to do so, we will need to include the range 

of dates we have for each merchant via cliques and family trees (see Figs. 5.3ff.).  

                                                
205 Wachter (2014, 54) describes how ‘life tables’ made for the children of King Edward were used to estimate the 
cohort mortality. He goes on to include methods for obtaining cohort fertility rates from a subset of data. Both of 
these methods and others discussed by Wachter could be applied to the OA textual data, which I intend to show in a 
forthcoming study. 
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If we are able to exploit this marker for the age of the merchants in the network then we 

could use the results to obtain ‘person-years lived’ for many of the key actors in the network, 

which in turn may allow us to derive the Stationary Population Identity of the OA network.206 

These methods would also help us understand the chronological proportions of the documents in 

aggregate and how representative each cohort is within the network. 

 Thus, by using a combination of layered family trees, ranked-ages, and cliques from the 

network, we could have sufficient data to think in terms of periods and cohorts. By adjusting the 

latent variable model to reflect the merchants’ ages, and checking the results against those 

merchants for whom we may already suggest their age on select text, we would then have a more 

approximate estimate of the population of the OA social network for a given generation. Further, 

if this method proves fruitful, it will no doubt add greater clarity to the remaining family trees for 

the most difficult homonyms (i.e. Puzur-Aššur, Ennam-Aššur, Aššur-malik, etc.), which could 

extend across as many as five generations (see Fig. 5.3ff.). 

 By proposing a new method for systematic demographic measurement when the more 

traditional demographic sources are unavailable, we can see how the present study may be 

optimized and applied to further quantitative methods. Because this new method will require the 

datasets generated by this study, I propose to make this demographic estimate a part of my future 

work in collaboration with the abovementioned specialists in multiple disciplines. 

5.2.2. Expectations for ongoing research 

I have shown above how the network models perform under the current constraints. As noted, 

without additional metadata for the provenance of the tablets, the network is able to model the 

relationships between entities (Hanneman et al. 2005), but does not innately reveal the original 
                                                
206 For more on these demographic methods, see Wachter 2014, 33ff. 
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archival nature of the documentation. Without the publication of the loci and placement of the 

tablets as they were found in situ in archaeological reports, the network provides more about the 

social context than the archival context. This is a common issue in dealing with historical data, as 

Baker pointed out, “given the lack of an excavated findspot for the tablets, the archive has to be 

pieced together according to internal criteria, that is, principally by prosopographical and other 

circumstantial evidence” (2004, 5f.). Baker goes on to describe methods and variables which are 

useful not only for ‘archival reconstruction’, but also for various types of quantitative analysis of 

a population. While the former has already demonstrated its value for historians, the latter is still 

up for debate. However, the opposite can be said for social scientists interested in historical 

datasets, and before we can hope to provide a benchmark dataset from the OA texts, it will be 

crucial to continue to apply these methods of quantitative measurement. 

Additionally, as the process of supervised disambiguation progresses, we find that the 

network concatenates groups of texts in which events co-occur. To some, this aspect of 

disambiguation is even more valuable than the ‘archives’ these groups of texts may have 

constituted. When seen in a network structure outside the confines of ‘archives’ and dossiers, the 

OA documents cluster in groups which reflect personal economic and legal events. In turn, these 

events help us to establish cohorts of primary actors, and periods which had the greatest impact 

on the market as a whole. In light of this observation we must admit the possibility that the OA 

merchants were more interested in documenting important events occurring in their cliques and 

neighborhoods, than they were in keeping complete accountings of their commercial and 

personal affairs, or for the sake of the ‘archive’ as a collection of curated texts and files. We must 

also admit the possibility that these years were no more (nor less) important than any others, and 

that these numerous texts from the kārum Level II period at Kanesh were the result of “a general 
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phenomenon and not a function of a non-representative database. In other words, the archives at 

Kültepe did change character in a radical way during the few years around REL 80” (Barjamovic 

et al. 2012, 58). Barjamovic et al. go on to posit numerous possible explanations for the increase 

in textual evidence between REL 80-110, only to conclude “that the beginning of the extensive 

archives in practically all the Assyrian houses in the lower town around REL 80 may be seen as a 

consequence of a massive settlement at Kanesh of Assyrian traders, who for unknown reasons 

decided to establish permanent bases for their activities here” (62).  

 Because there is likely no single reason for the rise and decline of (dated) records at 

Kültepe during the kārum II period (figure 1.2.1), we will no doubt have to take a multivariable 

approach to a more complex historical phenomenon. For this reason, it will be increasingly 

important to apply multi-disciplinary and multi-method approaches to the disambiguation and 

deduplication of persons and events. SNA allows us to track multiple modes of relationships and 

entities, and to analyze and disambiguate these nodes and edges statistically and transparently. 

Network graphs are also aptly suited for the visualization and interpretation of computationally 

generated results, which may at first appear to be ‘noise’, but upon further scrutiny patterns 

begin to emerge, patterns which can then be tested through close readings in a structured, 

contextualized, relational setting.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful. 

 —George Box    
 

 
 
After evaluating the multiple methods used to reconstruct the Assyrian-Anatolian networks, and 

having discussed the usefulness of an internal hierarchical marker for social rank, we will next 

discuss the findings of the analysis of the epistolary network. Just as we were able to gain unique 

insights into the society in and around Kanesh by examining the emic social ordering retained in 

the IF of the OA letters, we can use the networks they formed in order to highlight patterns and 

pinpoint key figures who play a central role in their society. After introducing the different 

attributes of the network analysis, we will then examine how well these findings reflect the 

principal merchants, or robust actors of Kanesh, who we have previously introduced. This will 

then allow us to use our analysis to explore individuals of whom less is currently known, but 

who were nonetheless integral entities operating within the port of trade at Kanesh.  

6.1 Robust action 

The term robust actor was coined by the sociologists, John Padgett and Christopher Ansell. 

Their work has illustrated what a detailed social analysis can reveal about past social and 

economic structures for the 15th century Florentine families and in so doing demonstrated how 

Cosimo Medici was one such robust actor.207 My intention is to show what a social network 

                                                
207 In their ground-breaking study, “Robust Action and the Rise of the Medici,” the historian and sociologist, J. 
Padgett and C. Ansell, describe the strategic networks of commercial families in Florence (A.D. 1282-1494). They 
leverage the entities in the trade network or relational substrata to assess those entities with the greatest robust 
action. Within this analysis the merchant Cosimo Medici emerges as a central actor, whose extensive web of 
influence was based on the preservation of a high degree of ambiguous ties. His actions were robust not only 
because he was at the center of the trade network, with the greatest access to the three dimensions of influence in 
Renaissance Florence, which included: wealth, political faction, and lineage size (Padgett 2009, 3), but more 
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analysis can reveal about the OA society in similar terms. Interestingly, the term robust actor 

seems to have been replaced in social science with a litany of attributes or statistical metrics 

based on attributes like degree (i.e. attestations), centrality (i.e. frequency distributions), and rank 

(i.e. from the IF). Each of these tell us something about the types of patterns that are formed 

through group interaction and each can be represented using statistical algorithms, the results of 

which are best visualized in a network graph.  

The analysis discussed in this study has benefitted from the Gephi software, which allows 

its users to run algorithms for statistical analysis and visualize the results in network form.208 

Further analysis can also help to explain the different social attributes of our network (see Figs. 

6.2-10).209 We will illustrate some of these statistical measurements on the OA network, by 

focusing on the most central families found in the old texts.210 Once we have measured each 

entity’s position in the network and the strength of the relationships between these entities, we 

can make informed judgements as to the various roles that these prominent merchants must have 

played as they worked together (and against each other) to secure positions of influence in the 

network.211  

                                                                                                                                                       
importantly, because Cosimo exploited this position in order to maximize his options while minimizing those of 
everyone else. Through the strength of weak ties and an already active social mobility, Cosimo maintained implicit 
ties with those already in elite positions as well as those vying for elite status, thereby acting as a middleman 
between these different factions. See Padgett and Ansell, 1993; Padgett 2009. 

208 Bastian et al. 2009; see also Gephi’s GitHub [https://github.com/gephi]. 

209 Kathlene Carley’s work at Center of the Computational Analysis of Social and Organizational Systems 
(CASOS) at CMU has also provided useful tools and detailed descriptions of these statistical tools for measuring 
networks. See Carley et al. 2013.  

210 Note that although the SNA is separate from the rank analysis discussed in chapter five, both are emic forms of 
statistical analysis, meaning that we exploit already existing or native patterns in the OA society to derive our 
results. 

211 The results shown here and in figures 6.2-6.10 are based on the unsupervised disambiguation of the OA letters. 
Once the disambiguation has been completed under supervision, we will then be able to run the same measurements 
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Naturally, there are many attributes which combine to make a good leader, and while 

traditional methods of textual analysis can provide us with significant insights into the social 

dynamics of the OA society, we must admit that these are innately limited by the textual data and 

can only reflect what is directly recorded. Many of the subtle nuances that shape a group or 

society were likely never written down, however, even here we have the chance to gain 

additional insights in observing the innate groupings and patterns formed in the network.  

Here I apply the SNA methods from Carley et al (2013) on a revised version of the 

disambiguated epistolary network, in order to obtain quantitative metrics from social science. 

While it is experimental to obtain quantitative measurements from historical texts, my hope is 

that the resulting analyses will prove useful in better understand the hierarchical rankings 

employed by the Assyrian merchants. We can further delineate the roles and positions that these 

merchants occupy within the community by looking at a number of different attributes used in 

the resulting analysis (Figs. 6.2-6.10). Below I list the top three entities in each category, but for 

a more complete list (of the top twenty entities) see figures 6.2-6.10. 

6.1.1. Robust actors via social network analysis (SNA)  

I. Emergent leader212 (Fig. 6.2): Imdī-ilum, Innāya, Puzur-Aššur. 

II. “In-the-know”213 (Fig. 6.3): Pūšu-kēn, Imdī-ilum, Puzur-Aššur.  

                                                                                                                                                       
and compare our results.  

212 The analysis for the emergent leader “measures the total amount of cognitive effort expended by each agent to 
do its tasks, need to move, connecting others, and so on. Such individuals may never become the formal leader of a 
group. Emergent leaders are identified in terms of the amount of cognitive effort that is inferred to be expended 
based on the individual's position in the meta-network. Individuals who are strong emergent leaders are likely to be 
not just connected to many people, organizations, tasks, events, areas of expertise, and resources; but also, are 
engaged in complex tasks where they may not have all the needed resources or knowledge and so have to coordinate 
with others, or have other reasons why they need to coordinate or share data or resources.” (Carley et al. 2013, 847) 

213 “The total degree centrality of a node is the normalized sum of its row and column degrees. Individuals or 
organizations who are in the know are those who are linked to many others and so, by virtue of their position have 
access to the ideas, thoughts, beliefs of many others. Individuals who are in the know are identified by degree 
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III. Number of cliques214 (Fig. 6.4): Pūšu-kēn (30), Puzur-Aššur (29), Imdī-ilum (21).  

IV. Leader of strong clique215 (Fig. 6.5): Pūšu-kēn, Šarrum-Suen, Dadāya. 

V. Acts as a hub216 (Fig. 6.6): Ilia, Šalim-ahum, Lā-qēpum. 

VI. Acts as an authority217 (Fig. 6.7): Pūšu-kēn, Muza, Pūšu-kēn II. 

VII. Potentially influential218 (Fig. 6.9): Innāya, Imdī-ilum, Pūšu-kēn. 

VIII. Connects groups219 (Fig. 6.9): Šu-Bēlum, Ennam-Aššur, Aššur-lamassī. 

IX. Group awareness220 (Fig. 6.10): Imdī-ilum, Pūšu-kēn, Puzur-Aššur. 

                                                                                                                                                       
centrality in the relevant social network. Those who are ranked high on this metrics have more connections to others 
in the same network.” (Carley et al. 2013, 1053)  

214 “The number of distinct cliques to which each node belongs. Individuals or organizations who are high in 
number of cliques are those that belong to a large number of distinct cliques. A clique is defined as a group of three 
or more actors that have many connections to each other and relatively fewer connections to those in other groups.” 
(Carley et al. 2013, 628) 
 
215 This measurement “calculates the principal eigenvector of the network. A node is central to the extent that its 
neighbors are central. Leaders of strong cliques are individuals who or organizations who are connected to others 
that are themselves highly connected to each other. In other words, if you have a clique then the individual most 
connected to others in the clique and other cliques, is the leader of the clique. Individuals or organizations who are 
connected to many otherwise isolated individuals or organizations will have a much lower score in this measure than 
those that are connected to groups that have many connections themselves.” (Carley et al. 2013, 890) 

216 “A node is hub-central to the extent that its out-links are to nodes that have many in-links. Individuals or 
organizations that act as hubs are sending information to a wide range of others each of whom has many others 
reporting to them. Technically, an agent is hub-central if its out-links are to agents that have many other agents 
sending links to them.” (Carley et al. 2013, 905) 

217 “A node is authority-central to the extent that its in-links are from nodes that have many out-links. Individuals or 
organizations that act as authorities are receiving information from a wide range of others each of whom sends 
information to a large number of others. Technically, an agent is authority-central if its in-links are from agents that 
have are sending links to many others.” (Carley et al. 2013, 823) 

218 “The Betweenness Centrality of node v in a network is defined as: across all node pairs that have a shortest path 
containing v, the percentage that pass through v. Individuals or organizations that are potentially influential are 
positioned to broker connections between groups and to bring to bear the influence of one group on another or serve 
as a gatekeeper between groups. This agent occurs on many of the shortest paths between other agents.” (Carley et 
al. 2013, 826) 

219 “Individuals or organizations that connect groups are those that are connecting disconnected groups. The 
individual or organization may be connected to only one or a few members of each group. This is a composite 
measure that is high when the agent is potentially influential but is not in the know. This is calculated as the ration of 
betweenness centrality to total degree centrality and is calculated on agent by agent networks.” (Carley et al. 2013, 
979) 
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From these results, we can begin to see what lies behind the high ranks and central 

cliques which the robust actors in the OA social network possessed. By all measurements Pūšu-

kēn and Imdī-ilum are the clear ‘leaders’ of the Assyrian networks, the analysis for these two 

entities is much more reliable as they both possess unique names. This measurement is based on 

the OA merchant texts, which we must admit focus primarily on the trade and venture capitalism 

of the wealthiest and most influential Assyrians living in Kanesh, with fewer references to the 

royal family, government officials or local administrators. It is interesting to note that the Pūšu-

kēn family is overly represented as an ‘authority’ in the network (Fig. 6.7). These measurements 

reflect the activities and events of individuals reflected through a ‘distant reading’ of the 

epistolary texts as a whole. In doings so, they communicate hierchical measurements as a result 

of emergent social phenomena. For example, the death of prominent family members (i.e. Pūšu-

kēn) propelled certain entities to higher positions in the network (i.e. Buzazu, Muza (f.), and 

Pūšu-kēn II). Given that such events are expressed in these records, the goal of this type of SNA 

is to interpret the analysis in the context of the given entity’s activities, which in turn allow us to 

discover new events and activities between entities. 

The bar-chart in figure 6.1 depicts an initial summary of the top individuals who occupy 

the most central positions in the OA network. Naturally, the merchant Pūšu-kēn is the clear 

leader, with Imdī-ilum as a close second, a fact that any OA specialist would already know. The 

results are reassuring in that they fit well with the scholarship at hand, and suggest that by 

reconstructing the relationships on each of the tablets we have accurately represented the robust 

actors which the specialists have identified as the central figures in the trade. Therefore, the next 

                                                                                                                                                       
220 “Individuals or organizations that are high in group awareness are those that by virtue of their connections to 
others, what resources they use, what knowledge there is, what tasks there are - have a better understanding of what 
others are doing. The scientific name of this measure is shared situation awareness.” (Carley et al. 2013, 1027) 
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step is to expand our knowledge of the roles that some of the lesser-known entities played in the 

network. This includes the extended Anatolian networks of Assyrian-Anatolian marriages (e.g., 

Šišahšušar), and the children from these unions such as Ahaha and Uṣur-ša-Aššur. However, 

before we branch out into uncharted territory, let us first cover the well-trodden ground to ensure 

we are standing on solid ground. 

The namesake, Pūšu-kēn, is primarily shared with only one other person: his grandson, 

both of whom were most likely alive, albeit less active, around the same time (see Fig. 5.3.4 and 

Fig. 2.9).221 By far the majority of the documentation concerns Pūšu-kēn the elder. But before we 

can be certain which texts were his, a careful disambiguation is necessary, and by utilizing the 

past scholarship we are able to assign the majority of these texts to the earlier Pūšu-kēn, son of 

Sueyya.222 Imdī-ilum, on the other hand, is a completely unique name as far as we can say from 

the old texts, so we can be certain that when his name tops the list, that it is clearly pointing out 

one very influential individual.  

As mentioned above, the work by Padgett and Ansell describe the importance of a robust 

actor, such as Cosimo Medici, who was perceived as a pragmatic leader in the medieval 

Florentine trade due to his central position in the network: “Robust action resolves the 

contradiction between judge and boss because at the center there are no unequivocal self-

interests” (Padgett & Ansell 1993, 1264 and Fig. 2b, 1277). Relating this to the OA network, we 

see that Pūšu-kēn tops the list in most if not all of the quantifiable attributes. It is clear that his 

                                                
221 There are a very small number of texts which give evidence of a third patronymic for the name Pūšu-kēn in two 
of the old texts: Pūšu-kēn son of Šarawa (TC 3, 250), where he acts as a witness in a debt-note, dated to REL 136 
(ca. 1840 B.C.E.), with an alternate spelling, Pūšu-kēn son of Šerawa (TPAK 1, 14), mentioned in a letter along with 
Pūšu-kēn son of Buzāzu, dated to approximately the same time (ca. REL 131-136) based on this association. 

222 See for example Stratford 2010, who reconstructs a micro-narrative from a group of 36 texts within the archive 
of Pūšu-kēn son of Sueyya. 
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position in the network afforded him the ability to connect with the largest number of cliques and 

groups which extended outside of the central Assyrian network. His high rank in betweenness 

centrality is a good indicator that, like Cosimo Medici, Pūšu-kēn was able to maintain numerous 

weak ties in networks where others played a more central role, which in turn provided him 

information about and access to a larger portion of the network. With far-reaching access 

coupled with a steady group of partners and investors, there is no question from the published 

texts we have currently, that Pūšu-kēn was the most intensely connected and well-respected 

authority on trade at Kanesh.  

If the OA society had only one robust actor, that man would have to have been Pūšu-kēn. 

However, from the results of this analysis, it would appear as though there were, in fact, two 

robust actors, with Imdī-ilum as the second. Interestingly enough, both of these merchants were 

not only active in the colony at the same time, even dying only a few years apart from one 

another (as seen in Fig. 1.14), they were also clearly working together in a partnership 

throughout most of their careers.223 Just as Pūšu-kēn had a larger network, Imdī-ilum had deeper 

pockets. His connection to wealthy investors at Assur and his large and established family ties 

provided Imdī-ilum with the financial stability to extend numerous lines of credit and business 

contracts to his partners in trade. And just as we discussed in Chapter two, because so much of 

the liquidity in the market and structure of the network depended on these two merchants, their 

deaths meant that within less than a decade the entire OA network experienced a dramatic shift if 

not a crisis and collapse, followed by a period of reorganization.224 

                                                
223 Larsen 2015, 73; 207-8. For a chronological diagram of these merchants attested texts see the OA Family Trees 
in Figure 5.3ff. 
224 For more details on the rise and fall of the population at the port of Kanesh, see Barjamovic et al. 2012, 58-73. 
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6.2. SNA versus IF rank 

As shown in Tables 6.1-6.9, along with the top 20 entities for each attribute measured in the 

analysis, the ranks of these entities have also been provided inasmuch as they have been 

sufficiently disambiguated, with plenty of room for future work. After reviewing the results of 

the network analysis, a number of questions arise, which I will do my best to address here. 

First, it is clear that despite his most central position in the network, Pūšu-kēn is not the 

highest ranked merchant according to the epistolary formula (IF). Why is this? It is important to 

make the distinction between these two measurements in order to understand what they are 

modeling. The networks used in this study for the SNA are based on attestations of names on 

each of the tablets, and after either the unsupervised disambiguation (i.e. the co-mention 

network) or supervised disambiguation (i.e. the attestation network), we then have a graph which 

represents all the tablets collectively which provides a measurement, based on degree, of the 

relationships between all the attested merchants. In contrast, the ranks derived from the IF are a 

measurement provided by the Assyrian merchants themselves. The only thing we do is generate 

explicit numbers for these relative ranks. What the two have in common is that they are both 

forms of hierarchical ranking across the network. The difference between the two speaks to how 

the Assyrians ranked each other overtly, in an emic formula (IF), and how their relationships 

ranked them, which may have been less overt (as is the case in our own networks, they exist and 

define our position in a society but rarely are we aware of this position quantitatively).225   

So if Pūšu-kēn is not the highest ranked entity in the OA trade, who is? After running the 

algorithm over the ca. 2,000 letters numerous times, the top ranked entity by the Assyrians’ 

metric is Hanna-nārum, who is attested in 14 letters (41 texts altogether), and each time is listed 
                                                
225 For more on these two forms of hierarchical measurement, see Chapters three and four. 
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first.226 Based on the references to Innāya son of Amurāya, and others, we can suggest a date of 

approximately REL 105 for the commercial activity of this wealthy investor. 

Without further research on the other high-ranking actors in the network, this remains 

only an observation for the time being. Interpreting these various ranks and sample sizes requires 

a supervised disambiguation. The relative ranks of these entities are naturally in somewhat of a 

constant flux. Relationships are dynamic, and in this group of texts they were apparently held in 

check by a number of social and economic factors, primarily those that fall under kin and 

contracts.  

That said, the dossier of Aššur-nādā shows us that a merchant’s position and influence in 

the trade was not only determined by social connections, but also by social distance, and his 

ability to establish hubs in the Anatolian hinterland. Based on the results of the unsupervised 

disambiguation, Aššur-nādā appears fourth in the list as an “emergent leader” (see Table 6.1), 

which means that although he was perhaps never a formal leader in the overall network, his role 

as middle-man and long-distance trader, he could forge relationships at multiple levels both at 

Kanesh and beyond, giving him a strategic advantage to coordinate with other high-ranking 

                                                
226 AKT 3, 99 (Hanna-Nārum and Ennānum were given silver from a debtor); BIN 4, 218 (Hanna-Nārum reports to 
Innāya (son of Amurāya) on his debts, including 5 minas to Adada, with Innāya as guarantor); BIN 6, 109 (another 
letter to Hanna-Nārum, who owes 5 m. silver to Adada and Innāya is the guarantor); BIN 6, 49 (IF: Innāya (son of 
Amurāya) < Hanna-Nārum* + Aššur-imittī | ment.: Lulu; Aššur-muttabbil; sons of Šu-Anum); BIN 6, 50 (IF: Innāya 
(s. Amurāya) < Hanna-Nārum* | ment.: tamkārum; Šu-Enlil; Enna-Suen); BIN 6, 92 (IF: Hanna-Nārum* + Iddin-
abum + Nazi < Šu-Ištar | Pugdašu s. Anninum); CCT 6, 3c (IF: Hanna-Nārum* + Iddin-abum + Nazi < Innāya (s. 
Amurāya) | ment.: Itūr-ilī); Kayseri 70 (Hanna-Nārum* + Lipit-Anum + Nabi-Suen + Šu-Enlil < Innāya (s. 
Amurāya) | Adada s. Amur-Ištar (cred 5 m. silver to Hanna-Nārum); son of Atata / Adada) KTH 14 (The letter 
writer mentions 10,000 mines of copper (10 līme URUDU) along with the rabi sikkitim, Anatolian official office. IF:  
Hanna-Nārum* + Itūr-ilī + Puzur-Aššur < Šu-Ištar | ment: Šaharrana; Ahu-waqar) KTK 20 - Golenischeff 14 
(Numerous officials mentioned Hanna-Nārum* + Itūr-ilī + Aššur-malik < Šu-Ištar | ment.: Alulāya mār šiprim 
‘royal messenger’; rābiṣum ‘the commissioner’; rabi simmiltim ‘the elders’); KUG 35 (A letter from Sabasiya to 
Hanna-Nārum et al. regarding the interest on a paid debt of 12 minas of silver, which amounted to 2 minas 43 1/4 
shekels. This interest sat unpaid for somewhere between 2 and 11 years. Sabasiya writes: “Your term is exceeded by 
2 years and 11 years!” (IF: Hanna-Nārum* + Puzur-Aššur + Kunāya + Dan-Aššur + Ikūn-pī-Aššur + Buzazu < 
Sabasiya | ment.: Puzur-ilī); RA 81, 6 (Michel No. 172) (IF: Hanna-Nārum* + Šu-Kūbum + Uṣur-ša-Aššur + Dadia 
+ Ilī-ālum + Aššur-imittī < Innāya (s. Amurāya)); TC 3, 100 (Concerning an ebuttum-contract for Aššur-malik (IF: 
Hanna-Nārum* + Aššur-rabi < Aššur-malik)); VS 26, 39 (Hanna-Nārum* + Aššur-rabi < Aššur-malik). 
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merchants for easier access to goods, resources, and knowledge. This strategic position is 

particularly emphasised with his higher central position (aka. “in-the-know,” see Fig. 6.3) in the 

network, and speaks to the large of cliques, evidenced in his position just after Innāya in terms of 

‘clique count’ (Fig. 6.4). Throughout his career, Aššur-nādā maintained connections with both 

Assyrian and Anatolians.227 Both of these points appear to remain consistent even after 

supervised disambiguation. Although his father, Aššur-idī, consistently outranks his son (ca. 100 

of 1000), Aššur-nādā had more numerous connections and a more central position in the 

Anatolian networks (no doubt because of his marriage to the Anatolian amtum, Šišahšušar), both 

factors which led to Aššur-nādā’s greater authority and activity across the network (Fig. 6.7).  

From our understanding of how the text confirm the results gained through SNA, it is 

reasonable to employ the term ‘robust actor’ to describe Aššur-nādā, for his ability to build 

cliques not only with the elite Assyrian investors, but perhaps more importantly, the distant 

Anatolian communities that reached across the region north and west of Kanesh. No doubt it was 

by maintaining ties with these exterior communities that elevated Aššur-nādā’s awareness of the 

trade (Fig. 6.3), and provided the breadth and stability in mitigating financial investment risks. 

His heightened awareness enables him to confront a merchant who attacked Aššur-nādā’s 

credibility and cheated him (wanā’um) in OAA 1, 71. He further claimed that his opponent had 

‘denounced him in colony after colony’ (ina kār kārma puru’i taštanakkan), something which 

was no doubt very destructive when the risk of one’s business resided in maintaining a credible 

reputation. While this affair was no doubt a serious issue for the merchant, Aššur-nādā was able 

to rely on a large and heavily interconnected social support system, due to his central position in 

                                                
227 This was discussed above in the network of Aššur-nādā’s amtu-wife, Šišahšušar. For a complete list of the SNA 
attributes used here see Figs. 6.2-6.10. 
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the network. 

6.3 Marriage and Social Mobility 

Padgett and Ansell’s definition of “social structure,” is formed by marriage and economic 

networks (1993, 1274). They make a distinction between ‘strong tie’ marriage and economic 

networks and ‘weak tie’ political and friendship networks, which they arrived at ‘inductively’ 

(1274 n. 28). In contrast, the OA archives blur these lines of marriage, politics and friendship all 

for economic advantage. Because the texts apparently do not distinguish these ties as ‘strong’ or 

‘weak’ this form of inductive classification has been replaced in our study with an deductive 

form of weighting, based on the textual recurrence of a tie between two entities. Therefore, based 

on the exchanges and actions recorded in the texts, we are able to indicate which relationships 

were ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ based on etic evidence. The difference between these ties is one’s 

ability to walk away from the relationship for an extended period of time and then resume 

business practices.228 We conclude that’ strong ties’ existed between partners and immediate 

family members living in the same generation (i.e. 10-20 year window) and ‘weak ties’ were 

those which extended outside these confines to include the extended Anatolian population, 

through marriage contracts, geographic proximity and neighborhoods, and other forms of 

contractual agreements (i.e. extension of credit). From this list of variables, we are able to 

categorize the majority of the ties which the Assyrians made with the local population into these 

two types, and do so by degree. Strong ties typically include close family members, long 

partnerships and neighbors to a degree (depending on how mobile they were), whereas weak ties 

include the extended families (i.e. cousins and uncles), new families (i.e. via marriage, especially 

amtu-marriage), friends and neighbors to a large degree. 
                                                
228 See for example, the exchange between Aššur-nādā and Šu-Anum in ICK 1, 63 in Chapter five (§ 5.3.1). 
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In contrasting the different types of relationships, the Assyrians made with the 

Anatolians, we find a significant distinction made on the part of the Assyrians between economic 

partnerships and marriage agreements. This is especially clear in terms of the ranks which were 

used by the Assyrian merchants and assigned to their Anatolian colleagues. The Assyrian traders 

consistently assign low ranks to their Assyrian wives, Anatolian amtum and even their Anatolian 

partners (as discussed in Chapter two). This suggests that the rank analyzed in the IF is primarily 

an indication of one’s position in the Assyrian trade network, a fairly exclusive circle of family 

and kin, so it should come as no surprise that their wives in Assur and most of the local 

Anatolians fall outside of this ranking system.  

In addition to the hierarchically stratified inner circle of Assyrian traders, we also find 

extensive social and economic networks which expand across families (via aššatu-marriages 

within the Assyrian merchant families), as well as with Anatolian groups (via amtu-marriages 

with Anatolian families). These networks, however, are not ranked in the same way as the 

Assyrian traders in that the rules for hierarchical position are not expressed as strictly. 

Although it is clear that the Assyrian merchants would take a second wife for socio-

economic mobility while living in Anatolia, the personal exchanges between spouses—

especially with an amtum—often resemble a master-slave relationship, as Larsen indicated (§ 

2.4.3). While the majority of the exchanges focus on the local daily affairs of managing the 

estate, occasionally we also read of more terse, demeaning, and even cruel exchanges found in 

the letters. For example, in (BIN 4, 228) a letter from a high ranking merchant, Lā-qēpum who 

sends his amtu-wife, Hatala, a small amount of silver (3 shekels) and some firewood, and then 

forbids her to leave and orders her to pay his debt with the silver he sent, cautioning her: “do not 

make me angry!” (libbī la imaraṣ). While this is not an uncommon threat, and may have even 
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been used colloquially with a meaning we cannot fully interpret, what we see in this letter seems 

to fit with the common exchanges between husbands and wives, who were measurably of lower 

social status than the Assyrian merchants.229 Unfortunately, the documentation is rather one-

sided, but from the Assyrians perspective the results of these marriages were hugely beneficial, 

especially when seen through that pragmatic view always fixed on the trade. Wealth was 

apparently the bottom line. Marriage, whether aššatum or amtum, meant forging closer ties and 

moving into more central positions within both the Assyrian and Anatolian networks, in order to 

increase in wealth and social standing. In essence, we see the same type of kinship hierarchy 

employed in order to ensure a slightly wider safety-net in times of financial difficulty.  

6.4. The Anatolian-Assyrian amtum 

While much is still unknown about the enigmatic group of women referred to as amtu, which is 

often translated as ‘slave-girl, servant, maid, or concubine.’ We can only claim to know anything 

of this enigmatic term from two sources: 1) the few receipts of the sale of the so-called amtum 

marriages, and 2) the letters exchanged between the Assyrian merchants who wrote to them by 

name, and taught them how to write. Before we delve into our study of the amtu, let us first pose 

a question as to their writing abilities, which OA specialists have been asking for quite a while. If 

these women were writing, how could we tell? It is a difficult question, because in looking for 

clues, we betray our inherent biases about women writers (and Anatolian writers in general), who 

we assume were new to the art-form, and therefore either made mistakes or simplified the 

                                                
229 Larsen (2001) noted a few of the more common accusations: “listening to ‘idiotic words’, rumors, loose talk and 
slander may be found in other letters, especially in messages addressed to women: ‘Why do you keep writing idiotic 
words to me? Your sister is close friends with my niece, and their words are false! Still, you keep listening to 
slander!’ [(CCT 2, 6: 4-13)] The trader Aššur-taklāku writes to his wife [(amtišu)] in Anatolia: ‘Not only are 
troubles large enough to fill the heavens laid upon me, but then you constantly write heated letters to me!’ [(RA 51, 
5-6: 11-15)]” (281). 
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writing system in some way.230  

Our findings seem to be fairly consistent with these assumptions, and the occurrence of 

these simplifications in paleography (or sign forms) and errors in grammar (particularly in the 

morphology) are for now the only clues which we have, aside from what we can glean from the 

introductory formula.231 The majority of these women were likely purchased for a relatively 

meagre sum (ca 20 shekels, as seen in BIN 4, 212) only to be taken to a foreign land (if they 

were purchased in Assur) and made to work for their masters estate. Under these circumstances it 

is clear that “women in this society were in vulnerable positions — their husbands traveled a 

great deal and would sometimes be absent from the home for months; and for the wives sitting in 

Assur the situation would be even worse, since their men could often be away in Anatolia for 

years. This left the women with a great deal of responsibility for the daily affairs of the house 

and not least the children” (Larsen 2001 285; cf. Michel 1997). 

One of the peculiarities of the Old Assyrian marital custom is that it permits the husband 

to take two wives in marriage, whose statutes were different and who never live in the same 

place. This is seen by analysis of the various marriage contracts used to define the status of 

Anatolian wives residing in Kanesh. The activities of these can also be reconstructed from the 

letters they received from their husbands (Michel 2008, 209f.). The texts repeatedly indicate that 

the Anatolian women were regarded as most trusted and clearly important among the OA traders, 

but the complaints by the secondary wives cast a bleak look into a challenging life. However, 

their trust afforded them a larger lifestyle, both in terms of their monetary value as well as the 

                                                
230 The most common mistakes were in mixing up: the gender for pronominal suffixes, singular and plural markers, 
and the genitive and accusative plural suffixes; all of which were apparently foreign to the Hittite language (Kryszat 
2008, 235-236; Barjamovic 2015). 

231 See Kryszat 2008, 233; 2001, 266-67; Michel 2014, 206 
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position and responsibility which they held in the Anatolian society.  

Anatolian women regularly appear alongside their husbands in debt-notes, having sealed 
the document together with them, which indicates that their acceptance was necessary for a 
man to enter into a contractual relationship that could have an effect on his family; and 
several divorce settlements show that women enjoyed equal rights with their husbands. 
Such a position was clearly not given to the Anatolian women who married Assyrians, but 
we have to assume that compromises were established which created new types of 
relationships that were neither traditionally Anatolian nor Assyrian. (Larsen and Lassen 
2014, 177)  

 
There are two types of so-called mixed marriages. The first involves elite Anatolians who marry 

Assyrian woman, or perhaps more accurately, we have evidence of a number of Assyrian women 

who were married to Anatolian men after a few generations of Assyrian presence in Asia Minor, 

as Larsen & Lassen describe: 

The daughter of the prominent Assyrian merchant Imdī-ilum, a certain Ištar-bāštī, was 
married twice, first to an Assyrian and after his death to an Anatolian. In a letter her 
father complains that her marriages [have] cost him a lot of money for dowries. Another 
woman from a prominent family, Šāt-Anna, daughter of Šalim-Aššur, was married to an 
Anatolian called Šuppi-numan son of Peruwa, and she was an active participant in 
commercial procedures, even investing in caravans from Assur (Lassen & Larsen 2014, 
178). 

 
The second type of marriage we find is between the Assyrian traders who come to Kanesh for 

business purposes and there they take an additional local Anatolian wife. A study on the 

relationship between the Assyrians and their second wives involves first and foremost a 

prosopographic examination of the various female names to define membership of these women 

to one or the other of the two communities. (Michel 2008, 209f.) While this study attempts to 

begin this process in a structural and responsible manner, an in-depth prosopography still 

remains to be completed for the 23,000 tablets found at Kanesh, which include in addition to the 

many Assyrian names, anthroponyms of various ethnicities, which are not always easy to 

recognize: Hittite, Luwian, Hattin, Hurrian, and Amorite names, are the few which we can infer 
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from the prosopography (Garelli 1963, 167f.). As Michel said:  

"Il n’est pas question ici de discuter de problèmes onomastiques et linguistiques en détail, 
mais plutôt de définir en quoi un nom porté par une femme indique son appartenance à la 
population anatolienne de Kaneš. Et de fait, l’anthroponyme ne suffit pas toujours : un 
individu doté d’un nom anatolien peut tout à fait être issu d’un mariage mixte entre 
Assyrien(ne) et Anatolien(ne)" (Michel 2008, 210).  

Paul Garelli was also interested in this question already 48 years earlier:  

Mais il ne faut pas perdre de vue que ces groupes ethniques ne sont pas homogènes. 
L’onomastique révèle des brassages constants qui se manifestent sous une double forme. 
Soit directement : un homme portant un nom caractéristique d’un groupe donné épouse 
une femme d’un autre groupe. Soit indirectement : un individu d'un groupe donné est 
père ou fils d'un individu dont le nom est caractéristique d’un autre groupe. Il est très 
vraisemblable que le deuxième phénomène est la conséquence du premier, c’est-à-dire 
qu’en cas de mariage mixte, les enfants recevaient des noms traditionnels dans les deux 
familles (Garelli 1963, 161). 

He then cites a number of cases of mixed couples or parents who do not have a name with the 

same ethnic group as their children (i.e. ICK 1, 32; CCT 1, 36b: 6; CCT 2, 5: 5). 

 While there were clearly hundreds of Anatolian secondary-wives, they are only sparsely 

referenced throughout the OA text corpus. Still, we can observe that the majority of the Assyrian 

females in our texts seem expressly involved in with the expansive textile industry which 

exported various textiles in large quantity throughout Asia Minor, the proceeds of which went to 

feeding their family and maintaining their estates.232 

6.5 Final thoughts on networks: social scale and social distance 

The historical context for ca. 4,000 (of the 23,000 and counting) OA cuneiform tablets has been 

lost due to illicit digging and poorly documented excavations. Further, the internal social-

relational context of these tablets is obscured by homonyms and papponymy.  However, by 

linking the PNs attested in the old texts into a social-relational network, we can visualize and 
                                                
232 See Breniquet and Michel 2014, 205. However, there are a few notable females who were caught up in the trade 
of their family, most notably Ahaha aka Waqqurtum, who receives a joint-stock fund (naruqqum) (discussed in 
Chapter two). 
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measure this OA society in its entirety, as far as the textual records convey, in order to analyze 

and further delineate the major roles and positions the actors play in the society.233 The evidence 

from these studies will form a foundation upon which we can then add detailed textual and 

archaeological context, in order to come to a more accurate representation of the social and 

cultural relationships which compose history of this highly interconnected society. 

One of the most challenging aspects of any historical reconstruction is to accurately 

contextualize the relationships and events surrounding a single entity—a man or woman. In the 

past scholars have attempted this process by reconstructing an archive of texts belonging to a 

single individual and extending throughout the family tree. As depicted above, this linear 

approach has relied heavily on family ties and therefore such narratives have found it difficult to 

evaluate those relationships which fall outside of the family circle. Now on the basis of network 

analysis (be they socio-economic, kinship, or geographic networks) we can analyze both the 

familial and extended relationships; stepping outside the confines of the family archive to take 

advantage of the individual intersubjectivity that these records have to offer.  

In order to proceed responsibly, the first rule of network analysis is to define the 

parameters or boundaries of the data, for “the boundary of a set of actors allows a researcher to 

describe and identify the population under study” (Wasserman and Faust 1995, 31). In this case, 

the goal was to use as many texts and subjects available, and as discussed above, the boundaries 

of the archive vary considerably in both place and time: ranging from controlled archives to 

fragmentary, incomplete reconstructions, unprovenanced or non-existent contexts,234 to say 

                                                
233 For a complete list of the analysis see Fig. 6.2-6.10. 

234 As mentioned above, numerous tablets were purchased in the markets together with a handful of fakes, for 
example see Adana 237 I, which Hecker noted along with 9 other letters was certainly fake: ‘einschliesslich 
Fälschung!’ (Hecker 1968, 9). 
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nothing of the numerous archives which are still awaiting excavation in the kārum of Kaneš. 

Further, while it true that the majority of the documentation falls within ca. 30 years (REL 75-

105), the range of dated texts from the numerous excavations appear to span the full ca. 200 

years (REL 50-250+).235  

As stated in the beginning, the tenuous nature of our boundaries is the main impetus for 

this type of study, and despite their lack of clear boundaries, the texts provide us with a rich 

source of interrelated narratives, collected in private archives over two hundred years (1950-

1750 B.C.E.), which can be used to construct an internal structure and define the parameters 

based on the data therein. As we see in the chronological network (Fig. 1.2.1.) there are ca. 1,000 

dated texts, which can be extrapolated for further disambiguation via the OA prosopography. 

Additional variables such as hierarchical indicators of rank, age and seniority, or proximity to 

toponyms and specific geographical references, when used together will allow for in-depth 

micro-historical narratives by fully employing the reconstructed the interconnected context 

surrounding a given entity.236  

While our dataset is inherently limited to what has been left behind and subsequently 

excavated, new finds of historical documentation are discovered each archaeological season. In 

order to take advantage of any head-way that is made by archaeologists and philologists, the 

                                                
235  The text corpus of 23,000 tablets (and counting), is not currently available for study, but we have been able to 
use a total of 5,719 texts for the network analysis, mostly stemming from the old texts. For a chronological 
visualization and discussion of the major archives, see Fig. 2.9, and Barjamovic et al. 2012, 64-65. 

236 In his dissertation study, Stratford (2010) looks at a single event within the reconstructed archive of the OA 
merchant, Pūšu-kēn. By focusing on a sequence of actions by a handful of actors recorded in 33 related texts, he 
weaves together a surprisingly intricate and at times even dramatic narrative of deceit, betrayal and revenge between 
the senior Šalim-ahum and one of his transporters, Ilabrat-bani, who allegedly lifted some tin from his senior to pay 
for his personal expenses. Stratford’s study illustrates the depth and potential of studies within a reconstructed 
dossier in the OA texts, and it is our hope that with greater disambiguation we will continue to weave similar 
compelling narratives.  
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boundaries we define here must be flexible and adaptable enough to link all known and future 

archives together. When properly modeled, networks can provide the historian with the intimate 

anecdotes and activities of an individual while at the same time placing these details in the 

interdependent context linking all other individuals with their respective anecdotes and activities. 

In such studies, multiplicity is typically the greatest obstacle, but it can also work to one's 

advantage. If approached correctly the exploitation of multiple variables can be used to further 

clarify the difference and distance between entities. 

After the dust settled and the results of our generative model exceeded our initial 

intentions, it became clear that the true goal of this was to transform the numerous texts in an 

archive of neglect into something more didactic; capable of providing empirically and 

quantitatively valuable data for historians, sociologists and economists — all the while paying 

close attention to the careful steps which we still must take in order to approach this task with a 

critical method. In the process, we’ve found that despite being over two millennia removed, the 

old texts are just as pertinent for SNA and socio-economic models as the data we can generate 

from the top financial firms on the market today, primarily because they tell a story which 

resembles our own, but which met a fatal collapse; an apocalyptic tale which is even more 

frightening in our digital age, for as the Assyrians had their tablets, we have our clouds.  

When looking at the old texts as a whole, certain patterns begin to emerge, both expected 

and insightful, which will allow scholars to explore new aspects of this body of texts with greater 

definition and attention to detail. The majority of these patterns can be explained as relational 

ties, linkages between actors, and channels for transfer or flow of resources. In the aggregate, we 

can see how the structural environment of the OA network provides opportunities and constraints 

on differing individual action. By modeling these networks, we are then able to conceptualize the 
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structures as quantifiable patterns of relations among actors. 

6.5.1. Social scale 

The OA texts divulge an incredible amount of detail regarding the day-to-day lives of the 

merchants and traders within the lower town, along with many personal details about their wives, 

family members, friends and business partners. When read together, this rich text corpus has the 

potential to provide a tremendous amount of relational big data surrounding the daily life of the 

OA society, which not only includes the Assyrian merchants, but also the local Anatolian 

population as far as the texts can restore. 

The content of the OA texts reveals snippets of the daily affairs of individual men and 

women; husbands and wives; fathers and sons; most of whom were apparently business 

colleagues and rather literate. These individuals acted together in different types of networks, 

based on kinship, partnerships, and foreign alliances. Their positions range from the highest 

rulers of Assur and the Anatolian territories, to the lowly slaves and little-known debtors of the 

community in Kanesh. However, the large majority of the names attested in the OA old texts 

appears to focus around a select number of families; mid-level traders and merchants in Kanesh 

and Assur, as well as a large number of servants, women, and children from mixed Assyrian-

Anatolian marriages, seen in the OA family trees. 

While we already knew that each of these individuals and their families were connected 

with varying degrees of separation throughout the different communities, the question remains, 

to what extent? For example, how far outside kin-based networks did these relationships extend? 

Put in another way, how far did the Assyrian merchants integrate with the indigenous Anatolian 

population? Questions such as these can now be pursued in a quantitative approach with the aid 

of interactive network visualizations, which specialists can use to measure these various 
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relationships between entities and in connection with geographic names, as shown throughout 

this study. 

 Although the attestation network (version 2.6) of 22,423 nodes (107,013 edges) is still 

undergoing supervised disambiguation,237 we have shown above (§ 5.2ff) how our current 

models might be leveraged to derive more accurate population estimates, as exhibited in the OA 

published texts. In contrast, Hertel made a calculation of the population density of the lower 

town of Kanesh based on the composite map (Fig. 6.11), and determined the average house size 

to be 78 m2, a number corroborated by T. Özgüc (2003, 84). Then estimating five occupants per 

house, we would have ca. 460 people per hectare, 2,300 people per five hectares (i.e. the current 

excavated area) and 4,140 people per 9 hectare grid (of ca. 350 m x 280 m) (Hertel 2014, 35-36). 

Hertel concludes: 

What seems certain, however, is that there was a high concentration of Assyrian 
households within the ca. 9-hectare area of the lower town, and that not a few of these 
were located adjacent to "Anatolian" households. It remains to be established whether 
this kind of mixed, cosmopolitan environment is characteristic for the lower town as a 
whole, or instead, that one or the other population group dominated certain districts. 
(2014, 33) 

As noted above, the ongoing research conducted in this study is designed to answer this very 

question. This will be all the more relevant as we include additional geospatial aspects, 

including: toponyms, institutions, ‘ports (of trade)’ and stations (i.e. kārum and wabartum), and 

other geographical characteristics to the network. 

6.5.2. Social distance 

The question we pursued regarding social distance, but never fully articulated, was to what 

degree does "social proximity" mitigate geographical distance as a barrier to trade? Throughout 

                                                
237 For the complete network graph see my GitHub folder Gephi [https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi]. 
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we have seen how the social networks closely reflected the geographical distance between these 

entities, as they lived in neighborhoods, whether they were living in Assur, Kanesh or the other 

‘ports (of trade)’ and ‘stations’ (wabartum) in the Anatolian hinterland. 

In his study on the Anatolian geography, Garelli (1963) discovered that the sons and 

nephews of prominent Assyrian merchants were usually plying the roads of Anatolia as agents of 

their fathers in Kanesh, who were themselves often the agents of investors in Assur (cf. Larsen 

1967). Some families seem to have set up shop in places like Wahšušana, Durhumit and 

Purušhaddum as well, and to have maintained houses elsewhere according to their individual 

specialization. One family active in the western trade had a small storage facility in a small town 

called Aliyašša near Wahšušana, another, trading a lot in copper, kept a house in Kunanamit, 

etc.238 But the familial nature of operations means that sons relocated occasionally, and we can’t 

date these shifts. For example, a typical memorandum lists loans given to at least a dozen 

individuals. One of these loans may be said to have been certified by witnesses before the port 

(kārum) of Wahšušana. All the remaining debtors in the document will have no apparent relation 

with that place whatsoever, and yet, even then we can still look at the degrees of separation 

between attestations of names in closest proximity to a toponym and suggest a cost-benefit chain 

based on degrees of separation. While SNA won’t solve the geographical issues, perhaps it can 

allow us to approach the subject of “social distance” in broader terms, as certain entities groups 

are notably attested around certain toponyms. The fact remains, that people in this system were 

highly mobile and there is often only slim evidence to link individuals to a single location at any 

given point in time.  

Thanks to the substantial documentation from our Assyrian merchants, we also know 

                                                
238 Barjamovic 2011; Larsen 2002. 
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much about the interconnected trade networks used to acquire and transport tremendous amounts 

of goods and resources to the Assyrian city-state, referred to as ālimki in the OA texts, simply 

‘the city’ (of Assur). From here, certain goods—most notably tin and textiles—were then 

transported further to the port of trade at Kanesh, and throughout the Anatolian plateau in 

exchange for silver. With over 30 different Anatolian toponyms attested in the old texts alone, 

these earliest records have reshaped our understanding of the scope and complexity of trade in 

the Middle Bronze Age. how the trade routes must have operated. As seen in figure 2.12, rather 

than some ancient equivalent of the Silk Road, which would seem much closer to the concept of 

a highway, these transporters employed a series of interconnected trade-routes which branched 

out in all directions from the city of Assur in Iraq, possibly extending as far as Iran and the Indus 

valley. These long-distance trade networks were upheld by legal treaties between Assur and the 

‘ports’ and ‘stations’ of the Anatolian towns. Of these colonies and villages, the texts make clear 

that Kanesh acted as the central hub for the Anatolian market, where the series of highways and 

by-ways directed their flow of goods and resources from Assur to Anatolia and beyond.  

6.6. Conclusion 

Future archaeological work at Kültepe will no doubt continue to find the neighboring context of 

already 23,000 Old Assyrian tablets, and it is very likely that numerous documents will be added 

to the mix, especially if excavations resume in the merchant quarters of the lower town. But 

regardless of whether there are future texts found, the handful of experts have their hands full 

with the fundamental issue of organizing the messy ‘big data’ already at hand.  

Without the aid of sophisticated computational tools, most of the organizational attention 

to these texts has rightly been directed to textual editions of archives and dossiers. Even with the 

cutting edge computational tools, including NLP and SNA, in order to approach a higher degree 
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of certainty in the disambiguation of the prosopography and network specialized supervision will 

continue to be required. The methods and results outlined herein are openly shared online in 

order to facilitate future collaboration by interested specialists, and to enrich the field of 

Assyriology both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Therefore, this study has demonstrated how one might more efficiently utilize the 

tremendous potential for relational data and metadata in these ancient texts. As seen above, 

computational methods, such as network and graph analysis, continue to provide us with greater 

control over ambiguous historical social and economic data. While it is clear that the publication 

of more detailed archaeological reports will provide additional contextual clues for the 

disambiguation of both entities and ‘archives’, this study also shows how such disambiguation 

may proceed when such reports are lacking. Then by combining the multi-disciplinary tools from 

archaeology, philology and computer science, (including machine learning, text analysis, 

network analysis, and geospatial analysis), we can conceive of a replicable means of 

contextualizing unprovenanced cuneiform records, allowing the few Assyriologists who adopt 

these new tools to do so much more with the endlessly fascinating documentation of the Old 

Assyrian merchants. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Figures 

 
 

 

Figure 1.1. The Old Assyrian Tablets 
A tray of Old Assyrian clay cuneiform tablets from the Ankara museum. The tablets shown here (Nos. Kt 90/k 
190-230) were published in 1997 (Michel, Cécile, and Paul Garelli. 1997. Tablettes paléo-assyriennes de Kültepe, 
volume 1 (Kt 90/k). Paris: De Boccard.).  
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Figure 1.2.1. Chronological network 
A macro view of the ca. 1,000 dated texts for the Old Assyrian Period (2000-1750 BC), covering levels II (yellow 
node, center) and Ib (orange node, top). Node clusters represent names attested by text. The scattered nodes with 
color are named entities for whom we have some hierarchical data. The node size and range of color (shown in the 
legend) represents emic hierarchical ranks gleaned from an internal epistolary formula within the Assyrian letters. 
The network visualization is a subset of nodes with dates from the attestation network (2.0), and the layout is force-
directed algorithm by Fruchterman and Reingold (1991). 
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Figure 1.2.2. Co-mention network 
A micro view from a subset of the ranked entities in the Old Assyrian letters forms a co-mention network (i.e., the 
most frequently co-occurring named entities over ca. 2,000 Assyrian letters). Node size indicates the hierarchical 
ranks and the color is weighted by frequency of the given name. The layout of the graph is based on centrality and 
displays the names of the most central merchants in a weighted hierarchy (where size and color indicate position 
and seniority). The layout is force-directed (cf. Fruchterman and Reingold 1991), and the graph is a subset from 
the epistolary network by Bamman. 
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Figure 1.3.1. Kültepe, Kanesh 
The mound of Kültepe before excavations began. This is the first picture taken of the tell or mound at the site 
referred to as Kaneš in the tablets, discovered just northwest of the mound (image from Hrozný 1952). 
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Figure 1.3.2. Hrozny’s excavations 
A photo taken of Bedřich Hrozný's excavation in 1925. It is clear to see from this image that the late discovery of 
tablets created a frenzy of activity in which most objects left the area without any stratigraphic data or context (image 
from Hrozný 1952). 
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Figure 1.3.3. Hrozny’s plan of the lower town 
This, the only archaeological plan which Hrozny drew from his digging in the kārum, was published both in 1925 
and again in 1952 with the texts which Hrozny discovered, indicated by room numbers 1-11, on plate cxxix. 
Dercksen (2001) identifies the dossiers found in each of the rooms as follows: 

1: dossiers of Suen-nādā & Atata. 
2: dossiers of Buzāzu and Suen-nādā. 
3: dossier of Imdī-ilum. 
4: dossiers of Imdī-ilum, Šu-Laban (father of 

Imdī-ilum), Ištar-bāštī (daughter of Imdī-
ilum), Puzur-Aššur (brother of Imdī-ilum), and 
Uṣur-ša-Aššur. 

5: dossier of Ṣilla-Adad. 
6: dossier of Pilah-Ištar. 

7: unclear (one tablet involving Iddin-abum son of Aššur-ṭāb and Ennam-Aššur “the 
twin” son of Ennam-Suen vs. Puzur-Ištar son of Aššur-muttabbil). 

8: dossier of Innāya. 
9: dossier of Lā-qēp son of Wardum. 
10: dossier of Innāya and perhaps Šu-Anum. 
11: dossier of Šu-Anum and Innāya. 
12: dossier of Adad-bāni, Aššur-malik (father of Lā-qēp), Lā-qēp son of Aššur-malik, Lā-

qēp son of Wardum, and Puzur-Ištar. 
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Figure 1.4. Puzur-Aššur’s homonyms 
Chronological sequence of 18 of Puzur-Aššur’s 34 patronymics in Level II and two more in level Ib. The dates 
correspond to the revised eponym list (REL, see Barjamovic et al. 2012, 20), and dates inside the concentric circles 
reiterate their placement on the chart. Dates in {brackets} are estimates based on synchronic events and 
patronymics.   Dark-green circles represent the attested dates, and the surrounding light-green ovals show an 
average span of a merchant’s career, between 20-30 years. Years REL 75 and 105 represent the boundaries of the 
majority of the documentation from the old texts, based on the careers of the major merchants. The year REL 140 
marks the end of Level II. Textual attestations for the dates and patronyms are provided on the right.  
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Figure 1.5. Papponomy trees 
Chronological diagram of the Old Assyrian families which exhibit papponymy. By placing the trees in chronological 
sequence, we are able to delineate between entities sharing the same name across multiple generations. For the full 
chart of OA family trees in chronological sequence see Fig. 5.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.1.1. The plan of the Šalim-Aššur family house (Larsen 2010, 3) 
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Figure 2.1.2. The southeast quadrant of Kanesh (Hertel 2014, 32) 
This plan of the lower town at Kanesh shows the houses of both the Assyrian and Anatolian merchants in the colony. 
While we do not yet know many of the names of the inhabitants of these hoses, the following numbers are for those 
which we have been determined based both on the textual record and further excavations by Prof. T.  Özgüç (see 
Hertel 2014, 44-51). N.B. This figure connects with the plans on figure 4.11 at houses 68 and 69. 
 

70: Enna-Suen 
76: Ali-ahum I 
77: Buzutāya 
78: Šarnikan s. Arruba 
79: Ṭāb-ahum 

84: Uzua 
89: Uṣup-iškum ? Ennam-Aššur ?  
Enna-Suen ? 
90: Šalim-Aššur s. Issu-arik 
93: (Lā-qēp II ?) 

97: Šarabunuwa 
98: Ali-ahum II (?) 
99: Galulu 
100: Šakdunuwa 
102: Peruwa 
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Figure 2.2. The Šalim-Aššur family tree 
The tree is redrawn and emended following Larsen 2010, 7. Dates are given in REL numbers and 
collocated with dates for the Assyrian kings (see Larsen 2015, xi-xii). Alternate names and titles are shown 
in parenthesis. Numbers in brackets are the attested texts with dates for the given entity and numbers 
within parenthesis are approximations from the prosopography. Dotted lines represent marriage ties. 
Broken lines reflect proposed additions to the existing family trees. For an annotated version of this tree, 
complete with the textual attestations supporting these proposed additions, see Fig. 5.2.5. 
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Figure 2.3. Chronological diagram of the Šalim-Aššur archive 
The concentric circles represent the period of dated texts we have for each of the members of the family, 
not the length of their lives. The inner circle for Aššur-bēl-awātim indicates the majority of the dates fall 
at the end of his career. Note that the end of the archive corresponds with the collapse of the level II 
settlement in 1869 B.C.E. Cf. Barjamovic et al. 2012, 65. 
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Figure 2.4.1. The Šalim-Aššur Archive 
The network above visualizes both the individuals (nodes) and the relationships between each of the entities (edges): 
1,041 nodes and 6,891 edges. The color and size of the node is based on the attestations of the entity in the texts, 
which is called the degree. The graph layout is using centrality algorithm (Fruchterman Reingold). The complete 
graph data for this visualization can be found on GitHub using this URL: [https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi]. 
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Figure 2.4.2. Network of the Šalim-Aššur archive 
The network visualization is from the supervised graph database (2.5) and shows 1,075 nodes for each of the PNs 
attested in the AKT 6a, vol. 1 (Larsen 2010). The nodes which have been merged have the attestations in parenthesis. 
For legibility the edges were not visible in this graph. Both node size and color are based on degree. Labels also 
reflect the degree. Only a subset of the PNs were selected for the visualization. The nodes are ordered alphabetically 
(counter clockwise) and nodes on the radial axis are ordered by centrality. The complete graph data for this 
visualization can be found on GitHub using this URL: [https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi]. 
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Figure 2.5. Death in the Šalim-Aššur archive 
Within the Šalim-Aššur archive we see a subset of the network, which shows only those nodes explicitly involved 
in the events surrounding the death of prominent merchants. This subset includes 453 nodes and 2,961 edges. Note 
that the complete archive extends far beyond the immediate family, whereas the inner subset is more closely tied to 
the family members directly. The complete graph data for this visualization can be found on GitHub using this URL: 
[https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi]. 
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Figure 2.6. The Ušinalam affair in the Šalim-Aššur archive 
Within the Šalim-Aššur archive we see a subset of the network, which shows only those nodes explicitly involved 
in the Ušinalam affair (AKT 6a, 90-111 & 177). This subset includes 87 nodes and 495 edges. 
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Figure 2.7. The Assyrian families involved in the Ušinalam affair 
Within the Šalim-Aššur archive we see a subset of the network, which shows only those nodes explicitly involved 
in the Ušinalam affair (AKT 6a, 90-111 & 177). This subset includes 87 nodes and 495 edges. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Four views of the Ušinalam affair 
Within the Šalim-Aššur archive we see here different glimpses of a subset of the network, which depicts only those 
nodes explicitly involved in the Ušinalam affair (AKT 6a, 90-111 & 177). The first graph (a: top, left) continues 
with the subset shown in Fig. 2.6 and includes 87 nodes and 495 edges. The second graph (b: top, right) is an ego-
network of Ušinalam from the unsupervised disambiguation (76 nodes, 3% of the network), arranged by centrality, 
with node size and color showing degree. The third graph (c: bottom, left) is the subset of nodes from the Ušinalam 
affair from the supervised disambiguation in the attestation network, displaying 57 nodes and 410 edges, and the 
fourth graph (d: bottom, right) is the same set of nodes in a centrality layout, with the number of attestations following 
the labels. Node color and size are based on eigenvector centrality, as are the labels. 
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Figure 2.9. Synchronic OA families 
Chronological venn diagrams of the major family members, who likely possessed a family ‘archive’ or dossiers, 
attested within the old texts. Although some of these archives and dossiers have yet to be reconstituted, the dates for 
these entities shown here indicate synchronic nature of these archives. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.10. The family tree of Aššur-nādā 
Reconstruction based on Larsen (2002) and Ichisar (1981). Broken lines reflect both questionable and proposed 
additions to the existing family tree. For the textual attestations supporting these proposed additions see Fig. 5.2.7. 
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Figure 2.11. Chronological diagram of Aššur-nādā family 
Estimates are based on the attested dates found in the texts from OAA 1 (Larsen 2002). 
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Figure 2.12. Aššur-nādā’s geospatial network 
Within this network of geographic names (GN) we highlight the GNs which co-occur with Aššur-nādā in red. The 
GNs with white nodes are unmentioned in connection with Aššur-nādā. The size of the node corresponds to the 
number attestations for each GN throughout the documentation. Background map from Barjamovic 2011. 
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PN higher rank wsd lower rank wsd unclear rank wsd 

Aššur-idī 
 
rank:  
top = 102 
mean = 116 
wsd = 58.39 

Alāhum 107 85.7 Alāhum 356 165.7    

   Amur-Ištar 339 143.1    

   Asqūdum 722 0    

   Aššur-nādā 423 68.8    

   Aššur-taklāku 836 115.9    

   Elamma 275 69.5    

   Ilī-ālum 670 79.9    

   Ilī-sukkal 531 202.6    

   Pūšu-kēn 290 191.6    

   Puzur-Ištar 490 119.3    

PN higher rank wsd lower rank wsd unclear rank wsd 

Aššur-nādā 
 
rank: 
top = 325 
mean = 441 
wsd = 73.05 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abaya 284 0 Adad-ṣulūlī 582 83.8 Asqūdum 722 0 

Aguza 321 66.4 Aguza 456 66.4 Aššur-pilah 311 221.4 

Alāhum 38 85.7 Alulaya 580 24.5 Eddin-Aššur 953 0 

Amur-Ištar 52 143.1 Aššur-nēmedī 746 71.5 Ememe 602 0 

Aššur-bēl-awātim 162 0 Aššur-taklāku 592 115.9 Šū-Anum 381 212.1 

Aššur-kāšid 154 0 Dān-Aššur 719 249.4    

Iddin-Suen 6 148.0 Ennānum 577 63.9    

Imdī-ilum 5 84.3 Hadāni 685 140.6    

Kurub-Ištar 18 94.1 Iddin-Ištar 531 84.6    

Lā-qēp 196 148.0 Iddin-Suen 561 130.7    

Šalim-ahum 10 80.2 Ilī-ālum 670 79.9    

Šū-Aššur 549 0 Ištar-pilah 704 74.6    

Šū-Ištar 234 114.1 Izim-Ea 618 0    

Šū-Kūbum 178 70.0 Karubua 805 0    

   Kukkulānum 984 0    

   Kurub-Ištar 377 94.1    

   Kuzallum - -    

   Kuzāzum 345 205.8    

   Pilah-Ištar 959 141.0    

   Puzur-Anna 356 0    

   Šamaš-tappā’ī 825 0    

   Šar-Adad 866 0    

   Šarrat-Ištar 546 151.7    

   Šišahšušar 527 44.39    

   Šū-Aššur 549 0    

   Šumma-libbi-Aššur 232 68.9    
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(continued) 
 
Aššur-nādā 
rank = 325 
wsd = 73.05 
 

higher rank wsd lower rank wsd unclear rank wsd 

   Uṣur-ša-Aššur 712 87.2    

   Zikur-ilī 938 0    

   Zuba 605 135.1    

PN higher rank wsd lower rank wsd unclear rank wsd 

Ilī-ālum 
  
rank: 
top = 545 
mean = 670 
wsd = 79.9 
 

Alāhum 107 85.7 Aššur-taklāku 836 115.9    

Amur-Ištar 339 143.1       

Aššur-nādā 423 68.8       

Šū-Aššur 549 0       

Zuba 605 135.1       

PN higher rank wsd lower rank wsd unclear rank wsd 

Aššur-taklāku 
 
rank: 
top = 592 
mean = 796 
wsd = 115.9 

Alāhum 107 85.7 Ištar-ummī  763 215.5    

Aššur-nādā 423 68.8 Ša-Aššur-mādā 845 161.3    

Elamma 275 69.5 Šišahšušar 891 84.7    

Ememe 602 0       

Ilī-ālum 670 79.9       

Ilī-sukkal 531 202.6       

Pūšu-kēn 290 191.6       

Uṣur-ša-Aššur 712 87.2       

Figure 2.13. IF Ranks in the Aššur-nādā family ‘archive’ 
The rows are arranged identically to the listed names in Larsen 2002, xxxviii (OAA 1). The added columns 
indicate the top rank, mean rank, and weighted standard deviation (WSD). The mean and WSD are averages 
measured across all the ranked entries for these PNs in comparison to Imdī-ilum. For the individual ranks by text 
see the latest version of the OA annotation network (2.0) in my GitHub account: 
(https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi) 
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Rank distribution for Šišahšušar in OAA 1, 
50 (CCT 3, 7a). 

Rank distribution for Aššur-nādā in OAA 1, 50 
(CCT 3, 7a). 

PNs in  
OAA 1, 50 

Role 1 rank 1 n 2 rank 2 n 3 rank 3 n 4 rank 4 n Mean WSD Tot. 
Mean 

Tot. 
WSD 

Aššur-nādā l.w.* 403 7 325 5 371 4 396 3 423 82.82 441.44 73.09 

Šišahšušar l.r. 911 37 527 2     891 84.70 886.89 44.39 

Figure 2.14. Rank distributions for Šišahšušar (left) and Aššur-nādā (right) in OAA 1, 50 
(CCT 3, 7a) 
This figure shows the ranks from text OAA 1, 50 (CCT 3, 7a), measured against all other letters 
in the old texts, and the corresponding numbers are shown in the chart below, including the role 
each PN plays in the letter (l.r ‘letter recipient’; l.w. ‘letter writer’ with * indicating who was 
listed first). The top four ranks provide a sense of the distribution. The sample size (n) is out of 
40. The mean ranks (Mean) are a measurement taken for just this letter, but this can be contrasted 
by the overall mean rank (Tot. Mean), and weighted standard deviations are listed for both 
(WSD). 
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Rank distribution for Šišahšušar in OAA 1, 
73 (AKT 1, 15). 

Rank distribution for Aššur-nādā in OAA 1, 73 
(AKT 1, 15). 

PNs in  
OAA 1, 73 

Role 1 rank 1 n 2 rank 2 n 3 rank 3 n 4 rank 4 n Mean WSD Tot. 
Mean 

Tot. 
WSD 

Aššur-nādā l.r.* 325 10 379 5 403 4 522 4 395 61.07 441.44 73.09 

Šišahšušar l.w. 609 2 653 2 908 2 656 2 643 148.87 886.89 44.39 

Figure 2.15. The rank distributions for Šišahšušar (left) and Aššur-nādā (right) in OAA 
1, 73 (AKT 1, 15) 
As is mentioned in the introductory formula, along with the chart below, delineating the 
generated ranks for each PN in letter OAA 1, 73 (AKT 1, 15) along with the mean ranks and 
WSD. The final two columns are for comparative purposes, to measure this letter against all 
other letters for Aššur-nādā (145) and Šišahšušar (10) respectively. 
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Figure 2.16. Šišahšušar’s ego-networks 
Both ego-networks for Šišahšušar depict the co-mentioned named entities in the letters which 
Šišahšušar is attested. The first graph (left) includes all published texts in addition to the letters 
and shows 26 nodes and 103 edges (0.72% of the total network), based on the supervised 
disambiguation. Merged nodes indicate the number of attestations in the label (n) along with 
their given ranks for those PNs listed in the introductory formula (where the rank is equivalent 
to size and color to certainty of the rank (WSD), more green is more certain more brown is less 
certain). The second graph (right) shows 20 nodes, and is from the unsupervised disambiguation 
and primarily represents co-mentions in letters. Darker, larger nodes denote higher weight and 
edges show the degree (i.e. frequency of attestations within the letters). 
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Figure 2.17. Rank comparison of Puzur-Ti’amtum and Zuba 
The only attested letter for Puzur-Ti’amtum is TC 3, 44, but with a long list of prominent 
Assyrians (including Pūšu-kēn and Imdī-ilum) in the introductory formula, his rank is fairly 
reliable. Zuba, on the other hand, has 8 attestations in the letters. The similarity between the 
generated rank scores for each sample (esp. the Top rank and 2nd rank), suggests a high 
probability that these names could refer to the same entity. 
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Figure 3.1. Imdī-ilum’s family trees 
Above is Ichisar’s reconstruction (Ichisar 1981, 17), and below is Larsen’s reconstructed family tree (Larsen 1982, 
219).  
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PN in question Higher Lower Lower (ctd.) Unclear 

Imdī-ilum 
 
rank: 
 
top = 50 
mean = 163 
wsd = 84.5 

Adad-bāni Adu Innāya s. Amurāya Ali-ahum 

Alili Ah-šalim Ištar-bāštī Amur-Ištar 

Amur-Aššur Ahu-waqar Itūr-ilī Aššur-taklāku 

Aššur-imittī Al-ṭāb Kurara Dādia 

Aššur-rēṣī Amur-ilī (II) Kurub-Ištar Iddin-Aššur 

Buzutāya Anali Kutallānum Kuzizia 

Ikūn-pī-Aššur Azu Lalia Pūšu-kēn 

Išme-Aššur Aššur-damiq Lā-qēpum Puzur-Ti’amtum 

Puzur-Ištar (I) Aššur-idī Lulu Šalim-Aššur 

Šalim-ahum Aššur-malik Luzina Šīmat-Aššur 

Šu-Hubur Aššur-nādā Pilah-Ištar  

Šu-Laban Aššur-ṣulūlī Puzur-Adad (s. Šu-Hubur)  

 Aššur-ṭāb Puzur-Anna  

 Bazu[..] Puzur-Aššur  

 Bēlia Puzur-ilī  

 Buburānum Puzur-Ištar (s. Imdī-ilum)  

 Buzia Šamaš-abī  

 Ennānum Šu-Bēlum  

 Ennam-Aššur Šu-Ištar  

 Hadaya Šu-Kūbum  

 Hurāṣānum Šumi-abiya  

 Iddin-abum Tarām-Kūbī  

 Iddin-Adad Usānum  

 Idnāya Uṣur-ša-Aššur s. Aššur-malik  

 Ikūnum Uṣur-ša-Ištar s. Aššur-imittī  

 Ikūn-pīa Uzua  

 Ilī-ašrannī Zuba  

 Ilī-bāni Innāya s. Amurāya  

 Inah-ilī Ištar-bāštī  

Figure 3.1.1. IF ranks in Imdī-ilum’s ‘archive’ 
A hierarchical list of the names found in the I.F. from among the ca. 200 letters sent and received by 
Imdī-ilum. The rows are arranged identically to the names listed in Larsen’s study (1982, 222-3).  
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Figure 3.2. The introductory formula 
Here we see a representation of a fictive letter written from Aššur-idī and Aššur-nādā to Amur-Ištar, Alāhum and 
Aššur-taklāku. Because Aššur-idī is mentioned first in the formula, he presumably ranks higher than all the others, 
but at least explicitly higher than Aššur-nādā and Amur-Ištar. Among the recipients of the letter, Amur-Ištar 
explicitly outranks Ali-ahum and Aššur-taklāku, and Ali-ahum outranks Aššur-taklāku. Whether Aššur-nādā 
outranks Ali-ahum or Aššur-taklāku is unknown from this formula, thus there is a certain amount of ambiguity 
between both the sending and receiving ranks of the formula (cf. Bamman, Anderson, Smith 2013, 2). 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Sociogram of Aššur-nādā's ego-network 
This hierarchical ordering is based on one degree of separation from Aššur-nādā, taken from the introductory 
formulae in which Aššur-nādā is mentioned. Note that none of the PNs are disambiguated in this graph, which is 
why Šu-Ištar and Alāhum have links spanning multiple generations, as both of these PNs were fairly common 
names, they each represent at least two different entities. For more on this disambiguation, see chapter four §4.3.1-
2. 
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Figure 4.1. Gardin’s ‘problem-oriented’ flow-chart 
Gardin describes the chart as follows: “Finding the location of merchants from various criteria: explicit records of 
toponyms, circulation of tin, correspondence and co-residence relations (Cp and Cr, respectively), etc. List A, 
merchants whose probably location is Assur; lists K, Kanish; lists U, undetermined.” (1965, 387) 
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Figure 4.2. Gardin and Garelli’s sociogram 
A hand-drawn sociogram in Étude des établissements assyriens en Cappadoce par ordinateurs (1961, 869), 
representing two network graphs, as described by Garelli. The first four cliques (C1 to C4) mark the relationships 
between a small number of individuals, and a more isolated clique (C5-C6). Where the PNs on the left of the bar 
are located in Kanesh (in black) and those on the right of the bar live in Assur (in white, with grey indicating 
movement between both); the asterisk represents superiority. C1: Amur-Ištar,* Lā-qēp, Pūšu-kēn (in Anatolia), and 
Hinnāya,* Imdī-ilum,* (in Assur); C2: Amur-Ištar,* Pūšu-kēn,* Aššur-taklāku, Aššur-nādā (in Anatolia); C3: 
Amur-Ištar,* Aššur-nādā (in Anatolia and Assur), and Aššur-idī (in Assur exclusively); C4 Aššur-ṭāb, Pūšu-kēn* 
(partly in Anatolia), and Imdī-ilum* (in Assur) C5: Buzāzu, Enna-Suen (in Anatolia), and Šu-Bēlum (in Assur); 
C6: Enna-Suen* (in Anatolia), and Šu-Bēlum,* Mannum-balum-Aššur (in Assur). (Garelli and Gardin 1961, 868-
871) 
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Figure 4.3.1. Gardin and Garelli’s model of Assyrian trade 
“The inference of locations from observed movements of tin: Region I, Assur, only sends tin to Western Asia. - 
Region II, Transit centers, between Assur and Kanish send and receive roughly equal quantities. - Region III, 
Kanish, receives tin, mostly for local use, but re-expedites part of it to some cities, westward. - Region IV, Western 
centers, only receive tin from Kanish.” (Gardin 1965, 385) 
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Figure 4.3.2. Larsen’s model of Assyrian trade 
“The trade between Assyria and Anatolia can only be understood as one part of an international exchange of goods 
which must have involved other areas.” (Larsen 1967, 172 & 178) 
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Figure 4.4. The two Innāyas’ attestation network 
The graph visualizes the PNs recorded in the subset of old texts used in Michel’s study (1991). The two large nodes 
represent the archival boundaries as they were reconstructed by Michel, those of Innāya son of Elāli (top cluster in 
blue) and Innāya son of Amurāya (bottom cluster in orange). For the color scale of rank distributions, see Fig. 5.4.2. 
Refer to my GitHub account for the complete network graph, including nodes and edges files 
(https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi). 
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Figure 4.5. Bamman’s latent variable model 
The model finds the most probable proportion of entities (θ) from each entity’s (z) overall social rank (β), which 
best explains the pairwise ranks (y) of each PN (x) listed in the I.F. (P) within each letter (N) across all the letters 
(D), and then generates a distribution (ϕ) for these probabilistic ranks. “Shaded circles represent observed or fixed 
variables, empty circles are latent variables, dotted circles represent variables that are integrated out via collapsed 
Gibbs sampling, and the double-circled β is optimized via MCEM. ϕ, θ ~ Dir; z ~ Categorical; x ~ Multinominal; y 
~ Logistic; and β ~ Normal. In our case, we fix the hyperparameters α = 100, γ = 0.01, µ = 0, σ2 = 1, and the number 
of possible latent entities to 1000.” (Bamman, Anderson and Smith 2013, 3) 
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Figure 4.6. The homonyms of Innāya 
This diagram lists the synchronic overlap of the two merchants named Innāya on the basis of 26 dated texts, out of 
the 277 texts Michel used in her study. For a network visualization of the two archives of Innāya, see my Gephi 
folder under my GitHub account (https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi). 
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Figure 4.7. Imdī-ilum’s rank distribution 
A global rank distribution for Imdī-ilum measured from the I.F. of 198 letters, with a top rank of 77 and a mean 
rank of 82. Note the low cluster of ranks around 945. For Imdī-ilum’s rank distribution in each of the letters 
individually see the OA annotation network (2.0) in my GitHub account: (https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi). 
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Figure 4.8. Šīmat-Aššur’s rank distribution 
A global rank distribution for Šīmat-Aššur, wife of Imdī-ilum, measured from the I.F. of only four letters, with a 
top rank of 220 and a mean rank of 369. Note the lowest cluster of ranks fall around 857, which is where we would 
expect her normal rank to be (similar to that of the other Assyrian women). For Šīmat-Aššur’s rank distribution in 
each of the letters individually the OA annotation network (2.0) in my GitHub account: 
(https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi). 
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Figure 4.9. The northwest quadrant of Kanesh (Hertel 2014, 30) 
This plan of the lower town at Kanesh shows the houses of both the Assyrian and Anatolian merchants in the colony. 
While we do not yet know many of the names of the inhabitants of these hoses, the following numbers are for those 
which we have been determined based both on the textual record and further excavations by Prof. Özgüç (see Hertel 
2014, 44-51) 

12: Aššur-emūqī s. Buzutāya 
19: Agua (Akuza) s. Šu-Anum 
20: Uṣur-ša-Ištar s. Aššur-imittī 
27: Adad-ṣulūlī s. Kuskusum  

(aka Šu-Anum) 
29: Lā-qēpum s. Aššur-malik 
30: Adad-bāni 
31: Imdī-ilum s. Šu-Laban 

32: Iddin-Ištar + Uṣur-ša-Aššur 
33: Ṣillī-Adad 
34: Pilah-Ištar 
36: Iddin-abum s. Aššur-ṭāb 
37: Suen-nādā 
38: Pūšu-kēn s. Sueyya 
39: Lā-qēpum s. Wardum 

40: Innāya s. Elāli 
41: Šu-Anum s. Enna-Suen 
43: Zikur-ilī s. Ikūnum 
48: Ennam-Aššur s. Šalim-ahum 
51: Šuppi-ahšu 
35: Irma-Aššur 
70: Enna-Suen 
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PN in 
question 

Higher Rank 
(top) 

WSD Lower Rank 
(top) 

WSD Unclear  Rank  
(top / mean) 

WSD 

Imdī-ilum 
 
rank: 
top = 171:6  
mean = 153 
wsd = 84.35 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adad-bāni 140 0 Adu 366 91.3 Ali-ahum 38 / 188 109.94 

Alili 145 7.1 Ah-šalim 174 250.0 Amur-Ištar 52 / 381 227.86 

Amur-Aššur 215 0 Ahu-waqar 160 15.9 Aššur-taklāku 592 / 790 110.33 

Aššur-imittī 37 74.8 Al-ṭāb 608 36.5 Dādia 595 / 752 142.69 

Aššur-rēṣī 150 25.4 Amur-ilī 628 132.8 Iddin-Aššur 200 / 380 179.74 

Buzutāya 7 96.5 Anali 363 50.2 Kuzizia 472 / 472 0 

Ikūn-pī-Aššur 160 0 Azu 324 176.3 Pūšu-kēn 68 / 288 164.33 

Išme-Aššur 170 0 Aššur-damiq 424 236.8 Puzur-Ti’amtum 272 / 535 193.47 

Puzur-Ištar (I) 197 0 Aššur-idī 119 167.7 Šalim-Aššur 33 / 256 104.30 

Šalim-ahum 11 73.1 Aššur-malik 132 188.4 Šīmat-Aššur 179 / 369 235.0 

Šu-Hubur 118 25.5 Aššur-nādā 325 77.3    

Šu-Laban 1 31.8 Aššur-ṣulūlī 507 64.6    

   Aššur-ṭāb 145 131.4    

   Bazu[..] - -    

   Bēlia 745 58.9    

   Buburānum 872 26.8    

   Buzia 846 0    

   Ennānum 505 87.3    

   Ennam-Aššur 358 174.7    

   Hadaya 435  -    

   Hurāṣānum 783 0    

   Iddin-abum 102 5.3    

   Iddin-Adad 564 131.9    

   Idnāya 842 0    

   Ikūnum 206 0    

   Ikūn-pīa 361 152.7    

   Ilī-ašrannī 118 0    

   Ilī-bāni 419 118.5    

   Inah-ilī 384 0    

   Innāya 374 175.2    

   Ištar-bāštī 298 0    

   Itūr-ilī 15 112.8    

   Kurara 370 13.8    

   Kurub-Ištar 181 124.6    

   Kutallānum 904 0    
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(continued) 
 
Imdī-ilum 
rank: 
top = 171:6  
mean = 153 
wsd = 84.35 
 

   Lalia 787 0    

   Lā-qēpum 196 92.1    

   Lulu 636 0    

   Luzina 237 41.1    

   Pilah-Ištar 274 105.2    

   Puzur-Adad  
s. Šu-Hubur 

159 10.7    

   Puzur-Anna 511 180.3    

   Puzur-Aššur 190 81.7    

   Puzur-ilī 387 117.8    

   Puzur-Ištar (II) 454 195.6    

   Šamaš-abī 201 221.4    

   Šu-Bēlum 117 92.9    

   Šu-Ištar 234 121.3    

   Šu-Kūbum 178 125.5    

   Šumi-abiya 448 9.2    

   Tarām-Kūbī 745 35.3    

   Usānum 202 40.6    

   Uṣur-ša-Aššur 771 51.4    

   Uṣur-ša-Ištar 550 27.8    

   Uzua 180 304.9    

   Zuba 276 118.4    

Figure 4.10. Imdī-ilum’s ranked IF hierarchies 
The rows are arranged identically to the names listed in Larsen’s study (1982, 222-3). The added columns indicate 
the top rank, mean rank and the weighted standard deviation (WSD). The ranks in these columns are generated from 
the I.Fs found on the letters within the Imdī-ilum archive. The mean and WSD are averages measured across all the 
ranked entries for these PNs in comparison to Imdī-ilum. For the individual ranks by text see the latest version of the 
OA annotation network (2.0) in my GitHub account: (https://github.com/admndrsn/Gephi).  
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Figure 5.1. Old Assyrian ‘archives’ 
We see here a subset of the attestation network (2.6), which includes the archives we’ve discussed in this study, 
from both the Šalim-Aššur archive as well as the reconstituted ‘archives’ and dossiers in the old texts. It contains 
6,176 nodes (and 34,061 edges). On the top, left the darker nodes show the 94/k texts found in situ (dark green). 
On the right are the old texts of unknown provenance (white). On the top, right we see clockwise: the Innāya (s. 
Elāli) dossier in blue, the Imdī-ilum ‘archive’ in yellow, the Aššur-nādā ‘archive’ in red, the Innāya (s. Amurāya) 
dossier in teal, and lastly the white texts primarily reflect the Pūšu-kēn household. Note that the large central node 
in each of these groups the central node of identical color reflects the ‘archival’ place-holder, whereas the second 
largest node is the actual entity. Also note that these entities are a mix of all the colors because they are more 
interconnected to each other (via supervised disambiguation). The bottom row illustrates that the structure of the 
network is slightly variable while retaining the Gestalt in each iteration. 
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Figure 5.2. Excavation photos 
Top left: A group of tablets found in a vessel (Özgüç 2003, 74). 
Top right : A group of tablets found on the floor of a house (Özgüç 1950, plate XXXIII 137). 
Bottom left: A group of tablets found in vessles (Özgüç 2003, 72). 
Bottom right: (13) a group of tablets found in vessels (14) a group of tablets found in a hearth 
(Ozguc 2003, 71). 
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Figure 5.3. Old Assyrian family trees 
The family trees shown in this figure, and the following figures beginning with 5.3, are derived from a combination 
of previous scholarship and textual citations based on patronymics and cliques found in the attestation network. 
By disambiguating certain entities named on dated texts, I drew chronological correlations for the merchants’ 
numerous family members within their respective cohorts. The attested dates for these merchants are provided in 
many cases, and although we have no birth dates, we do have a number of dates for the death some merchants and 
their wives. 
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Figure 5.3.1. Innāya s. Amurāya 
See Michel 1991, 263; Veenhof (A)KT 8, The Archive of Elamma (forthcoming). 
Ali-ahum: ICK 1, 68 [REL 133 ? - š.q. Šurama (Šu-ra?-ma?)]; ICK 4 - I 742. 
Amur-Aššur: AKT 6a, 9 – Kt 94/k 961; BIN 4, 27; BIN 6, 29; KTS 2, 35. 
Aššur-bēl-awātim: CCT 2, 19a; ICK 1, 68; ICK 4 - I 429; KTS 1, 37b; TC 1, 43. 
Aššur-malik (I): AKT 2, 58; AKT 3, 13; BIN 6, 155; RA 60, 125 (MP 1 bis). 
Aššur-malik (II): AKT 3, 97; CCT 5, 11a; ICK 1, 68; Kt a/k 1411 
Azia (f.): AKT 3, 94. 
Dan-Aššur (I): BIN 6, 43; ICK 3 - KKS 10a+b. 
Dan-Aššur (II): AKT 3, 94. 
Daughter of Amurāya: ICK 4 - I 485. 
Ennam-Aššur (I): AKT 3, 44 [REL 108]; AKT 3, 65; AKT 3, 80 (husband of the daughter of Šu-Hubur, cf. 

Michel 1991, 263); AKT 3, 94; AKT 3, 100; AKT 3, 105; AKT 4, 26 [REL 106/vii via hamuštum]; BIN 
4, 184; CCT 1, 4 [REL 111]; CCT 3, 50b; CCT 4, 33a; CCT 5, 33a; CCT 5, 47c - Ramsay 5; CCT 6, 9a; 
CTMMA 1, 71; ICK 4 - I 441; OIP 27, 56 [REL 110+ (106, 107, 108, 109, 2x 110)]; Struwe; VS 26, 47; 
VS 26, 64. 

Ennam-Aššur (II): AKT 6a, 93 – Kt 94/k 1104; ICK 1, 44a (env.); ICK 4 - I 485. 
Ennānum: ICK 1, 44a (env.); cf. TC 3, 248. 
Enna-Suen: ATHE 23; ICK 1, 44a (env.). 
Iddin-Aššur (I): CTMMA 1, 86; ICK 3 - KKS 10a+b. 
Iddin-Aššur (II): Kt 91/k 511. 
Iddin-Aššur (III): TC 1, 13 (?); TC 1, 81; cf. Michel 1991, 211. 
Ilī-ālum: CCT 5, 43; ICK 1, 181; JCS 15, Herring (JCS 15 [1961], 127).. 
Ilī-bani: BIN 6, 43 [REL 84]. 
Innāya: AKT 2, 56; BIN 4, 87; BIN 6, 137; BIN 6, 155; BIN 6, 178; CCT 1, 4; CCT 5, 39b; CCT 5, 43; ICK 1, 

4; ICK 2, 316; Kayseri 22; Kt a/k 497a-b [REL 103 - Innāya s. Amurāya]; OIP 27, 59.  
Karria: CCT 5, 14a; ICK 1, 56 + ICK 2, 44. 
Kubia: AKT 4, 26; AKT 6a, 199 – Kt 94/k 735; AnOr 6, 21; ICK 2, 125; ICK 2, 128a-b; TPAK 1, 189. 
Kura: TC 3, 10. 
Puzur-Aššur (I): AKT 3, 94; BIN 6, 43; Cf. TC 1, 21. See also the seal in Teisser 1994, #525 ‘Puzur-Aššur s. 

Iddin-Aššur’. Lassen (2012, 206) noted that Kura shared the same seal. This suggests that either Puzur-
Aššur went by the nickname Kura, or that his nephew Kura s. Šalim-ahum used his seal. 

Puzur-Aššur (II): VS 26, 119 [REL 115]. 
Puzur-Suen: Kt 88/k 1092. 
Šalim-ahum: AKT 3, 94; Kt 91/k 389 [REL 88]; Veenhof 2015, 5:2; 20:29; 228:3(d); 281f. 
Šāt-Aššur (f.): AKT 3, 94; BIN 4, 8; TC 3, 210. 
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Figure 5.3.2. Innāya s. Elāli 
See Michel 1991, 147; Michel 2001 (LAPO 19), 388. Cf. Lewy 1956 (HUCA 27, 26-27 n. 109); Larsen 1976 
(OACC 157, n. 142); Dercksen 2004, 68-69; Dercksen 1996, 92ff. 
Ab-šalim (f.): Kt o/k 196a-c (concerning the testament of Agua s. Šu-Anum). 
Abī-ilī: Kt o/k 196a-c (concerning the testament of Agua s. Šu-Anum). 
Abu-šalim: AKT 5, 36 (Abu-šalim s. Enna-Suen). 
Adada / Atata: AKT 6a, 121 – Kt 94/k 725; AKT 6a, 122 – Kt 94/k 820; AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444; AKT 6a, 

202 – Kt 94/k 1053. 
Adad-rabi: AKT 6a, 53 – Kt 94/k 944; AKT 6a, 54 – Kt 94/k 1043; AKT 6a, 113 – Kt 94/k 831; AKT 6a, 114 – 

Kt 94/k 1701; AKT 6a, 115 – Kt 94/k 840; AKT 6a, 121 – Kt 94/k 725; AKT 6a, 123 – Kt 94/k 743; AKT 
6a, 202 – Kt 94/k 1053; Kt 86/k 158 (Adad-rabi s. Buzia). 

Adad-ṣulūlī (Adāya): AKT 1, 50 (Adad-ṣulūlī s. Kuskusum); BIN 4, 199 (Atāya s. Kuskusum); BIN 6, 250 (cf. 
TC 2, 18); CCT 5, 28b (cf. CCT 1, 48; OIP 27, 58); CCT 5, 48a [REL 114 - š.q. Ennam-Anum]; Kt a/k 440; 
KTS 1, 7a; KTS 1, 48c (Adad-ṣulūlī s. Šu-Anum); TC 3, 257 (Adad-ṣulūlī s. Šu-Anum). 

Aduman: AKT 4, 13; AKT 4, 14; AKT 4, 54; AKT 4, 61; AKT 4, 63; AKT 4, 64; AKT 4, 68; ICK 1, 119; Kt r/k 
15. 

Agia: AKT 4, 26 [REL 102/viii]; AKT 6a, 283 - Kt 94/k 927 [REL 106]; TC 1, 81. 
Agua (Azu?): AKT 1, 50 (Agua (A-gu5-a) s. Puzur-Aššur); AKT 6a, 216 - Kt 94/k 787; BIN 4, 112; CCT 6, 17a; 

KTS 1, 23; TC 3, 76; TPAK 1, 190; Cf. Azu s. Puzur-Aššur: AKT 4, 2 [REL 82/vii]; AKT 6a, 193 – Kt 
94/k 954; CTMMA 1, 84; Kt 91/k 140 [REL 121/126+]; VS 26, 125. 

Ah-šalim (Hurāṣānum): AKT 6a, 109 – Kt 94/k 842; ATHE 20; ICK 2, 45 [REL 88 via hamuštum]; FT1 - FS 
Garelli 234; RA 58, 134 (Gou 3); Sadberg - ARK 168-9476; TC 3, 10; TC 3, 177; TC 3, 198. Cf. Hurāṣānum 
texts: AKT 3, 30; CCT 5, 43; CCT 6, 9a [REL 90+]; ICK 1, 188; ICK 2, 131 [REL 103 + š.q. Buzutāya]; 
TC 3, 212; TC 3, 259. 

Akuza / Agua: AKT 6a, 9 – Kt 94/k 961; AKT 6a, 9a-b – Kt 94/k 581; AKT 6a, 10 – Kt 94/k 1030; AKT 6a, 10 
– Kt 94/k 998; AKT 6a, 24-25 – Kt 94/k 1050; AKT 6a, 40 – Kt 94/k 1006; AKT 6a, 41-42 – Kt 94/k 1037; 
AKT 6a, 46 – Kt 94/k 1144; AKT 6a, 47 – Kt 94/k 950; AKT 6a, 48 – Kt 94/k 1044; AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 
94/k 1051; AKT 6a, 56 – Kt 94/k 1015; AKT 6a, 57-58 – Kt 94/k 1052; AKT 6a, 191 – Kt 94/k 582; AKT 
6a, 191 – Kt 94/k 964; Dalley 6; Dalley 8; ICK 1, 20a-b; ICK 4 - I 594; Kt o/k 196a-c; KTK 103; TMH 1, 
13a; TMH 1, 23a+b. 

Alāku: AKT 2, 2; AKT 3, 84; AKT 3, 85; AKT 3, 86; AKT 3, 92; BIN 6, 103; ICK 4 - I 676; JCS 14, 13; KTS 2, 
50; TC 1, 46; TC 3, 213. 

Amur-ilī (I): Aside from the following seal, I can find no patronymics for Šu-Anum s. Amur-ilī in my dataset. 
See Larsen 1976, 157 (TC 3, 259b, seal 58 “Šu-Anum son of Amur-ilī”); Dercksen suggests Amur-ilī f. Šu-
Anum, based on this seal inscription for Šu-Anum NU.BÀNDA: "This man is as yet only attested with his 
title in seal inscriptions. His own seal, bearing the inscription Šu-A-nu-um NU.BÁNDA DUMU A-mur-
DINGIR, was used by Hupitum the steward in Kt n/k 1702. Šū-Anum is further known from the legends on 
the cylinder seals owned by four of his sons: 

1. Ah-šalim, F.T. 1b; also ICK 2, 107 seal B (Larsen & Møller 1991, 228), 
2. Amur-ilī, TC 3, 259b seal 58; also Kt a/k 902 and Kt m/k 136 seal A (Hecker 2003, 186 n. 14), 
3. Puzur-Ištar, CTMMA 1, 92b seal 53 (used by Buzia), 
4. Uzubiškum, see Kültepe-Kaniš 2001, p. 138f.” (2004, 68-69). 

Amur-ilī (II): Kt a/k 902 I.A-mur-DINGIR I.DUMU Šu-A-nim NU.BÀNDA (N. Özgüç 1949, 233b. Abb. 682); 
CCT 6, 2c [A]mur-DINGIR x [(x x)] [DU]MU Šu-[A-n]im); cf. Larsen 1976, 157: “Šu-Anum, father of 
Amur-ilī” (N.B. A-mur-ilī NOT A-na-ili as Lewy (HUCA 27, 33 n. 115) suggested). 

Amur-Šamaš: Contenau 34 (Frag.), cf. EL 9 (Teissier 1994, 119); KTK 103 - Silejko 2 - EL 9; TC 1, 93. 
Aššur-bēl-awātim: AKT 6a, 19-20 – Kt 94/k 1275; ICK 4 - I 639; Kt c/k 839 (cf. Kt c/k 269). 
Aššur-imittī: BIN 6, 103. 
Aššur-lamassī: AKT 5, 40; ATHE 48; CCT 4, 16c; RA 80 - TTC 21; TPAK 1, 105. 
Aššur-muttabbil: ICK 1, 187; TC 1, 63 [81 - Iddin-Aššur s. Kubidi]; TPAK 1, 125. 
Aššur-rabi: AKT 6a, 136 – Kt 94/k 1169; ICK 1, 25a-b; Kt 94/k 468; Kt 94/k 796; KTK 103 - Silejko 2 - EL 9; 

TC 1, 93; TMH 1, 9c; TMH 1, 18b. 
Aššur-rēṣī: ICK 4 - I 442. 
Aššur-taklāku: TC 1, 20. 
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Aššur-ṭāb: KTK 103 - Silejko 2 - EL 9; TC 1, 93; cf. AKT 6a, 208b – Kt 94/k 1400 (A-šur-DÙG DUMU A-zu-
za-a). 

Būr-Aššur: AKT 3, 13 [REL 78]; AKT 3, 19; AnOr 6, 19; BIN 4, 4; BIN 4, 98; BIN 4, 233; CCT 2, 12b; CCT 3, 
34b-35a; ICK 4 - I 543; KUG 12; RA 81, 85; TPAK 1, 187; VS 26, 45.  

Daughter (of Kura): ICK 4 - I 547. 
Elāli (I): AKT 1, 22 & KTS 2, 7 (duplicate); BIN 6, 2; CCT 5, 41a; cf. Larsen 1967, 57. 
Elāli (II): AKT 6a, 75 - Kt 94/k 839; AKT 6a, 76 - Kt 94/k 841 [REL 92]; Kt c/k 839; VS 26, 92. 
Elāli (III): AKT 3, 92; AKT 6a, 207 – Kt 94/k 1458 [REL 98 - Ilī-dan]; BIN 4, 91 (Michel 1991, No. 7); CCT 5, 

42a; Kt c/k 451; Kt r/k 16. 
Enna-Suen (I): See Dercksen 2004, 59 & 105; AKT 1, 69 ("the representative of Kura, (i.e.) Šu-Anum s. Enna-

Suen"); AKT 2, 22 (Waklum letter: Waklum* > Enna-Suen + Uṣur-ša-Ištar + Aduda); AKT 6a, 90 – Kt 
94/k 1093 (Enna-Suen acts as a witness in the Ušinalam affair. It is unclear to me whether this the 
paterfamilias, late in his live [ca. REL 90; cf. event: Ušinalam affair], or the young son of Šu-Anum, or 
some other homonym.); BIN 4, 212; Kt 00/k 7; KTS 1, 31a (Waklum letter); TC 3, 234:3; TPAK 1, 156a-
b. It’s worth noting that the only evidence of an Assyrian eponym named Enna-Suen is in REL 38 (Enna-
Suen son of Pussānum), which is probably too early to be this entity. 

Enna-Suen (II): AKT 1, 51; AKT 3, 27; AKT 3, 28; AKT 3, 84 (cf. AKT 3, 82); AKT 6a, 290 – Kt 94/k 1168; 
ATHE 69; BIN 4, 142; BIN 6, 188; BIN 6, 253; CCT 1, 48 [REL 104]; CCT 5, 4b; CCT 6, 24f; CCT 6, 
15a+ICK I 633 & 763 (joins); ICK 4 - I 633; ICK 4 - I 763; Kt a/k 497a-b [REL 103]; KTB 18; OIP 27, 57; 
Struwe; TC 3, 270; TMH 1, 7c; TMH 1, 7e. This list shows the numerous patronymics for Enna-Suen s. Ilī-
ālum, perhaps the full name for the short form Ilia.  

Enna-Suen (III): BIN 4, 31. 
Enna-Suen (IV): AKT 3, 13; AKT 5, 71; CCT 4, 16c; Kt 91/k 140 [REL 107]; RA 59, 36 (15); Sadberg - HK 

1006-5535. 
Ennam-Aššur: 94/k 1024. 
Ennamāya: ICK 4 - I 604 (cf. TPAK 1, 60; Kt g/k 118); Kt 88/k 263 [REL 76+] Not sure if this is the same 

Ennamāya, but the document is sealed by Aššur-bāni NU.BÀNDA.  
Erīšum: AKT 1, 8; AKT 1, 50 [REL 108/vi ? via hamuštum: Šumma-libbi-ilīya]; AKT 3, 27; AKT 4, 25 [REL 

103]. 
Hadāya: ICK 2, 345 (Hadāya s. [Elāli]); cf. Kt n/k 1429 [REL 84+]. Is this the same Hadāya who is the brother 

of Šu-Bēlum in ICK 1, 96 ? See Lewy 1956, 10-11 n. 46. In BIN 6, 2 we see a letter exchanged between 
Šu-Anum and Hadi that Elāli is dead, perhaps this is a short form for Hadāya. 

Hupitum: AKT 3, 87 [REL 118+ - ref. Kapatīya]; AKT 5, 50 [REL 131 - Ṭāb-Aššur]; CCT 1, 9b [REL 93 - Iddin-
abum]; Dalley 13 (ment. 3 talents 20 mina URUDU); VS 26, 32 (Hupitum NU.BÀNDA). 

Huraṣānum: BIN 4, 223 (see Michel 1991, No. 59: "To Innāya from Ah-šalim: Am I verily your brother, just as 
Huraṣānum is your brother? ..."). 

Iddin-Kūbum (I): Proposed by Cecile Michel (1991, 147). I can find no patronymics for Iddin-Kūbum s. Elāli in 
my dataset. 

Iddin-Kūbum (II): AKT 6a, 100 – Kt 94/k 1221 (Uṣup-iškum brother of Iddin-Kūbum); RA 80 - TTC 21 (EL 
141 (Cont. 21)). 

Iddin-Suen: ICK 1, 20a-b (received naruqqum, many names in the family mentioned). 
Ikūn-pīa: AnOr 6, 17; AKT 6a, 100 - Kt 94/k 1211; CCT 5, 36b; KTS 1, 20. 
Ikūnum: AKT 3, 6; ATHE 64; CCT 1, 15b (Ikūnum NU.BÀNDA); TC 1, 81. 
Ilia: AKT 6a, 219 – Kt 94/k 1021; AKT 6a, 241 – Kt 94/k 815; AKT 6a, 244 – Kt 94/k 844; 6a, 76 – Kt 94/k 841; 

AKT 6a, 278a – Kt 94/k 744 (Ilia b. Šu-Kūbum). 
Ilī-ašrannī: AKT 3, 43; ATHE 55; BIN 4, 103. 
Ištar-ummī: KTS 2, 18; TC 3, 207. 
Karria: BIN 4, 101 [REL 106 - Aššur-imittī malahhum]; KTK 79 - Golenischeff 3 - EL 66. 
Kura: AKT 1, 69; AKT 3, 61; AKT 6a, 24-25 – Kt 94/k 1050; ATHE 36; BIN 4, 98; BIN 6, 46; BIN 6, 75; C24 

- Nesr - Winkenbach 3; CCT 3, 25; CCT 3, 34b-35a; CCT 4, 4b; CCT 4, 24a; CCT 5, 7b; CCT 5, 48f.; CCT 
6, 8d; ICK 1, 103; ICK 4 - I 502; ICK 4 - I 547; Kt a/k 1258a-b; Kt g/k 118; Kt h/k 20; KTS 1, 56b; KTS 
1, 57b; RC 1749 D (Landsberger Cd 27-2); TPAK 1, 187. 

Lamassī: ICK 1, 25a-b; Kt 94/k 468; Kt 94/k 796; KTK 103 - Silejko 2 - EL 9; TC 1, 93; TMH 1, 9c;  
Mannum-ki-Aššur: AKT 1, 10; CCT 1, 13a; ICK 4 - I 583; TC 3, 199; Cf. CCT 3, 36b-37a; DTCFD 31, 189; 

KTS 1, 32a; KTS 1, 32b; RA 60, 143.  
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Nabi-Suen: ATHE 55 [REL 98]; CCT 1, 1a [REL 107]; Kt 91/k 391. 
Puzur-Aššur: AKT 6a, 19-20 – Kt 94/k 1275; BIN 6, 250; ICK 1, 20a-b; ICK 4 - I 594; VS 26, 92. 
Puzur-Ištar (Buṣia): AAA 1, 2; AKT 6a, 109 – Kt 94/k 842 (Buzia šiprum ša ālim); CTMMA 1, 92b seal 53, 

used by Buzia (Dercksen 2004, 68-69); ICK 1, 88; ICK 2, 132; ICK 4 - I 670; Kt 94/k 1024; TC 2, 56 
Rubatum: "All of the seals owned by NU.BANDA Šü-Anum's four sons (Amur-ilī, Ahšalim, Usipiškim, Puzur-

Istar) and Amur-ilī's daughter (Rubatum) were cut in Old Assyrian style" (Ozguc & Tunca 2001, 138). 
Šalim-Aššur: ICK 4 - I 479. 
Šamaš-bāni: 94/k 1024. 
Šāt-Aššur: BIN 4, 212. 
Šī-Lamassī: AAA 1, 2; ICK 1, 88; ICK 4 - I 585; ICK 4 - I 670; ICK 5 - I 708; TC 2, 58; TC 3, 207. 
Šu-Anum (I aka Kuskusum): Dalley 8; ICK 4 - I 479; KTS 1, 31a (Waklum letter); Cf. AKT 6a, 9 – Kt 94/k 

961; AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 94/k 1051; AKT 6a, 41-42 – Kt 94/k 1037; AKT 6a, 48 – Kt 94/k 1044; AKT 6a, 
10 – Kt 94/k 1030; AKT 6a, 24-25 – Kt 94/k 1050; AKT 6a, 19-20 – Kt 94/k 1275; AKT 6a, 36-37 – Kt 
94/k 1036; AKT 6a, 56 – Kt 94/k 1015. 

Šu-Anum (II): BIN 4, 114; CCT 4, 7c; Kt 92/k 169 (Veenhof (A)KT 8: Elamma archive) [REL 92]; Kt 94/k 1024; 
Cf. BIN 6, 211; Tübingen 2; VS 26, 112. 

Šu-Anum (III): Kt 91/k 139 [ca. REL 120-135] (Šu-Anum s. Enna-Suen s. Šu-Anum). 
Šu-Aššur: AKT 6a, 151 – Kt 94/k 833; AKT 6a, 263 – Kt 94/k 1304. 
Šu-Bēlum: BIN 4, 173; Contenau 25; RA 80 - TTC 25; cf. TC 3, 223 (Šu-Bēlum (g)s. Šu-Anum). 
Šu-Hubur: ICK 1, 186 [REL 88 - Šu-hubur s. Elāli]; Kt a/k 900a-b [REL 88]. 
Šu-Ištar: ICK 1, 20 (see Teissier 1994, 125); ICK 1, 25a-b; Kt 94/k 468; Kt 94/k 796; KTK 103; LIV. 14 (EL 

159); TC 1, 93; TMH 1, 9c. 
Šu-Kūbum: AKT 6a, 77 – Kt 94/k 576; AKT 6a, 104 – Kt 94/k 1139; AKT 6a, 105 – Kt 94/k 1045; AKT 6a, 116 

– Kt 94/k 1300; AKT 6a, 207 – Kt 94/k 1458; CCT 2, 33 (cf. CCT 4, 41b & KTS 1, 35b); CCT 5, 26c [REL 
98]; Kt 94/k 1059 (bullae with 2 seal impressions; see Özgüç & Tunca 2001, Bullae 242, 348); TMH 1, 25f. 

Šu-Suen: AKT 6a, 151 – Kt 94/k 833; BIN 4, 187; BIN 6, 19. 
Šumma-libbi-Aššur: AKT 3, 27 (Šumma-libbi-Aššur s. Kuskusum); AKT 6a, 77 – Kt 94/k 576; CCT 1, 48 [REL 

104]; CCT 5, 40b; ICK 4 - I 471; ICK 4 - I 606; Kt a/k 497a-b [REL 103]; VS 26, 1 [REL 104]. 
Uṣup-iškum: AKT 2, 23; AKT 6a, 90 - Kt 94/k 1093; AKT 6a, 100 – Kt 94/k 1221; BIN 6, 29; ICK 4, 501 (Uṣup-

iškum is dead: "when Uṣup-iškum was alive..."; he’s also mentioned with Ikūn-pīa s. Šu-Anum, who 
receives the gold Adada brought (for Uṣup-iškum) from Burušhattum to Kanesh); TC 3, 198 (both Uṣup-
iškum & his brother Ah-šalim act as witnesses). 

Ziza: Kt r/k 15. 
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Figure 5.3.3. Imdī-ilum’s family 
See Ichisar 1981, 17; Larsen 1982, 219; Dercksen 1996, 92; Michel 2001 (LAPO 19, 465); Larsen 2015 (285). 
Ab-šalim (f.): See Ichisar (contra Larsen 1982, 2015; Dercksen 1996); ATHE 24: "Suen-rē’ī, Ili-bāni, Aššur-nīšu, 

and Šū-Labān, the sons of Amur-Ištar, representing themselves and representing Ab-šalim, the daughter of 
Amur-Ištar, and their brother Iddin-Adad" (Hertel 2013, 301). 

Al-ṭāb: ICK 4 - I 688 (“he became sick”). 
Amur-ilī (II): AKT 4, 18; CCT 5, 41a; ICK 1, 188. 
Amur-Ištar: AKT 1, 7; AKT 1, 8; AKT 3, 30; AKT 3, 104; AKT 4, 26; AKT 6a, 255 – Kt 94/k 766; AKT 6a, 

260 – Kt 94/k 1250; ATHE 18; ATHE 23; ATHE 24; ATHE 65; BIN 4, 112; CCT 1, 13a; CCT 6, 17a; 
POAT 18; RA 60, 130; Schmidt 2 - EL 246 (dead at REL 104); TC 2, 56;  TC 3, 187; TPAK 1, 186; TPAK 
1, 190. 

Annali (II):  
Aššur-bāni: ICK 1, 4. 
Aššur-imitti (I): TC 3, 187. 
Aššur-nāṣir: ICK 4 - I 580. 
Aššur-nīšu: AKT 4, 26; CCT 1, 13a. 
Aššur-ṣulūlī: ATHE 62; ICK 1, 85; ICK 4 - I 488; Kt a/k 497a-b; Kt c/k 839; KTB 6; RA 80 - TTC 25; VS 26, 

49. 
Buburānum: AKT 1, 18; AnOr 6, 2; AO 22505; Belleten 40, 182; BIN 6, 29; CCT 2, 7; CCT 2, 35; CCT 3, 46b; 

CCT 6, 43b; CTMMA 1, 75; ICK 1, 192; ICK 2, 87; ICK 2, 286; ICK 2, 311; ICK 4 - I 494; ICK 4 - I 495; 
Ka 1004 - Anatolica 12, 153 (or 12, 138 ?); RA 80 - TTC 29; Sadberg - ARK 168-9476 (Buburānum TUR); 
VS 26, 13. Although there are no patronymics or sibling indications he is always listed with Ennānum (s. 
Šu-Hubur) and Imdī-ilum. 

Ennam-Bēlum: BIN 4, 173; CCT 1, 16b; CCT 5, 43; CCT 6, 9a; Contenau 25; Kt a/k 933a+b; RA 80 - TTC 25; 
TC 3, 212; TC 3, 259. 

Ennānum: CCT 4, 49a; CTMMA 1, 95; ICK 2, 128a-b; POAT 4; TC 3, 50; TC 2, 23. 
Iddin-Aššur: See Larsen 2015, 285, cf. CCT 3, 46b; CCT 2, 8-10. 
Iddin-Aššur (II): ICK 4 - I 580. 
Ilī-bani: AKT 3, 104; AKT 4, 26; AKT 6a, 255 – Kt 94/k 766; AKT 6a, 260 – Kt 94/k 1250; ATHE 18; ATHE 

23; ATHE 24; ATHE 65; BIN 4, 112; CCT 1, 13a; CCT 6, 17a; TPAK 1, 186; TPAK 1, 190. 
Ilī-mallak: CCT 1, 11b; OIP 27, 59. 
Ilī-wēdāku: AKT 3, 44; ATHE 16. 
Imdī-ilum: CCT 5, 43; ICK 1, 182 [REL 104]; ICK 1, 188; ICK 3 - KKS 27a+b; ICK 4 - I 580; ICK 4 - I 742; 

KTS 2, 42 [REL 93+]. 
Ištar-bāštī (f.): BIN 6, 230; CCT 4, 28a; CCT 5, 41b; ICK 4 - I 688; KTS 1, 1b; LB 1217; OrNS 50, 2; TC 2, 28; 

TC 3, 56; TC 3, 57; VS 26, 33; VS 26, 41. 
Itūr-ilī: AKT 3, 59; AKT 3, 111; AKT 6a, 15 – Kt 94/k 1184; AKT 6a, 48 – Kt 94/k 1044; AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 

94/k 1051; AKT 6a, 57-58 – Kt 94/k 1052; AKT 6a, 229 – Kt 94/k 827; ICK 4 - I 488; Kt a/k 1066; VS 26, 
104. He is clearly involved in Imdī-ilum’s network, but could be acting as an agent outside of the family, 
in which case he could be the son of Amur-Ištar, grandson of Iddin-Suen. 

Kulumāya: KTS 2, 42; BIN 4, 103; ICK 2, 131. 
Mannum-balum-Aššur: TPAK 1, 79a+b [REL 102]. 
Puzur-Adad: CCT 2, 8-10; CCT 6, 35a; ICK 4 - I 768; KTS 2, 39; LB 1295; TC 3, 52. 
Puzur-Aššur: BIN 6, 29 (Puzur-Aššur  b. Imdī-ilum rec. 5 š. silver); CCT 3, 45b-46a; CTMMA 1, 72; TC 3, 211. 
Puzur-Ištar: BIN 6, 111; BIN 6, 219; CCT 2, 46a; CCT 4, 16b; ICK 2, 147; ICK 3 - KKS 27a+b; ICK 4 - I 490; 

ICK 4 - I 572; ICK 4 - I 609; KTS 1, 1b; LB 1217; OIP 27, 56; TC 3, 112; VS 26, 118. 
Suen-rē’ī: ATHE 16:5; ATHE 24:2, B:7, 10; CCT 1, 13a; CCT 5, 17a:29; Kt n/k 1374:3, 4; Kt n/k 1804:5*, 10*, 

15*; Kt n/k 1825:3, 5*(d); Kt n/k 1842:2; Kt v/k 158:3; Kt v/k 184:6; OIP 27, 56:35; Schmidt 2 (EL 246); 
TC 3, 266:31; TPAK 1, 100 + Kt 91/k 107. 

Šalim-Aššur: ICK 4 - I 471. 
Šu-Bēlum:AKT 3, 87 [REL 118+]; AKT 3, 88; TC 3, 229 [REL 115]. 
Šu-Hubur: AnOr 6, 2; BIN 6, 79; CCT 1, 15b; CCT 2, 7; CCT 3, 21a; CCT 3, 22b-23a; ICK 2, 339; ICK 4 - I 

489; ICK 4 - I 653; ICK 4 - I 678; Ka 1004 - Anatolica 12, 153 (or 12, 138 ?); KTS 1, 21a; KTS 1, 21b; 
KUG 42 (Šu-Hubur to Pūšu-kēn and Ennam-Aššur). Is Šu-Hubur Imdī-ilum's uncle? “it remains uncertain" 
(Larsen 2015, 207 n. 11). 
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Šu-Laban (I): AKT 6a, 11 – Kt 94/k 780; CCT 1, 14a; CCT 2, 8-10; CCT 3, 34a; CCT 5, 49c; CTMMA 1, 77; 
ICK 1, 114; ICK 2, 70; ICK 2, 104; ICK 2, 339; ICK 4 - I 580; Kayseri 313 - TTAED 4, 3; KTS 1, 34a; TC 
3, 211. 

Šu-Laban (II): ATHE 24. 
Šu-Laban (III): TC 1, 79. 
Tarām-Kubi (f.): BIN 4, 91; BIN 6, 46; BIN 6, 90; CCT 3, 23b; CCT 3, 24; CCT 3, 25; CCT 4, 24a; ICK 4 - I 

495; ICK 4 - I 547; ICK 4 - I 556; ICK 4 - I 736; KUG 5; OrNS 50, 2; RA 81, 15; Sadberg - ARK 168-
9476; TC 1, 5. 

Uṣur-Anum: AO 22505; CCT 2, 8-10; KTS 1, 43c; TC 3, 130. 
Uṣur-ša-Aššur: TC 3, 250 [REL 136]. 
Uṣur-ša-Ištar: AKT 2, 32; AKT 4, 26; AKT 4, 45; AKT 3, 111; ATHE 19; ATHE 61; BIN 6, 34; BIN 6, 133; 

CCT 2, 8-10; CCT 2, 23; CCT 2, 35; CCT 3, 40a; CCT 4, 28a; CCT 6, 9a; ICK 3 - KKS 30a+b; ICK 4 - I 
432; Kt a/k 933a+b; Kt n/k 1138; Kt n/k 1336; Kt n/k 2056; KTS 2, 42; KUG 46; OIP 27, 56; RA 60, 106 
(40). 

Walawala: OIP 27, 59 [REL 107-109]. 
Zizizi (f.): ICK 4 - I 688 (wrote a letter to Imdī-ilum that her sister Šiduan is dead. Perhaps she was an adopted 

daughter?); VS 26, 33:3 (cf. TC 3, 250:6). 
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Figure 5.3.4. Pūšu-kēn family 
See Kryszat 2004, 44; Stratford 2010, 171. 
Ahaha (f. aka Waqqurtum): ATHE 24; CCT 5, 41a; ICK 1. 120; TC 1, 21; TC 1, 79; TC 3, 203; TC 3, 210. 
Aššur-idī (I): OrNS 50, 1. 
Aššur-idī (III): TCL 1, 239 (EL 144); cf. Kt i/k 124 [KEL 134]; TC , 250; TPAK 1, 14. 
Aššur-malik: Larsen 1967, 16 (BIN 6, 64:26-27); Related texts: AnOr 6, 22 [REL 112+]; BIN 4, 68; BIN 4, 108; 

BIN 6, 126; BIN 6, 182; CCT 3, 27a; CCT 3, 29; CCT 4, 45b; Cont. 19; EL 141 (Cont. 21); EL 108; KTH 
12 & 13; KTS 53a; TC 1, 69; TC 3, 67. In contrast Chantre 1 records Aššur-malik s. Šu-Kūbum; h. Tāriš-
mātum, preferred by Stratford (2010, 171). In Subartu 35 (2015, 67) Hakan Erol reconstructs the family 
tree of Aššur-bāni, father of Luzina. Interestingly, we find a lot of overlap in the patronymics of the sons of 
Luzina with the sons of Aššur-bāni. It could be that when Aššur-bāni died, Luzina took over the family 
firm, and his younger siblings referred to Luzina for their patronymic. Alternatively, it could be that the 
sons of Luzina use their grandfather's patronymic (which occurs elsewhere), or that Luzina is a nickname 
for Šu-Kūbum. 

Aššur-muttabbil: AnOr 6, 20; ATHE 22; ATHE 24; BIN 6, 8;  CCT 5, 18a; CCT 5, 22a; CCT 5, 26b; CCT 5, 
33a; CCT 5, 41a; ICK 4 - I 652; Dalley 11; Etnografya 397; L 13 (EL 282); OrNS 50, 4; POAT 4; TPAK 
1, 14; TPAK 1, 114. 

Buzāzu: TC 1, 79; TC 3, 203. 
Hanunu: TC 1, 99; TC 3, 126; VS 26, 196. 
Ikūn-pāšā: ATHE 24; AnOr 6, 22 (Ikūn-paša b. Buzāzu) [REL 112+ ref. š.q. Samāya]; BIN 6, 8; TC 1, 79; TC 3, 

203. 
Kunaniya (f.): BIN 6, 84; CTMMA 1, 78c. 
Lamašša (f.): In the texts from Pūšu-kēn's family firm we find four letters in which Muza is listed first in the I.F.. 

In each of these texts Muza is the letter recipient and it is Lamašša (wife of Buzāzu) who is writing to her 
(BIN 4, 90; BIN 6, 14; CCT 4, 20a; KTS 2, 21). In BIN 6, 14 Lamašša also includes the phrase šumma 
ahatī atti šumma bēltī atti : 'if you are my sister, if you are my lady...' Pūšu-kēn is also mentioned in three 
of these letters (twice in the IF after Muza), presumably the son of Buzāzu.  

Lamassī (f.): CCT 5, 41a; ICK 1, 120; TC 1, 30 [REL 78] (death of Lamassī, wife of Pūšu-kēn). 
Pūšu-kēn (I): AAA 1, 10a; Adana 237 D; Adonis Kyrou 1646; AKT 1, 14; AKT 1, 28; AKT 3, 30; AKT 3, 32; 

AKT 3, 39; AKT 3, 71; AKT 3, 72; AKT 3, 73; AKT 3, 74; AKT 3, 75; AKT 3, 76; AKT 3, 78; AKT 4, 5; 
AKT 5, 6; AKT 6a, 61-62 – Kt 94/k 1029; AKT 6a, 111 – Kt 94/k 1267; AKT 6a, 128 – Kt 94/k 1383; AKT 
6a, 132 – Kt 94/k 1754; AKT 6a, 146 – Kt 94/k 1301; AKT 6a, 164 – Kt 94/k 1744; AKT 6a, 166 – Kt 94/k 
1130; AKT 6a, 194 – Kt 94/k 795; AKT 6a, 195a-b – Kt 94/k 881; AKT 6a, 2 – Kt 94/k 1733; AKT 6a, 203 
– Kt 94/k 1755; AKT 6a, 204 – Kt 94/k 1737; AnOr 6, 5; AnOr 6, 15; AnOr 6, 20; AnOr 6, 21; AO 22503; 
ATHE 1; ATHE 2; ATHE 6; ATHE 11; ATHE 16; ATHE 20; ATHE 24; ATHE 28; ATHE 29; ATHE 30; 
ATHE 31; ATHE 32; ATHE 33; ATHE 62; BIN 4, 1; BIN 4, 6; BIN 4, 7; BIN 4, 8; BIN 4, 9; BIN 4, 10; 
BIN 4, 11; BIN 4, 12; BIN 4, 13; BIN 4, 14; BIN 4, 15; BIN 4, 16; BIN 4, 17; BIN 4, 18; BIN 4, 19; BIN 
4, 20; BIN 4, 21; BIN 4, 22; BIN 4, 23; BIN 4, 24; BIN 4, 25; BIN 4, 26; BIN 4, 27; BIN 4, 28; BIN 4, 29; 
BIN 4, 30; BIN 4, 31; BIN 4, 32; BIN 4, 33; BIN 4, 80; BIN 4, 81; BIN 4, 82; BIN 4, 85; BIN 4, 87; BIN 
4, 90; BIN 4, 107; BIN 4, 113; BIN 4, 139; BIN 4, 149; BIN 4, 168; BIN 4, 184; BIN 4, 221; BIN 4, 226; 
BIN 4, 227; BIN 4, 229; BIN 4, 232; BIN 6, 3; BIN 6, 7; BIN 6, 11; BIN 6, 14; BIN 6, 24; BIN 6, 25; BIN 
6, 29; BIN 6, 34; BIN 6, 55; BIN 6, 56; BIN 6, 57; BIN 6, 63; BIN 6, 79; BIN 6, 82; BIN 6, 87; BIN 6, 91; 
BIN 6, 94; BIN 6, 95; BIN 6, 98; BIN 6, 100; BIN 6, 102; BIN 6, 105; BIN 6, 108; BIN 6, 112; BIN 6, 113; 
BIN 6, 116; BIN 6, 117; BIN 6, 148; BIN 6, 150; BIN 6, 153; BIN 6, 156; BIN 6, 169; BIN 6, 201; BIN 6, 
202; BIN 6, 204; BIN 6, 221; BIN 6, 240; BIN 6, 250; CCT 1, 13a; CCT 1, 13b; CCT 1, 15c; CCT 1, 16b; 
CCT 1, 17a; CCT 1, 20a; CCT 1, 35; CCT 1, 49b; CCT 1, 5b; CCT 1, 8c; CCT 2, 1; CCT 2, 2; CCT 2, 3; 
CCT 2, 4a; CCT 2, 4b-5a; CCT 2, 5b; CCT 2, 7; CCT 2, 28; CCT 2, 34; CCT 2, 35; CCT 2, 36a; CCT 2, 
36b-37a; CCT 2, 38; CCT 2, 41b; CCT 2, 44a; CCT 2, 44b-45a; CCT 2, 45b; CCT 2, 47b; CCT 3, 9; CCT 
3, 19b; CCT 3, 20; CCT 3, 21a; CCT 3, 21b-22a; CCT 3, 22a; CCT 3, 22b-23a; CCT 3, 36a; CCT 3, 49b; 
CCT 4, 4a; CCT 4, 5b; CCT 4, 6e; CCT 4, 9a; CCT 4, 11a; CCT 4, 12a; CCT 4, 15c; CCT 4, 16a; CCT 4, 
20a; CCT 4, 21b; CCT 4, 23a; CCT 4, 25b; CCT 4, 27a; CCT 4, 29a; CCT 4, 32b; CCT 4, 34c; CCT 4, 35a; 
CCT 4, 40b-41a; CCT 4, 42c; CCT 4, 49a; CCT 4, 50b; CCT 5, 2a; CCT 5, 2b; CCT 5, 4a; CCT 5, 5a; CCT 
5, 5b; CCT 5, 6a; CCT 5, 6b; CCT 5, 9a; CCT 5, 10a; CCT 5, 20b; CCT 5, 20d; CCT 5, 21a; CCT 5, 21c; 
CCT 5, 22a; CCT 5, 29c; CCT 5, 40b; CCT 5, 43; CCT 5, 47b; CCT 5, 49e; CCT 6, 1a; CCT 6, 1b; CCT 
6, 1c; CCT 6, 1d; CCT 6, 9a; CCT 6, 9b; CCT 6, 11a; CCT 6, 17c; CCT 6, 20a; CCT 6, 20b; CCT 6, 20c; 
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CCT 6, 24a; CCT 6, 24c; CCT 6, 26c; CCT 6, 30d; CCT 6, 35a; CCT 6, 35b; CCT 6, 38c; CCT 6, 47c; 
CTMMA 1, 91; FT1 - FS Garelli 234; ICK 1, 11a-b+18; ICK 1, 124; ICK 1, 167; ICK 1, 171; ICK 1, 181; 
ICK 1, 187; ICK 1, 190; ICK 1, 192; ICK 1, 71; ICK 1, 84; ICK 1, 96; ICK 2, 85; ICK 2, 97; ICK 2, 112; 
ICK 2, 114; ICK 2, 123; ICK 2, 133; ICK 2, 302; ICK 2, 305; ICK 2, 306; ICK 2, 314; ICK 2, 343; ICK 3 
- KKS 21a+b; ICK 4 - I 426; ICK 4 - I 430; ICK 4 - I 431; ICK 4 - I 471; ICK 4 - I 472; ICK 4 - I 484; ICK 
4 - I 520; ICK 4 - I 524; ICK 4 - I 536 // ICK 2, 145; ICK 4 - I 545; ICK 4 - I 560; ICK 4 - I 571; ICK 4 - I 
577; ICK 4 - I 583; ICK 4 - I 590; ICK 4 - I 606; ICK 4 - I 608; ICK 4 - I 647; ICK 4 - I 651; ICK 4 - I 653; 
ICK 4 - I 671; ICK 4 - I 676; ICK 4 - I 678; ICK 4 - I 679; ICK 4 - I 682; ICK 4 - I 704; ICK 4 - I 734; ICK 
4 - I 748; ICK 4 - I 762; ICK 4 - I 836; JCS 14, 2; JCS 14, 4; JCS 41, 2 - Foster B; Kayseri 90; Kt 88/k 40; 
Kt a/k 353 and 315; Kt n/k 1502; KTB 3; KTB 11; KTH 11; KTH 19; KTH 20; KTH 22; KTH 33; KTH 
34; KTS 1, 21a; KTS 1, 21b; KTS 1, 22a; KTS 1, 22b; KTS 1, 23; KTS 1, 24; KTS 1, 25a; KTS 1, 25b; 
KTS 1, 26a; KTS 1, 26b; KTS 1, 27a; KTS 1, 27b; KTS 1, 28; KTS 1, 29a; KTS 1, 29b; KTS 1, 30; KTS 
1, 42d; KTS 1, 43c; KTS 1, 57e; KTS 2, 12; KTS 2, 15; KTS 2, 39; KTS 2, 48; KTS 2, 51; KTS 2, 57; KUG 
15; KUG 17; KUG 18; KUG 39; KUG 40; KUG 42; KUG 50; MDOG 102 86; OIP 27, 62; OrNS 50, 1; 
POAT 7; POAT 8; POAT 15; POAT 18; POAT 19; POAT 33; PUL 100_Garelli-FS Matoush; RA 58, 122 
(Sch 20); RA 58, 122 (Sch 21); RA 58, 126 (Sch 22); RA 59, 32 (11); RA 59, 150-154 (23); RA 59, 154 
(24); RA 59, 159; RA 59, 162; RA 59, 165 (27); RA 59, 165 (28); RA 59, 169 (29); RA 59, 169 (30); RA 
60, 119 (46); RA 80 - TTC 4; RA 80 - TTC 5; RA 80 - TTC 6; RA 80 - TTC 24; RA 81, 1; RA 81, 4; RA 
81, 18; RA 81, 19; RA 81, 36; RA 81, 83; RA 81, 84; RA 88, Brieux; Sadberg - ARK 397-11591; Sadberg 
- HK 1013-5542; Schmidt 2 - EL 246; SMEA 4; TC 1, 3; TC 1, 6; TC 1, 7; TC 1, 14; TC 1, 16; TC 1, 17; 
TC 1, 22; TC 1, 26; TC 1, 28; TC 1, 30; TC 1, 31; TC 1, 46; TC 1, 49; TC 1, 55; TC 1, 73; TC 1, 79; TC 2, 
1; TC 2, 2; TC 2, 3; TC 2, 4; TC 2, 5; TC 2, 6; TC 2, 7; TC 2, 8; TC 2, 9; TC 2, 10; TC 2, 11; TC 2, 12; TC 
2, 13; TC 2, 14; TC 2, 15; TC 2, 16; TC 2, 17; TC 2, 18; TC 2, 19; TC 2, 20; TC 2, 21; TC 2, 22; TC 2, 23; 
TC 2, 24; TC 2, 72; TC 3, 20; TC 3, 21; TC 3, 22; TC 3, 23; TC 3, 24; TC 3, 25; TC 3, 26; TC 3, 27; TC 3, 
28; TC 3, 29; TC 3, 30; TC 3, 31; TC 3, 32; TC 3, 33; TC 3, 34; TC 3, 35; TC 3, 36; TC 3, 37; TC 3, 38; 
TC 3, 39; TC 3, 40; TC 3, 41; TC 3, 42; TC 3, 44; TC 3, 57; TC 3, 99; TC 3, 106; TC 3, 167; TC 3, 186; 
TC 3, 187; TC 3, 190; TC 3, 192; TC 3, 231; TC 3, 233; TC 3, 250; TC 3, 256; TC 3, 260; TC 3, 271; TC 
3, 276; TMH 1, 14d-15a; TMH 1, 25f; TPAK 1, 22; TPAK 1, 44a+b; TPAK 1, 114; TPAK 1, 203; VS 26, 
9; VS 26, 10; VS 26, 12; VS 26, 16; VS 26, 17; VS 26, 18; VS 26, 24; VS 26, 26; VS 26, 27; VS 26, 28; 
VS 26, 29; VS 26, 42; VS 26, 43; VS 26, 46; VS 26, 47; VS 26, 48; VS 26, 52; VS 26, 55; VS 26, 58; VS 
26, 59; VS 26, 6; VS 26, 64; VS 26, 65; VS 26, 67; VS 26, 71; VS 26, 73; VS 26, 117; VS 26, 153; VS 26, 
8; WAG 48-1465; Yale YBC 13092. 

Pūšu-kēn (II): ICK 4 - I 438  [REL 131]; TPAK 1, 14. 
Sueyya (II): TC 1, 79; TPAK 1, 109. 
Ṭāb-Aššur: BIN 6, 118; CCT 6, 6a; TPAK 1, 14. 
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Figure 5.3.5. The Aššur-malik families 
See Erol 2015, 67; Dercksen 2015, 50; Dercksen 1996, 92; Larsen 1976; Larsen 1967 (OACP); Lewy 1956 (HUCA 
27), 8-10   ; Michel 2001, 426; Shi 2013, 46. 
Ab-šalim: BIN 4, 68; BIN 6, 5; BIN 6, 6; BIN 6, 69 (related: BIN 6, 32; BIN 6, 215); CCT 3, 14; CCT 4, 13b; cf. 

POAT 37. 
Abatanānum: AKT 6a, 60 – Kt 94/k 948 (Abatanānum s. Lā-qēp) [ca. REL 89-90 - events: cf. Kt 94/k 1701, 

1256, 1262, 1300]. 
Adad-bāni: RA 60, 133. 
Adad-rabi: AKT 3, 4 (Adad-rabi s. Aššur-malik); CCT 3, 50a; ICK 1, 97 [134 - š.q. Suen-išmeanni]. 
Ali-ahum: See Dercksen 2015 (Subartu 35), 50: "Ali-ahum was the son of Aššur-malik. This emerges from the 

fact that the envelope (Kt c/k 661+664) of a letter (Kt c/k 50) written by Ali-ahum to Tahašaili and Aššur-
bēl-šadue carries the impressions of a seal whose owner is identified in the legend as 'Ali-ahum son of 
Aššur-malik'.... The name Ali-ahum son of Aššur-malik occurs in several Kt c/k texts." AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 
94/k 813 (Ali-ahum f. Aššur-mālik); AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444; AKT 6a, 277 – Kt 94/k 1011 [REL 105 
- Aššur-malik s. Ali-ahum]; Dercksen (1996, 92) suggests that Ali-ahum's father was called (Sukuhum), a 
nickname perhaps? Cf. BIN 4, 53; CCT 5, 6a; ICK 4 - I 542; POAT 5. 

Amama: BIN 6, 178 (event: death of Pūšu-kēn [REL 105]); CCT 5, 45b - Ramsay 5 (?) [REL 113 - [Ennamānum] 
s. Aššur-malik; cf. Kryszat 2004, 109] (cf. Michel 1991, 329f., pl. ix). 

Amur-Ištar: POAT 37. 
Aššur-bāni: BIN 4, 142; ICK 4 - I 496; Museon 85546a; OIP 27, 56. 
Aššur-bēl-šadue: Kt c/k 47 (cf. Dercksen 1996, 17); Kt c/k 50 (cf. Dercksen 1996, 105); Kt c/k 100 (cf. Dercksen 

1996, 111, 117); Kt c/k 263 (cf. Dercksen 1996, 186f.); Kt c/k 267 [ca. REL 110+; cf. Kt c/k 269]; Kt c/k 
451. 

Aššur-idī (II): BIN 6, 64; cf. CCT 4, 45b (Aššur-malik brother of Aššur-idī). 
Aššur-imittī: See Larsen 1967, 25; BIN 6, 64; Medelhavsmuseet 1977, BMNE 19, 3. 
Aššur-imittī (II): See Larsen 1967, 76; CCT 4, 6b; EL 138 (Giessen 314); ICK 1, 134; TC 2, 70 (Aššur-imittī 

IH.ME priest of Suen); cf. ICK 1, 97; Kt 92/k 332 [REL 110+ - ref. Iddin-abum]. 
Aššur-lamassī: KTH 12 & 13; TC 1, 69: 2-3; Larsen notes: “From TC 1, 69, 2-3  we know that a person called 

Aššur-lamassī was a son of one Aššur-malik, so there seems to be a reason to think that he was in fact a 
brother of Enlil-bāni. It must also be noted that Aššur-lamassī in a letter to Ab-šalim speaks of a person 
whom he calls ‘my mahhā'um’ (Cont. 19)” (1967, 16ff.). 

Aššur-malik (I): Kt a/k 440; Kt n/k 29; POAT 34. 
Aššur-malik (II): Larsen 1967, 16; AnOr 6, 22 [REL 112+]; BIN 4, 68; BIN 4, 108; BIN 6, 64:26-27; BIN 6, 

126; BIN 6, 182; CCT 3, 27a (EL 108); CCT 3, 29; CCT 4, 45b; Contenau 19; Contenau 21; KTH 12 & 13; 
KTS 53a; TC 1, 69; TC 3, 67. In contrast Chantre 1 records Aššur-malik s. Šu-Kūbum; h. Tāriš-mātum, 
preferred by Stratford (2010, 171). In Subartu 35 (2015, 67) Hakan Erol reconstructs the family tree of 
Aššur-bāni, father of Luzina. Interestingly, we find a lot of overlap in the patronymics of the sons of Luzina 
with the sons of Aššur-bāni. It could be that when Aššur-bāni died, Luzina took over the family firm, and 
his younger siblings referred to Luzina for their patronymic. Alternatively, it could be that the sons of 
Luzina use their grandfather's patronymic (which occurs elsewhere), or that Luzina is a nickname for Šu-
Kūbum. 

Aššur-malik (III): KKS 34b:1-4 (Sturm 2000, 498). 
Aššur-malik (IV): CCT 4, 45b; Sadberg - HK 1005-5534. 
Aššur-malik (V): AKT 6a, 71 – Kt 94/k 1731; AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 94/k 813; AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444; AKT 

6a, 277 – Kt 94/k 1011 [REL 105]; Belleten 40, 180; BIN 4, 216; BIN 6, 178 [ca. REL 105 - event: death 
of Pūšu-kēn]; CCT 1, 14a; CCT 3, 41a (cf. CCT 3, 41a; ICK 2, 102; Kt c/k 202; KT c/k 282); CCT 5, 6b; 
CCT 5, 22b (cf. ICK 4 - I 770) [REL 100]; ICK 1, 87; ICK 1, 181; ICK 4 - I 446 [REL 132 - Šurama]; ICK 
4 - I 751 (cf. AKT 3, 81; AKT 3, 87; AKT 3, 88, AKT 3, 89); Kt c/k 90; Kt c/k 246; Kt c/k 581; TC 3, 190; 
TC 3, 212 [REL 88]; WAG 48-1465. In contrast RA 60, 130 complicates this reconstruction: Aššur-malik 
s. Kayātum (Qá-a-tim). 

Aššur-malik (VI): TPAK 1, 102 [REL 136+ ?]. 
Aššur-malik (VII): AKT 6a, 21-22 – Kt 94/k 1274 (s. Ilī-bāni); AKT 6a, 207 – Kt 94/k 1458 [REL 98 - Ilī-dan]; 

CCT 4, 49b; CTMMA 1, 85; CTMMA 1, 86 [ca. REL 42]; ICK 3 - KKS 10a+b [ca. REL 42]. 
Aššur-malik (VIII): Adana 237 D; ICK 4 - I 446  [132 - Šurama]; ICK 4 - I 555; VS 26, 34. Difficult to establish 

whether he is the son of Lā-qēp (II) or (III). 
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Aššur-rabi: CCT 6, 13b; ICK 3 - KKS 6a+b [REL 101 - Ikūn-pī-Ištar + hamuštum]; TPAK 1, 156a-b; VS 26, 108 
(EL 257). 

Aššur-šamšī: Adana 237 D; AKT 6a, 32-33 – Kt 94/k 1033; AKT 6a, 97 – Kt 94/k 1191; BIN 4, 173; CCT 3, 19b. 
Aššur-taklāku: CCT 6, 13b (Aššur-taklāku s. Šu-Anum; cf. ICK 4 - I 466, [KEL 132]); 
Aššur-ṭāb (I): See Erol 2015, 67. 
Aššur-ṭāb (II): CCT 2, 8-10 (s. Ali-ahum); Kt 93/k 804 s. Ali-ahum (seal CS 209 Tunca = Tessier 1994 359). 
Azukanni(n) (f.): Kt m/k 147, 47.54; KTH 13, 36-38 (Sturm 2000, 498). 
Bazītum (f.): KTH 13, 36-38 (Sturm 2000, 498). 
Bēlātum (f.): See Michel 1991 (difficult to verify in my dataset). 
Bēlum-bāni: See Erol 2015, 67; AKT 1, 80; AKT 3, 4. 
Dadāya: BIN 6, 64; CCT 1, 2-3; Dalley 11; KTS 1, 45a [REL 109]; TC 1, 9; TC 2, 70; TC 3, 224 [REL 108]; TC 

3, 213. 
Dudāya: ICK 1, 67; KUG 9; TC 3, 217; TPAK 1, 141. 
Enlil-bāni (I): BIN 4, 145; ICK 4 - I 442; MNK 635 - JJP 11/12, 113; Museon 85546a; TC 1, 35; TC 3, 229 [REL 

115]; TC 3, 230 [REL 107]; TMH 1, 7c; TMH 1, 7e. 
Enlil-bāni (II): Larsen notes: "Enlil-bāni is known to have been a 'prominent merchant of Kaniš', and there is 

further good reason to believe that he moved to Assur at a later stage in his life just as had been the case 
before him with his father" (1967, 14; cf. Lewy 195, 74). Larson goes on to state: "According to BIN 6, 64, 
26-27, Aššur-idī was the name of a son of one Aššur-malik and the grandson of Luzina, and it thus seems 
that he was in fact a brother of Enlil-bāni, and that consequently Enlil-bāni's grandfather bore the name 
Luzina. Aššur-idī was also the name of one of Aššur-malik's "brothers", cf. the envelope to CCT 4, 45b: 
'To Aššur-idī; thus Aššur-malik, "his brother", but it is not certain that this is to be taken literally" (1967, 
16). 

Ennam-Aššur: AKT 3, 24 (Kt v/k 79); AKT 3, 97 (Kt v/k 14); AKT 6a, 151 – Kt 94/k 833; AKT 6a, 154 – Kt 
94/k 1147; CCT 5, 24b (cf. Michel 1991, 275 pl. vii); ICK 2, 103 (cf. Matouš RA 71, 151); ICK 3 - KKS 
26a+b [REL 101] (cf. Matouš KKS 55, 115f.; RA 71, 153ff.); ICK 4 - I 443 [REL 101+ - ref. Ikūn-pī-Ištar]. 

Hadītum: TC 1, 20 (ment. with Aššur-rabi). 
Hatala: BIN 4, 228; CCT 3, 50a; ICK 1, 3 (daughter of Enišarum; amtum-wife of Lā-qēp); ICK 1, 67; ICK 1, 69 

(Hatala daughter of Enišrum).  
Iddin-abum: ICK 2, 132 (cf. Larsen 1982, 232ff.). 
Iddin-Aššur: AKT 6a, 47 – Kt 94/k 950; AKT 6a, 51-52 – Kt 94/k 1272; cf. AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 94/k 1051 [ca. 

REL 89-90], concerning the death of Iddin-abum and impoundment of his house, and removal of his amtu-
wife, and servant, taken out by Iddin-Aššūr; cf. AKT 6a, 46 – Kt 94/k 1144. 

Iddin-Ištar: KTH 19 (cf. TC 1, 3; TC 2, 39; VS 26, 59); regarding the death of Aššur-malik, father of Uṣur-ša-
Ištar, Ilabrat-bānī and Iddin-Ištar. 

Iddin-Kūbum (I): AKT 4, 14 (ment. with Aduman s. Aššur-lamassi); Kt m/k 147, 47.54; KTH 13, 36-38 (Sturm 
2000, 498); Cf. AKT 3, 92; AKT 6a, 111 – Kt 94/k 1267; CCT 5, 20b; OIP 27, 56 [REL 110+]. 

Iddin-Kūbum (II): KTS 1, 47c. 
Ikūn-pī-Aššur: KKS 34b:1-4 (env.; cf. Sturm 2000, 498). 
Ikūn-pīa: AKT 1, 49 [REL 106]; AKT 1, 63; BIN 4, 145; BIN 4, 199;  BIN 6, 131; BIN 6, 242; ICK 4 - I 522. 
Ilabrat-bānī: BIN 4, 61; BIN 6, 53; CCT 2, 3; CCT 5, 3a; ICK 4 - I 426; KTH 19; KTS 1, 27b; POAT 7; Kt a/k 

1258a-b; TC 2, 3; TC 2, 21; TC 1, 26; TC 2, 39; TC 3, 20; TC 3, 22; TC 3, 24. It may be unrelated to this 
PN, but Lassen noted that Šu-Aššur s. Ali-ahum used the seal of Ilabrat-bānī (2012, 172). 

Ilī-bāni: AKT 6a, 21-22 – Kt 94/k 1274; CCT 4, 49b (Assur-malik s. Ilī-bāni); CTMMA 1, 85; CTMMA 1, 86 
(w;) [ca. REL 42 (cf. 94/k 1263, KEL 42)]; ICK 3 - KKS 10a+b [ca. REL 42 (cf. 94/k 1263, KEL 42)]. 

Ilī-imittī: AnOr 6, 22; CCT 1, 7b; Kt 92/k 336. 
Ištar-rabi (f.): See Erol 2015, 67. 
Lā-qēpum (I): See Erol 2015, 67. Additional disambiguation is needed to know which texts refer to Lā-qēp (II) 

s. Aššur-malik (VII). AKT 6a, 60 – Kt 94/k 948; ICK 1, 46a+ICK 2, 77+ICK 3 - KKS 45b (s. Aššur-malik; 
h. Waliwali); ICK 1, 121; ICK 1, 138; ICK 2, 76; ICK 2, 77; ICK 4 - I 446; ICK 4 - I 478; KUG 9. 

Lā-qēp (II): Adana 237 D; AKT 6a, 60 – Kt 94/k 948; ICK 1, 46a; ICK 1, 121; ICK 1, 138 (cf. ICK 1, 86; ICK 
2, 141; ICK 2, 142); ICK 2, 77; ICK 2, 76; ICK 3 - KKS 45b; ICK 4 - I 446; ICK 4 - I 478; KUG 9. 

Lā-qēp (III): CCT 1, 1a [REL 103+]; CCT 5, 42a; ICK 1, 67 (cf. Lewy 1956 p. 10 n. 44 & Bilgiç 1953, 45); TC 
1, 34; TC 1, 75 (EL 94); VS 26, 119. 
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Lā-qēp (IV): CCT 3, 50a; ICK 1, 67 (Lā-qēp s. Wardum; h. Huatala; cf. Larsen 1967 (OACP), 47); TCL 1, 239 
(EL 144); TC 3, 269. 

Libāya: AKT 3, 111 (Imdī-ilum ‘archive’); AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 94/k 1051 [REL - {89-90 - events: cf. ŠA vs. son 
of Ibāya: 94/k 1701, 1256, 1262, 1300}] (event: death of Iddin-abum s. Issu-arik); ATHE 35 (OAA 1, 69; 
Aššur-nādā ‘archive’); BIN 4, 173 (EL 235; Innāya ‘archive’ Michel 1991, 175ff. Pl. II; Cf.  BIN 4, 173; 
CCT 3, 22b + CCT 3, 23a; CCT 6, 47c); TC 3, 78 (Innāya ‘archive’ Michel 1991, 94-95, No. 66). 

Luzina: See Larsen 1967, 161; OIP 27, 56 [REL 110/viii]; aka Šu-Kūbum? cf. Chantre 1. 
Mannum-balum-Aššur: Museon 85546a. 
Muza: AKT 1, 46 [REL 110]; BIN 4, 90; BIN 6, 14; CCT 4, 20a; CCT 5, 42a; CCT 6, 21a; ICK 1, 24a-b; ICK 4 

- I 577; Kt 91/k 140; Kt c/k 839; Kt n/k 1716a-b; Kt n/k 1729; KTS 1, 51b; KTS 2, 21; RA 59, 40(16); 
Sadberg -HK 1005-5534; TC 2, 53; TC 3, 193; AKT 6a, 14 - Kt 94/k 1721. 

Nimar-Suen: See Sturm 2000, 498. 
Pilah-Ištar: AKT 6a, 74 – Kt 94/k 1136 [REL - {89-90 - events: cf. ŠA vs. son of Ibāya: 94/k 1701, 1256, 1262, 

1300}] (event: death of Iddin-abum s. Issu-arik); CCT 2, 7 (cf. Ichisar 1981, 217ff.); ICK 1, 52 (cf. Ichisar 
1981, 379); ICK 4 - I 541. 

Puzur-Ištar (I): AKT 3, 32; AKT 6a, 1 – Kt 94/k 1263 [REL 42] (Puzur-Istar s. Enlil-bāni); Sadberg - HK 1005-
5534. 

Puzur-Ištar (II):  
Puzur-šadu’e: AKT 6a, 97 – Kt 94/k 1191 (Puzur-šadu'e s. Lā-qēp) [ca. REL 89-90] (event: Ušinalam affair); 

ICK 2, 271 [REL 103]. 
Suen-damiq: AKT 6a, 268; BIN 4, 211 [REL 107]; TC 3, 230 [REL 107]; TC 3, 213 [REL 109]. 
Šalim-ahum: POAT 37. 
Šarrum-Suen: See Eron 2015, 67. 
Šīmat-Ištar (f.): See Dercksen 2015 (Subartu 35), 50: "...Ali-ahum and his sons, Aššur-bēl-šadue and Aššur-

malik, and his daughter Šīmat-Ištar living in Aššur."; AKT 4, 28; AKT 4, 29; ATK 4, 30; AKT 4, 32; TC 
3, 207. 

Šu-Anum (I): KTS 1, 47c; RA 60, 133 - Thierry. 
Šu-Anum (II): BIN 6, 184; ICK 4 - I 583 [87+ - ref. Buzuzu]; ICK 4 - I 734. 
Šu-Aššur: CCT 2, 41b (Šu-Aššur s. Ali-ahum); CCT 6, 35b; TC 3, 92 (OAA 1, 26). 
Šu-Enlil: Museon 85546a. 
Šu-Išhara: AnOr 6, 5; ICK 3 - KKS 34a+b; ICK 4 - I 429 (duplicate: OIP 27, 55).  
Šu-Ištar (I): See Erol 2015, 67.  
Šu-Ištar (II): AKT 3, 45; BIN 6, 139; Kt 92/k 543; Kt 92/k 564b; Kt a/k 440; TC 3, 213; Tübingen 2. 
Šu-Ištar (III): See Shi 2013, 46   & 140 (Kt d/k). 
Šu-Ištar (IV): TC 1, 9 (Michel 1991, No. 46). 
Šu-Suen: AKT 3, 12 (hamuštum REL 105); ICK 1, 4; Kt n/k 833 (hamuštum REL 105). 
Uṣur-ša-Aššur: AKT 1, 15; AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 94/k 813; AKT 6a, 123 – Kt 94/k 743; AKT 6a, 124 – Kt 94/k 921; 

AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444 (cf. Kt 94/k 612, 743, 725/820, 1177, 1322); BIN 4, 53 & POAT 5 (duplicate); 
CCT 2, 8-10; CCT 5, 29c; ICK 2, 115; Kt c/k 839 [REL 86] (debt to Ali-ahum); KTH 19 (cf. TC 1, 3; VS 
26, 59 regarding the death of Aššur-malik f. Uṣur-ša-Aššur, Ilabrat-bānī and Iddin-Ištar); Sadberg - ARK 
168-9476; TC 3, 167.  

Uzua (I): See Shi 2013, 46; ATHE 35 (OAA 1, 69). 
Uzua (II): CCT 5, 17a (EL 292; cf. Hecker Or. 47, 411) (TC 3, 266 Dupl.); ICK 1, 125; ICK 4 - I 677; TC 3, 238 

[REL 105 ?]; OIP 27, 56 (Ichisar 1981, 124ff.); TC 3, 238 [REL 105+]; TPAK 1, 105; TPAK 1, 114 (event: 
death of Pūšu-kēn; archive: 90/k 170); VS 26, 108 (EL 257). 

Waliwali (f.): ICK 1, 46a; ICK 2, 77; ICK 3 - KKS 45b; cf. TC 3, 3. 
Wardum: ICK 3 - KKS 6a+b [REL 101 - Ikūn-pī-Ištar + hamuštum]; TC 1, 75 (EL 94; Wardum s. Lā-qēp) [REL 

120 - š.q. Išme-Aššur s. Ea-dan]. Difficult to establish whether he is the son of Lā-qēp (II) or (III). 
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Figure 5.3.6. Šalim-Aššur’s family 
See Larsen 2010, 7 & Larsen 2015, 288. 
Agua (f.): AKT 6a, 77 – Kt 94/k 576; AKT 6a, 21-22 – Kt 94/k 1274. 
Ali-ahum: AKT 6a, 269 – Kt 94/k 1137. 
Anna-anna (f.): AKT 6a, 239 – Kt 94/k 1178. 
Anuli: AKT 6a, 72-73 – Kt 94/k 1039; AKT 6a, 74 - Kt 94/k 1136. 
Aššur-bēl-awātim: AKT 6a, 19-20 – Kt 94/k 1275; AKT 6a, 21-22 – Kt 94/k 1274; AKT 6a, 255 – Kt 94/k 766; 

AKT 6a, 284 – Kt 94/k 1192; AKT 6a, 3 – Kt 94/k 1746; AKT 6a, 40 – Kt 94/k 1006; AKT 6a, 41-42 – Kt 
94/k 1037; AKT 6a, 46 – Kt 94/k 1144; AKT 6a, 47 – Kt 94/k 950; AKT 6a, 76 – Kt 94/k 841; AKT 6a, 70 
– Kt 94/k 953; AKT 6a, 71 – Kt 94/k 1731; AKT 6a, 72-73 – Kt 94/k 1039; AKT 6a, 77 – Kt 94/k 576; 
AKT 6a, 80-81 – Kt 94/k 1027. 

Aššur-malik: AKT 6a, 277 – Kt 94/k 1011. 
Aššur-nādā (I): AKT 6a, 184 – Kt 94/k 615; AKT 6a, 190 – Kt 94/k 1438; AKT 6a, 251 – Kt 94/k 1023. 
Aššur-nādā (II): AKT 6a, 82-83 – Kt 94/k 1046; AKT 6a, 84 – Kt 94/k 957. 
Atata / Adada: AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 94/k 813. 
Enna-Suen: AKT 5, 21 ((grand-)son of Issur-arik); AKT 6a, 56 – Kt 94/k 1015; AKT 6a, 59 – Kt 94/k 955; AKT 

6a, 90 – Kt 94/k 1093; AKT 6a, 97 – Kt 94/k 1191; AKT 6a, 101 – Kt 94/k 1233; AKT 6a, 132 – Kt 94/k 
1754; BIN 6, 110 (Michel no. 11); TC 3, 234. Dercksen notes: "Enna-Suen son of Iddin-abum (*3) occurs 
as a witness in KEL 96/VII (TC 3, 234:3), about 40 years before his eponymate" (2004, 59). 

Ennam-Aššur (II): AKT 6a, 111 – Kt 94/k 1267. 
Iddin-abum: AKT 6a, 24-25 – Kt 94/k 1050; AKT 6a, 28-29 – Kt 94/k 1025; AKT 6a, 32-33 – Kt 94/k 1033; 

AKT 6a, 45 – Kt 94/k 1276; AKT 6a, 67 – Kt 94/k 1047; AKT 6a, 61-62 – Kt 94/k 1029; AKT 6a, 46 – Kt 
94/k 1144; ICK 1, 36a-b; ICK 1, 143. 

Kukuwa: See Larsen 2015, 288. 
Kurub-Ištar: AKT 6a, 142 – Kt 94/k 1445. 
Lamassī (I f.): AKT 6a, 223;  AKT 6a, 233;  AKT 6a, 247*. 
Lamassī (II f.): See Larsen 2015, 288. 
Mannum-kī-iliya: See Larsen 2015, 288. 
Nuhšatum (f.): AKT 6a, 223 – Kt 94/k 614; daughter of Šu-Hubur (Veenhof 2015). 
Šāt-Anna (f.): AKT 6a, 174 – Kt 94/k 850. 
Šu-Bēlum: AKT 6a, 56 – Kt 94/k 1015; AKT 6a, 60 – Kt 94/k 948; AKT 6a, 63 – Kt 94/k 946; AKT 6a, 64 – Kt 

94/k 951; AKT 6a, 66 – Kt 94/k 1048; AKT 6a, 67 – Kt 94/k 1047; AKT 6a, 70 – Kt 94/k 953; AKT 6a, 77 
– Kt 94/k 576; AKT 6a, 82-83 – Kt 94/k 1046; AKT 6a, 84 – Kt 94/k 957; AKT 6a, 132 – Kt 94/k 1754. 

Šu-Enlil: AKT 6a, 43-44 – Kt 94/k 1041. 
Šu-Kūbum: AKT 3, 23; AKT 6a, 46 – Kt 94/k 1144; AKT 6a, 47 – Kt 94/k 950; AKT 6a, 71 – Kt 94/k 1731; 

AKT 6a, 75 – Kt 94/k 839; AKT 6a, 76 – Kt 94/k 841; TC 3, 187; WAG 48-1465. 
Uzie: AKT 6a, 289 – Kt 94/k 1261. 
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Figure 5.3.7. Two Kukkulānums 
Anah-ilī: TPAK 1, 82 [REL 102]. 
Aššur-bāni: AKT 6a, 284 – Kt 94/k 1192; BIN 4, 108. 
Aššur-idī: AKT 1, 49; CCT 2, 20; TC 1, 81; TC 3, 196. 
Aššuris-tikal: AKT 6a, 216 – Kt 94/k 787. 
Babazua: TC 1, 81 (cf. AKT 1, 49). 
Enna-Suen: KTS 2, 42 [REL 93]. 
Enna-Wēr: AKT 6a, 101 – Kt 94/k 1233. 
Ibni-Adad: ICK 1, 152 + ICK 2, 46 (env.) [REL 89]. 
Iddin-Aššur: AKT 5, 5; AKT 6a, 184 – Kt 94/k 615 (Kilia s. Idī-Aššur / Iddin-Aššur); ICK 4 - I 446; ICK 4 - I 

706; TPAK 1, 155. 
Iddin-Suen: AKT 5, 50; AKT 5, 53; TC 3, 164. 
Ilī-dan: AKT 6a, 128 – Kt 94/k 1383. 
Kilia (I): CCT 5, 26c (Kilia s. Kukku[lānum]) [REL 84+]; cf. VS 26, 67 Kilia SIG7.A 'fair one' (Lewy 1956 

(HUCA 27), 75 n. 321). 
Kilia (II): AKT 6a, 184 – Kt 94/k 615; AKT 6a, 216 – Kt 94/k 787; AKT 6a, 265 – Kt 94/k 1209. 
Kukkulānum (aka Šu-Anum I): AKT 6a, 10 – Kt 94/k 1030; AKT 6a, 10 – Kt 94/k 998; AKT 6a, 191 – Kt 94/k 

582; AKT 6a, 191 – Kt 94/k 964; AKT 6a, 24-25 – Kt 94/k 1050; AKT 6a, 40 – Kt 94/k 1006; AKT 6a, 41-
42 – Kt 94/k 1037; AKT 6a, 46 – Kt 94/k 1144; AKT 6a, 47 – Kt 94/k 950; AKT 6a, 48 – Kt 94/k 1044; 
AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 94/k 1051; AKT 6a, 56 – Kt 94/k 1015; AKT 6a, 57-58 – Kt 94/k 1052; AKT 6a, 9 – 
Kt 94/k 961; AKT 6a, 9a-b – Kt 94/k 581; Dalley 6; Dalley 8; ICK 1, 20a-b; ICK 4 - I 594; Kt o/k 196a-c; 
TMH 1, 13a. 

Kukkulānum (II): BIN 4, 108; Kt 83/k 284; TPAK 1, 95 [REL 107 - š.q. Aššur-imittī malahhum]; VS 26, 102; 
VS 26, 119 [REL 115/iii]. 

Pilah-Ištar: AKT 6a, 216 – Kt 94/k 787. 
Puzur-šadu’e: KTS 2, 42 [REL 93].:  
Šu-Anum (II): ICK 1, 188; TPAK 1, 144. 
Šu-Anum (III): AKT 4, 19; KTS 1, 47c. 
Šudāya: CCT 2, 26c; CCT 5, 26c; TC 1, 188. 
Uṣur-Anum (I): VS 26, 121. 
Uṣur-Anum (II): AKT 6a, 265 – Kt 94/k 1209. 
Uzua: AKT 5, 20; AKT 5, 21. Probably the same Uzua in Elamma archive; also the same Kukkulānum (f. Arši-

ah). Veenhof 2015 texts: 108:15; 253:3; 132:3 (Uzua gives 3 1/2 m. silver to Hinnaya; Aššur-bēl-awātim s. 
Šu-Anum acts as witness). 
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Figure 5.3.8. Three Aššur-idīs 
See Larsen 2002, xix; Dercksen 1996, 92. 
Annina (f.?): I 490 (it's unclear exactly how Annina is related, but s/he appears with Assur-nēmedī to give Ištar-

lamassī away on her wedding). 
Aššur-idī (I): See Larsen 2002, xix (OAA 1). 
Aššur-idī (II): AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 94/k 813; AKT 6a, 121 – Kt 94/k 725; AKT 6a, 122 – Kt 94/k 820; AKT 6a, 

123 – Kt 94/k 743; AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444 
Aššur-idī (III): AKT 3, 13 [REL 111]; Dalley 9; ICK 1, 126; KTS 1, 44a.  
Aššur-nādā: See Larsen 2002, xix (OAA 1). 
Aššur-nēmedī: I 490; KTH 26; KTS 1, 8b. 
Aššur-ṭāb (I): AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 94/k 813; AKT 6a, 121 – Kt 94/k 725; AKT 6a, 122 – Kt 94/k 820; AKT 6a, 

123 – Kt 94/k 743; AKT 6a, 124 – Kt 94/k 921; AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444; AKT 6a, 126 – Kt 94/k 
612; AKT 6a, 260 – Kt 94/k 1250. 

Aššur-ṭāb (II): ICK 2, 102 (The original agreement turned up as a testimony in Kt c/k 202); cf. CCT 3, 41a; Kt 
c/k 282. See Dercksen 1996, 110-111. 

Hitani: AKT 5, 45; AKT 5, 48. 
Iddin-Ištar: Kt a/k 304; AKT 1, 65; VS 26, 93; Athenaeum 47, 119; BIN 6, 187; JCS 41, 3 (Foster A); KTH 1; 

CCT 5, 3a; ICK 4 - I 428. 
Ištar-lamassī (f.): I 490 
Ištar-ummī (f.): RA 51, 6 (OAA 1, 134 "the wife I have married is plotting against you ... but not to worry!"); 

TC 3, 207 (perhaps the same woman? receiving 10 š. silver in Aššur); KTS 2, 18 (Ištar-ummī wrote a 
letter (from Aššur) to Šu-Anum (presumably in Kanesh); AKT 1, 60 (she appears as a witness in Kanesh). 

Kidāya (Sadāya): AKT 6a, 125 – Kt 94/k 1444; AKT 6a, 122 – Kt 94/k 820; AKT 6a, 123 – Kt 94/k 743; AKT 
6a, 121 – Kt 94/k 725; AKT 6a, 120 – Kt 94/k 813; AKT 6a, 123 – Kt 94/k 743 [REL 84/x-88/v ? via 
hamuštum]. 

Puzur-Ana: AKT 3, 42; ICK 4 - I 438. 
Puzur-Ištar: CCT 2, 46a; LB 1217; KTS 1, 1b; TC 3, 112. 
Šu-Kūbum: AKT 6a, 77 – Kt 94/k 576; AKT 6a, 104 – Kt 94/k 1139; AKT 6a, 105 – Kt 94/k 1045; Kt 94/k 

1059 (Özgüç & Tunca, 2001 Bullae 242, 348). 
Šuli: Kt 91/k 555 (KEL B) (first 106 eponyms: 41 Šuli 42 Erišum 43 Iddin-Suen); Kt n/k 571+1571 (KEL D) (first 

104 eponyms: 41 Šuli s. Šalim-ahum 42 Iddin-Suen b. Šuli); Kt 94/k 836 (first 96 eponyms: 41 Šuli 42 Iddin-
Suen, his brother); cf. KTH 32: “līmum Aššur-idī s. Šuli” [KEL 95-94]; see also CCT 1, 10a, which 
Dercksen connected to Aššur-idī s. Šuli acting as a witness for a debt-note. 

Zukua: AKT 6a, 189 – Kt 94/k 1335; POAT 4. 
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Figure 5.3.9. Later level II archives excavated in situ 
For the Elamma archive see Veenhof 2015, 77; Veenhof (forthcoming)   ((A)KT 8 - Kt 91/k + 92/k); Michel 2008 
(Aof 35), 61 & 2015, 85. For the archive of Kulia see Veenhof 2008, 20 (AKT 5 - Kt 92/k). 
Ababāya: AKT 5, 9; AKT 5, 10; AKT 5, 11; AKT 5, 12; AKT 5, 13. 
Ali-abum: AKT 5, 70 [REL 106]. 
Ali-ahum: AKT 6a, 49-50 – Kt 94/k 1051 [ca. REL 89-90 - events: cf. Kt 94/k 1701, 1256, 1262, 1300]. 
Amur-Ištar: AKT 1, 68; BIN 4, 25; BIN 4, 53 (duplicate POAT 5 (L 29-558)); ICK 4 - I 498. 
Aššur-nimrī: AKT 4, 5 [97 - Kubia + hamuštum]; CCT 1, 4 (Aššur-nimrī s. Iddin-Suen) [REL 114+ (94, 105, 

111, 114)]; ICK 4 - I 511 [REL 101 - Ikūn-pī-Ištar + hamuštum]; Kt 91/k 374 [REL 104 - Šu-Suen s. 
Pappilum]; Cf. BIN 4, 65; TC 3, 113. 

Iddin-Suen: AKT 6a, 8 – Kt 94/k 1211; Contenau 25 (s. Iddin-Suen); RA 80 - TTC 25. 
Ilī-bāni: AKT 5, 20 (b. Kulia; s. Alābum) [ca. REL 120-135 - archive: Kulia s. Ali-abum]; ICK 4 - I 751; Kt j/k 

292. 
Kapsia: AKT 5, 40. 
Kulia: AKT 5, 9; AKT 5, 20; AKT 5, 24; AKT 5, 26; AKT 5, 35 [REL 130 - Aššur-rē’ī s. Ilī-emūqī]; AKT 5, 36; 

AKT 5, 39 [REL 136 - Enna-Suen s. Iddin-abum]; AKT 5, 43; AKT 5, 44 [REL 136+]; AKT 5, 45; AKT 
5, 46 [REL 129]; AKT 5, 47 [REL 124]; AKT 5, 48. 

Lamassatum: Kt 91/k 374 (w. Elamma ?) [104 - Šu-Suen s. Pappilum]. 
Šāt-Adad: See Michel 2008b (AoF 35), 61. 
Puzur-Ištar: AKT 5, 66-67 [ca. REL 120-135 - archive: Kulia s. Ali-abum]; ATHE 22; ICK 4 - I 606 (s. Alābum). 
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Figure 5.3.10. Other prominent families 
These prominent families have less documentation in my current dataset, which constrain the size of the trees. As 
more texts come to light, these will no doubt be fleshed out, for example Puzur-Ištar’s family tree has recently been 
updated in a new archival edition by Bayram and Kuzuoglu 2014, 11 & 43 (AKT 7a - Kt 88/k). 
Abu-šalim: AKT 2, 6 [REL 93+]. 
Ah-šalim (I): VS 26, 117 (Ah-šalim as an investor representing Puzur-Ištar (umme’āni)). 
Ah-šalim (II): AKT 6a, 96 – Kt 94/k 1167; CCT 1, 2-3; CCT 6, 18a; ICK 2, 103; Kt 93/k 436 [REL 98-113] 

(Barjamovic, et al. 2011, 90); Mixon 17. 
Ahu-waqar: AKT 1, 7; CCT 5, 41a. 
Ali-ahum: AKT 6a, 111 – Kt 94/k 1267 [ca. REL 90+ - event: Ušinalam affair]. 
Amur-Aššur (I): AKT 6a, 9 – Kt 94/k 961; AKT 6a, 201 – Kt 94/k 807; AKT 6a, 214 – Kt 94/k 945 [REL 86+ - 

ref. Amur-Aššur]; AKT 6a, 215 – Kt 94/k 1487 (ment. as limmu) [86+ - ref. Amur-Aššur]; AKT 6a, 216 – 
Kt 94/k 787 [ca, REL 105+ - event: death of Šalim-Aššur s. Issu-arik]. 

Amur-Aššur (II): AKT 5, 45 [130+ (126 - Dadia s. Šu-Ilabrat, 130 - Aššur-rē'ī s. Ilī-emūqī)]. 
Amur-Ištar (I): TC 3, 38 (cf. Larsen 1967, 41 A.61). 
Amur-Ištar (II): POAT 37 (Šu-Anum and Amur-Ištar left a tablet container (tamalakkum) of Luzina, but some 

silver was missing); cf. Hecker 1984 (AfO 31), 85b. 
Amur-Ištar (III): AKT 6a, 92 – Kt 94/k 1103 (patronymic Amur-Ištar (g)s. Damuma); TC 3, 257 (Amur-Ištar s. 

Išar-kit-Aššur acts as a witness in a loan, with Sueyya as guarantor; other witnesses include: Ennam-Aššur 
son of Sukkallia, Adad-ṣulūlī son of Šu-Anum, both of whom date roughly between [REL 94-106]).  

Aššur-emūqī: AKT 6a, 96 – Kt 94/k 1167 (Aššur-emūqī b. Ah-šalim; Buzutaya has received 14 minas of refined 
silver from the proceeds of Ušinalam’s wool) [ca. REL 90+]; CCT 5, 36b (Ulshöfer (FAOSB 4), 282f., Nr. 
322). Although the text is undated, he is contemporary with Šalim-Aššur s. Issu-arik, which means that if 
this is the same Aššur-emūqī s. Buzutāya, the text could be no later than [REL 105]; Kt c/k 436 (Aššur-
emūqī s. Buzutāya (w.), with Iddin-Suen s. Iddin-Ištar, Aššur-bēl-awātim s. Šu-Anum (debtor), and Ali-
ahum (creditor)); Kt c/k 1010 (A-e is a litigant with Imdī-ilum in Assur; the Waklum writes the verdict 
concerning Aššur-tab’s lost 36 textiles and Aššur-emūqī has to pay Imdī-ilum 10 š. each.). 

Aššur-imittī: AKT 3, 9; BIN 4, 114; BIN 6, 211; CCT 6, 30a; KUG 31; POAT 4; TPAK 1, 100 + Kt 91/k 107; 
Tübingen 2 (Šu-Anum is the rābiṣum of Aššur-imittī s. Šu-Nunu); VS 26, 112. 

Aššur-rē’ī: FT2 - FS Garelli 235 (Aššur-rē’ī s. Puzur-Ištar); Kt 88/k 89; Kt 88/k 447; Kt 88/k 1092; VS 26, 117 
(Aššur-rē’ī as an investor representing Puzur-Ištar (umme’āni)). 

Aššuriš-tikal (I): AKT 6a, 94 – Kt 94/k 1108 (Aššuriš-tikal (grand)son of Sukalliya has received 17 minas of 
refined silver from the proceeds of Ušinalam’s wool.) [ca. REL 90+ - event: Ušinalam affair]; CCT 4, 21b 
(Pūšu-kēn archive); TPAK 1, 87 [REL 106 + hamuštum].  

Aššuriš-tikal (II): VS 26, 108 [ca. REL 135 ? (late Level II);  cf. ICK 4 - I 466 (KEL 132)]. 
Babidi: CCT 1, 36d. 
Balṭu-šar: ICK 2, 128a-b [REL 98+]. 
Buzutāya (I): AKT 6a, 96 – Kt 94/k 1167 (Buzutāya, father of Ah-šalim, in Ušinalam affair). 
Buzutāya (II): ICK 4 - I 438 [REL 131 - Ṭāb-Aššur s. Uzua]. 
Buzuzu: AKT 2, 6 (patronymic); BIN 6, 220; Kayseri 309 - TTAED 4, 1. 
Damuma: AKT 6a, 92 – Kt 94/k 1103 (patronymic: (g)f. Amur-Ištar; ment. Ušinalam); Kt 94/k 1223. 
Ennam-Aššur: AKT 1, 54 (debtor to Aššur-emūqī) [REL 90]; AKT 3, 38 (Puzur-Ištar gs. Ilili) [REL 74/59 - 

Bazia]; RA 59, 162 (Ennam-Aššur (g)s. Ilili). 
Ennānum: AKT 2, 13. 
Ibni-Suen (Ibbisua): AKT 6a, 6 – Kt 94/k 1234; ICK 2, 128a/b [REL 98]; TC 1, 90a [REL 75]. 
Iddin-Aššur: VS 26, 120 [REL 98+ (93, 94, 98: 93 - Iddin-abum s. Narbitum, 94 - š.q. Iddin-abum, 98 - Ilī-dan)] 

(Iddin-Assur s. Isalia; b. Ahu-waqar). 
Ilī-ašranni: AKT 6a, 98 – Kt 94/k 1196; AKT 6a, 101 – Kt 94/k 1233. 
Isālia: ICK 3 - KKS 21a+b. 
Išar-kit-Aššur: AKT 6a, 166 – Kt 94/k 1130 (patronymic: f. Puzur-Aššur); Kt a/k 1258a-b; TC 2, 54 (Ulshöfer 

1995 (FAOSB 4), 80 Nr. 62; 14). 
Karria: VS 26, 92 (Karria s. Mēnānum [REL 84-86 via hamuštum]; POAT 14 (OAA 1, 11). 
Lā-qēpum (I): See Teisser 1994, 107, seal 18. 
Lā-qēp (II): TC 1, 34; TC 1, 81 (ment. with Šu-Anum, Babazua s. Šu-Anum & Aššur-idī s. Kukkulānum); TC 3, 

210 (ment. with Waqqurtum d. Pūšu-kēn). 
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Mannum-balum-Aššur: THM 1, 14a-b [REL 97] (cf. THM 1, 18e); TPAK 1, 79a [REL 102; cf. Kryszat 1999, 
176f.]. 

Maṣī-ilī: BIN 6, 218 (cf. Michel 1991, 270f. pl. iv); ICK 1, 19b (cf. Kienast 1983, 144ff.); Kayseri 309 - TTAED 
4, 1 [REL 108 - event: death of Puzur-Aššūr] (cf. Landsberger 1940, text A; Matouš 1969, text B2; Michel 
2000, text 80); Kt 91/k 395. 

Mēnānum: ATHE 3 [REL 80 - Sukkallia]; CCT 1, 36d (Menānum <Me-na-nim> s. Babidi; also ment.: Šu-Hubur; 
Aššur-malik; Aššur-rabi s. Mannum-šūmšu (‘what’s his name’)). There is insufficient evidence to currently 
state whether or not Mēnānum is a nickname for Šu-Anum. Šu-Ištar is too common a name to make the 
connection in TC 1, 9 (Michel 1991, 70f., No. 46, pl. xiii), but the timing would work. 

Pilah-Ištar: BIN 4, 211 [REL 107]; Kt 88/k 507/b (related: Kt 88/k 507; Kt 88/k 269, Kt 88/k 97); TPAK 1, 169 
[REL 106]. 

Puzur-Aššur: AKT 1, 8; AKT 6a, 166 – Kt 94/k 1130; AnOr 6, 21 [REL 97 - Kubia + hamuštum]; ATHE 16; 
BIN 6, 253 [ca. REL 108 + event: death of Puzur-Aššur (s. Išar-kit-Aššur)]; CCT 1, 16b (Puzur-Aššur (g)s. 
Damuma); CCT 1, 48; ICK 4 - I 501; ICK 4 - I 642; JCS 14, 5; KTS 1, 7a; KTS 2, 42; TMH 1, 22a [ca. 
REL 108 + event: death of Puzur Aššur]. 

Puzur-Ištar: See Bayram and Kuzuoglu 2014 (AKT 7a), 11. 
Puzur-šadu’e: TC 3, 264 (ment.: Aššur-nīšu (lit1; Sṭh'); Šu-Bēlum s. Waklum (lit2; Oṭh'; Royal seal); Zuba (w; 

the muṣaridum); Puzur-šadu'e s. Šu-Ištar (w.); Aššur-nādā s. Amur-lussu (w.)); cf. ICK 2, 104a-b. 
Puzur-Šamaš: AKT 1, 10; AKT 1, 56; AKT 2, 9; AnOr 6, 21; ICK 4 - I 687; Kt a/k 440; KTB 10; POAT 4; UF 

7, 6. 
Sukkallia (I): ATHE 3 Sukkalia s. Menānum [REL 80 - Sukkallia]; ICK 2, 50; TC 3, 248 [REL 81] Sukkallia s. 

Menanum (š.q. limmu). 
Sukkallia (II): AKT 6a, 9 – Kt 94/k 961 (Testimony ment.: Issu-arik (lit1); Šalim-Aššur (lit1); Tudhalia b. Tuli 

(lit2); Sukkallia s. Amur-Aššur (w); Akuza s. Šu-Anum (w.); Urāya s. Manana; Iddin-abum (house at 
Kanesh?)). 

Sukkallia (III): AKT 5, 74* (s. Aššuriš-tikal) [ca. REL 120-135? archive: Kulia s. Ali-abum]. 
Šalim-Aššur: VS 26, 21 Šalim-Aššur s. Mēmenānum (i.e. Mēnānum), a hapax legomenon in my dataset. 
Šu-Anum (I): AKT 5, 6 [ca. REL {120-135 - archive: Kulia}] (Šu-Anum (g)s. Menānum, transporter of kārum 

Kanesh); POAT 37 (Šu-Anum and Amur-Ištar left a tablet container (tamalakkum) of Luzina, but some 
silver was missing); TC 3, 123 (Šu-Anum s. Šu-Ištar, seal of Alauani to Šu-Anum) Šu-Ištar was a common 
name, but his father’s nickname, Mēnānum, was apparently unique. Perhaps Šu-Anum went by his 
grandfather's name more often, as seen in the three texts above, rather than by his father's name, as seen in 
TC 3, 123. 

Šu-Anum (II): ICK 2, 345 (KEL C eponym list; cf. Ulshöfer 1995 (FAOSB 4), 299; Veenhof 2003b, 72f.). 
Šu-Bēlum: Kt c/k 515 (154-507-64); cf. c/k 630, 678, 747. 
Šu-Ištar: ICK 1, 12a-b. Is this the same Šu-Ištar f. Amur-Ištar in POAT 37 (ment. with Šu-Anum s. Mēnānum)? 

Or maybe Šu-Ištar is the grandson of Mēnānum, son of Šu-Anum, cf. TC 1, 9 (Michel No. 46). 
Šu-Nunu: AKT 1, 36; AKT 3, 59; AKT 6a, 128 – Kt 94/k 1383; AKT 6a, 144 – Kt 94/k 1686; AKT 6a, 145 – Kt 

94/k 1687; AnOr 6, 14; BIN 4, 19; BIN 4, 82; CCT 2, 14 CCT 2, 15; CCT 3, 4; CCT 5, 15a; Cole 9 (OAA 
1, 156); ICK 2, 295; ICK 3 - KKS 52b; ICK 4 - I 542; ICK 4 - I 683; Kt 83/k 140; KTS 1, 29b; KTS 2, 41; 
TC 2, 21 (If this is the same PN, Šu-Nunu was very close with the Pūšu-kēn family); TMH 1, 10b; VS 26, 
28; VS 26, 59; VS 26, 93. N.B. there are three patronymics, two of which apparently overlap: s. Ennam-
Aššur (gs. Ibbisua) & s. Amur-Ištar; the third, s. Adadāya, is contemporary with the archive of Kulia [ca. 
REL 120-135]. 

Šu-zuzu: CCT 5, 29b. 
Šuli (II): Kt 91/k 512 (Veenhof forthcoming ((A)KT 8: Elamma archive), 204) [REL 109]. 
Tatana (f.): Kt 88/k 447 (Pilah-Ištar s. Aššur-rē'ī* writes to his wife Tatana. P-I seals with the seal of Aššur-rē'ī s. 

Puzur-Ištar) 
Tūrāya: Kt 86/k 158; cf. potential for Tūrāya (Dūrāya) as abbreviation of Dūr-Aššur (AKT 6a, 91 & 92): Uzua f. 

Tūrāya // Uzua f. Dūr-Aššur. 
Ṭāb-ṣill-Aššur: BIN 6, 241 (Ṭāb-ṣill-Aššur MAŠKIM); TC 1, 79 (EL 11) [REL 104 - event: death of Pūšu-kēn)]. 
Uṣur-ša-Aššur (I): KTS 1, 7a (Uṣur-ša-Aššur will sell his house in the colony for 2 minas of silver, due to a debt). 
Uṣur-ša-Aššur (II): AnOr 6, 22  [REL 112+ - ref.  š.q. Samāya] (represented Buzāzu s. Pūšu-kēn; b. Ikūn-paša); 

cf. CCT 2, 31a:21-29; ICK 2, 102; KTH 15; L 29-555; RA 60, 121ff. 
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Figure 6.1. Network Centrality  
The chart shows the most central individuals (‘Agents’) found in ca. 2,000 letters. These results combine the 
network analysis with the latent hierarchical data, generated by Bamman’s model. It immediately speaks to the 
central importance of the top three individuals across the network. The designator, PN, is used in the OATP database 
for those instances when a name cannot be identified on a text. It is important to keep in mind that a number of 
these PNs have not been completely disambiguated, and therefore may represent more than one entity. 
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Rank Agent Value 

1 Imdī-ilum 0.133 

2 Innāya (s. Elāli) 0.111 

3 Puzur-Aššur (s. Išar-kit-Aššur) 0.078 

4 Aššur-nādā (s. Aššur-idī) 0.072 

5 Puzur-Ištar 0.050 

6 Enlil-bāni 0.050 

7 Aššur-malik 0.050 

8 Pūšu-kēn 0.044 

9 Aššur-taklāku 0.044 

10 Inab-Ištar 0.044 

11 Šu-Ištar 0.044 

12 Aššur-idī 0.039 

13 Ennam-Aššur 0.039 

14 Uṣur-ša-Aššur 0.039 

15 Hināya 0.039 

16 Aššur-imittī 0.039 

17 Buzāzu (s. Pūšu-kēn) 0.039 

18 Šalim-ahum 0.039 

19 Ilī-ālum 0.033 

20 PN 0.033 

Figure. 6.2. Emergent leader (cognitive demand). 
In the right column IF ranks (top / mean) are included for 
comparative purposes in this and subsequent figures for SNA 
attributes. 
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Rank Agent Value Unscaled Context 

1 Pūšu-kēn 0.927 332 113.936 

2 Imdī-ilum 0.701 251 85.781 

3 Puzur-Aššur 0.612 219 74.658 

4 Innāya (s. Elāli) 0.547 196 66.664 

5 Aššur-nādā 0.352 126 42.332 

6 Šalim-ahum 0.221 79 24.953 

7 Aššur-idī 0.212 76 24.953 

8 Aššur-imittī 0.176 63 20.434 

9 Aššur-taklāku 0.151 54 17.306 

10 Buzāzu 0.137 49 15.568 

11 Aššur-malik 0.128 46 14.525 

12 Enna-Bēlum 0.126 45 14.178 

13 Ilī-wēdāku 0.120 43 13.483 

14 Puzur-Ištar 0.117 42 13.135 

15 Šu-Ištar 0.115 41 12.787 

16 Šu-Anum 0.106 38 11.745 

17 Inab-Ištar 0.106 38 11.745 

18 Šu-Hubur 0.103 37 11.397 

19 Ilī-ālum 0.098 35 10.702 

20 Hināya 0.095 34 10.354 
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Figure 6.3. In-the-know (total degree centrality). 
Input network: Agent x Agent (size: 180, density: 
0.0117629). 
Number of standard deviations from the mean of a random 
network of the same size and density: 
Mean: 0.047  
Mean in random network: 0.012       
Std.dev: 0.110       
Std.dev in random network: 0.008  

 
 
 

Rank Agent Value 

1 Pūšu-kēn 30 

2 Puzur-Aššur (s. Išar-kit-Aššur) 29 

3 Imdī-ilum 21 

4 Innāya (s. Elāli) 19 

5 Aššur-nādā (s. Aššur-idī) 11 

6 Aššur-malik 10 

7 Aššur-taklāku 9 

8 Puzur-Ištar 7 

9 Aššur-idī 6 

10 Aššur-imittī 6 

11 Ikūn-pīa 6 

12 Enlil-bāni 6 

13 Šu-Ištar 6 

14 Amur-ilī 6 

15 Uṣur-ša-Aššur 5 

16 Ahaha 5 

17 Ilī-ālum 4 
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18 Iddin-abum 4 

19 Ikūn-pī-Aššur 4 

20 Enna-Bēlum 4 

Figure 6.4. Number of cliques (clique count).  
A clique is “a sub-structure that is defined as a set of nodes 
where every node is connected to every other node.” 
(Carley et al. 2013, 3) 

 
 
 
 
 

Rank Agent Value Context 

1 Pūšu-kēn 1.000 2.756 

2 Šarrum-Suen 1.000 2.756 

3 Dadāya 1.000 2.756 

4 Šalim-ahum 0.618 0.786 

5 Puzur-Aššur 0.597 0.676 

6 Ilī-wēdāku 0.324 -0.735 

7 Šu-Hubur (s. Amur-ilī) 0.308 -0.817 

8 Imdī-ilum 0.268 -1.023 

9 Šalim-Aššur 0.267 -1.029 

10 Aššur-imittī 0.228 -1.232 

11 Aššur-malik 0.227 -1.233 

12 Hināya 0.225 -1.244 

13 Aššur-nādā (s. Aššur-idī) 0.206 -1.341 

14 Aššur-idī 0.187 -1.443 

15 Buzāzu (s. Pūšu-kēn) 0.183 -1.463 

16 Innāya (s. Elāli) 0.179 -1.485 
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17 Aššur-bāni 0.164 -1.558 

18 Dan-Aššur 0.162 -1.571 

19 Lamassī 0.159 -1.587 

20 Šu-Ištar 0.137 -1.698 

Figure 6.5. Leader of strong clique (eigenvector centrality) 
Number of standard deviations from the mean of a random 
network of the same size and density: 
Mean: 0.064       
Mean in random network: 0.466       
Std.dev: 0.149       
Std.dev in random network: 0.194 

 
 

Rank Agent Value 

1 Ilia 1.000 

2 Šalim-ahum 1.000 

3 Lā-qēp 1.000 

4 Šu-Hubur (s. Amur-ilī) 0.491 

5 Puzur-Aššur 0.424 

6 Šalim-Aššur 0.417 

7 Hināya 0.349 

8 Aššur-imittī 0.312 

9 Aššur-malik 0.299 

10 Aššur-bāni 0.261 

11 Lamassī 0.261 

12 Šu-Kūbum 0.208 

13 Bēlātum 0.174 

14 Tāriš-mātum 0.174 

15 Kurub-Ištar 0.163 
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16 Kulumāya 0.155 

17 Buzutāya 0.154 

18 Aššur-idī 0.148 

19 Amur-Ištar 0.144 

20 Ikīn-pīya 0.139 

Figure 6.6. Hub centrality 
Nodes which act as a hub. 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hub_(network
_science_concept)&oldid=774156102].  
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Rank Agent Value 

1 Pūšu-kēn 1.000 

2 Muza 1.000 

3 Pūšu-kēn (II) 0.500 

4 Imdī-ilum 0.145 

5 Innāya (s. Elāli) 0.114 

6 Aššur-nādā (s. Aššur-idī) 0.101 

7 Lā-qēp 0.096 

8 Dan-Aššur 0.095 

9 Puzur-Aššur 0.071 

10 Aššur-ṣulīlī 0.034 

11 Ilī-ālum 0.033 

12 Aššur-taklāku 0.029 

13 Ilabrat-bāni 0.029 

14 Ennam-Aššur 0.027 

15 Amur-ilī 0.026 

16 Šu-Bēlum 0.024 

17 Enna-Bēlum 0.020 

18 Iddin-abum 0.020 

19 Aššuriš-tikal 0.019 

20 Kulumāya 0.018 

Figure 6.7. Authority centrality 
Nodes that act as an authority in the network. 
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Rank Agent Value Unscaled Context 

1 Innāya 0.177 5626.306 6.176 

2 Imdī-ilum 0.124 3966.034 4.126 

3 Pūšu-kēn 0.099 3148.843 3.117 

4 Puzur-Aššur 0.099 3139.036 3.104 

5 Ennam-Aššur 0.047 1497.400 1.077 

6 Aššur-malik 0.040 1278.500 0.807 

7 Šalim-ahum 0.036 1159.533 0.660 

8 PN 0.036 1135.452 0.630 

9 Uṣur-ša-Aššur 0.028 896.033 0.335 

10 Buzāzu 0.027 871.500 0.305 

11 Šu-Bēlum 0.027 871.167 0.304 

12 Aššur-nādā 0.026 829.500 0.253 

13 Ilī-ālum 0.024 764.367 0.172 

14 Inab-Ištar 0.022 716.200 0.113 

15 Šalim-Aššur 0.019 612.150 -0.016 

16 Aššur-taklāku 0.019 610.983 -0.017 

17 Puzur-Ištar 0.019 599.786 -0.031 

18 Ali-ahum 0.018 570.167 -0.068 

19 Šu-Anum 0.016 522.362 -0.127 

20 Šu-Suen 0.015 470.000 -0.191 
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Figure 6.8. Potentially influential (betweenness 
centrality) 
Input network: Agent x Agent (size: 180, density: 0.011) 
Number of standard deviations from the mean of a random 
network of the same size and density: 
Mean: 0.006 
Mean in random network: 0.020 
Std.dev: 0.020       
Std.dev in random network: 0.025 

 
 
 

Rank Agent Value 

1 Šu-Bēlum 0.069 

2 Ennam-Aššur 0.063 

3 PN 0.048 

4 Aššur-lamassī 0.044 

5 Uṣur-ša-Aššur 0.042 

6 Šu-Suen 0.037 

7 Innāya 0.036 

8 Aššur-malik 0.035 

9 Tāram-Kūbī 0.035 

10 Ali-ahum 0.029 

11 Šalim-Aššur 0.028 

12 Ilī-ālum 0.028 

13 Inab-Ištar 0.024 

14 Buzāzu (s. Pūšu-kēn) 0.023 

15 Lamašša 0.022 

16 Šu-Laban 0.022 

17 Aššur-rabi 0.021 

18 Imdī-ilum 0.020 
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19 Kunania 0.020 

20 Lā-qēpum 0.019 

Figure 6.9. Connects groups 
Nodes which connect groups have a high betweenness and 
low degree; and are potential boundary spanners. 

 

 

 

Rank Agent Value 

1 Imdī-ilum 0.180 

2 Pūšu-kēn 0.143 

3 Puzur-Aššur 0.074 

4 Šalim-ahum 0.062 

5 Innāya 0.056 

6 Aššur-imittī 0.054 

7 Enna-Bēlum 0.042 

8 Šu-Hubur (s. Amur-ilī) 0.035 

9 Aššur-nādā (s. Aššur-idī) 0.031 

10 Buzāzu 0.025 

11 Ilī-wēdāku 0.023 

12 Amur-Ištar 0.021 

13 Aššur-taklāku 0.020 

14 Šalim-Aššur 0.017 

15 Šu-Ištar 0.015 

16 Buburānum 0.015 

17 Ennānum 0.015 
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18 Puzur-Ištar 0.013 

19 PN 0.011 

20 Ikīn-pīya 0.011 

Figure 6.10. Group awareness (shared situation 
awareness) 
“Shared situation awareness (SA) can be defined as "the 
degree to which team members possess the same SA on 
shared SA requirements" (Endsley & Jones, 1997, p. 47; 
2001, p. 48). As implied by this definition, there are 
information requirements that are relevant to multiple team 
members. A major part of teamwork involves the area where 
these SA requirements overlap—the shared SA 
requirements that exist as a function of the essential 
interdependency of the team members. In a poorly 
functioning team, two or more members may have different 
assessments on these shared SA requirements and thus 
behave in an uncoordinated or even counter-productive 
fashion. Yet in a smoothly functioning team, each team 
member shares a common understanding of what is 
happening on those SA elements that are common—shared 
SA. Thus, shared SA refers to the overlap between the SA 
requirements of the team members, as presented in Figure 3. 
As depicted by the clear areas of the figure, not all 
information needs to be shared. Clearly, each team member 
is aware of much that is not pertinent to the others on the 
team. Sharing every detail of each person's job would only 
create a great deal of "noise" to sort through to get needed 
information. It is only that information which is relevant to 
the SA requirements of each team member that is needed” 
(Shared SA). 
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Figure 6.11. Kanesh composite map 
Combined, discussed, and published by Thomas Hertel (2014, 44-51). 
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